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REFERENCES

There are a few anticipatory cross references, especially of place names, to Mohave narratives largely readied for publica-
tion -- the text and footnotes now in final shape, the interpretation only partly written. These tales will form a third instal-
ment of Mohave myths. The first instalment, Seven Mohave Myths (UC-AR 11:1, 1948) contained the following:

I. Cane
II. Vinimulye-patse
III. Nyohaiva
IV. Raven
V. Deer
VI. Coyote
VII. Mastamho

For convenience these will be cited by arabic numbers, giving number of myth and paragraph (1:14).
The second instalment, the present Migration Epic, will be cited hereafter as 8.
The third instalment will comprise

IX. Origins
X. Alyha
XI. Tumanpa
XII. Salt

XIII . Chuhueche
XIV . Goose
XV. War
XVI. Fragments

There will also be cited in arabic, as Goose (14:40).
Also ready for press are the text and notes (but not the commentary) of two historical narratives, one on tribal wars, the

other on the Olive Oatman captivity.

PHONETIC SYMBOLS AND DIACRITICS

e English surd th, as in thick
a English voiced th, as in this
tJ English ch
t Palatal t, with effect nearly of English tr
q Velar k
ny, ly Palatalized n, 1, as in onion, million; the

y is not a vowel
a, I, u Long

8,8 Long, open



A MOHAVE HISTORICAL EPIC
BY

A. L. KROEBER

PART 1

CIRCUMSTANCES AND NATURE OF THE TALE
The story of the recording of this tale is this. individual Mohaves; but I now suspect that no one had then
In a previous visit to the Mohave I had learned of their leamed and reelaborated a version of the migration legend in

male-lineage clans or simulye, known each by the namewhich several decades. If this is a fact, it was the very last of the
all the women bom in the clan shared, these names in turn crop of aged migration dreamers that I encountered at Need-
having totemic reference or connotation, though in most of les about 1900 to 1905.
the names no etymologic denotation of the totemic animal or However, in March, 1902, my customary guide and inter-
object was apparent. There is no evidence that these clans preter, Jack Jones, took me across the river from Needles and
functioned other than as regards coresidence and exogamy: they some two or three miles inland, more or less to the settlement
had no ritual associations. Settlements normally consisted of Ah'a-kwinyevai, which appears as "K" of map 1, eastern side
kinsmen in the male line, and thereby of men of the same clan; of Mohave Valley. I was purchasing ethnographical specimens
but there were said to be usually several places thus "belonging" on the way. At Ah'a-kwinyevai, in a sand-covered Mohave
to each clan, especially if it was large. I found it difficult to house, we found the old man whom we had come to see, Inyo-
engage Mohave interest in reciting to me a list of such clan kutavere, "Vanished-pursue," who was reputed to know about
localizations: the simulye were now "all mixed up," they said, the origin of clans. He admitted that he did, and wotld tell me
compared with old times. When I said it was the old times the story. It would take a day, he said when I asked the length.
that I wanted to know about, the answer was, that how it was As that day was partly gone, I arranged to come back in the
with the clans in the old days, how they came to be, was known morning.
only to certain old men who had dreamed about that and about Of course he did not realize that it would take Jack about as
the traveling and fighting of the Mohave. Itl-kanavk, "great- long to English to me his telling in Mohave as that took him,
telling," was the name of that kind of story; people who had and I overlooked the fact, or had long since learned not to be
not dreamed that--that is, did not specialize in it--would know too concerned about inaccuracy of time estimates by natives.
nothing of moment about it. However, he went on for six days 1 each of three to four hours

Several old men were mentioned as informants; but a train total narration by him and as many of translation by Jack and
of ill luck accompanied my endeavors to secure from any one writing by me. Each evening he believed, I think honestly.
of them the full version of what he knew. The well informed that one more day would bring him to the end. He freely ad-
on the subject, or at any rate those generally reputed well in- mitted, when I asked him, that he had never told the story
formed, were evidently all of an advanced age that made their through from beginning to end. He had a number of times told
mortality high in the first decade of this century. As this clan parts of it at night to Mohave audiences, until the last of them
or migration legend also was not associated with a cycle which dropped off to sleep. When our sixth day ended, he still, or
would be sung at festivals or funerals, the series of men inclin- again, said that a day would see us through. But by then I was
ed to "dream" it--i.e., to hear, leam, and refantasy it-- overdue at Berkeley; and as the prospective day might once
would be pretty thoroughly and suddenly cut off when the re- more have stretched into several, I reluctantly broke off, pro-
modeling of Mohave life by American contacts had reached a mising him, and myself, that I would return to Needles when
certain point. To men who had worked, however intermittent- I could, not later than next winter, to conclude recording the
ly, on railway maintenance of way. in the locomotive round- tale.
house or in the ice plant, a legend about ancient migrations By next winter Inyo-kutav&re had died, and his tale thus re-
of bands that lived off the land must have seemed irrelevant mains unfinished; though its central theme, the final conquest
and fairly pointless, and even more so to the prospective all- of Mohave Valley and the taking of lands by the clan leaders,
night audiences whose interest would provide much of the sti- is completed. I made efforts to find other old men who might
mulus for dreaming up the tale. By contrast, singing has an continue where Inyo-kutavere had left off. I came to realize
appeal in itself, reenforced for the Mohave by the emotional soon afterward that no Mohave could "continue" the narration
associations of their custom of singing their cycles as a gift at of aohr2 The versions differ too much through being after
impending deaths of kinsmen. Around 1903, accordingly, all individually refantasled, as I would construe the core to be
song-cycle myths were Still being learned and dreamed by of what the Mohave mean by "dreaming." With a different

l For notes see p. 151. 7
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informant it would have been necessary to get a new version of ages named ever existed. The type of events is largely drawn
the entire tale; only in that sense could Inyo-kutavere's tale from Mohave pre-Caucasian actual tribal experience; but I doubt
have been "finished" by another. However, I was given the whether any of the specific incidents were really handed down by
names of two surviving old men who might furnish a comple- tradition. In short, the story is a pseudohistory. It is a product
tion; and in the spring of 1903, and again of 1904, I returned of imagination, not of recollection; and therefore an effort at lit-
to Needles to look them up: only to find that one of them was erature. In that circumstance lies perhaps its greatest interest.
speechless from a paralytic stroke. The other, I wrote on It can in effect be characterized as a prose epic; or at least an
April 15. 1904, to my chief, F. W. Putnam, I had as yet been effort at one. It is also a secular epic: it contains neither mytho-
unable to go to see because he lived too far from the telegraph logy nor ritual elements, just as it is without trace of metrical or
office at Needles, to which I was then tied by an expected other formally stylized language, except to a very slight degree
message. I do not recall now why I was unable to connect with in the names of personages.
him later; and before long he too died. In my opinion, the one item of possible historical fact in the

In 1908 I was again at Needles. The Mohave seemed to tale is that it may reflect a time when the Mohave were not
think that their recognized dreamers of the clan migration were yet permanent residents of Mohave Valley but were in the pro-
all gone. But meeting an old man called Kunalye, I asked him cess of occupying it. Beyond that, the enumeration,and locali-
whether he knew anything of Hipahipa. the greatest hero in zation of totemic bands or subclans after the conquest of Mohave
Inyo-kutavere's version. He affirmed that. Hipahipa was the Valley, as given in paragraphs P 174-176, probably rests on fact.
name of a Kutkilye clan band living in Mohave Valley in an- But this list is static it reflects the landholdings as they were
cient times, and proceeded to tell me their story on March 1. more or less remembered to have existed synchronously a few
I returned to him on March 3 for another instalment, in which generations ago--probably within a century before the telling.
as yet the warfare that was to be the central theme of the plot All the people and events of the long story I consider to be a
was only being threatened. The old man then became ill, I fantasy, produced as an end in itself by the dreamer-narrator--
had to discontinue, and so another attempt remained fragmen- and, with analogous but largely independent content, by a few
tary. The Kunalye version is published in the Handbook of other like-minded individuals.
Califomia Indians (1925), pp.772-775, and is discussed below The successful attainment of an appearance of historicity in
in Part 7, A. For the time spent in its recording, its text is a fantasy creation within an unlettered tribe, especially one
proportionally briefer than Inyo-kutavere's telling, owing pro- wholly lacking mnemonic devices, is significant as a cultural
bably in part to my having as interpreter Leslie Wilbur, younger event because of its unexpectedness and near-uniqueness. The
and less accustomed to me and the work than Jack Jones was. historic-mindedness of the story is further evidenced by the con-

To return to Inyo-kutav^re. He was stone blind. He was sistent "nativeness' of the culture depicted: wheat, chickens,
below the average of Mohave tallness, slight in figure, spare, red cloth. white men are never even hinted at, though they
almost frail with age. His gray hair was long and unkempt, his have crept both into origin myths and ritual song-cycle tales of
features were sharp, delicate, sensitive, free of the grossness the Mohave. No purist ethnographer reconstructing the old cul-
that often characterizes his oversize tribesmen. He sat indoors, ture could have been any stricter than Inyo- kutavere.
on the loose sand floor of his house, for the whole of the six In our recording, Jack Jones allowed the old man to proceed
days I was with him, in the frequent posture of Mohave men, --for perhaps five to ten minutes--until the interpreter had as
his feet beneath him or behind him to the side, not with legs much as he could remember, then Englished it to me. With
crossed. He sat still whether reciting or awaiting his turn; but omission of repetitions, condensation of verbiage, and some ab-
drank in all the Sweet Caporal cigarettes I provided. His breviating of words, I nearly kept up writing in longhand. If
housemates sat about and listened, or went and came as they Jack got too far ahead, I signaled him to wait. On the other
had things to do. hand, if names of new places or persons came too thickly, Jack

The tale is discussed in detail in Parts 4,5, and 6. A few of would stop translating and ask Inyo-kutavere to repeat the names
its more salient qualities are mentioned here now by way of slowly, directly to me.
preliminary orientation. To give a narrative of the prolixity of this one some organiza-

Like almost all elder Mohave, the narrator asserted he had tion, I have divided it into 197 paragraphs, according to sense,
dreamed his narrative, had seen it. There is a reference to and then grouped these into 18 sections designated A to R. For
this effect in paragraph K 134 of the text. orientation I have also prefixed to each paragraph a summary

The story is wholly without songs. side-head of my own manufacture, as well as title headings to
It has "historical" appearance in that it might have actually the 18 sections. These heads are arbitrary: but I am sure they

happened almost as told. There is no magic or supernatural in- will help the reader. The need of orgarization was greater in
gredient in the tale, beyond such occasional deeds as the Mo- this narrative than for most Mohave myths, which come punc-
have believed living members of their tribe were able to per- tuated by songs so that the narrator, as he concludes each inci-
form or experience: sorcery, charming, omens. The strength dent or topic, naturally says "so many songs" and comes to a
or size of a leader is sometimes exaggerated, but almost never pause.
with any great extravagance. The story is therefore factually The story is not only lengthy, circumstantial, and involved,
sober. As regards its content and form, it might well be his- but full of strange and long names of places and names of per-
tory. sonages that often are even longer. Moreover, some of these

At the same time there is nothing tO show that any of the personages disappear from the narrative for extended stretches
events told of did happen, or that any of the numerous person- and then reappear without notice, For my own use, I therefore
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prepared a summary outline of the plot; and, believing it will iately following) are somewhat similar to the paragraph side-
be helpful also to such as read the tale--especially if their pe- heads in the text (Pt. 3); but they are by no means identical
rusal be cursory- -I prepose this outline to the full text of the with them. since the side-heads are aimed at what is distinc-
narrative, with sections lettered and paragraphs numbered to tive of their paragraphs, whereas the items in the outline are
correspond, so as to serve for reference, phrased to communicate a maximum of continuity.

The entries in this outline (which constitutes Pt. 2, immed-



PART 2

OUTLINE OF THE STORY

A. THE EMIGRATION FROM MOHAVE VALLEY 26. Both admonish their people not to compete in
1. Maekwem-tdutiam-kwilyehe and Tinyal-tseqwarve games.

are leaders in Mohave Valley. 27. In the morning the guests are fed.
2. They emigrate west to Koh8ye on Mohave River -- 28. As Umase'aka eats, he makes friends with a little
3. And live by hunting five years. boy NyTtJe-vilye-vave-kwilyahe.
4. Many people sneak off to return to Mohave Valley. 29. Umase'ika's people return to At1qAqa.
5. The remainder move south to the Cahuilla -- 30. They clear farmland by burning.
6. And farther southeast --
7. Then to the Kamia -- D. NYITSE-VILYE-VAVE-KWILYEHE'S GAMBLING
8. And the Cocopa near the sea. 31. The boy Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe seizes the
9. Here they settle, learn to plant, and eat farmed stakes of hoop-and-pole players.

food. 32. Then he plays, loses, bets his body, loses it, but
10. But Hihi-tutswume takes his band north to near Yuma. has only his breechclout taken.

33. Seeks hospitality, but during the night steals the
B. FIRST ATTEMPTED INVASION mat door.

11. People in mountains to southeast move against the 34. Again he snatches stakes, and then goes to gamble.
future Paiute, Pueblo, Walapai, and Supai then in Mohave 35. He pretends to be disconcerted by his people's shout-
Valley. ing, and loses --

12. Attacking Sky-its-haitarve and defending Sky-ts'em- 36. Insists on betting his body and loses it --
dark kill each other; invaders repelled . 37. Seeks hospitality, but at night fills the house with

13. Ma0kwem-dutlam-kwilythe hears of this, Hihi- smoke and decamps.
tutsiime does not. 38. He goes to play Body-olauh-cloud and loses when

his side shouts - -
C. THE SECOND ENTRY UNDER UMASE'AKA 39. Bets his body and loses; but only his breechclout is
14. Umase'ika, far southeast at Koaka,-matie at Gila taken - -

Bend. 40. Seeks hospitality in a third place, but at night
15. He enters the south end of Mohave Valley and wins breaks their seed-storage gourds.

a fight. 41. His wife tells him of his general censure.
16. He wins a second from Pa-kat-amat-lyuviva and 42. Stealing new stakes, he goes to play Umase'ika,

settles at Atlqaqa for two years. who expects war.
17. Umase'aka resolves to visit Sky-its-varerqwer far- 43. After argument, they play, and Nyitie-vilye-vave-

ther north in valley. kwilyehe loses when his people shout.
18. He starts with his people and is fed by Pi-kat-amat- 44. He bets his body and loses.

lyuviva whom he has defeated. 45. He flinches before the knife of Umase'aka, who
19. His host sends word on to Sky-its-varerqwer. scalps him, and the people dance.
20. Umase'ika, fed last, devours his food.
21. He warns his people not to mix with their hosts. E. NYTTSE-VILYE-VAVE-KWILYEHE'S EXILE
22. In two trips he carries his people across a river 46. The boy crawls off to east and reaches Akoke-humi

channel and reaches Sky-its-varerqwer. Mountain.
23. The two leaders make peaceful speecfies; the peo- 47. Welcomed at eavenirve, he refuses to eat.

ple disarm. 48. At night he eats their food and steals off.
24. Indoors, they make more speeches of peace. 49. Going east to Avi-kwa-hasile, he passes on because
25. Umase'aka twice smokes out Sky-its-varerqwer's they are not Tobacco clan.

pipe at one draft. 50. Turning south he reaches Lying-on-dust's settlement

74
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in the desert. I. IN THE DESERT WITH HIPAHIPA
51. They are Tobacco clan and urge him to live with 92. Going on, they come to Hipahipa's empty twenty

them. houses.
52. He learns their ways of livelihood for three years -- 93. Hipahipa is away visiting Cut-blood-knee to the
53. Is given clothing -- southeast.
54. Fourth year feels happy. 94. He returns and discovers himself as originally one of
55. After six years, he wants to return. them.
56. He starts northwest, loaded with gifts of baskets and 95. Next day he leads them torCut-blood-knee's settle-

clothing. ment and they camp.
96. Cut-blood-knee is afraid there will not be enough

F. NYITSE-VILYE-VAVE-KWILYEHE'S RETURN food for all, but they settle there.
57- 60. He is four days on the way. 97. Hipahipa surpasses Put-it-into-eagle-down in killing
61. He resolves to visit Umase'aka. antelope by magic.
62. He gives away all his gifts to Umase'aka's people -- 98. He makes skin clothing for the Mohave visitors.
63. Then goes north up Mohave Valley to his home. 99. The residents are short of food and angry.
64. He is recognized by his little son but not greeted by 100. Cut-blood-knee's doctor, Red-sky, kills Maekwem-

any of his people. kwapaive's boy by witchcraft.
65. His wife tells him that his people disapprove of him. 101. MaGkwem-kwapiive goes to inform the dead boy's

sister.
G. WAR: NY1TSE-VILYE-VAVE-KWILYEHE'S PEOPLE EXPEL 102. They move northwest to Kuitpima.

UMASE'AKA'S 103. After four years they move to Mastamho-tesauve.
66. Nyitse -vilye-vave-kwilyehe orders his people to 104-6. Maekwem-kwapaive's wife goes off with Puts-mark-

change their planting - - around-neck.
67. Because he wants to invite and attack Umase'ika. 107. Hipahipa recovers her.
68. Umasa'elve carries the invitation. 108. After three years they return to Kitpima.
69. Each side is ready to fight -- 109. Hipahipa urges they attempt to invade Mohave Val-
70. And hears the others singing for war. ley.
71. Umase'aka's party arrives, but withdraws when pre- 110. He visits T(upak-amapole to notify him and is giv-

maturely shot at. en a load of gifts.
72. NyItie-vilye-vave-kwily8he upbraids his people -- 111. He distributes these at Kitpima.
73. While Umase'ika's people return to the lower val- 112. He similarly visits Lying-on-dust.

ley. 113. Returning, he distributes his new gifts --
74. Next year the same thing happens -- 114. And urges a start.
75. And the third year --
76. And the fourth. J. THE PEACEFUL RETURN TO MOHAVE VALLEY UNDER
77. Umase'Ska. spying at night, kills an enemy woman. HIPAHIPA
78. In the morning they engage and Umase'aka's side 115. They finally start northwest.

is driven downriver. 116. They camp overnight on the way north, passing
79. They make a stand, close, and the two great chiefs Plmeei by.

kill each other. 117. Again they camp, passing by Humare-tarepai.
80. The surviving southerners under Feather-tied-on-end 118. Next day they travel till midnight.

cross the river to escape. 119. Hipahipa and MaEkwem-kwaplive go ahead to
81. In 8 days' travel southeast they reach their old home scout.

at Gila Bend. 120. At the edge of Mohave Valley they catch and
82. They are of two clans: Ny8iltle and Owits. question two poleplayers --

121. Release one to notify the chiefs of the valley.
H. THE EMIGRANTS NEAR THE SEA START TO RETURN 122. The residents come to meet the travelers and make

83. Maekwem-tfutIwam-kwilyehe and Maekwem- friends.
kwaplive learn of the defeat. 123. Hipahipa finally accepts Amailye-vave-kwily^he

84. They start up the Colorado River. as his local friend.
85. On the fourth day they reach Hiha-tutsume, who is 124. They are taken west of the river, fed, and shown

unready to join them. how to cook farmed food.
86. They travel upriver two days more -- 125. They are given land and plant.
87. And next night reach the settlement of a chief with 126. After two years, Hipahipa brings his partner's coil

four names. of bast for the women's dresses.
88. Here Maekwem-kwanaive's daughter is married and 127. After another year, his partner invites Hipahipa tO

stays. visit farther north in the valley.
89-90. They travel upriver for two days, 128. They go and make friends with Lie-bent-in-sky and
91. They leave the river and travel east three days. his associates.
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129-31. They are invited and visit Ampot-kerime and other 165. He is mourned for, and four women make themselves
northern chiefs. his kin.

166. Hihi-tutsime makes the warrior's commemoration
K. TENSIONS COMMENCE AND MOUNT for him.

132. The followers of Hipahipa and Amailye-vave-
kwilyehe want them to compete. 0. COMPLETION OF THE RECONQUEST UNDER

133. On the fourth trial Hipahipa jumps farther than his HIHA-TUTSUME
partner -- 167. HIhi-tutiume leads them to successful battle farther

134. And then beats him running -- upriver.
135. And in leaping over fallen trees. 168. They tell how they took seven women captives.
136. Hipahipa moves the Mohave settlement a short dis- 169. Attacking again, they conquer the north end of the

tance for a year. valley.
137. Amailye-vave-kwilyehe avoids Hipahipa and paints 170. Some of the west-side residents claim to be Mohave.

for war. 171. They are driven out to Mt. Newberry and those of
138. Hipahipa surmises what he has done. the east side to Eldorado Canyon.
139. Amailye-vave-kwilyehe goes up the valley to rouse 172. The four tribes driven from Mohave Valley and

war, what Mastamho called them.
140. Five bands gather that night, but Hipahipa knows it.
141. In the morning. Hipahipa marshals and exhorts his P. THE TAKING UP OF THE LAND BY TOTEMIC KIN GROUPS

people. 173. The victors return to the south end of the valley.
174. In order upstream on the east side, 17 leaders take

L. THE MOHAVE REPEL AN ATTACK BUT LEAVE THE VALLEY land for their clam --
142. The battle begins: the Mohave are driven back. 175. And on the west side, 7 tracts are chosen --
143. They rally and win the battle. 176. And four mountain tracts, for their birds.
144. Hipahipa kills Amailye-vave-kwilyehe, but Maekwem- 177. They live four years in the allotted valley.

kwaplive is shot full of arrows.
145. Maekwem-kwaplive is carried on a litter but dies. Q. THE COUNTERATTACK AND ITS FAILURE
146. He is bumed and mourned over. 178. The natives urge the refugees at Eldorado Canyon
147. Hipahipa stamps at night on the house where his slain to attack the Mohave.

foe is being mourned. 179. Two emissaries visit the valley and are received
148. The Mohave leave the valley and return southeast to amicably.

Kiitpima. 180. One of them, Ampol-lyirauve, marries
Uyatihlka's daughter Nyo'dlte-hllyaha --

M. PREPARATIONS AND RETURN IN FORCE 181. And takes her home with him.
149. Hipahipa summons his friends in the east. 182. After four years Uyatlihaka longs for his daughter --
150. With T[upak-ampote and Lying-on-dust he sc6outs the 183. And visits her --

valley -- 184. But is disconcerted by an omen of his nose ornament
151. And another time. falling --
152. The third night they find a planted field and wait -- 185. And is killed with his traveling companion.
153. And kill Hanyore-kuvatai and defy his companions. 186. Under Himat-napfikwe an attack on the Mohave is
154. Hipahipa skins his head and it is danced over at prepared.

Kitpima. 187. They meet with bad omens: a river fish in a spring --
155. He summons the people of four places to come in the 188. And fighting deer.

fourth moon. 189. They lose their sense of direction --
156. They arrive and dance over the scalp. 190. And are dbcovered by women gathering seeds.
157. He tells them his foreboding dreams and asks their 191. Most of them are killed by the Mohave.

help in the eighth moon. 192. The survivon flee east, scatter, and become four
158. They meet at the mouth of Williams River. tribes.
159. They all travel upstream.
160. Preparations and muster at the foot of the valley. R. NYOELT5E-HILYAHA'S SON VISITS HIS MOHAVE KIN

193. Nyodltie-hilyaha among the Walapai tells her son
N. BEGINNING OF THE RECONQUEST UNDER HIAHIPA of his Mohave kin.
161. The first day's battle west and east of the river. 194. He goes to visit them --

162. They return the next day and attack farther upriver. 195. Is acknowledged by them --

163. Tinyal-tieqwirve is victorious on the east side. 196. Returms to his mother.
164. On the west, Hipahipa succor EHT-tutflme and wins 197. She and three Walapai prepare to visit the Mohave.

but dies of arrow wounds.



PART 3

ANNOTATED TEXT OF THE NARRATIVE
A. THE EMIGRATION FROM MOHAVE VALLEY

1. In Mohave Va --Maekwem-trutIaTm-kwilyihel and said, "We will go on again." Then they went southeast. In two
Tinyal-tieqwbre were intelligent: the rest of the people knew days they came to where Haeikwa and Quail 1 lived. TheyntIg3 4 22 .Tenothing.3 They two were the leaders. Mastamho had said: lived on akataya and aksamta and ankit seeds. They gave the
"Some of you will dream and be lucky: they will be chiefs." three companies these foods. The three leaders stayed there two

5These two had had dreams and were the leaders of the people. days.
2. Emigration to the Barstow Desert. --Now they went west 7. On to the Kamia country. --In the morning they said: "This

with their people, to Savtslvlta and Hotlhavek-koniive,6 They food is good, we are satisfied with it, but we want to go on a-
entered between these two mountains and sat and rested. 7 Then gain." Then they started and in two days came to Yakllye, also
they went on to the Providence Mountains8 and to Avi-ku-tsoalye. called Sri8apa23 There the Kamia24 lived and ate akyese.25
When they arrived there they sat and rested again. Then they The Kamia made mush and bread of this, and gave it to the three
came to Itd'Ipai-eauve and Aha-'ieaveY where there is a spring, bands to eat. They ate it and stayed there two days.
and there they sat again. Then they went on to I.sukopai and 8. In the river delta. --Then the leaders said: "You have
Atisiara.10 There they stayed awhile. Then, still going west, given us good food. You have made us live well. Our kin have
they came to Katioak-kunilvell and Amat-kohoye. These said it was good. But we are traveling. So we will go. We do
two places had not been named, but when they reached them not know where we shall go to, but we are going." Then they
they gave them these names. MaGkwem-t1utUm-kwily8he and went. They went south26 two days.
Tinyal-tieqwa-rve were going to live there. 9. Becoming farmers. - -Then they came to the Kwikapa

3. Hunting-gathering life.--At that time they had no food (Cocopa), Halyikwamaiyi. and Kohuane.27 Those three tribes
as we have it. Maekwem-tsut5im-kwilyehe and Tinyal- were living there. Now Mastamho had given us the planting stick.
tLeqwirve talked about bows and arrows: they told their men to He had said. "I give it to you to dig with"; but we [Mohave] did
go hunting. Then the men and women and old women all lived not yet use it. These three tribes did use it, and planted melons
by shooting deer and other game.3 They remained there five and wheat28 and "gral" ueds29 with it. These three tribes were
years. older; we were young: that is why we knew nothing of what to

4.. Deserters dribbling off. --But some of them did not stay: do. These three tribes had four leaders who were chiefs of all in
they did not like the two chiefs, and went off secretly at night, the tribes.31 Their names were Noise-of-breathing-inside,
backeastward.14 Maekwem-tlutham-kwily&he and Tinyal- Noise-of-saliva-inside, Mixed-with-charcoal, and Dark-
tieqwirve said, "I wonder what has become of them?" After charcoal.32 These four men told their people: "Give them maize
six years no one was left there except Maekwem-tiutlim- and beans and pumpkins and pumpkin seedsl33 Give them what-
kwilye'he and Otku-tinylm and Halyep&a, 16 and a company ever you eat! " Then the three [visiting] bands sat together in one
of their people with each. Then these leaders said: "All the place. The food was all around them; but they did not know how
rest were dissatisfied and went off. Now we are going too. But to eat it. Then the tribes to whom they had come said: "When
we will not go the same way: we will go south." you want to eat maize, cook it. When you want to eat bread,

5. Removal to the Salton Deset.--Then they went south to grind the maize or wheat or seeds, and then make bread of it,
Waea-kopaye: it took them four days to reach that place.18 or mush." So they listened to the tribes there and learned from
The Cahuilla19 lived there: they had gone off before, and the them how to eat this kind of food. Then they lived there, near
three [Mohave] bands found them there. When they arrived, the the edge of the sea;34 they lived like those tribes.
Cahuilla gave them meat and soup to eat. They said: "It is good. 10. HihI-tutibme's separate band. - -Then Halyep8ta. who was
You have come into our country: this is our land." The three also called HIhi-tutglume, b took his band of people and went
leaders thought: "We can live here. We can live here by hunting: off. He said: "Everything is good. We have enough to live on;
our boys and girls will support themselves by it." They stayed but we will wt stay here." Then he went north. He went to
there two days. Avirqa and Avi-kunyere upriver.36

6. Moving again. --On the moming of the third day they

B. FIRST ATTEMPTED INVASION

11. First invasion of Mohave Valley.--At Avi-ku-klithke Hawalyipai [Hoalyapai]; the Mathakit[, Havasupai. These
and Avi-ku-tak6rlve were two [leading] men. They lived where four tribes had this [Mohave Valley] land here on both sides of
tlhose mountains are now.1 They wanted war. They wanted to the river.5 And among them lived Sky-ve_m-dark6 south of
fight against the four tribes who at that time owned this Mohave where Fort Mohave now is.
Valley. These four tribes were the Ayiwid, the Ha6ewitt, the 12. Dusanepulion--With [the two from] Avi-ku-
VapatIitI, and the Mathakitt.2 The Ayiiwitf are now called klltke and Avi-ku-tak8lve were Sky-its-haitarve7 and his
SivTnte Paiute;3 the Haeevitl, Estile;4 the VapatEiti. people. Then these three came against Sky-tIem-dark from the

77'For fota see p. 151.
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southeast; they came to fight him. They Sky-its-haitarve and 13. Slirrings far down the river.--Maekwem-tiudiim-
Sky-tiam-dark killed each other fighting;8 but [those from] Avi- kwilyehe and Ot-ku-tinyim10 heard that these people were
ku-klIt*ke and Avi-ku-tak8lve were driven back southeast by fighting in the north, but Hiha-tutdfIme l did not know that they
the people who lived here. were fighting.

C. THE SECOND ENTRY UNDER UMASE'AKA

14. Umase'aka, a great one of the southeast. --At Ahtse- Swallows-their-houses, it was nearly noon and the [people there
kwieuika and Koaka-matie, far to the southeast, lived Umase- had] food ready for them. So they ate.
'Aka.2 He heard that these others had been fighting in the north. 19. Word is sent ahead.--Then Umase'1ka said to Pakat-amat-
He too wanted to fight. He said, "We will all go. men and wo- lyuvava and Nap^mpiava: 'I will not send Tsu-yohe-yohwe (far-
men and children. If we are successful, we shall beat them. If ther. You find someone on to the next place." Then
we have bad luck, we shall all be killed."3 Nap8mpiava went to Sky-its-varerqwer and told him that

15. Fighting into the valley. --At Atsqaqa near Mellen4 in Umase'aka was coming. Sky-its-varerqwer said to his people:
the lower end of Mohave Valley, and at Kwiea'8ka, just north "When they arrive, do not go close to them! Stand off at a dis-
of it, li~ed Sa-kampanyuva and Sa-kape-kape, each with his tance! Let them remain all together in one place."18
people. Umase'ika came and killed six persons of them; the 20. Umase'aka the devourer. --As Umase'aka's people were
others fled north.8 ready to start, he told them to put maize into great bowls and

16. Settlement in the south end. --At Qaqauve and Swallows- beans into others. Then, scooping out the food with all the fin-
their-houses9 lived Pikat-amat-lyuviva and Napompiava,10 gers of his hand,19 he quickly ate up a large potful of maize,
each with a company of his people. Umase'ika, leaving his and just as quickly one of beans. It took him almost no time to
women and children at Atiqiqa and Kuyukuhapai, went up to finish the food. Then they started.
where they lived and attacked them and killed four of them, and 21. Do not be too friendy--Umase'aka said, "When you
the rest fled. Umase'ika went back to Atiqiqa to his women and arrive, do not marry with2 those girls. Stand behind me. I
children and said: "We will not return: we will live here. We will stand in front. Do not mix with those people."
heard that the people here were rough. But we went against them 22. Umase'aka as ferryman. --When they came to Raven-
and put them to flight. Perhaps they will come back to fight us." his-house,21 Umase'lka said, "Take hold of my arms, stand
His people took all the [planted] food which the people there had on my head, hang on my back." He was as tall as a tree.22
left when they fled, and also their t"wild"] seeds.. Umase'Ika He spread his arms, and the people hung and stood on him.
thought: "I heard what Mastamho said.11 He said I should be The river was deep and they had no other way of crossing. He
leader of all, chief over all tribes. So I do not think that these went over to the island23 on which Sky-its-varerqwer was living.
people will return to fight against me." He said to his people: But he had not taken all the people: there were too many of
"When the river flood goes down, let us plant where they did and them. So he returned to carry the rest over to the island. He
see how it will grow." Then they did that and lived on what said to them: "Stand behind mel Follow mel When we arrive
they raised. They stayed there two years. sit down! Then eat!" Then they came to where Sky-its-varer-

17. Planning a visit upriver. --Upstream from them on the qwer lived, farther upstream on the island. It was nearly sun-
island at Vanyor-ivava and Akyaset-eitiive and Kamus- set when they got there. Then they ate.
kuvutatee, there lived Sky-its-varerqwer.13 Umase'aka said, 23. Meeting and disarmament.--Umase'Ska, however, did
"We have never heard anything more of those whom we fought not eat. He stood and said to Sky-its-varerqwer: "We have
against. In the morning let all of you take your war clubs, and come to visit you. We want to see how you live, how you are
paint for war, and carry your bows and arrows. I do not need doing. We came peaceably. We have been sleeping late. We
weapons: I will carry only two gambling poles. Then we will go sleep soundly. We get up [only] at sunrise.24 Now we want to
to see Sky-its-varerqwer. We will not go to fight; but I think hear you speak." Sky-its-varerqwer said: "No one has told me
they may ftght. If they wish to fight, we will fight. We will to speak but I can speak. I will tell you what I think. It is
stand there: we will die in that place, we will not go back. "14 well. We are peaceable too. We also sleep late in the morn-

18. Entertainment on the way.--Now Pikat-amat-lyuviva ing. Everything is good." So now the two people were going
and Nap8mpilva had come back to Qaqauve and to Swallows- to be friendly. Umase'aka said to his: "When the sun is down,
their-houses, where they had lived before Umase'aka drove them put away your bows and arrows and your feathers." Then they
away. Umase'ika said, "I want a man to go to Sky-its-varerqwer tied them on the trees. Sky-its-varerqwer said: "All you who
to tell him that we are coming, so that he may prepare food for live here go into the house 25 and sit on the west side. Umase'-
us." He sent Tlu-yohe-yohwe ahead. Tsu-yohe-yohwe went ika, take your men on the east side." Then all entered and sat
and told Pikat-amat-lyuviva and Napompiava to have food ready. down.
*Then Umase'aka said to his people: "Are you ready?" and all 24. More speeches of amity. --Sky-its-varerqwer sat at the
said: "Yes." So they started. The people behind Umase'Ika door. Umase'aka sat leaning against the eastern [center]
asked him, 'Why do you go so fast? They will all become tired. post.26 He said: "I do not know the people here. I do not
It is not good to go too fast."16 Umase'aka said, "No, I will know who lives here. I come from Ahti'e-kwieaka and Koaka-
not go fast, I will go slowly." So he stopped and waited for the marIe, Now we have all arrived here, We Sir on this side of
rest to come up. When his people arrived at Qaqauve and the house: all these follow me, They listen to what I say. No
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one disputes what I say: I am the only man. We do not quarrel that is the way. So you can go where you like." Then they
with you. We do not fight with you. We are all friends carried the food outdoors. All those who were visiting
now."27 Then Sky-its-varerqwer stood up and said, "I can went outside and ate.
talk too. Listen to what I say! We used to fight. It will not be 28. The little boy friend Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe.--
be 4o any more. We will all be friends. You say you are peace- Only Umase'aka stayed in the house and did not eat. When
able: we also are peaceable. We are your friends." his people had finished eating, they took [two] very large

25. Umase'ika a great smoker too. --Sky-its-varerqwer had dishes. They collected beans and put them in one. In the
a long 28 pipe. He filled it and lit it and said, "Umase'ika, other dish they put tmaize] mush. Umase'ika ate the beans
will you smoke?" Umase'ika said, "Yes, I will smoke." Sky- first. He ate them all {up at once] . Then he [began to] eat
its-varerqwer gave him the pipe and he took it and smoked. the mush: he had eaten half, when he saw a little boy stand-
But he did not smoke it well: he did not really smoke it: he ing at the door. "Come in and eat this mush with me," he
only sucked at it once. It took him only that long to smoke it said. The boy said nothing. Sky-its-varerqwer said to him:
all out; then he handed it back. Sky-its-varerqwer thought: "Step insidel Eat with Umase'ikal He will not hurt you;
"How did he smoke it so quickly? Well, I have [another] large come and eat with him! " Umase'aka said again, "Sit down."
pipe: I fill it and we smoke at it nearly all night long. I Then the boy sat down by him. Umase'aka said, "I like this
will give him that pipe and see how he smokes it." Then he boy. He is lucky and wise. I want him for my friend. I
said: "Here is another pipe." Umase'ika took it and said, am an old man and he is young, but I like him. He knows
"Uyatsihaka, 29 do you want to smoke this?" Uyatisihika was more than all." Umase'aka was wearing blue cotton yarn35
lying in the southeast corner of the house. "Yes, I will smoke tied around his head, and haliotis shell36 in his nose, and
it," he said. He smoked for awhile, then gave it to another. white shell [beads] around his neck. He gave them all to the
He gave it to the next, and so they passed it on. At midnight boy, but the boy did not take them. Sky-its-varerqwer said:
all had smoked and the pipe was not finished. Then [the last] "Take it; he gives it to you!" Then the boy took them. His
man gave it to Umase'ika. Umase'ika drew one breath and name was Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe.37 Umase'ika said,
smoked the pipe out.30 He handed it back to Sky-its-varer- 'I am going home now. I will be gone four years. Then I
qwer. He put his finger into it: there were only ashes. He will come back to see my boy. He will be a young man then,
thought, "He has smoked it out again! " I think. I will come to see my friend then." Then Umase'aka

26. Games may cause fighting. --Then some men from ' started home.
both sides of the house went out to play.31 Umase'ika said: 29. Return to the south end.--At Excrement-sand38 he
"All my people, do not go outdoorsl Do not play with them!" crossed from the island to the east side of the river to go back
And Sky-its-varerqwer said to his people: "Come in again! to Atsqaqa. He crossed as before, taking all the people
Do not play with them! "32 Then all came back and lay over the river in two loads. Then they started south again.
down in their places. Umase'aka said, "We will go straight on. We will not rest.

27. Farewell breakfast. --When it was nearly morning I want you not to stop until we come to our houses."39 When
Umase'aka said, "You young men can stay here if you like; it was nearly sunset they reached Atsiqaqa and Kwiea'oka
we old men will go back." He said this jestingly to his peo- where they lived. Then all went into their own houses.40
ple: he meant them all to go with him. Sky-its-varerqwer 30. Plantations burned clear. --At that time they had no
told the women to grind food33 for breakfast. Then he said, axes.41 They burned the brush and cleared a little place.
"Now we have settled everything between us. If you want There they would raise a little food, not enough to last through
to marry each other, you may do so. If you like to do that, the winter.42

D. THE GAMBLING BOY

31. Acting the naughty boy.--1 The boy Nyitse-vilye- will help you. It is not like betting beads, but it is in place
vave-kwilyehe was three years old. If people gambled with of beads. If you do not want me, you can kill me if you win."
ring and poles, he would jump in and seize some of the win- Then they played and the boy lost. He lost himself. He lay
nings, as some boys are bad at that age. He was often taking there. Then the other man took off the cord around his waist
things like this. and his breech-clout.4 The boy covered his privates with sand.

32. Gambling: body bet. --Then he said. "I know how to The man thought, "I do not know what to do with him." He
play with the poles. I will gamble too.2 I will play against left him lying and went off. The boy lay there. At last he
Hi8au-seto-varem-kwilyehe:3 I will go to him." So he went got up. He thought. "I will not go to my house. I will go to
to Hieau-seto-varem-kwilyehe, and played with him, and someone else's house to sleep."5
lost everything that he had robbed other players of. Then he 33. Abuse of hosts: the stollen door. --Then he went north.
wanted to play more. Hieau-seto-varem-kwilyehe said:" He went where Nya-malyeho(m)-kosirq(t)a and Asiakta6 lived.
"Well, what have you to bet?" Nyitde-vilye-vave-kwilyehe They said, "I wonder what boy is coming? I know him. I
said: "I brought everything that I had. You have won it all, think it is Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyehe who is coming." Now
but I want to play on." Hieau-seto-varem-kwilyehe said: Aslkta had four daughters: two were outside the house, two in-
"What will you bet? You say you have nothing." Nyitfe- side. The tw1 outdoors were called Pakat.-suma- horqe and
vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "I mean that I will bet these legs Pakat-suama. They had large dishes of cooked pumpkin.
and these arms of mine. If you win, I will work for you. I They gave the boy of it and he ate. When he had finished
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eating, he went inside and slept. Yamalyehom-kosirqta and where Matha lived at Hihiu-kusave, he was given cooked beans
Asakta said: "He has been thought to be good, but he is not; to eat. When he had eaten, he went into the house and lay
but we will let him sleep here and in the morning give him down in the middle and slept. At midnight he got up. The
something to eat." At midnight the boy went out, tore off fire was out. Only the ends of sticks were glowing. Nyitse-
the bast mat han8ing in the door, wrapped it around himself, vilye-vave- kwilyehe stirred the embers up and filled the house
and went home. When he nearly reached home he threw a- with smoke. He covered the door so that the smoke stayed in-
way the mat before entering. side, and ran off. He crossed the river and at sunrise was on

34. Snatching and gambling again. --Men were playing the eastern side. In the moming Matha said: "There is too
with poles again, for shell beads and cloth and other things. much smoke in the house!" He asked for Nyitle-vilye-vave-
Nylt[e-vilye-vave-kwilyahe jumped on the things and took kwilyehe, but he was gone. He asked when he had left, and
them for himself. He had a pile which no one had given him. they told him: "I only heard him stirring the fire, that is all."
When he had got enough, he said to the people: "I see you Matha said, "He ran off because he made too much smoke.
playing among yourselves. I have not played, but I should It was he who did this. "l7
like to. Now let us go home to sleep, and tomorrow morning 38. A third-time pest.--After NyTtle-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
you follow me: we will go to play with poles. We will go to came back to where he lived and the people were playing, he
Horrave-i8auve."9 They all obeyed him. again snatched from their stakes. So he had a breech-clout

35. Seeking an excuse.--Now Amai-mar8-kwilyehe10 was again, and shell beads and other things. He said to the peo-
the man against whom Nyitpe-vilye-vave-kwilyehe wished to ple: "You only play among yourselves: I am becoming tired
play. When he came there carrying his poles. this man said: of that. To-morrow we will go to Amai-nye-qutase. 8 We
"I have never before played with poles."11 Nytite-vilye-vave- will play those that live there. Four men live there, but I
kwily6he said: "I want to play with you. You have heard that do not want to play with them. I want to play only one. He
some men are bad. I am not bad. When I bet and lose, I is called Body-olauh-cloud."19 In the morning when his peo-
never quarrel; I do not object. I am a stranger here; so show ple were ready, they all came to his house. Nyltsie-vilye-vave-
me where the place is where you play." Amai-maro-kwily^ehe kwilyahe asked them: "Are you ready?" They said: "Yes."
said, "Yes. Here is where we play." Then Nyite-vilye-vave- "Then we will go north," said Nyit£e-vilye-vave-kwily'ehe.
kwilyehe and the people with him bet everything they had When they came near Amai-nye-qiitase, Body-olauh-cloud
brought; and they began to play. Nyitte-vilye-vave-kwilyehe stood and saw them. "Yes, he is coming," he said. Nyltfe-
won once,12 Then his people cried, "Yoh, you have shot vilye-vave-kwilyehe came up to him and said: "I want to
it!"13 Then Ny?t e-vilye-vave-kwilyehe became angry and play with you." Body-olauh-cloud said: "Yes?" The boy said
said, "Do not do that: I shall lose!" They went on playing, again: "You know where the playing-course is. We do not
and Amai-mar8-kwilyahe won the game. know it: we have only just come here." Body-olauh-cloud

36. Own body lost again.--Nyit£e-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "Yes, we know where we play."20 Then they went
said: "I want to play again," and lay down. The man said, north, and when they came to the course they placed their
"I do not know what you have to bet." Nyitse-vilye-vave- bets. All the kinsmen and friends21 of Nyitfe-vilye-vave-
kwilyehe said to him: "You know what I am betting." "No, kwilyehe bet. Then they began to play. They rolled the ring.
I do not know. Tell me!" "I am betting my body. If you Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe shot it with his pole. Then his
win, you will take my body. I will go home with you. If people cried: "Yoh mekyim!" ("You shot it! ") Nyltse-vilye-
you have work to do, I will do it for you." "Very well," said vave-kwilyehe said: "Whenever I play you do this. It is not
Amai-mar8-kwily8he. Then they played again. The boy right; it is bad. You do not act the right way. Now I will
won the first cast and his people all shouted "Yoh!" He said, stand still; I shall not run else I shall fall. When you keep
"That is not right! You should not say that to me. Now I am quiet, I play well; but if you do this, I lose." And he lost the
angry. I shall lose. You should not do that to me, it makes game. Then he lay down.
me play badly." Then they went on playing, and Amai-maro- 39. Third loss of body.--But he got up again and took his
kwilyehe won. He took off Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's pole. "I want to play again," he said. Body-olauh-cloud
breech-clout. Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe lay and covered said: "Have I not won all that you have? You have nothing to
himself with sand. He said: "You can do what you like. You bet." NyTitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "Do you not know
may cut me to pieces. I do not care. You have won." Amai- what they tell in the north, what they tell in the south?22 Do
maro-kwilyehe said: "That is not right. If I beat somebody, you not hear what I bet?" Body-olauh-cloud said: "No. I do
I do not want to kill him. I do not want to cut you to pieces. not hear what you bet." "Has no one told you?" "No."
You can go." And he left him. "Well, I will tell you. When I lose everything else. I bet my

37. Abuse of hosts with smoke. --When Nyltie-vilye-vave- body. Has no one told you of this?" "No. " Then they play-
kwilyehe had lost, his people had all returned to their homes. ed and Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe shot the ring and the peo-
Now he sat up. He thought: "What is the matter with them, ple cried out. Then he said: "I think you do not like me.
who came here with me? Why did they go home? I think they You know that I do not want you to say that. When you cry
do not like me. Why do they not tell me, if they do not like out I do not play right. I lose." Then he played wrongly and
me? I will not go home. I am going north.,,14 He stood up. threw his pole in the wrong place. He lost his body. Then he
Hehad no breech-clout: so he pulled off willow brush and tied lay down. The man took his breech-clout and went off, He
it around himself and used it for a breech-clout. Then he thought: "I will let him lie. I do not want to cut his body. I
started north. He thought, "I will go to Hihui-kusave.15 want him to live."
Matha16 lives there: he has a house there." When he came to 40. Hosts have their seeds scattered.--Nyitse-vilye-vave-
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kwilyehe thought:. "I will go to I80-kuva'ire,23 where Amay- meet him" said Umase'aka. Umase'ika was at Atsqiqa. When
aye(i) and Amai-nye-hayeyuva live.24 I will sleep in their NyitJe-vilye-vave-kwilyahe came, he reached to32 Umase'ika's
house." When he came to their house they gave him beans to arm. Both were carrying gambling poles. Nyitse-vilye-vave-
eat; and when it was dark he went into the house and slept. He kwilyehe said: "Well, what are we going to do? I do not know
lay in the middle of the house. At night he got up. He made how we shall do." Umase'ika said to him: "You know what
all the people stay asleep. In the northeast corner of the we will do." Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "Yes, I know
house25 there were gourds filled with maize, beans, wheat, it. I will tell you why we came: we want to play." Umase-
pumpkin seeds, melon seeds, "grass" seeds.26 Nyitse-vilye- 'aka said: "Yes, we will play." Nyltse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
vave-kwilyahe broke the gourds and scattered the food through said: "We do not know where you play. You know where you
the house. He broke every gourd and vessel; then he ran off. play, but we have only just come here." Umase'ika said:
In the morning the people got up. "Look what this boy did! "Yes." Then they went east into the wash there:33 that was
The seeds are scattered all over! He has broken everything! where they always played there. Then they separated. Nyitie-
He is a bad boy. How shall we live?" They took baskets and vilye-vave-kwilyehe and his people were on the east, Umase-
picked up the seeds [as best they could]. They had no gourds 'aka on the west; both of them had poles. Nyitise-vilye-vave-
to put them into. kwilyehe said: "I have the best poles. Let us play with them."

41. Public censure reported by wife. - Nyitse-vilye-vave- Umase'aka said: "I have the best." Nyitse-vilye-vave-
kwilyehe returned to his house at sunrise. He was married.27 kwilyehe said: "Yours are too short and your ring is too large.
He came to his wife. She said to him: "Everyone has said I have long poles and a small ring."34 Umase'aka said: "There
that you were good, that you were lucky and wise. They all is no use talking. I thought we were going to play with my
liked you; but you are bad. I hear all say: 'I thought him good, poles." NyTtie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "There would be
but he is bad.' All your friends hear what you have done. Then no use talking if I had no poles, but I have good ones."
they say: 'I thought he was good. I thought he was lucky. If Umase'ika said: "I do not want to play with your poles. Leave
he comes to me and does like that, I will cut off his arms and them. I want to play with mine." Then Nyitie-vilye-vave-
his legs. That is what I will do to him if he comes here.' kwilyehe said: "Very well," and put his poles away. Umase-
That is what your friends say." Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe 'aka gave him a pole; he held one pole and a ring. Then all
answered: "Umase'aka is my friend. If he sees me he will bet: they bet all they had. They played toward the south.35
be glad. I think he will not kill me. From whom have you Umase'aka rolled the ring. Both of them did not run after it:
heard that?" His wife said: "I hear everyone tell it. All your they stood there. Then Umase'ika rolled the ring to the north.
friends say: 'If he comes to me I willcut his legs and arms Neither of them pursued it. Then Umase' ika said: "Why do
off.'" Nyit£e-vilye-vave-kwilyehe asked her again: "Who you not play?" Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "It is your
told you?" She said: "Everyone said it." He said: "I do not ring. If I have my ring, I will play." Then Umase'aka rolled
believe it. They cannot kill me. I am taller than they." to the south again and then to the north, but still they did not

42. Umase'ika challenged, expects war. --Then Nyitse- run after it. Umase'aka said: "Why do you not throw your pole
vilye-vave-kwilyehe did as before. He stole a breechclout, so that I can throw mine?" Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said:
he stole beads, he stole other things. After two days he spoke "Do not be afraid to play. Why do you not throw, so that I can
to the people. "I am going south. My friend [Umase'ika] is throw my pole on yours?" Umase'ika said: "You are a great
thinking of me. I will tell you what he is thinking. He thinks: player. I hear. You constantly play in the north. I do not play
'How big is he? I do not think he is big enough yet. ' Now I often, but you are a gambler." NyTlae-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
am going to him. To-morrow night we will sleep at said: "Well, I have come to play with you." Umase'ika said:
Qaqauve,28 where Pakat-amat-lyulva(va) lives. The next day "Then why not throw? It is four times that we have not played.
we will reach Umase'ika. Then we will play." The next day Now let us play. Don't let us do like this again." "Very well,"
he started with his people. He came to Qaqauve, and Pakat- said Nyirte-vilye-vave-kwilyehe. Then Umase'aka rolled the
amat-lyiiva said: "I have not room enough for all. There is ring and Nyitfe-vilye-vave-kwilyehe hit it, and all his rela-
plenty of dead wood over there. Build a fire and sleep there." tives36 shouted. Then he said to them: "Why do you do that?
That night Pakat-amat-lyulva sent word to Napompiava to I do not like it. Now I shall lose." And then he did lose. He
notify Umase'aka that Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe was coming. lost everything that was bet. Umase'ika's people divided their
Napompiiva went to Umase'ika and said: "Your friend will winnings.
be here tomorrow." Umase'aka said to his people: 'That man 44. Body bet and lost the fourth time. - -Nyitie-vilye-vave-
says my friend will arrive tomorrow. Now we will gather on kwilyehe said: "Let us play over again." Umase'aka said:
account of my friend's coming. Let all get their war clubs and "Will you bet the same?" Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said:
weapons. Let the women and children come too. We are men. "No; but I will bet something." Umase'ika asked: "What have
We cannot flee. We will stand. We will die right here. I am you to bet?" "I will bet my body," said Nyitie-vilye-vave-
sorry that you have to die. We must do it."29 Then all took kwily^ehe. So he bet his body against two strings of beads, and
their stick-clubs and head-clubs30 and bows. they played. Again Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe shot the ring

43. Argument first, but the game results as usual. - - In the and his people cried out. Again he said: "You should not do
morning. Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwily'ehe got up at Qaqauve with that! Now I shall lose. If you did not call out, I would not
his people, ate, and went on down to Umase'aka. When they lose. When you call, I lose." They went on playing and he
reached Sampuly-kuvare,31 Umase'aka saw him. He said to lost, Some of his kinsmen began to go off,. They said: "You
his people: "Well, I see my friend coming. All of you stand do not play right. You only want to los$e,3 I Will leave you."
up! take your weapons." Then all the men stood up. "Go to Then all of them went off. The boy was alone: only Ulmase-
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'aka 's people were there; and he had lost his body. They were his hands on his chest. Umase'aka wanted to stab him at the
all shouting: "Umase'aka said: 'If I win his body I will kill base of the breastbone. Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe was
him.' Did he not say that?" "Yes. He said he would kill frightened: he appeared to be crying. Umase'aka said: "Go
him," they told one another. All danced and laughed and sang on, cry! When you were in the north you were bad. You lost
around him. Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe lay there. He your body, but they did not kill you. Now you have come h5re
thought: "I hear what my friend said. I hear that he said 'If and have lost. But when I go to cut you, you cry." Again he
I win his body I will kill him.' He said that, I hear. I think was about to cut and Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyahe held his hands
he will kill me." over his chest and cried. Then Umase'aka said: "Well, cry: I

45. But this time he is scalped.--It was late in the after- won't cut you." He tumed him over and cut off all his hair;
noon. Umase'ika called a small boy, Aqulause:39 "Go to my he cut it off with the skin:42 his head was covered with blood.
house. There is a net40 with many things in it. Get the knife Umase'ika took the hair, tied it on a pole,43 and all danced
out of that." The boy brought the knife; it was a chipped about it.44 45
knife.4' Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwily'ehe lay on his back: he held

E. THE GAMBLING BOY'S EXILE

46. Crawling off into the desert.--Nyitse-vilye-vave- will talk about going hunting. If I am here, they will all see

kwilyehe lay there, ashamed to get up. It was nearly sunset, me.5 I think I will go outdoors as if to ease myself and go
and he was very thirsty. He raised his head and looked at the off east."
people singing. He thought: "I am ashamed. They all saw me 49, Only Tobacco clan will do. --Then he went out and
without my hair, with my skin cut off, with blood on my head. east until he came to Aht1ts-kueam, 16 but went by without
I do not know what to do. I will not go home: I am ashamed resting. He came to Aha-nye-vi,ii-tse,17 and also went by.
of my people. They would all laugh at me." He saw that the He thought: "I will go to Avi-kwa-hasale."'8 So he went on

people there did not see him; so he crawled on his knees' to southeastward to Avi-kwa-hasile. He reached it in midafter-
the river and dropped into the water. He drank much. He came noon.1 Dusty-sunrise, Flat-girl, Turn-over-old-man, and
out again and lay on the bank. He still heard them singing. He Shadow-sun20-_these four men lived there, each with his peo-
thought: "If I get up and walk erect they will see me. I will ple. Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe thought: "If there are men
walk on my knees." Then he crawled eastward.2 After a time here who call their women Nyo'iltse or Owitt, I will not stay.
he stood up and walked. He went to Amat-kutasa'alye: there he but if there is a man who calls them Qata, I will stay." Then
stood. Then he went south-east-south to Akoke-humi. The he heard the two names Nyo'iltie and Owitfs spoken. So he
sun went down and he slept. turned north.

47. Hospitality refused.--Early in the morning he went 50. A new desert settlement reached. --He went to Aspa-
eastward towards Aha2at9si,. At sunset he reached it and drank. nye-vake-holeve2l and stood there. Then he went southeast.
Now he did not know the way. He stood there and thought: "I When he looked south, there was a valley, and far away he
will go southeast." Then he went southeast to Kutpama and saw smoke. He thought: "I see smoke far in the south. I will
Ikwe-nye-vi-tle. Standing there, he saw smoke in the south go there. Someone is living there, else there would be no
at Oavenirve6 and he started to go there. He thought: "If smoke." So he went south. It was in the afternoon when he
there are women here named Owits or Nyo'iltse or Tsaita or came to Huvalilyeskuva22 where he had seen the smoke. The

"7Hoalya. I will not stay. If they are named Qata, I will stay." men there always went hunting and the women to gather seeds;
Now the man who lived here at eavenirve was called Kunyiee. thus they lived. When he arrived, they had all returned to
He saw Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe coming, as tall as a tree, their houses [for the day] . The men there thought him Umase-
He said: "I think Umase'ika is coming: someone has killed all 'ika and were all crying. He said: "No, I am not Umase'aka.
his people and he is coming alone." When Nyitse-vilye-vave- We played. My family23 did wrong and I lost everything. I
kwilyehe arrived, the people were all crying. But he said to lost my body. That is why my hair is cut off. So do not cry."
them: "You need not cry. My kinsmen have not been killed. Then none of them cried any longer. They ground maselyea-
I played and lost everything, and then lost my body. He did 'ye seeds and gave them to him to eat. There were five men
not kill me, but he cut off my hair.1 So do not cry." Then here who were leaders. They were Sky-guts, Earth-&uts,
the people there all stopped crying. Nyitle-vilye-vave- Have-in-mouth, Hold-in-hands, and Lying-on-dust. 4 These
kwilyehe sat down. Kunyiee gave him deer meat and roasted five men lived there with their boys and girls and women and
mescal, 1 but he neither ate nor drank; he just sat there. All old women.
thought: "I wonder why he does not eat or drink?" Then they 51. They are Tobacco clan.--Lying-on-dust made a fire;
made a fire.,2 Kunyiee said: "Lie here." Then Nyitswe-vilye- it was sundown, and Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe lay by the
vave-kwilyAehe lay close to the fire. Kunyiee said to him: "I fire. Then he heard a woman called "Qata." So he said:
have only meat and seeds and mescal to eat, but you can "That is what I came-for; that is what I wanted. Now I have
live on that and stay with us."'4 found it. I like it here."25 Lying-on-dust said to him: "I

48 Hospitality abused - -Now the morning star had risen and did not expect to see you. I wonder how you knew the way
all were sleeping. Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe got up. He ate here. You came the right way and found me. If I had been
all the meat there was, and all the mescal in the basket. He you, I should have died on the desert from having no water
thought: "These people, I think, will [soon] get up; then they and nothing to eat, But you are lucky. Now you have come
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to see me, stay here: do not go farther. Tomorrow morning There is no [other] place for you to go to. Stay here and we
we will go hunting and the women will go out to look for seeds. will stay here too. All want you to stay. They say: 'There
At sunset we eat. We live on those things. Soon you will is no one like him.' And I see you go hunting: you kill rats
learn all that. Here are water and fire ready. Go and make and rabbits and take them home and roast them. You live like
a fire. You know where the water is, and we have water us: you are well off." Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe thought to
jars: you know how to get water to drink. Thus we live. You himself: "I am provided for. My hair is long. I feel happy.
had better stay here." When I started from where I used to live to come here, I was

52. Learning a new livelihood.--Then Nyitse-vilye-vave- like a poor man; I was weak. Now I am strong. In my coun-
kwily^he lived with them. Sometimes the men went hunting; try they are thinking of me: 'Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
sometimes when they were tired of hunting they played with has gone east: I wonder where he is.' My friends and kinsmen
poles. Now he had been there a year. He knew how to get are thinking like that of me."
firewood. They had no ax, but they broke the wood with a 55. Homesickness.--Now it was about six years. The sun
large rock, tied it up with a rope, and carried it to the had set and they were all in the house. Then Nyitie-vilye-
camp. He learned to do that. Lying-on-dust gave him a vave-kwilyehe told what he thought. He said: "I came here
rod with a crooked end.27 He already had a straight pole,28 from the place I left; I thought I should die in the desert I
but now he had the crook one such as these people used. And came here and saw you; you saved me so that I am alive. Now
Lying-on-dust made a bow and arrows and gave them to him. I will tell you what I think. Do you know what I am thinking
He said: "Go off a little way and you will find rats and rab- about? I think of my own country. They believe there I have
bits. Shoot them, and when you have killed them, come died. Perhaps now they have stopped crying for me. I want
back and roast them on the fire,. Then live on that."29 He to go back and see my people. I am going back tomorrow.
said: "I know how to do that,. I know how to kill rats and I will not eat your food any more., What you give me is good,
rabbits. I know how to live here." and I like it, but I want to return. I will go in the morning."

53. Gifts of skin clothing. --He had stayed there three This he told to Lying-on-dust. When the morning star rose,
years, and went hunting farther off. He said: "I will go a Lying-on-dust told the people what he had said,. "Nyitse-
little farther,." Whenever he had killed game, he got wood vilye-vave-kwilyehe has spoken to me: I will tell you what
and water for himself. Then he thought: "Now I am provided he said,. He says he will leave me: he will leave all of you.
for." Sometimes he saw the people playing with [hoop and] That is what he says. He says he will go home in the morning.
poles; but he was poor and had no clothes. Now that he had You will not see him any more." All said: "Yes. "37
been there three years, his hair hung below his shoulders,. 56. The return with gifts. --In the morning they brought
All the people said: "I never saw such a man. He is large food for him to eat before he started. And all brought things
and good-looking. He is as tall as a tree," Those people to the house of Lying-on-dust and laid them down to give
were as we are; but he was larger. They told him about other Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe. They gave him deerskin straps
peoples and where they lived; but they did not want him to go for the hair and buckskin shirts and woven blankets. They
there. He listened and said nothing. After [the] three years30 piled them high. They gave him large baskets and small
Lying-on-dust said: "That boy31 has nothing. I will give him baskets and other things. Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said:
something to lie on," Then he gave him two woven blan- "Everything is piled up, but I do not know how to carry it.
kets,.32 He said: "I will make buckskin moccasins for him, Roll it up for me!" Then they rolled the clothes and made
leggings, and a shirt,33 I will give him a bow and arrows,34 two bundles of them. He said: "I do not know how to carry
and a quiver." He gave him all these things and he put fea- the baskets. Arrange them for me!" Lying-on-dust said:
thers on the quiver. When he gave that to him, Nyitse-vilye- "Pierce a small hole in the baskets and tie them with strings
vave-kwilyehe tied his hair in a bunch.35 Then all said: "He into bundles.,"38 Then they did so. Nyitse-vilye-vave-
is a good-looking man, He is like Umase'aka. He has the kwily^ehe asked: "Is everything finished?" and they said: "It
same arms, the same face, the same body." Now Nyitse- is all done." Then he said: "I have lived here among you.
vilye-vave-kwilyehe had all these things: he was well provided I have eaten with you. You have all given me to eat. I am
for. satisfied; but I want to go back today. I will not stay here

54. Four years of contentment. --Now it was four years and until noon; I will not stay until sunset: I am ready to go
his hair reached to his hips: then he tied the ends.36 All the now. "39 It was in the morning. He carried his load by a
people looked at him and thought him good-looking. Lying- strap around his breast; he wore leggings, moccasins, and a
on-dust said: "All the people that you passed [on your way shirt of buckskin; and they put his bow on his back. Then he
herel live as we do. They all eat seeds. You went by them started to go to this [Mohave] country here, northwestward.
without staying and came to my land. You have done well. All said, looking at him: "Now he is leaving. He is going
You are well taken care of; you wear what I have given you. away. This is the last time we shall see him,."

F. THE GAMBLING BOY'S RETURN

57. On the way home.r--Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe came So he went on from there, At Tanyi-ku-tanakwe he found a
to I&o-ka'ipe.' He thought: "I will not go by the way I came: spring and thought: "I think there is no other; I will sit down and
it was the wrong way. I started southeastward; then went east: drink," He drank until he had enough, then started o2n again.
that was too crooked, I think I can go straight to my country." AsuethcaeoA'-kvean Ah'a-eampZ. He had
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a fire drill; with that he made a fire, and slept there. He did a basket; now all of them were gone. Then he untied his bundles,
not untie his bundles, because he thought: "If I untie them I There were feathers and clothes and many things in them. Then
shall not know how to tie them again."3 he said: "You old men and young men take what you like. Take

58. Another night in the open. --Next day at noon he reach- feathers or deerskin. I will not hand them out to you." Then
ed I88-'ikwe-t1ava&9kwe, where there is a canyon and a creek they took them, some this, some that. The bundles were gone
running south and cottonwood trees.4 He thought: "I do not and Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe had nothing: he had given
want to follow this: I will go straight." So he turned westward. everything away.22 Then he said: "I will give something,else,
At sunset he stopped and made a fire and lay down on the brush5 but not to you men and women. I will give my bow and arrows
on the ground. He thought: "This place has no name. I want to Umase'ika." Then he gave Umase'ika his bow and arrows,
to give it one so all will know it. I will call it Inyil-owaiove."6 his own leggings,his moccasins, and his buckskin shirt.23 Now
And he thought: "I will not [wait to]start at sunrise tomorrow Umase'aka had all these, and Nyitse-vilye -vave-kwilyehe had
morning: I will start early and walk7 all day so as to go to far." nothing[ left Ibut his breech-clout and his "crooked cane."24
Then he slept. Then Umase'ika said: "Everything is well at your home. I

59. Avikwame in sight. --Early in the morning he went on. want you to stay and tell about what happened. I want you to
He got to Aqwaq-haeeve8 at noon. There was water there and tell me all you know, everything you have seen. In the mom-
he thought: "I will drink. It may be the only water. I will be ing you can go home." But Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said:
thirsty if I do not find any." So he sat down and drank. Then "No, I will not stay here: I want to go home." So Umase'ika
he thought: "Let me start again. I am a traveler and have said: "Very well, go."
nothing to eat: I do not want to sit in the shade and rest: I want 63. Northward through the valley. --Then Nyitse-vilye-vave-
to go." So he took up his bundle and came towards this country. kwilyehe started and came to Kwiea''ka;25 then to Nyitlerqa-
He came on a mesa and sat down and saw all these mountains 'ulyive,26 then to Ipakyem-vatsutsi-vavitse, 27 and then to
around here and Avikwame.9 "Now I know the way." he said; Savettha and Akatai-vesalyve;28 next, to Hivistive.29 People
"I have found it." Then he went across a valley and .at sunset were living there: they did not give him anything to eat. Then
stopped and made a fire. he came to Raven's-house30 and there he crossed the river to the

60. Fourth day on the way.--When he got up[next morning] island, to Excrement-sand,31 and turned northward.
he said: "This place has no name: I will give it one. I call 64. Father is coming! --When he drew near his house,32 his
it Kusm8m'uva, 10 so that all will know." Then he went on. little boy was outside: he ran indoors and said: "Mother, my
At noon he reached Aha-'atsi," where he knew there was water, father is coming! "33 "Do not say that: your father died long
and drank. Again he came on towards this country. Then he ago." "My father is coming!" "He is dead: he died long ago."
rested. It was late in the afternoon and he thought: "I will go "He will be here soon!" "It is not your father: I told you that
on when the sun sets and walk all night." Then he changed his he died." Soon NyTtse-vilye-vave-kwilyAhe reached the house:
mind. "Why should I walk all night? I will sleep here," he it was sunset. The boy said: "There is my father. I told you he
thought. So he slept there at Tsamokwily-'avi.12 would come." Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe went in and lay

61. Let me see my old friend. --In the morning he said: "I down. A man passed by the house. He said: "I think Nyi1de-
will give this place its name so all will know it." Then he vilye-vave-kwilyAehe has come back." Some said: "No, it is
started and came to Amat-ku-tasa'alye.13 He stood there and not he." Some said: "Yes, that is he." But none came near

thought. He thought: "If I go northeast [sic1 to Kwiea'oka, 14 him; none asked for him; none spoke to him. Now it was dark
my friend15 will say: 'Why did he not come to see me?' I and he slept with her; but the woman said no word to him, and
think I will go to Umase'aka before I return to where I used to he said nothing,34
live: I will talk with him." 65. The people blame you. --In the morning she prepared

62. The gifts distributed. --Now Umase'aka had moved his corn mush and beans. Then he saw people going about; but they
house northward from where he had been before. He was clear- did not come to the house. Then he thought: "Why do they not
ing the land for his new home, cutting the brush. His people come and ask me something? Why do they not visit and ask,
saw Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyahe coming. but they did not tell 'Where have you been?' Then I would tell them. I would like
Umase'ika. Umase'ika was cutting trees for the shade16 in to know what has happened here; but no one comes to speak to
front of his house; he saw Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe but did me." All day it was like this: no one came. At night he asked
not look at him.17 Then Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe came to his wife: "Why did nobody come?35 You live here. Do you not
where he was working, leaned his bundle on a high place18 and go around to their houses and hear something? Has no one told
his back against it: it was about noon. Umase'ika said: you anything? If you have heard something, tell me." But she
"NyitsE-vilye-vave-kwilyehe, is that you?" He said: "That is said: "I have heard nothing from these people. No one has told
I." Umase'ika said: "I did not know where you were. I me anything. You know what they think: I do not." Nyite-
thought I should not see you any more, but I see you now. I am vilye-vave-kwilyAehe said: "I do not know what the reason is.
glad." NyTtli-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "I have been away a Why do you not tell me? If you tell me what my people say, I
long time. I went east. I did not die, but came back safely." will not harm anyone for it. It will be well. If a man is gone a
Then Umase'aka said: "Grind samkota seeds, 19 make mush of long time, people are glad to see him. Are they not glad to see
them, and give it to my friend." Then they did that and Nyitse- me?" After four days the woman told him. She said: "I will
vilye-vave-kwil,yehe ate. When he had eaten, he stood up and tell you about it, When Umase'ika first came here he thought
began tO speak. ° The people stood all around him. He said: you good-looking and was friendly to you. He said: 'I would like
"All you women and girls, I will not give21 you these baskets, to have this boy for my friend when he grows as large as I. ' Then
Come here and take them!" Then each woman came and took when you grew up, all said Umase'aka was right. lThey said
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[of you]: 'He did not do well.' That is why they do not talk to morning Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe said: "You have told me
you now. They say, 'I think Umase'ika hurt him, so he went everything: that is what I wanted. For three nights you did not
off and died.' That is what they think about you. They all tell me; the fourth night you told me. It is well." Now he saw
think: 'It is well. When he was here, he always made trouble the prople playing with poles, but he stayed in the house. And
for us. He would say, "Let us do this" '--and then you would not Umase'ika was thinking: "When my friend was a little boy, I
do right; you spoiled it. That is what they think of you. While [first]saw him. When he was in trouble, he went [south-least.
you were away, they thought, 'It is well: he is dead.' That is Then he came back and gave away all his &roperty. Everybody
why when you came back they did not speak to you." 36 In the has his baskets, his cloth, his buckskins."3

G. WAR: THE GAMBLING BOY'S PEOPLE EXPEL UMASE'AKA'S

66. The planting is changed. --Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe 'That man is a coward.' " And Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe was
went where his people were playing with poles and talked to saying to his people: "I will tell you how to kill them. All of
them.1 The river had flooded and the ground was wet. He said: you take stick clubs and head clubs.9 Hold them behind you.
"You used to plant seeds,2 I want you not to do it any more. I When you hand them food and they take it, strike them with your
will tell you what to plant. I want you to plant melons. And do clubs. That is how I will do to my friend." So all his people
not gather mesquite screws but get mesquite beans, and grind knew what to do. Umase'aka's people also knew what to do:
them fine and make aya-tsuvau cake of them. Gather those. he had told them not to go unarmed, but to carry clubs and bows.
And do not take sour mesquite beans, only the sweet ones. Plant 70. Singing for battle at night. --After three days Umase'aka
also beans, but not many--only a few; do not plant enough for all asked: "Are you ready?" and they all said: "Yes." So he told
winter. And plant 'grass'4 seeds; but not much, only a little." them: "Put on your feathers, and paint for war. Do that: I have
Then his people planted as he told them. And now things were told you that you should do it. Now I want four strong women to
ripe: they had melons and "grass" seeds and beans. come with me." Then they started north. After a time they

67. Plot to invite and attack. --Then Nyitse-vilye-vave- rested and drank. Umase'ika asked: "Have all finished drink-
kwilyehe said: "The reason I did not want you to plant much ing?" and they said: "Yes." They started again and came to
was that something might happen. When everything was ripe I Warm-spring, where the river is shallow, and they crossed to
wanted to summon my friend to bring his family; then I wanted the island. They came to Sa'anitive and it was sunset. Then
to kill him and his people; that is what I was thinking of. Now they made a firel1 for the night. They did not dance but the
when he comes, I will feed them. I want them to eat, but not four women walked up and down shouting;12 and none of the
to take any food away with them: I want to kill them."5 Nyirtse- people slept. Now the people upstream who had sent for
vilye-vave-kwilyehe assembled with his people to talk about them were gathering their food, and Nyltle-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
war. They all talked of fighting. He said to Umasa 'elve:6 was telling his people how to prepare for the fight. But down-
"When it is day. I want you to go to my friend: you are a foot stream, while they were camped there that night at Sa'iintsive,
racer and swift. Go to Umase'ika and tell him this: After three they were making arrows from four large bunches of arrowweed14
days in the morning let them start. I want him to bring all his and feathers. The four women were walking, and they sang:
people Let them all come upriver. Let them cross at Raven's- "They cannot do anything to us: they cannot beat us."15 They
house. I want them to camp at Sa'5ntlive.8 The fourth morn- sang the same song all night. In Nylie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's
ing I will meet him there." party the old women also sang. They sang: "Nyatsi-kongave,

68. Umase'ika bidden.--Umasa'elve went and told this to nyatXi-tasav^e, kowemelyi-kama, kowemelyi-save."16 Four
Umase'ika. Umase'Ika answered: "It is well. I hear all that my men of Umase'&ka's party went [secretly] up there and heard
friend says. We will start in three days. He tells me where to them singing that. They came back and said: "Umase'ika,
sleep. It is well. I will follow his words." Then he told his those we will fight are singing, but we do not know what the
people what Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyahe had said. Umasa'elve song means 7 Umase'aka said: "Well, sing it!" Then they
said: "When you have slept at Sa'iintlive, the morning will be sang it. and asked: "Do you know what it means?" Umase'aka
the fourth day. Then they will bring you food there." Umase- said: "Yes, I know what it means. It says that in the morning
'ika said: "That is not bad." Umasa'lve said: "Nyitse -vilye- they will kill us: they will strike us."AndsomeofNNyTt*e-vilye-
vave-kwilyAehe wants you to bring all your people." Then vave-kwilyehe's people came to the camp of Umase'Ska and
Umase'aka sent Umasa'elve back to say that he was coming. heard the singing there and returned and told: "Those we will
When he returned, Ny1tte-vilye-vave-kwily8he asked him: fight are singing, but we do not know what it means." Nyitse-
"What did my friend say?" Umasa'elve told him: "He says: vilye-vave-kwily^ehe said: "Well, sing it." Then they sang it,
'Very well, I will come. and asked: "Do you know what it means?" And he said: "Yes.

69. Mutual suspicions. - -Umase'ika thought: "I know what It says that tomorrow when we fight they will seize us and strike
my friend thinks. That is why he did not stay here [when he re- us with clubs and fists to kill us."
tumed]. I said to him then: 'I want you to stay and tell me what 71. The attack is premature. --In the morning Umase'ika
has happened. I want to hear all you saw; and in the morning said: "Now the sun is up. By this time today he said I was to
you can go on home.' But he said: 'No, I am going north,' So go. So let us gO."n Then they started . When the sun was well
now I think there will be war: he will not give me food. But I up, they arrived. Nytte-vllye-vave-kwily&he said to his peo-
am not afraid. If I am afraid, all will laugh at me and say, ple: "All stand up. They are coming. Are you ready to give
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them the food?" and they said: "Yes" They stood with food in In formal narration, it is repeated in full.] Then Nyite-vilye-
their hands. Umase'ika's people approached. They were many, vave-kwilyehe thought: "I think when Umase'ika returned, he
but they did not come close to one another. Nyitse-vilye-vave- sent after other people in the south. There will be many when
kwilyehe's people stood on the north, Umase'aka's on the south. they are joined, and we shall be unable to do anything. And
The people at the western end of Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's Umase'ika thought: "I can send to tribes21 in the south. in the
line began to shoot with bows and across at those on the western east, and in the west; but I will not do it. "22
end of Umase'aka's line. Then NyItie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe 76. The fourth invitation. -- [ For the fourth time the story
shouted: "Do not shoot! Stop!" and Umase'aka shouted: gives in full Nyitte-vilye-vave-kwilythe's instructions to his peo-
"Stop! Do not fight!" They stopped shooting: no one was hit. ple about planting, their gathering of food, meeting at night to
But Umaselika and his people drew back. talk of the coming war, and the message to Umase'aka to start in

72. Upbraided as cowards. - -Nyitte"vilye-vave-kwilythe three days. But another messenger is sent. NyitJe-vilye-vave-
said: "Why did you shoot at them? Why did you not let them kwily8he says: "I want you to go, Thin-youth.23 The one I sent
come near and stand close to you? if they where close, you before has become tired." The new messenger goes with the same
could seize them and hit them with your clubi\and kill them. message, Umase'ika assembles his people, accepts the invitation,
I wanted you to kill them all; but they were not'lyet] close by and after three days starts with his fighting men and the same four
and you shQt at them and they went back, and we have killed women, again saying to the old people that if he and-his are kill-
no one. That is not the way I want you to fight. I think, my ed he does not know where they will go. He goes upriver and
people, you are afraid to get close to them. You are cowards. camps at Sa'iintsive again, and at night, the women dance. And
You are afraid. If you had let them come close we should have Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's people are dancing and singing the
killed everyone. I told you, but you did not listen to what I same song as before.]
said. I thought you were brave." 77. Spying in the dark. --During the night Umase'aka thought:

73. Umase'Ika will not budge. - -Umase'ika's people went "I want to see my friend's people." He said nothing to his own
back with nothing to eat, hungry and thirsty; they reached home people but went westward and then upriver to near NyItle-vilye-
when it was nearly sunset. Then Umase'aka said to them: "We vave-kwllyahe's camp and watched. All about were girls in the
came from the south. We made a mistake and now we are in bushes with their lovers.24 One girl came to Umase'ika: she
trouble. There are many whom I know18 on both sides of the thought he was NyTt'e-vilye-vave-kwilyehe, for they looked
river, but I will not call them [to help us].. But I will not go alike: their faces were [almost] the same.25 She thought: "Is
back: we will stay here. And if NyitNe-vilye-vave-kwilyehe that the man?" and said to him: "Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyahe.
sends word to me to come, I will go up to him again. If he kills you cannot kill Umase'ika's family." Umase'aka laughed:
me, perhaps someone else will come to fight against him." Then "She thinks I am Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyaehe." Then he seized
his people stayed where they were and played among each other. her by the throat and killed her.26 When he returned to his

74. New attempt after a year.--Next year Nyitie-vilye-vave- camp, at SaIntive27 he did not tell what he had done. He
kwilyehe told his people the same about planting, and they did thought: "If I tell them, they will not stay: they will be afraid
it. They gathered the food and put it away, and when he told and will run off." His people asked him: "Umase'ika, where
them to they prepared it. Then he said to them: "Now do not have you been?" He said: "I have been sitting here." When
do as you did last time. Do not shoot from a distance: if you do they told him: "But you have been away," he said: "I went
that, you will miss. You can kill birds from a distance, but not out " 28
men: they see the arrows coming.19 You can shoot at them, 78. The battle: Umase'aka is driven.--In the morning they
but you cannot [often] hit them. Now youunderstand me: and all went upriver: it was the middle of the morning. Now they were
of you do as I say!" So they were gathered to talk about fighting; close: Umase'aka's people were only a short distance from
and in the morning Nyitee-vilye-vave-kwilyghe sent Umasa'elve Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilythe's. Then Nyitde-vilye-vave-
again. Umasa'elve came to Umase'ika and told him, and where kwily^ehe's people at the western end shot at Umase'aka's
to camp. Umase'ka said: "Yes. He wanU me to start in three people, and then those on the east end also shot, and the two
days. He wants me to stay over night at Sal'untlive and meet lines were shooting at each other: they fought with bows and
him the fourth morning. That is what he wants?"20 Umasa'elve arrows. Soon Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's people drove
said: "Yes." Then he went back to NyItte-vilye-vave-kwilyehe, Umase'aka's people. They pursued them southward. They
who asked him: "What does he say?" "Umase'ika says 'Very came to the river, and Umase'ika's people jumped in.
well,' " said Umasa'elve. So after three days Umase'aka's peo- Umase'ika himself did not fight: he only walked. 29
ple started. Umase'ika told them to go armed, and he took the Umase'ika's people reached the east side of the riv-
same four strong women. He left the old people behind. He er. and Nyttse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's were still on the island:
said: "The able-bodied men and these four women may die; the river arm was narrow and they shot across it. Nyide-vilye-
though I do not know what you old people will do when they have vave-kwilyehe said: "Did I not tell you that you could not
died." Then they spent the night at Sa'uniisive, and again both beat me? Now I will kill you. I will drive you away." Umase-
parties sang, and in the morning they met. The two lines were 'aka said: "Yes, you have killed us." Then Nyitse-vilye-vave-
nearer than before but still at a distance when at the western end kwilyehe's people crossed and followed Umase'aka's. They shot
they began shooting again. They shot four or five arrows, and continually and killed several of his men. Umase'ika's people
Nyitge-vilye-vave-kwilyehe and Umase'aka called to them to retreated slowly; they did not run fast; and Nyinie-vllye-vave-
stop. Then Umase'ika went back hungry with his people. kwilyehe's people pursued them; so they continued, Where

75. The third year. --[The same incident is told a third time. Needles City now is, Umase'aka crossed to the western side of
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the river with his people: the others continued to pursue them. the few who returned reached their houses they told the old
At Avi-kwe-satuve, 0 Umase'ika's people agreed to make a women: "Those who pursued us are across the river: you can see
stand. Many of them were killed: only a few were left: they them." There were four leaders left among Umase'ika's people:
were driven on again. Feather-tied-on-end, Uyatgihika, Look-yellow, and Seem-yel-

79. Duel of the nose pendants. --At Kw1m'haGeve31 they low.37 Feather-tied-on-end was the head of the four. He said:
said: "Let us fight! Let us try again! We will all go back "We are not many now. If they do not come over and kill us
against them and will all die there." Then they turned back to all tonight in our sleep, we will go back south tomorrow. We
fight again: the two parties met. Umase'ika's people stood will start in the morning."
without shooting, Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's people stood 81. Eight days through the desert. --In the morning they went
without shooting. Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe stood there: south. Then they came to Ahmo-kwatai.38 The next day they

39Umase'aka went to him: they met. They did not hit each went on again southward. They came to Hakutsyepe at the
other with stick clubs; they did not thrust with head clubs. Both edge of the river and slept there. From there they went eastward
of them wore long koveso shells hanging from their noses.32 As and slept at Ahtiilye-imiwe. The next day they went southeast
they stood facing each other, breast against breast, Umase'ika and slept at Avi-hiekwire. Then they went southeast again to
swallowed Nyitie-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's nose ornament, fell Ahakova and Hakopaka where they slept. Then they went south-
down, and died; Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe swallowed Umase- east to Apene-hatsupete and slept there. They went southeast
'ika's nose ornament, fell down, and died. Umase'ika fell with again to Avi-hatelawe. Then the sun was past noon and there
his head to the south: Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe fell with was water there and they drank. They went on again and went
his head to the north.33 Both of them died-there in the little past Avl-kwe-halye-halye.40 When the sun had nearly set they
wash at Avi-kwa-sutAve.34 came to Aht1e-kwiGiika. Then they said: "Our home is near

80. A remnant escapes. --Then Nyitse-vilye-vave- now. It is only a short distance but we will not travel at night.
kwilyehe's people continued to drive Umase'aka's people before We will sleep here." Then they slept north of the Gila River.41
them. As they would catch one, they would kill him. When The next day they crossed the river and went southeast to Avi-
they came to Mepuk-tsivauve,35 only six or seven or ten or nye-'ilkyukyave. They did not rest there but went by the place.
twelve36 of Umase'ika's people were still alive. Then all of Then they came to Koaka-matde,42 which was their own country.
these jumped into the river and crossed back to the east in order Then they lived there.
to reach their homes. The pursuers standing on the west side 82. The expelled clans. --The people who were thus beaten
of the river called to them: "We will let you go. There are and fled were. two peoples. Those who had lived at Kwiea'oka43
not many of you left, You are too few to be able to do any- had called their daughters Ny8'iltie. Those who had lived at

thing to us. You will not be able to fight any longer." When Atfqiqa had called their daughters Owiti.44

H. THE EMIGRANTS NEAR THE SEA START TO RETURN

83. Restlessness spreads to the sea. - -The people who had 85. HIhi-tutsiime not ready to move.--At Kakwil-inyo.
fled did not announce their flight to anyone, but Maekwem- Maekwem-tdutf&m-kwilyehe and his three companions and
t'utsim-kwilyehe was living at Ava-vatai and at Kunyokuvely8l their people slept. At Hitlipse they slept again. The third
and heard that the two clans had been beaten. There were four night they slept at Avi-kunyire and Avirqa.10 There lived
leaders here: Maekwem-tlutaim-kwily he,2 Maekwem- Halyep8ta-kwinyahaill and Hihi-tutdume12 and Uya-tutdume13
kwapaive, Maekwem-inauwe, and Maekwem-in^ha [Yama- also lived there. Then Maekwem-tdutlim-kwilyehe came to
ekwem-inehaI? They had appointed themselves leaders and the house of Hihi-tutiime who was his friend. They both talk-
called themselves by these names. Maekwem-t1utIim-kwil- ed. Maekwem-tdudim-kwilyehe spoke first. "I do not live
yehe spoke: "I have heard that two companies were beaten. I like you. I always think of my [oldicountry. I am going there.,
am thinking about it." Then he told Dark-lya-Owit;4 about Tonight I have reached you. I want to know what you will say.
the war in the north. Dark-lya-Owiti said: "I hear what you I want you to go with me. That is why I came here. What do
say. If I hear that there is great war, I will say that I will go. you think of what I say? The people who have taken over our
But I am living well here: I want to stay here: I do not want land are rich now- they raise all crops: but I am poor. They
to leave this place to travel with my people." Then laugh at me. They think: 'We have taken his country. ' I
Maekwem-kwapiive said to him: "Do as you wish," and looked for a better place in which to live, but I did not find it.
Maekwem-tsutsim-kwilyehe said: "There is no hurry; stay That is why I have come here again. I want to return.
here. We will go north and when we arrive we will find out Tomorrow morning I will start. Take all your family and go
something; we will hear how it is." with me." HIhi-tutijime said: "You and I were friends; we

84, Three clans left ehinI--After four days Maekwem- traveled together. Then I left you and came here. I have
tutiim-kwily&he started upriver along the east side. but good land: I raise crops. I do not want my people to walk
others6 stayed there. "Anything that I hear I will let you through the hot sun. I wish them to live well. Leave us here.
know," he said to three men he left behind with their families.7 When you arrive in the north, we will hear from you." Ma-
These three were Halyep6ta-kwiep6ta_ Hipa-kwiOp6ta, and ekwem-rTutTim-kwilyehe said: "Very well,"
Tsati-kwiep8ta.& When these three later returned to this 86. On the way upriver,.--In the morning he told his peo-
country, theirdaughters were called Halyepota, Hipa, and ple: "I said that I was going north: now we are ready to start,
Tsati,9 All of you carry water," They started, came to Amat-iya,
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and slept there. Next day they went on north again and at started again and came to Akyulye-tNekapave25 the same after-
noon came to Kuvukwilye, on the west side of the river.14 noon. Maekwem-tfutffim-kwilyahe said: "We cannot all go
Then they wanted to cross to the east side. So they took arrow- fast. The old men and the little boys cannot travel as fast as I.
weed and other brush and tied it together. They put their food We will stay here until the rest come up and then go on to-
on the bundles of brush and floated it across to the east side. gether."26 They slept in that place.
They had nothing but their clothing and a little food with them. 90. Farther on up. --In the morning they parched beans and
They reached Selye'ai'ita15 when the sun had nearly set. Ma- corn and pumpkin seeds with coals. When they had eaten they
ekwem-tiuti&m-kwilyahe said: "It is nearly sunset but we are started upriver again. When they came to Niime-ta'orve27 they
travelers: let us go on." At sunset they made camp at rested, then went on to Dark-water28 and rested again. There
Hanakwahiwa.1' was water there and they drank. The sun was in the middle of

87. Farmers like their homes.--17 In the morning they its course.29 Going on again, they came to Sand-bar.30 They
started north again. After half a day they came to Avi-'otise18 rested there a little and started upriver again. They came to
and rested. That day they came to Iao-lye-amata19 and Avara- H8re31 but went by without stopping. When they came to Avi-
'okwatai and Aha-silwe. There were houses and people there. A tuva'aue,32 Maekwem-tdutfim-kwily8he said: "We will eat.
man lived there with four names. He was called Body-akahaka. When we have finished, we will go up again." Then they went
Down-feather-lying-on-its-back, Put-away-dust, and Break-up- on northward to Otakiv'auve and by it to Ave-nye-va-tle.33
everything-outdoors.20 Maekwem-tIutfim-kwily$he came to There they slept. Maekwem-tdutlim-kwily8he said: "We will
his house and said: "You are well provided for. You have a sleep here. In the morning when you have eaten, let all carry
house and farm. You raise crops like the Mohave. We have water. Some of you have gourds. some jars. From here on we
come to see you. It is well: but we do not want to stay at your / will not follow the river any longer: we will turn east."34
house. And you do not want to go away. I know it: one who 91. Eastintothe desert.--Then they went east to Ie8ve-
raises crops does not want to leave his house. We came here 'aiive. At the spring there they all drank and took water again to
and have had everything to eat from you, but we will not stay." carry on the way. They went a short distance and camped: they

88. A daughter is married. --Maekwem-kwapaive's21 only went into the [next] valley. In the morning they started
daughter had never married: here she was married to White- eastward across the desert toward the mountains beyond. When
dream.22 Her [clan] name was Nyo'iltse, but she was called they came to the mountains it was nearly sunset. There is a
Quail-girl.23 Her father said to her: "My daughter, you have spring called Aha-kwiny8re. Maekwem-tfutdim-kwilyehe said:
married, but we do not want to stay here. When a woman is "The old people and children cannot walk as fast as I: some of
married she lives where her husband lives. I told you that we them are still coming. I will stay here and rest until they come.
would not stay here, but you became married. If your husband Then it will be sunset and we will camp." So they slept in that
wants to go with me he can come." His daughter said: "I know place. In the morning they started again and climbed the range
that you told me, nevertheless I became married.. I will stay and went down into the valley. There was another mountain,
here. Leave me. You will go away and die somewhere: I will Avi-'6tai, which they passed by, going north now. Then Ma-
stay here and hear of it; and I will die here. "24 Her father said: ekwem-tdutlim-kwily6he reached Avi-hukusave and said: "I
"We cannot help it. It is well." They had stayed there five think I had better stay here and wait. There is no trail. If I go
days when she became married. They had stayed there nine on perhaps my people will go the wrong way and be lost. I will
days when they came together and talked [like this] of her mar- wait here until they all come. Then I will ask: 'Are all here?'
riage. Her father said: "You say you will stay here. Well, we If they say 'Yes,' then I will say: 'We will camp.' " The sun
will go north tomorrow." On the tenth day in the moming they was still high when they arrived. Maekwem-tdut*im-kwilyihe
ate and took food and started. asked: "Are all here?" They said: "Yes." Then he said: "We

89. On up the river. --They came to Ava-tW8hai and rested. will sleep here." Then they camped there. The sun was still
They went on and came to Avi-tiitie in the afternoon. Here up, but they were going to have a good rest. So they slept
they drank from the river and took a long rest and ate. They there.35

I. IN THE DESERT WITH HIPAHIPA

92. Empty houses and footprints.--Maekwem-tffutim- like a child's. He owned these twenty houses and lived in them,
kwilyehe said: "We will not go east. We will follow this valley but he was not there now- he had been gone five days. His name
northward. I know these mountains ahead: I know their name, was Hipahipa. He used to hunt. He did not hunt deer or rab-
But we do not want to go there: we do not want to go east. We bits, but rattlesnakes. The rattlesnakes did not bite him. He
will go north." Then they went north, following the valley. In picked them up with his hands and hung them by their heads
the afternoon they turned eastward. Then they were in the cen- under his belt, with their tails hanging down and rattling. In
ter of the valley.1 In the middle of the valley was a little this way he took ten of them home. There he cooked them in
gulch, but there was no water in it. There they found twenty the sand.4 Thus he lived.
houses. There were ten houses on the west side of the dry ravine 93. A rattlesnake diet.--There were two men, Cut-blood-
and ten on the east side. Wells had been dug: then of them. knee and Ha-yeea-ygewa,6 who lived at Avi-ny-uilka and
There were no paths about, but they saw tracks of boys and Aha-kwa-he7 on rats and rabbits and jackrabbits. [Now, short-
girls and women and men all about. They looked inside the ly before,] they had been hunting and had cooked their meat
houses but saw nobody. It was one man who lived there: he [near Hipahipa's home], when Hipahipa came to them.8 They
made his foot large and small -- like a man's, like a woman's, gave him meat and said: "Eat what we eat!" He put a piece
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into his mouth. He said: "I do not like to eat that: it is not but I stayed there. I did not go on. I thought: Why do I go
good. What I eat are rattlesnakes: see, I have some with me." with them? I do not want to go with them. I will go another
The two men took up their meat, made it into a bundle, put it way. ' Then I started alone and went east. I found this place.
on their backs again [and went home]. Then Hipahipa cooked I thought: 'I will stay here and make a house and dig a well
his rattlesnakes and ate them. But he thought: "That was good and live here. I will call my place Halyerave-kutsakyipve.
food which Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yeea-yeewa gave.me. Why I will call it also Hanye-kweva.' n23 Thus Hipahipa told it
did I not eat it? What I eat is not good; it is rattlesnakes.9 I all to Maekwem-tdutikm-kwilyghe. Then Maekwem-tiutlim-
will go to their houses and see what they eat." Then he went to kwilyehe said: "Now we know you. We used to see you at
Avi-ny-iilka and Ahe-kwa-hel, arriving at sunset. Then they Kohoye: you are the man." Hipahipa said: "Yes, I am the
gave him their meat, he ate it, and liked it. He lived with one." Maekwem-tiutiim-kwilyehe said: "Then you were a
them five days. Then he said: "To-day I want to go back. I young man. Now you are large, as large as we. If you had
have twenty houses and twentyl0 wells and live alone. I do not not told us, we would not have known you; but I know you
live like you. You have women and children and many people. now. You were called Noise-unruly-night then. Now you
When I am at home you know what I eat. At night I bring home have changed your name and are called Hipahipa.24 That is
rattlesnakes: in the morning I eat them: that is how I live. Now why we did not know you. Well, we have come to your
I want to go back. But I want all of you to know thisbeforel go." houses." Hipahipa said: "Very well. You say: 'Whatever you
Then they all said: "It is well. You can go back. 1 Hipahipa say we will follow it.' " Maekwem-trtram-kwilyEhe said:
said: "I am ready." His houses were to the northwest and he "Yes, that is what I said." Hipahipa said: "Well, I do not
went northwestward. eat what you eat. You eat melons and pumpkins and seeds.25

94. Hipahipa discovers himself as an old friend. --Then he I am not eating those: I eat rattlesnakes. But I saw men living
saw people living in his houses: he saw smoke.12 He thought: "I in that direction [pointing] . I will take you there. I want you
wonder who is living there? I was alone, but I see smoke. Well, to go with me. When I take your people there, perhaps those
I must go, for they are my houses." He came nearer and heard there will give them something to eat, and you will live there.
the noise of the people. He said: "I see women and boys and In the morning we will go."
girls all living in my houses." Then he went near and saw child- 95. Undesired visitors. --In the morning Hipahipa said: "I
ren playing about. They saw him and went and told Maekwem- will not go with you. I will 6go ahead to show the way." He
tlutfim-kwilyehe: "We have seen someone." "You have seen had a crooked tukoro stick.2 He said: "I will go ahead and
someone?" "Yes. Over there." Then he sent a man to see draw a line for you with this and you can follow it. There is
Hipahipa. He saw him and returned. MaEkwem-dutuim- a place Hatluvlvek-aha with a spring; when you reach it,
kwilyghe asked him: "Did you see him?" and he said: "Yes." drink. From there, tell your people to carry water. I will
What did he look like?" "He looks good: he is as large as we continue from there marking a line, and do you follow it. As
are." Then the four leaders said: "We had better go to see him." you go on farther, you will come to a valley and will see
Hipahipa shouted loudly twice, and the children said: "Do you smoke there. That will be Aha-ku-hel and Avi-ny-ulka,
hear him?" The men said: "Yes. He shouts like a man. We where I want you to go." Thus he told them how to go. Start-
shout like that."13 Hipahipa was standing behind a bush. He ing that morning, they came to the spring Hatiuvivek-aha.
did not want the people to come nearer him. As they approach- Maekwem-tutilm-kwily6he said: "Thbis the spring he told
ed he drew back. Maekwemr-tut1im-kwily8he said: "Why do of. Here we will drink and take water to carry." They went
you go back? Why do you not meet me so that we can talk?" on a short distance and saw smoke. "Those are the places
Hipahipa continued to retreat.14 Maekwem-tlutiim-kwily&he Aha-ku-hel and AvI-ny-ilka." Then all knew thoe places.
said again: "Why do you go back? Meet me and we will talk." Hipahipa had gone ahead: he had begun to cut brush in order
Then Hipahipa came out and they all stood together. Hipa- to make a house.27 I want Maekwem-tdutUrm-kwily8he to
hipa said: "All those are my houses." Maekwem-tiutiim- live here," he thought. Then he went east and brought a load
kwilyehe said: "Well, if they are your houses let us go inside." of wood. He went again and again and brought five loads.
Then the people were outside cooking. The sun went down. All about were men playing with [hoop and] poles, but Hipa-
It became dark and all went indoors. Hipahipa said: "I think hipa did not speak to them. Some of them thought: "I won-
none of you know me. Do you not know me? You have seen der why he clears that place and why he is getting five loads
me before. I was at Kohoye [near Barstow] with you. 15 I was of wood?" But they did not ask him; therefore he did not say
a young man then, and a bad man. I kicked and ran and a word.28 This was in midafternoon. When Maekwem-
fought. I dreamed that way: that is why I did it. I could not tiutiim-kwilyehe approached from the northwest,29 those who
help it.16 I was young then. My name was Noise-unruly- were playing with poles looked up. They said: "h it wind
night.17 Now I am called Hipahipa. I have come here from and dust? I think someone is coming." One of them told
Koh8ye. Kuny8r-'ikoravtsis8 and his people went away from Ha-yeea-yeewa and Cut-blood-knee: "I think people are
there and I went with them, going east. When we came to coming. There is dust over there." The two leaders said:
KepetJiq8 and Selye'aye-medi19 we crossed the [Colorado] "All come here to this house! All stand herel Yes, people
river to this [eastern] side, We came to Amat-ya'ima20 and are coming." Hipahipa said nothing. The two leaden said:
Aha-ly-ku'irve. Then we came to Hatai-kwa'i and Ahmo-ku- "Those who are approaching come for war, I think. All you
tee8'ilye.2 There we slept. Then we came to Avi-nye- women and children climb the mountain! All you men stay
hamokye and Aqwawa-have.22 When we came there it was here! Do not run off!" Then all the women and girls and old
nearly sunset and we camped. In the morning the rest went on, men and children climbed up the mountain. Cut-blood-knee
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and Ha-yeea-yaewa said: "We will stay here and meet them about Put-it-into-eagle-down: "I do not think he is wise. I
and fight." These two leaders went to meet Maekwem- do not think he is a doctor. I think I can beat him." There-
tiutNAm-kwilyehe's people. Hipahipa saw them close together; upon Put-it-into-eagle-down could not get up. He was weak
they had nearly met: then he ran toward them. He ran in front and sweaty: Hipahipa made him be thus.47 The antelope
of Maekwem-tsutfim-kwilyehe: then he turned and went to- came by but he could not see them: they all went past him.
ward Cut-blood-knee and Ya-ye6a-y8ewa; Maekwem- Others came to Hipahipa and he seized their necks, broke
tiudim-kwilyehe followed him. Then Cut-blood-knee and their legs, and killed many. He killed them all and piled up
Ha-yeea-yeOwa said: "I do not think that they want to fight: the meat. Then all the people came back there. "What is
Hipahipa has brought them here." They caled the women the matter with this man?" they said. Put-it-into-eagle-
and children to come down from the mountain; and they came. down said: "I do not know: I am sick: I cannot work with my
Hipahipa led Maekwem-tdutlim-kwily&he's people to the hands."48 Then they divided the meat, and all ate. Put-it-
place which he had cleared off.30 Cut-blood-knee and Ha- into-eagle-down returned, and at night he said to Cut-blood-
yeea-yeewa said: "These people are travelers. They have knee and Ha-yeea-yWewa: "I have killed antelope for you,
come to my house: give them to eat." Then their people but I cannot kill them any more. I am sick. Tomorrow
gave them rabbits and other meat; and mescal. Now the new- morning I am going back to my place Avli-kwe-hunike."49
comers had enough to eat. In the morning he ate mescal, took his crooked tukoro50 and

96. Will there be food enough?--Cut-blood-knee and Ha- went off, walking like a sick man, slowly.
yeea-yZewa thought: "I want to see the strangers," and went 98. Skin clothing.--The people of Cut-blood-knee and
into Maekwem-tdutUrm-kwily8he's camp. He said to them: Ha-yeea-yeOwa shot deer and rabbits: Hipahipa killed ante-
"I wonder where you have come from. You know that we all lope as before. He did it a third time. Now the antelope
started from one place.31 Then you scattered over the moun- hides lay piled up high. Then he said: "All you women and
tains. And we have traveled, looking for you: now we have girls are poor. I see you wearing willow bark [as skirts1 .51
found you." Then one of the two said: "We are scattered over You have worn it two years: It is worn thin. Today I will
the country: we have taken all the springs: there is no place kill more antelopes: today we shall all stay home. I want
for you to stay.32 Everywhere our tribes have made mounu- to make buckskin." Then they put water into large dishes and
ments of trees or brush to claim the land. There is no room baskets52 and laid the hides in to soak. Then they worked on
for you." Maekwem-tfutfim-kwilyehe said: "We are not them. It did not take them long to cure the skins: in one day
looking for that. We are not looking for a place to live in they had prepared them all.53 The next day they made wo-
[here]. You have heard of the fighting and how one party was men's dresses and moccasins:54 "So that you can go out away
beaten.34 We are on the way to take back our country. We and get firewood," said Hipahipa. "All these people here
want to fight with the people there: that is why we have have moccasins." Before this they had been afraid to go out
come." Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yeea-yeewa said: "We do far into the cactuses because they were barefooted. When
not wish war. We live well here: we support ourselves: our they had made all the dresses, Hipahipa said: "Pick each the
women and children like living here. We do not want to take one that will fit you." Then all picked dresses that fitted
them away: they might die in the desert." Hipahipa said:35 them. Now all the women had dreses and moccasins, and
"Maekwem-tiut*im-kwilyehe, listen to what I tell you. I all the men had moccasins and leggings and shirts and they
want you to build a house for your people. If it rains, all that were all dressed.
is outdoon will be wet,36 but if you make a house and it rains 99. Hunger and jealousy. --Now it was about two years.
you can go inside and make a fire and it will be well." Then In the night they55 gathered, and Ha-yeea-yeewa said:
they built houses and lived like the other people there. "Kwaeepilye seeds and maselye'aye seeds, and deer and

97. Antelope magic. --Cut-blood-knee and Ha-.yeea- antelope, and mescal, and rabbits and rats: those are what
yeewa had a friend called Put-it-into-eagle-down. This we live on.56 When Hipahipa came here I told him what we
man had no bow and arrows: he just went in any direction -- ate: he knew it. Then the man Maekwem-tluti&m-kwilyehe
north or east or south--and brought back rabbits and jackrab- came here. Now when Hipahipa kills antelope, why does he
bits. He caught them with his hands. seizing them by the not give me meat? Why does he not treat me well? That
neck, without shooting: that is how he lived. Hipahipa man only wandered in here, 57 but Hipahipa gives him much
told Maekwem-tduthim-kwilyehe: "They39 give you meat, food." Now these58 people were shooting their game with
but they do not give you enough. I am like that man:40 I bows and arrows. Thus it happened that sometimes they did
hunt, but without a bow: I can catch anything I want with not have enough to eat, because sometimes they missed when
my hands. Let us go to Ahtats-ku-auve and Aha-ku-pika.41 they «hot; whereas Hipahipa merely seized the animals, and
We will all go to that42 mountain. Take this man43 with you so Maekwem-t1utXim-kwilyehe's people always had enough.
who has no bow but can kill antelope,44 and I will go with Then Hipahipa said:59 "We have taken all the antelope that
you. The antelope have tracks like this."45 When they came are here: there are none left. Let us go south to Avi-ka-
to the place, Hipahipa said to Put-it-into-eagle-down: "Sit hiyihiyi andAha -talame:60 there we shall find more ante-
here! You, Maekwem-tiutiim-kwilyehe, take your men and lope. Another man lives there: he also hunts them, but only with
go around the mountain and drive the anteloge this way. Then bows and arrows." That night the people [oriAginally] living
I will kill them. And this man sitting here4 will kill them there came back angry because they did not have enough to
too. Then we shall have antelope meat." So they started to eat, while Maekwem-tNutl&m-kwily8he's people61 had
go around the mountain to drive them. Hipahipa thought abundance.
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100. Doctor's sorcery. --The next day in the morning they said to his people: "I told you I would be gone six days. Now
went hunting again; the women and children stayed home. it is six days."79
Now Red-sky62 was a doctor of Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yeea- 102. To Kuitpima. --It was night. Hipahipa said: "We
yaewa. The children were playing about the houses. The have lived here four years.80 Your son died here. You have
boys took ground maselye'aye and kwaeepilye seed, threw burned your clothes and cut your hair.81 I do not feel good.
it up into the air, and caught it in their mouths. MaEkwem- I want to move from this place. I do not want to stay here.
kwapaive's63 boy was with them. Then Red-sky killed him:64 We will move to Kutpima82 and Ikwe-nye-va.83 We will
the boy died right there. Then a boy went and told the old go and live there and eat tule roots84 and beaver and av'a
men and women who had stayed at home: "Maekwem- seeds."85 Maekwem-kwapiive said: "As you say. If you
kwapaive' s boy is dead." The old people went to see. "Well, say that we should move. we will move, because you have
he is dead indeed," they said. They stood by the body and done good to us. When you want to go; we will go." Hipa-
cried.65 They said to Tukyet-nyi-hayi: "Follow the men hipa said: "We will start in two days." After two days in the

86and say: 'Maekwem-kwap&ive, your boy is dead.' Tell them morning they all started and came northwest. When it was
that." The men had come to Avl-he-talame66 and were nearly noon they came to Ovilyeha87 and drank there and
drinking when Tuikyet-nyi-hayi arrived and told them: "Ma- rested. That night they slept at Ahtatl-ku-8auve.8 That next

ekwem-kwapkive, your boy is dead." Thereupon they did not night they slept at Ah'i-kuva'e:89 that was two nights. The
hunt but all came back; by midafternoon they returned to the next morning they started and came to Katpima and Ikwe-nye-
houses. The boy was lying where he had fallen on the ground 67 va. 90 There is a stream there, a little river which empties
All stood around him and cried.68 Hipahipa took a rope, into this [Colorado] river. Now they had come to this stream:
went eastward, and gathered wood. He broke it with his hands that is where they were wanting to live. Then some boys
or with stones69 and, making a bundle, brought it back to the would go fishing. the women went to gather av'a seeds; some
house. Then they burned the boy. Hipahipa said: "If this men went to hunt deer, others to get rats, beaver,91 or tules.
boy had been sick, he would have died after two or three days. 103. Eaten out.--Then Hipahipa said: "We have [now]
But he was not sick. I know who did this: it was the doctor. lived on these things here for four years and there are not many
I know his name; it was Red-sky. To-night I will kill him." of them left. I think we will move again. We cannot stay
But Maekwem-kwapaive said: "No, do not kill him. When here without food: we cannot live without it. There are
we traveled here, my daughter got married; it was the same two places, Hatiui-me&au and Mastamho-tesauve.93 I think
as if we had lost her. We knew that before. Now my boy is we will go there. We will go downstream94 to those places
dead, and it is as if I had lost my son and my daughter. So and we will eat there the same things that we eat here." Then
we will cry; that is all. Do not kill Red-sky."70 Then they they went to those places. They stayed there two years. They
cried. ate the same things as at Kultpama: fish and beaver, and tules

101. Notification of a daughter.--In the moming Ma- and av'a. Then Hipahipa said: "I think we have eaten it all
ekwem-kwapaive said: "I told you to cry, and we have cried out." He sent four or five men to go back to Kuitpama: "Go
all night. I am tired. Tonight we will cry again. In two and look around where we lived before." They found many
days in the morning7l I will go to tell my daughter. It will fish and beaver and tules and av'a again.95
take me two days to go there. The sun will be nearly down 104. Meeting a stranger. --Then the wife of Maekwem-
or it will be down when I arrive: I do not know when I shall kwaplive96 went upstream to Kitp`ma to gather av'a. When
arrive there. I will stay there two nights. Then I will come she came there she met a man, Put-mark-around-neck.97
back. It will take me two days to come back again. That He was sitting under the shade of a cottonwood tree and had
will be six days." All said; "Good. You say you will be four jackrabbits. He asked her if she wanted some. She
away six days." Then Maekwem-kwaplive started. He slept said: "Yes," and he cooked some in hot sand.98 Then he
at Hih6-kusave.72 The next night he slept at Kapotak- took her into the shade|of the tree] and cohabited with her.
iv'auve. 73 The third day he followed the river. 74 When he When the meat was cooked, he gave her of it and she ate.
had nearly come to where his daughter lived, the people there She said: "It is good. I like to eat this." Put-mark-around-
saw him coming. The players came to the house 5 and said: neck asked her: "What will you do now?" She said: "I am
"Maekwem-kwap&ive is coming; I think it is he." But some going back." When she returned home, she brought no seeds
said: "No. that is not the man. Maekwem-kwap$ive has with her.
long hair."76 Then he arrived and all saw that it was he. 105. A passion in the desert. --In the morning the woman
They said: "Maekwem-kwapiive, is that you?" He said: went out to gather seeds and she went to the same place. She
"Yes, it is I. I have come to tell my daughter that my son had agreed to meet Put-mark-around-neck there. So she met
died." Then the woman cried. White-dream,77 her husband, him. [This timel he had six jackrabbits. Then he undressed
the head man of the place, cried, and all his people cried. [her] completely and the same thing happened. He gave her
All gave Maekwem-kwapaive beads or other things to bumr. the meat, and she said: "I am going home." Now this wo-
They gave him a large pile, and he burned it all. He said: man had a little boy. All day he cried. Maekwem-kwapiive
"Tonight I will sleep here. Tomorrow morning it will be one carried him on his arm all day trying to quiet him; Hipahipa
night. Tomorrow I will stay, and sleep here again. That will helped him, While the woman was returning she thought:
be two nights. In the morning I will go back." The second "My husband might know. But in this way he will not know:
morning he went back. He slept again at Ota-kevauve and I will leave my basket and take up a stick, and walk slowly
then at HihO-kusave, and after two days [on the way Ihe re- like a sick woman. Then he will not know." So she arrived
turned when it was nearly sunset to where he lived, Then he at the house and said to Maekwem-kwapiive: "I do not
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know how it is: I am sick; I can hardly walk. I am very said: "This is red beans. This is black beans. This is white
sick." beans." Hipahipa said: "There is no maize. I see no red

106. Elopement. --In the moming all got up and the wo- beans or white or blue or yellow beans.I10 I think these boys
men went out to gather again. This woman went too. She and girls say wisely. They have dreamed well. Soon we
said: "I am [still] sick, but I think I shall be able to gather shall have that. In the place from which we came 11 there
seeds for mush to eat; I will not stay home." So she went are those things." The children playing said: "This is
off with the other women, but hid, and ran off from them, yucca.112 This is melon. This is watermelon."113
and went back to the same place as before. There she met Hipahipa said: "They have dreamed well. After a time we
Put-mark-around-neck the third time; he had four [jack] rab- shall have all those." It was night. Hipahipa said: "There
bits with him; and they did the same way. Then he said: is another thing that I always think of. You know what made
"What will you do now?" She said: "I want to go back." us angry. Let us be going against those people114 to fight.
But he said: "No, no. I am your husband now. Did you not What do you say to what I say, Maekwem-t1uts&m-kwilye-
take off your clothes, and I saw you. privates and all? When he115 and Maekwem-kwaplive? You do not want your peo-
a man does that to a woman, she is married to him.99 And ple to die somewhere out in the desert."116 Maekwem-
you know that I am a man: I am not a bird.100 I will take tiutdim-kwilyehe and Maekwem-kwapaive said: "Good.
you to my house. I want you to come with me." It was As you say." Two, four, five times117 Hipahipa spoke
midafternoon; then he took her with him. They went south- thusP18 He said: "Well. I am going to say the same thing.
eastward past Amat-akano to Opui-ku-tiumika and HumEe- Let us go to fight them. They are rich. They have enough
vinye-haliava1o1 where he lived. to live on. They laugh at us all. They say of us: 'Those

107. Hipahipa recovers the errant wife. --Now the woman in the mountains, they have died somewhere. But we live
was gone all night: she had not come back. Hipahipa said: well: we live better than they.' And they do have plenty.
"What is the matter with her? I thought she would come That is what makes me angry. [Though]when we go there
back at night. Now it is moming and she has not returned. we shall [perhaps] die before daylight."119 Then Maekwem-
Maekwem-kwapiive, your wife has been gone all night. tlut5im-kwilyehe and Maekwem-kwaplive said: "It is well:
You and I will go to see." They ate and started off. They we will go with you. We will follow you. You say that when
came to Kiitpima and saw tracks. Then Maekwem-kwapiive you arrive there you shall not live until the next day, but that
said: "I knew it. I knew that someone took my wife; but you shall die. Well, we shall die before another day. We
I was ashamed to say It.102 That is why she went away." are not afraid." 120 Hipahipa said: "I want all of you women
The woman had left her basket and they found it. They and girls and old men and all to come along. If all the strong
tracked her and Put-mark-around-neck. Then they came men go and are killed there, the old people will not be able
near his house. Hipahipa said: "Stand here now. He would to live here: they are too old. If we die, perhaps they will
see you; but he will not see me. I will make all who live die too; so we will all go. Perhaps they will kill all of us;
there blind103 so that they cannot see me. I will cause them perhaps half of us. But if they do that, it will be well."
to know nothing." Maekwem-kwapiive said: "Good. I Then Maekwem-t1utiim-kwilyghe and Maekwam-kwapiive
will stand here." Now those people used seeds, and the wo- told their people: "All of you-[prepare to] go! No one stay
man was grinding them. She stood104 in front of the house here!" And Hipahipa said: "There is another thing that I
at the east comer. Hipahipa came around the house, stood want to tell you. I want to east to Avi-ka-ha'sile, to
behind her, grasped her around, and ran off with her to where Kunyore and Oskive-tekyere. I will see those who live
his friend stood. [Only] when he had gone some distance did there. I want to tell them that we are going; tell them be-
the people there see him. The woman was unwilling and fore we start. Many live there. Then all will hear of it.
scratched Hipahipa's face. "I do not want to go with you," After that we will go."
she cried. She tore out105 his nose omament and threw it 110. Visit to an ally.--Then Hipahipa started for Avi-ka-
away. Then Hipahipa was angry: he tore off all her ha'sAle in the moming. He arrived there at nearly sunset.
clothes,106 till she had nothing on; still she struggled. Hipa- At night he told them why he had come; he spoke to Dusty-
hipa said: "Do not struggle: let us go." Then they came to sunrise and Shadow-sun122 who were the leaders there. "I
where Maekwem-kwaplive was waiting and started back. am going to make war. I wil take my people north. I want-
They made her walk in front of them. They came to Kratplma ed to inform you before I went to war. That is why I came
and took willow leaves to make a dress for her. Then they here. When we arrive there, perhaps we shall die. If we
returned to their house: it was aftemoon.107 die there, you will not have seen me for.two or three years,

108. To Kuitplma again. --Then they lived as before and when you will think of me, and remember how I looked. "123
ate the same food for a year.108 Then Hipahipa said: "Let Before daylight, when the moming star was up, Dusty-sunrise
us go where we were." So they all moved back to Kiitpima. stoodl24 and said: [to his own people]: "You know what
They made houses there and lived as they had before. Hipahipa says. He says: 'I am going to war. It is the last

109. Hipahipa incites them to return. --They were there time you will see me.' You all hear what he says. He says
at Kiitpima two years. Then Hipahipa said: "We have eaten that in the morning he is returning. I will tell you what to
up all the food [about here]. The women have gone far do. Give him something! 125 Then all said: "It is good.
and taken all the seeds. We have killed all the rabbits and We will give him something." In the morning Hipahipa ate.
rats and fish and other animals." Boys and girls were playing When he had eaten, the women gave him small baskets and
outside, They picked up handfuls of yellowl09 gravel and large baskets. They were piled as high as that.126 The men
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gave him woven blankets'27 and woven sashes128 and cloth his people: "You hear what Hipahipa says. He says: 'I am
shirts.129 They piled these things as high as that.130 Hipa- going to war. This is the last time you will see me. I shall
hipa said: "Well, I do not know how to roll them into a die somewhere in that country. Tomorrow I am returning.'
bundle. Do it for me!" They said: "We will do it for you." That is what he says. In the morning I want you to give him
Then they made two bundles and tied the baskets to the bun- something -- baskets and small baskets and feathers and other
dles by strings.131 Hipahipa took the bundles on his back. things." Lying-on-dust gave him a bow and arrows and a
"Well, this is the last time you see me, I say." quiver. "I give you this," he said. He also gave him a

111. Gifts distributed. --Then he returned to Kuitpima large bunch of long red feathers,140 saying: "Take this with
where he lived, nearly at sunset. He left the bundles lying, you: you may die there."141 Hipahipa stayed there all day.
without untying them. He said: "Tomorrow maning all of The second day in the moming, after eating, he said: "Roll
you come. All the women and girls take a basket. Let every- all the things for me! Make two bundles!" Then he took
one take one that she likes, a large one or a small one. The them on his back. "Now is the last time you see me," he
men do the same. Some of you like feathers, some of you said.
buckskin shirts and leggings, some woven blankets or coats 113. Gifts to go around. --In the afternoon he came to
or shirts. I will not give the things to you: take them your- Tenyi-ku-tanakwe and drank at the spring there. He stood
selves; but not tonight: tomorrow morning take them." In and thought: "I will go by another way. The way I came is
the moming the girls came and took small baskets, the wo- around; this way is straight." Then he went on. Near sunset
men large ones. The men took blankets and clothes and fea- he came to Ah'i-kuvate.142 He made a fire, lay by it, and
thers. Hipahipa said: "If this which I have brought is not slept. Early in the morning he started. going westward. When
enough [to go around] , I will go again.132 But I will not it was nearly noon he came to Ahtat1-kltse,143 where there is
go to the same place; and I will not go today. This is not a spring, and he drank and rested. He went past Yamasive-
enough perhaps. Have all something?" They said: "No, katakalilve to Aha-nye-viMt1e;144 there he also went by.
not all. Half have nothing." Hipahipa said: "I will go From there he followed the gulch to Kwil-ke-hol9ve.145 He
tomorrow. It will be two days. I will go to Huvalilyeskuva also went by that place and came to Kuya-ny-itserqe.146
and Pakat-hoaue.133 There are people there. To them I There he stood awhile. Starting again, he reached Kutpama
will go." at sunset as all were coming home for the day. Then he said:

112. Another ally visited.--After two days he went in the "Tomorrow moming all of you come. All the women and
morning. He came again to Avi-kwa-has11e134 nearly at girls take a basket. Let everyone take one that she likes,
sunset. Then they gave him to eat, and at night he went in- large or small. Let the men do the same. Some of you like
to the house, but he said nothing.135 In the mornin he feathers. some like deerskin shirts and leggings, some, woven
started again. He came to Aspa-nye-va-ke-holeve and blankets or coats or shirts. I will not give the things to you.
went past it. He came to lo-ke'ipe13 and again went past Take them yourselves, but not tonight. Tomorrow morning
it. not resting. Then he saw smoke in the south. "That is take them!" In the morning the people came and took the
the place to which I want to go." When it was nearly sunset things. Now all had something.
he reached there. There were ftve leaders there: Earth-guts, 114. The undertaking urged again. --Then Hipahipa said:
Sky-guts, Hold-inside-mouth, Hold-in- hands, and Lying-on- "I do not want you to wear what I gave you. Do not wear the
dust.138 Hipahipa spoke to Lying-on-dust:139 "I know that things out in this country. I am thinking of another country.
you live here. I saw your people about the place. I have not Whon we come there, make friends with those people. If
come to stay here: I have come to tell you what I have to they do not follow what we -say, if they wish something else,
say. I have told my people: '1 want to go to war. ' All those then we will make war on them. I know that they are many
at the places from which I have come answered: 'Good.' That there. but they are not as brave as I am. I am a brave manl.47
is what I wanted to come to tell you." Lying-on-dust said to In two days we will go north."

J. PEACEFUL RETURN TO MOHAVE VALLEY UNDER HIPAHIPA

115. On the way at last. --After two days they started northward to Avi-ny-akwe.3 There they rested a little and
[from Kuitpama]: it was three days after.Hipahipa had retum- started again. At sunset they came to Avi-ku-nyamasave.4
ed.1 He carried a bow and arrows and quiver and feathers. There they saw the smoke of someone who lived at that place.
Maekwem-kwaplive2 carried the same. Hipahipa said: "We His name was Pame6i. When this country was settled, he
will not all go together. Some will go on this side, some on called his daughters Owitl; but that was later.5 Now the peo-
that side, and hunt, When we make camp and have nothing ple did not go tO him. They stopped and made camp and
to eat, you mnen will see where we have camped and will brought in their meat; then they ate. Hipahipa said: "We are
bring the game you have caught." travelers. Perhaps it rains on us; perhaps the wind raises dust;

116. Pameei passed by. --Then all started. They went but we must go on. When one is a traveler on the desert and
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is rained on or the wind blows on him, he cannot help it. We why we want you. Stand here!" But the men were afraid.
like it that way." Then it was night. Toward morning Hipa- Hipahipa asked: "What is your name?" One of them said: "I
hipa said: "We are traveling, and travelers start early: it will tell my name. It is Gambling-hoop-put-around-the-
must be. Some of you are old and you will be hungry and arm."19 "What is your name?" Hipahipa asked the other.
thirsty and may die on the desert. We cannot wait for you. "My name is Holding-several-gambling-hoops.20 What is
We will leave you on the desert and let you die. Well, let us your name?" Hipahipa said: "My name is Hipahipa." "And
start now. Let some go on each side again and hunt." what is your name?" "My name is Maekwem-kawapAive."

117. Humare-tarepai passed by. --Then they scattered over Hipahipa said: "You think we are only two, but my people
the country and traveled hunting. They came to Aha-'ahtsye6 are here today. They are many. Now notify the people here.
and made camp and all gathered there. Humare-tarepai7 Tell them to come to meet us. I want to talk with them. One
lived [near] there and they saw his smoke, but they did not go of you can cross the river and tell the people that I want to
there. In the morning when they got up, Hipahipa said: "Now meet all who live here, to talk to them." "Very well. We
we have nearly come to that country. It is a country that will will tell tlhem." Hipahipa asked: "Do you know the head men
be rough to us. The people there are strong: they have beaten who live across the river? I want their names." "One is
two companies:8 you have heard that. So when we start Amai-kehupina;21 another, Hutdti-hit5re;22 another, Split-
today, do not scatter to hunt, but keep together. We will feather;23 another, Amai-lye-vive-kwilyahe.24 On this side
continue to travel all day, and will not .camp; we will go on of the river25 live Pakat-amat-lyuvava and Napompiiva.26
at night. I do not know when we shall reach that land: per- We live with them at Qaqauwe and Hamkyg-ny-eva.27 Sa-
haps at midnight, perhaps in the morning." Then all knew9 kape-kape lives at Kwiea'Oka.28 Another head man is Sa-
what he said and said to him: "Yes." qampany-eva29 at Aha-mata-maimpa and Aha-mata -waitia-

118. Night travel. --Then they started on their way to here. waitia.30 And there are two places, Hukear-tlimanive and
They came toTsimokwily-aviO but went by, Hipahipa saying: Amat-avi-nye-kElye'31 There live Hanyore-ku-vatai.
"Keep going!" They came to Kutsi-kubau and Porepore- Nyakamelya-'ava, Hapurui-kutsakware, and Hiyam-kuye."32
kutle'im1l and went by them also. Hipahipa again said: Hipahipa said: "I want you to go and tell them that I want
"Keep going!" At midnight they came to Kueil-kukiave.12 them all to come: all of them from all the four places."33
It was very cold. Then Hipahipa said: "Gather a little wood, Both the men wanted to leave, but Hipahipa said: "No. I do
make four piles, and start fires. Then all stand around and not want you both to go. I want one of you. You stay; and
warm your hands and your feet," Then he said to Maekwem- you go and tell them at every place."
kwapaive: "Let us go while they stay here."n 121.* Local chiefs notified. --Then Holding-several-

119. Scouting at the edge of the land. --Then he and gambling-hoops went. He jumped into the river and crossed.34
Maekwem-kwapaive started.1 Both of them ran. They ran He said to the people [he met]: "You have never seen me do
past Talypo-vatlLikyiive.14 They came to Ipa-k5yemve- this before: I did not take off my breech-clout; I jumped di-
vatsutia-varivitse and Selye'aye-ku-vokanve. 1 There, from rectly into the water: I wanted to tell you something. I met
the edge of the mesa, they saw this country. They saw the two men whom I do not know. They sent me to tell you that
smokes all along the river on both sides.16 They went on and they want you all to come and meet them. They want to talk
came to Hoskyive-yetokyere. 17 Then Hipahipa said: " I will to you. You are to send a man to other places so they all will
tell you why we have come. If I see anyone coming I want know." Then those there sent a messanger to the next place.
to catch him. I want you to catch one also; but do not kill The man who was sent was Ta-tswuke-tssukwe,35 He crossed the
him. I will tell you why I want you to hold him. I want him river back to the east side and told the people who lived there.
to tell us about this country." Maekwem-kwapiive said: That same day all the people from the four places gathered on
"Good!" Hipahipa said: "These people go up and down the the east side of the river, When they were assembled, only
river to play with [hoops and] poles. I see the trails." They two men talked. They were Hutflts-hit8re and Amai-
came to a trail, and Hipahipa lay hidden behind the bushes kehupana .36 They said: "I know those men[you tell us of].
on the east; Maekwem-kwapaive lay west of the trail in the They are thinking about this land, They say: 'This land is
brush so he too was not seen. Hipahipa said: "They cannot rich. Everybody here lives well. Everything grows well.' I
see us, They have eyes but cannot see us,18 If you see them, think they want to come and make war and take this land, I
do not go to meet them. Let them come to where we are, know what they think. I know all that, but I am not afraid,
Let them pass us. Then we will chase them. Do not take I will meet them. I have heard this. Hipahipa said that he
them around the body but seize their hands, I will seize the would come in a year; in several months. But he never came,
hands of one, you do the same to the other." Now he has come, When we meet them, do not begin to fight;

120. A Dolon is seized. --Then two men came by them, but if they want to fight we will fight. Let two strong young
carrying poles to play with, They pursued them and took hold men stand behind me. Let all the old men and the womenl
of their hands. The men were afraid, for Hipahipa and Ma- stand behind the young men. But let some stay on this side of
ekwem-kwaplive were large. They jumped about, trying the river and let them cook; for if they are our friends we want
to free themselves. Hipahipa said: "Do not jump. We will to bring them here and give them to eat."
not kill you. We want you to tell us about these people. If 122. Amicable reception. --Then they crossed37 the river
I were going to kill you.I would not seize your hands but your [to the east side] and met Hipahipa's people. Hipahipa said:
neck to kill you. do not wanttoo that I want to know "If I wanted war I would not bring all my people: I would
who lives across the river and who lives on this side, That is bring only my men. But now I bring all -- old men and women
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and boys and girls." Amai-kehupana and Hutlatf-hit6re said: "It is good. I know it. I see it." The next day they gave
"Good! You will be our friends! When we were still at our them more food. Then Hipahipa's people knew how to cook it.
houses we were afraid of you. people. Now everything is peace- When they were asked: "Do you know how to cook it?" they
ful and settled." Then some of the girls took the hands of other said: "I know it."
girls and made friends. Now all the women and girls were 125. Planting their farms.--Hipahipa said: "In a year,50
friends. And the men were friends. "You are my friend," they when the water is high, we want to plant." Amai-kehupana
would say. "Yes," the others would answer. All had friends. and HutIit£-hitore gave him land.51 Now they all had land.

123. Hipahipa accepts a partner. --Nyakamelya-'ava said Then they began to plant. Hipahipa said to his people: "Plant
to Maekwem-kwaplive: "My name is Nyakamelya-'ava. Be on the sand. Plant on the alkali."52 When the crops grew up,
my friendl" Hipahipa was standing to the northeast. One man they were dry, because those were not good places for planting.
said: "I want Hipahipa for my friend." Hipahipa said: "No, Hipahipa knew good land, but he did not want them to pla'nt
no, I want no friend." They almost took hold of him, but he there.53 He said to his people: "You are friends with all these
jumped aside. He jumped each time. "What is the matter? here but do not go off and scatter. All of you stay in one place.
Everything is peaceful now," they said. Another one tried to Do not marry with them. If you become married you will go
take his hand. Again Hipahipa said: "No, no," and jumped away: then someone will kill you. That is why I do not want
away. Hutlatff-hit8re and Amai-kehupana said: "I think Hipa- you to marry these people. Play among yourselves. A foot-
hipa is large. He is tall. He does not want to be my friend be- race among yourselves comes to nothing. If you race with
cause he does not think me man enough. I knowwhat he thinks. others, it may lead to fighting." The boys did not listen to
He thinks: 'I am large. I do not want a little man for my what Hipahipa said. They went elsewhere to play with poles.
friend.' That is what he thinks. There is Amai-lye-vive- Hipahipa said again: "I want you to play among yourselves.

38kwily8he on the other side of the river: take word to him to I want everything good and friendly."
come here. Then we will see what Hipahipa says." They sent 126. Willow bast for dresses. --Now they had lived there
Ta- t1uke-t§ukwe39 and he told Amai-lye-vAve-kwilyehe what two years. The women and girls were still wearing dresses and
they said. Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe said: "Good. I will go moccasins of buckskin and these were nearly worn out. Then
to see him." With him came Huyemil-tinyame and Hupamil- Nyakamelya-'ava54 said: "Your dresses are no longer good.

tinyame40 there were three men. With Ta-tsiuke-tiukwe they They are about wom out. I have a large coil of willow bast:55
were four.41 They crossed the river and came to where the peo- I will give you that. The womfien and girls will make dresses
ple were standing. Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe went up and shook of it. At HukGar-ttiminive I have much of that; enough for
hands42 with Hipahipa. They stood together. Then all the peo- you all." Nyakamelya-'ava was the friend of Maekwem-
ple said: "Hipahipa wants someone as tall as he is for his friend. kwapaive. Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe the friend of Hipahipa.
Which of them is the taller? Both are equally tall. They do "Let us four go to bring the coil of willow bagt," said Nya-
not look different. Now they are friends."43 kamelya-'ava. In the morning they started. They came near

124. Entertainment. --It was aftemoon then. HutUtd- a house and Nyakamelya-'ava said: "There is a man here
hit8re and Amai-kehupana said: "Now we are all friends: Hipa- where we are going who likes no one to come near him. If
hipa has a friend too. I want you to come with me: I have a anyone approaches, he hits them with a stick. He does not
house." Then all Hipahipa's people followed these two and [ever want anyone to go by him. I do not know why he does
crossed the river.44 Hipahipa held out his arms and they all that."56 Hipahipa stood behind a bush, back of that house.
stood on his arms and his shoulders and hung to him.45 Twice The three others came to the house and sat down. That man
he went across the river and brought them all over. Amai-lye- was lying in the shade in front of the house, with his head to
vive-kwilythe did the same for his people. Now they were all the south.57 Hipahipa came, put his foot under him, and.
on the west side of the river and went to the houses. Food was lifted him away: he rolled far: his back was nearly broken. He
already prepared for them. They were given melons and was dirty and wiped his face. Hipahipa let himself stumble
maize and beans. All of them ate, but Hipahipa did not eat. and fall and said: "What have I done? I have fallen down from
He walked about and stood. "Wait until they finish," he said. not seeing him."58 The man came back to his place and lay
Then they brought him a large dish of beans and another of down again. His wife gave the four men beans to eat. When
maize mush. In five handfuls46 Hipahipa ate the beans, in they had eaten, Nyakamelya-'ava said: "Here is a willow
five he ate the maize. He had swallowed everything. bast for your women." It was a huge coil of bast, as large as
Then they wanted his people to enter the house; but Hipahipa a house. Hipahipa put. his arm through it and carried it.59 In
said: "No, we will sit outside." Then they gave his people the afternoon they arrived home. The next day all the women
raw maize and beans and other food. Then Hipahipa's people and girls divided it and made dresses for themselves. Now they
camped outside.47 The next day someone said: "I will give had willow-bast dresses.
you maize at my house. Come and live with me!" But Hipa- 127. Invitation from the upper valley.--'Now it was
hipa said: "No. Tell them: 'Bring it here!' Do not live with three years. Then Amai-lye-vlve-kwilyehe said to Hipahipa:
them."48 Now it was two days: it was night.49 Then the "I hear the men at Analy-ohwele60 and Tohopav'ivava 61
men in the house, Amai-kehupana and Hutlitl-hit8re, called want to see you. Five men live there. They are Itkewat's-
to Hipahipa to come in. They said: "You know on what we ohre,62 Masohwat-excrement,63 Two-come-in-dust,64
live. What we give you is what we eat. All those who live on Continue-onward,65 and Lizard-breathes.66 These five men
both sides of this river live like that. If you go to any village are thinking of you. ItsIewats-oh8re and Masohwa,t-excrement
you will eat the same as you have eaten here." Hipahipa said: always speak of you.- They say: 'Why do they keep him there?
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Why does not his friend bring him? I have never seen that man there lived Empty-sack[ -of -tobacco],87 Sky-in-which
Hipahipa, though I have heard of him. I have heard that he [-tobacco] -is-planted.8 Earth-in-which [-tobacco] -is-plant-
came to this land and I want to see him.' That is what they ed,89 Ampol-kerima.90 At Aha-ta'epGve9' and Hia-tukoro92
say." So Amailye-vave-kwily^he said. Then he said to Hipa- lived Ah'i-lye-'Isma,93 Ah'a-m-kwi-nyuny'ei.94 Stout-
hipa: "Let us go." Hipahipa said: "We came here. We have body,95 and Pour-beans-into-hands.96 These leaders in the
nothing to say. We do what you say. We follow what you say. three places had many people. They wanted to see Hipahipa.
Tomorrow we will go." Then Amai-lye-vlve-kwilyghe sent All four in each of the places said: "Why does he not bring
Ta-tsuke-tiukwe to tell Itlewati-oh6re and Masohwal-excre- Hipahipa? We too want to see him."
ment that he was coming with Hipahipa. That night Hipahipa 130. The invitation. --Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe and Hipa-
said to his people: "I am not going to war. But we will carry hipa were walking together, for they were friends. They were
bows and wear feathers. We will paint, but not for war. All watching a crowd of men playing. Then Amai-lye-vave-
will know that we do this. We will wear those things when we kwilyehe said: "I want to tell you something." Hipahipa said:
eat." "Tell it." Then his friend said: "I think that the four men in

128. We too are friendly.--Next moming they started from [each of those] three places all want to see you. Let us go to
Akwanva-' averve and Ahtotakto and Numika-vakirta where them tomorrow." Hip4hipa said: "I will do whatever you tell
they lived.67 They came to Koum[ Kwim? ]-haE8ve.68 There me: I have nothing to say. We will go tomorrow." Amai-
lived Huyamil-tinyame and Huplrnil-tinyrme69 and Matha- lye-vave-kwilyehe said: "I say tomorrow," and Hipahipa
kwlnva and Himat-espata.70 Hipahipa's people did not stop answered: "Yes, tomorrow." Then Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe
here. Hipahipa said: "I did not say that we would stop here, said: "I will want the people living at Kutsesti'orve and
but [I said] that we would go right through." In the afternoon Kaputiorilyiive97 to cook for us. We will arrive there at noon
they came to Analy-ohwele.71 There they stopped and ate, tomorrow," He sent Ta-tsuke-tsukwe98 to those places with
but did not make camp, and started again upriver. When it that message.
was nearly sunset they reached Korrave-8auve and eono- 131. The visit.--The next day they started. They came to
hlauve.72 There lived the five men whom they were going to KutlestP'orve and Kaputlorily1ive and ate there. Then they
see.73 These were Sprinkling-rain,74 Roof,75 Tell-of-down- crossed the river to the eastern side. They arrived at the
feather,76 Fall-into-kwinyo-brush,77 and Lie-bent-in-sky.78 houses of the four leaders in each of the three places.99 Then
Then Hipahipa's people ate and went into the house. Then Lie- Amp^o-kerima called all to come to his house. They came
bent-in-sky79 said: "I have heard that you were far east, that to it at sunset and ate. Then they went indoors. Amp6t-
you came to this country, that you came to those downriver kerama100 said: 'I heard of you when you were in the east. I
from here, and that now you are their friends. I hear that you heard also that you came to this country. I have wanted to see
live in one place and stay there. I am a man who is thinking you and how you looked. I wanted to see what sort of appear-
of you. I wished you to come to this place to see me. You ing people you had. I wanted Hipahipa to come to see me.
hear what I say that I think. Now you have been willing to I thought of you every night and every day. Now that you
come and we are all in one house. That makes me feel good." have come I have seen you and I feel good. I am glad just as
Hipahipa said: "Well. I heard that you wanted me to come to if you gave me something."101 Hipahipa said: "Yes, k is
see you and I said: 'Very well. ' I told my people: 'Let us go,' the same[ with me] as you say. We thought of you too, when
and they all said: 'We must go. ' So we all came. Now I hear we came to this country. When I brought my family to this
all that you say. I see that my people are playing with poles land, all thought we came to fight, but I said: 'I tell you
with yours. If they become friendly here, some of them will what I think: I have always wanted to join in friendship.' Now
marry. Then they may stay if they want to. It is I who looks we have all friends in this land. I heard that you wanted me,
after such things and I like to be friendly. You say everything and my friend brought me here. We are here now. We see
is quiet now. Well, tomorrow we will all go back. We will you. My people are outside playing with yours. That is what
not stay long." The next day they returned and in one day makes me feel good. I told my people: 'Do not make trouble
reached the place from which they had started.80 for the others.' When I call them to come in they come in."t02

129. Tobacco clans want to see Hipahipa. --At Has88ape81 Then he called them all inside. Now all were in the house.103
there lived Sa'akta,82 His-pipes-vary-in-length,83 L1ing- Hipahipa said: "Tomorrow we will go back. We will stay one
prone-naked,84 and Feelimg-uneasy-from-smoking.8 At night."
Vanyor-ivava and Kamas -kuvatatte and Akyiset-Oitfive86

K, TENSIONS COMMENCE AND MOUNT

132. The people boast of their chiefs,.--In the morning beat Hipahipa n But the people of Amai-lye-vave-kwilyche
they returned the way they had come. They arrived at their said: "He cannot beat this man,"3
houses. The next day they played with poles. And they had 133. Jumping competition. --The next day Amai-lye-vavc-
foot-races and jumped against the other people and played at kwilyehe ran and jumped. He was the first to jump.4 Then
kicking1 with them. Then some of the others2 said: "I won- his people said: "Hipahipa cannot jump so far. He will beat
der how fast Hipahipa runs. I want him to jump. We want Hipahipa."n Then Hipahipa's people said to him: "Why do
Hipahipa and Amai-lye-vaive-kwilyahe to run and jump, to you not jump? He is getting the best of you." Hipahipa said
see who is beaten, Hipahipa's people said: "No one can nothing. buthe went and jumped. He jumped to just the
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same spot to which Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe had jumped. The out to see the playing. He sat down west of where they played
next day. Amai-lye-vave-kwilyche jumped again. He.jump- and looked on. Now Hipahipa was alone in the house. "I
ed farther. Then Hipahipa also jumped, and again jumped in wonder why my friend does not speak to me." Then he went
the same spot as he. The next day Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe out. He sat down north of18 Amai-lye-vave-kwilylhe, sitting
jumped still farther, and his people said: "Hipahipa is beaten! just as he was sitting. Then Amai-lye-vive-kwilyfhe leaned
He cannot jump so far." Then Hipahipa jumped. He jumped back and lay; he said: "I am sick. I do not know what is the
to the same place as Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe. The next day matter. "19 Hipahipa leaned and lay back just the same
Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe jumped very far. His people said: way.20 Then Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe got up and went back
"Hipahipa cannot jump so far!" Then Hipahipa jumped far into the house. He went to the southeast corner.21 A sack
beyond him. 5 Hipahipa beat Amai-lye-vive-kwilyahe, and was hanging there, with red paint and black paint in it. He
his people said: "Did I not tell you that Hipahipa would beat painted his legs and body and face black; he painted his hair
him?" red.22

134. Running race. --The next day all were playing again. 138. Hipahipa's surmise.- -Hipahipa was still lying out-
Then they said: "Let us run. Let us see who is beaten." Then side. He thought: "I will go to see what my friend is doing."
Hipahipa stood on the east and Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe on the Amai-lye-vive-kwilydhe had come out, and, walking around
west:6 I was there and saw them.7 They ran to the north. west of the house, went northward. Hipahipa came in and sat
They reached the line8 just even neither was beaten. The down in the middle of the fore part of the house, alone in it.
next day they said: "Let us see them run again." Then Amai- He looked around. He thought: "I wonder where my friend
lye-vive-kwilyehe went farther back for the start.9 They ran is." Red paint had fallen on the ground;23 black paint had
northward10 and reached the line even. The next day they fallen on the ground and lay there. Hipahipa thought: "I
went still farther back and started and ran to the north and think my friend has painted for war and has gone out. I won-
arrived at the line even. The next day Amai-lye-vave- der which way." He went outside and found his tracks. He
kwilyehe wanted to run again.11 Then he began far back followed them, and soon saw that he had been running, north-
from the [finish] line. Both of them ran northward. When they ward.24 "I think my friend has gone north to summon others,"
came to the middle, Hipahipa began to beat him: he ran a- he thought. Then he returned and went to his own house. He
head. So Hipahipa beat his friend. Then Hipahipa's people thought: "I did not see him do it, but I saw paint that had
said: "You cannot beat Hipahipa at running or jumping. fallen on the ground. The ground is red and black. I think
Hipahipa has dreamed well." That night Hutiati-hitore and he has painted his body black and his hair red, and gone north
Amai-kehupina12 said: "This is what makes trouble. If this to summon the others. I did not see it, but I think so."
continues, there will perhaps be quarrels here."13 139. The valley roused against the intruders.--Amai-lye-

135. The fallen cottonwoods. --Four days later the people vave-kwilyehe went upriver on the east side. He said to each
of Amailye-vive-kwilyehe said: "Two dead cottonwood trees chief to whom he came: "I will kill my friend25 and all his
have fallen and are lying. Amailye-vive-kwilyehe can jump men. You can divide his women and children and have them
over both together. Hipahipa cannot jump so far: he will as slaves to get water and wood for you.26 I want you to come
land betWeen them." Hipahipa heard them. He went to the to my house tonight. Not in two or three days; I say tonight."
north, took a run, and jumped over both the trees. Then He told all of them this at every place. All of them answered:
Amailye-vive-kwilyehe went north and ran and jumped. But "Yes." When he came to the northem end27 he told them the
he did not jump over the trees: he lit among them. He fell same there. Then he said: "I will go to the other side, to
in there. Then he came out from among the leaves. Hipa- Ampot-kerima and the others. "28 So he went there and said:
hipa's people said: "Do you see? Did I not know it? See him "I do not know what makes me angry.29 I want to kill my
coming from out of the treel "14 friend. I want to kill Hipahipa and his men. I do not want

136. A settlement moved. --Hipahipa wanted to move a to kill the women; but I do not want them for slaves. You can
short distance from where he was living next to Hutiat1-hitbre have them, and they will bring wood and water for you. I
and Amai-kehupina to where there were many willows.15 He want you to come to my house tonight. I want you to come
said to his people: "We will go today." They said: "it is tonight, not in two or three nights. And I want two singers. I
well." Then he told Kutsats- hitore and Amai-kehupana. want Amai-same6va and Amai-nyapuka"30 I want them to

They said: "It is good. You say you want to go off a little sing Vinimulye.31 Bring them tonight; I want them to sing
way to live. You say you will go today. It is good."16 Then all night.32 Since I want to kill my friend, there is no use
he moved. He lived in the new place one year. sleeping.33 I want all of you to remain awake all night."

137. Hipahipa avoided by his partner. --All were playing 140. Gathering of five bands. --Then they all went with
with poles, Hipahipa's people and the others. Hipahipa him as he returned to the east side of the river. There he
thought: 'I will go to watch them." So he went where they took the others with him, and as he went along downriver, he
were. He did not stand there, but went by. He went into gathered the rest, and at night reached his house with all of
the house. Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe was alone there, lying them. He had told them to bring gourds34 with them; so each
on the east side of the house. It was in the morning: his of the singers had a gourd. Now all entered the house. It was
eyes were closed, but he was not asleep.17 Hipahipa lay a large house and entirely full. He had summoned five
down north of him. Amai-lye-vaive-kwily&he heard him but bands.35 They danced36 in the house that night. Hipahipa
said nothing. Both of them were on their backs, with their did not come there. He said to his people: "I did not hear
eyes shut, not sleeping. Then Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe went them say it, but I know it.37 My friend38 has summoned
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five bands. He wants to kill me tomorrow moming. I am But when they arrived, there was no one. Amai-lye-vave-
not afraid: I have been given power. They are many, but kwilyehe said: "We will find him. We will follow -him."
they cannot kill me. I will make them weak when they see They looked across the river to the west [sic for east] side:
me:39 they will not be able to walk fast. Now build a fire there they saw Hipahipa. "He is over there, across the river.
and make40 stick clubs41 and head clubs.42 Give them even Do you see him there? We will all cross," they said. Then
to the women and the girls and the little boys. "43 So all all crossed the river in pursuit. Hipahipa saw Amai-lye-vive-
Hipahipa's people had war clubs. None of them went to Amai- kwilyahe coming. He said: "Now they are coming to this
lye-vave-kwilyehe's house, but some of them went near it, side also. My friend is bringing his people. You young men
and heard singing. They told Hipahipa. Hipahipa said: "You who are strong, stand just behind me! You women and girls,
know what that is for. They sing because they will fight in I want you to come forward.47 I want the old men behind
the morning. I know it." the old women.48 I will let you young men fight. MaEkwem-

141. Hipahipa marshals his people. --When it became day, kwapaive4 and I will stand in the middle. The young men

all got up.44 Hipahipa said: "We will not stay here all day. will stand behind us. If you cannot [support the] fight against
We will go away from them. We will cross to the other side them, call to me. Then I will come and fight against my
of the river." Then they crossed the river to Nyahweve.45 friend Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe: I want to kill him. Ma-
All Hipahipa's people stood there. In the morning Amai-lye- ekwem-kwapdive, I want you to do the same: I want you to
vive-kwilyehe said: "Now are you all ready to go?" They kill Nyakamelya-'ava. He is your friend and I want you to
said: "Yes." He said: "Then let us go and kill my friend." kill him.50 That is all I can tell you."
Then they saw the smoke of fires where Hipahipa had lived.46

L. THE MOHAVE REPEL AN ATTACK BUT LEAVE THE VALLEY

142. The Mohave driven back.--Then they went to Selye- bloody all over, but he had no[more] pain.14 Then Hipahipa
'aye-kfivekinka.1 When they came there all of the other laid Maekwem-kwaplive on his knee.,5 All those who had
[side] arrived too. Then they began to fight. They shot at fought against them were now on the east side of the river.16
each other. They drove Hipahipa; but Hipahipa only walked Hipahipa called to them: "Did I not tell you: 'You cannot
slowly. Amai-lye -vive-kwilyehe's people said: "Now we drive me. You cannot kill me. I will kill you. I will kill
are driving them." Hipahipa's people said: "No, you are not my friend I ' Now some of you have nearly been drowned: You
driving us. We have no houses: that is why we continue to have swallowed water. Thus I drive you."
go." After a time Hipahipa's people said: "Now all [of us] 145. MaEkwem-kwaplive dies on his litter.--Now Ma-
have been hit.3 They are too many for us: we cannot fight ekwem-kwapaive was nearly dead. His people said: "What
them." They called to Hipahipa and Maekwem-kwapkive: shall we do? Let us carry him." Hipahipa said: "How will
"You said that no one could drive you. Come back!4 We you carry him? Go into the timber and bring two poles.
have all been shot in the hands and arms and legs." Then Make a litter17 of them with sticks across, and lay arrow-
Hipahipa and Maekwem-kwapAive came and looked for their weed on top.18 Now lay him on it. Now two men carry him,
two friends:5 MaEkwem-kwaplive also wanted to kill his one standing at each end." Then they went until they came
friend. to Kueily-kukilve.19 There they said: "Let us lay him

143. The Mohave rally.. --Then they turned against the down." The said: "He is living yet, but he knows nothing.
6 anNiaiadoete ak hyprudte e~Te "H slvigyt2uth1nwsntigenemy, and Hipahipa drove them back. They pursued them He is dead. He cannot live long. Let us go on up again."

and killed several. They continued to pursue them and kill Then they came to Kutasa'alya.2 There Hipahipa overtook
them. Now they had stopped fighting twice.7 Then they his old people, who had gone ahead. He said: "I think Ma-
went on and killed four or five more. Then those8 ran. Then ekwem-kwaplive will die: he cannot live long. Let us go on
again they killed four or five. again. Maekwem-kwapaive is dead;23 but, you women, do

144. Hipahipa kills his ex-friend in the river.--Amai-lye- not cry. There is no use crying, because we are at war." So
vave-kwilyehe and Nyakamelya-'ava said: "We will cross. none of them cried. Maekwem-kwapAive did die there at
If we continue [like this ], they will kill us all." Then all Kutasa'ilya.
their people jumped into the river. Hipahipa's friend9 jump- 146. Cremation and wailing. --When they came to Porepore-
ed into the river: Hipahipa caught him there. They fought in kutse'ima, 24 it was dark. They went on up the mountains to
the middle of the river: Hipahipa killed him there.,0 He Kut9i-kubau,.25 When they came there, Hipahipa said: "Let
dragged him by his hair to the western shore.'1 Maekwem- us stay here. There is no use to go on carrying him: he has
kwapaive followed the enemy. He was shot all over his body. died. I will attend to it. Bring wood: bring one load and then
He also caught his friend, Nyakamelya-'ava, and tried to kill another." Then it was nearly midnight when they burned Ma-
him; but because he had been shot[ so much] he could not: ekwem-kwaplive there at Kutsi-kubau. As they burned him,
Nyakamelya-'ava escaped from him. MaEkwem-kwapiive all cried. Hipahipa said: "Tell that I am a brave man, a man
could no longer walk because he had been shot everywhere:'2 who has dreamed well." Thus Hipahipa said as he sang and
he walked on his knees.13 Hipahipa was standing on thewest talked26 while they were burning Maekwem-kwapive.
bank of the river, and Maekwem-kwapaive came to him and 147. Reaching down the smokehole. --They had left [the
sat by him. Hipahipa had been shot too: he had arrows all body of] Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe. When Hipahipa had gone
over him. He pulled them out and the blood came: he was off, his own people came from across the river and took the
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body back on the westem side, to Akwanva-' averve, 27 where ran off to his people, carrying the [handful of] mush to show
his house was, and burned him there. He was burned and they them.37 He said to them: "I was there. A man raised his
wept for him at midnight. Hipahipa did not tell his people, hand into the smokehole and I took the mush away from him.
but he thought: "I want to see." So he went down to the See, here it is." Thus he said to his people. Three leaders
river and crossed it.28 He stood east of the house of Amai- remained in that house: Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe had been
lye-vave-kwilyehe; all the enemy people were indoors and killed, but they were still alive. One of them said: "Hipa-
could not see him. Two or three men who were sitting inside hipa is still living. We cannot kill him. He could have
went out to bring seed mush from outdoors to eat inside.29 killed one of us, but he did not want to and went off." The
They did not see him standing outside; but he heard them talk- three who remained alive were Amai-kehupana, Hutsats-
ing indoors.30 They were saying: "We have killed Hipahipa hitore, and Split-feather.38 Some of their people were killed;
and the other one. Hipahipa has gone east. I think he has some were still alive.
died there. He31 is cold and hungry; he has nothing to eat. 148. Back to Kuttplma in the desert. --In the morning the
A1132 his people and he are dead, I think. We have food: we people [of Hipahipa] went from Kutsi-ku6au, back in the
have plenty to live on. They have gone to the desert and do direction from which they had [first] come, toward the south-
not eat as we do." Then Hipahipa climbed33 on top of the east. They started and went to Avi-ku-nyemasave:39 there
house and stood on it. A man was sitting in the middle of the they slept. Then they started again, at sunset came to Avi-
front part of the house.34 He held up his hand full of mush nyakwe,40 and slept there. In the morning they started and
under the smokehole.35 Hipahipa reached through this and reached Kuitpama at noon.41 They had been away a long time.
took the mush out of his hand; then he stamped to make the Everything that they had eaten had come up and grown the
sand fall from the roof:36 he made himself heavy. Then he same as before. Then they lived there a year.

M. PREPARATION AND RETURN IN FORCE

149. Rallying his friends. --Hipahipa said: "I want to tell at his home. And after seven days Ts'upak-aamap6te and Ly-
wherel my friend2 was burned. I am going east because I ing-on-dust came to him at Kuitpima. Then in the morning
know the people there. I think they are all thinkin' of me. it was eight days.
I am going to TIupak-amap8oe at Avi-kwa-hasale:T I will 150. Scouting again.--Hipahipa said: "I want to go to
tell him. I will tell Lying-on-dust also." Thus Hipahipa said that land; I want to see thosell people. Now let us start. I
to his people at night. In the morning he said: "I will be want to kill one of them if we find him." Then they started.
gone for three days. I will come to Avalilyeskuva4 the next At sunset they came to Avi-ku-nyamasave: there they slept.
night. Then I will come back here. Wait for me three days In the morning they started. They slept at Aha-'ahtsye.12 In
and nights."5 Then he started. He came to Avi-kwa-hasale the morning they started and went northwest again. They
at sunset and they gave him to eat. When he had eaten, he went all day. Hipahipa said: "When the sun is down we will
went into the house. That night he said: "When we went to travel at night so that no one sees us." They came to
that country, I told you that we should have war with those Sampaly-kuvare.13 They climbed up and stood on that place
people. I have lost my friend Maekwem-kwapiive.6 He was and looked over this land, but they saw no one. Then they
killed. It was to tell you that that I came here. No one7 went back, slept again at Aha-'ahtsye, started in the morning,
died except the one man, MaGkwem-kwaplive. I wanted to slept again at Avi-ku-nyamasave, and next noon came back
die too, but they did not kill me." Then llupak-amap8te to Kuitpama. Tsupak-amapote and Lying-on-dust slept there.
said: "Yes. That is what you say. I hear all you tell me. The next morning they went to their homes. Hipahipa said
For a long time I have not heard from you." Hipahipa said: to them: "You can go now, but do as before: after six days
"Tomorrow I am going on." In the morning he started and come back. You will get here in seven days. In the morning
came to Avalilyeskuva at sunset. He told the same to Lying- it will be eight days and we will start again. In eight days in
on-dust. He said: "I do not complain that my friend died. the morning we will go."
But I think I will try again."8 Lying-on-dust said: "Do you 151. Another night sally. --Then his friends went away and
want my people?" Hipahipa said: "I did not come to get your came back and in eight days they started again. They slept
people, but if you yourself want to go I want you. I want only again at Avi-ku-nyamasave and Aha-'ahtsye. Then in the
you." Lying-on-dust said: "Yes, I will go." Hipahipa said: middle of the [next] night they came to Kwiea'oqa14 and
"I want you to go in six days. Sleep at Avi-kwa-hasale. That looked over this land. People were living on both sides of
will be seven days. Then in the morning you will start. You the river. Hipahipa thought of his two companions: "It is
will come to my house. That will be eight days." He told better for you to go15 than for me. I am wise: no one can
them everything.9 In the morning he started [to go home] . kill me; no one can see me. When it is day we had better
Then he arrived at Avi-kwa-hasIle and told Tsupak-amapote go back." They did not sleep and in the morning started
[what he had arranged]. He said: "I have told him everything. back. They slept in the same places and came to Kutpima
My friend will start in six days and will arrive at sunset." at noon. They stayed there one day. In the morning Hipa-
Tsupak-amapoe said: "Do you want my people?" Hipahipa hipa sent his two friends to their homes. He told them again
said: "No. If you want tO gO, I want you, alone, You and to go, to return in six days, tO arrive on the seventh, and
the other one and I will be three, Take mescal with you for that on the eighth they would start again.
food. "10 Then in the morning Hipahipa started, and arrived 152. A. Plantation but no house,.--Then in eight days they
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started another time. They slept at the same places. Then his companions: "I wanted you to kill them so that we all
they came to Kutasa'llye16 and in the afternoon they got to three should have scalps. Now we have only one, but it is
Saveteilyve.17 Here they said: "We will cross here." Then well. Let us go back." Then they went back to the places
they crossed to Napiqwe,18 west of the river. From there where they had slept, at Aha-'ahtiye and Avi-ku-nyamasive,
they went west along a wash, then north and climbed up the and the next day at noon they arrived at Kiitpima. The people
mountain Humar-onaka.'9 There they stood and looked at there were all hungry, but they danced. They danced all day
the country. About sunset they went on northward from there [with the scalp]. The next day Hipahipa sent his friends home.
a little and it became dark. Then they found a trail. Hipa- He said: "I want you to go home now. I will inform you when
hipa said: "It is dark but there is a trail here. I think a man I have anything to tell you.
lives here. This must be his trail." They went on north and 155. Summons to Kutpama.--Hipahipa said: "I wasthink-
found a field of melons, beans, pumpkins, and corn. "There ing of my country. We used to live there because it was our
are melons and pumpkins here. Someone lives here," said land; but we did not stay. Now we are scattered through the
Hipahipa. They walked on around the field. The name of mountains. I want T*su-yohe-yohwe30 to go tomorrow to
that place was Hukeara-tlimanive.20 There was a house to notify those who are scattered. Listen to what I say, Tsu-yohe-
the west [of the field]; if they had found this house, they yohwe. I want them to come to my place. After three moons,
would have found a man there; but[in the dark]they did not the new moon will be up, and when it is full it will be thir-
see his house. When they could see no one, they started to teen31 days: that is when I want them all to start. Then it
leave. After a short distance they went up on the mesa and will be fifteen days [when they arrive here l. I give them four
lay down. When the sun was up, they looked to the planted months: that is time enough. Tell them what I say." T£u-
field. There they saw someone cutting melons and pumpkins yohe-yohwe said: "It is well. I will tell them that." In the
and beans in the field. Hipahipa said: "Did I not know morning he started. He went to Kwinyahai, eenya'ika-hatla,
that? There is someone getting melons and beans. Look, eenya'aka-haiye, Ampote-kuta'orve, and Ahmaly-i&auve.32
there are many people there." These lived at Aha-kupaka, 3 After he had told them what

153. A fisherman killed. --That day the people there Hipahipa wanted, he went on to Avi-nyuilka,34 arriving at
wanted to fish. Hany8re-kuvatai21 was a head man in that sunset. Ha-yeea-y&ewa and Cut-blood-knee and Amai-
place. He went to fish with two men. Hipahipa and his hoatve and Aspi-tavapa and Mitlimana35 were the head men
friends saw them going to Avi-kwa- 'ahwita,22 a slough. there. Then he told them [his message] . Now two bands had
Two men were carrying nets and were going slowly. Hipahipa heard what Hipahipa wanted. Tsu-yohe-yohwe slept there.
said: "We will kill them: that is what I want. I see them Then he went west. He came to Kwahakwo-tasilyve and Avi-
coming." The two men put their nets into the water: they kuvilye36 and drank there. He crossed [the stream?] 37 and
were catching Colorado salmon,23 and gave them to Hanyore- went west across the desert. At sunset he came to Avi-kwa-
kuvatai. He roasted the fish and ate. Then Hipahipa came hapama and Avi- 'a'isa38 on the [Colorado] river. The leaders
near. He said: "They are only three. I know that man he who were living there were Alymu:sa, Tio-hore-hore, Tso-hor-
is Hanyore-kuvatai. I know the other two also: you kill iava, Itiier-soriutse, and Itsipa-'itsierqe.39 He told them what
them. I will kill the old man. He is old but I will kill him." Hipahipa wanted and said: "Tell the others along the river. I
Then Hipahipa leaped on the old man and struck him with his am going back tomorrow moming." In the morning he started
stick club and killed him. Tsfupak-amapote and Lying-on- back. He came to Amat-kwi0a'a40 at noon and drank at the
dust attacked the two men who were in the water. These spring there. Then he came to eavenirve.41 There lived
saw them coming, left their net in the water, fled, ran into Kunyi'iee, Ka'aka, Kanyiee, and Amai-mkeya.42 He told
the river, and swam across [to the east side]. Then standing them the same as he told the others, and slept there. In the
there they shouted to Hipahipa and his two friends: "Who are morning he started and came back to Kuitpama at noon. He
you? You have overcome us: you have killed our head man." said: "I have told them all." Then Hipahipa said: "It is
Hipahipa said: "Do you not know me? I have been here be- good. That is what I said. You say you have told them all
fore. I am the one who was here and had war with you. You what I told you to tell.43 All have heard it. It is good."
know me. I have seen you and know you. You are the ones 156. More scalp dance. --It was three moons, and then the
that I fought with. I know that you are the man called new moon. When this was seven44 days old, all those started
Himer8au.24 And I know that you are called Hanyore-va5im- to whom Hipahipa had sent word. Hipahipa thought: "We
ku-hum&re.25 I know you." Then the two said: "Yes, 1 am live poorly. I have nothing to give them, but wild seeds are
that man ..26 ripe now; and I want to see them. I want them to see this

154. Scalp and dance. --Then Hipahipa said to his compan- scalp, and I want them all to do the same.45 That is why I
ions: "The man I killed does not have long hair but I want to wanted them to come here. This scalp does not have long
scalp him." [The dead man] 27 had abalone shell in each ear, hair, but it is from a head man. Now I am a singer, and I
Hipahipa cut his throat with a stone knife.28 "Let us cross," want you all to dance. I will sing T*utaha46 until they come.,
he said, and they recrossed the river [to the east] . Hipahipa Then they were all dancing when those who had been summon-
said: "It is too heavy to carry like this. I want to skin it and ed came to Kuitpama: then they all sang too.47 At midnight
take the skin to my house." Then he skinned the head. He most of them stopped singing. The head men gathered and
began to cut at the root of the nose. He took the skin of the all went into the house.
hair and eyes and cheeks and ears.29 Then he CUt the skin 157. Bad dreams.--Hipahipa talked. He said:tIhave
crisscross to make it soft, and rubbed it with earth. He said to dreamed badly: I will tell you about it. When I was a
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young man I dreamed well, but now I am an old man. A sunset. At sunset they came to the mountain Aspaly-pimpa:58
young man dreams well and does well. Now that I am an there they slept. Now it was two days. In the morning they
old man -I dream and see a big lump of rock. When I was a started and came to Ahmo-kwe-'atai,59 and rested and ate.
young man, I saw this same large rock, and when I pushed, Starting again they came to Umaka, 60 where they did not
I threw it down a bank. Now what I dream is changed: I stop, but went on by and came at sunset to Ivee-kwa-'akyuilye
push against the same rock and it will not fall down the steep and Uhul-nye-vOtEe61 and slept there. In the morning they
place; and when it does fall, I fall with it. That is what I started, came to the little mountain Aha-tde-kupilyka62 by
dreamed last night. I fell a long time. When I came to the the river, and ate. Those from the south along the river63 had
bottom of the hole I stood there. Then I ate earth-tongue48 melon seeds64 and other such food; Hipahipa's people from the
and dreamed that I said, 'It is good meat.' I know it is not mountains had "grass" seeds.65 Then, early in the afternoon,
good meat, but I said that. People were standing about there they started again and came to Hami-tls8mpa66 nearly at sun-
and said of me: 'I thought Hipahipa had dreamed well, but set. Hipahipa said: "Now we will all sit down and rest. Sleep
now he eats-this.' Formerly I never dreamed like that but herel we do not want to go farther." At night Hipahipa talked.
now I dream it. That is what I wanted you to hear.49 This He said: "Now in one day we shall reach the land. You know
is why I wanted you to come. After seven moons [more] all that I have said. The old people are not able to fight. Let
the next moon will be eight.50 When you see that new moon, them go behind. I want young men."
all of you start! All who live along the river start on the 160. Muster at the foot of the valley. - -In the morning he
same day." Then all knew the day on which to start, and said: "Now you young men all come. We are able to fight
they went home. and will go ahead: the old people will follow behind. I want

158. The eighth-moon tryst. --It was seven moons [past] you young men to travel swiftly. Go so fast that we can reach
and there was a new moon, [the eighth I . Then they all there in one day. When we arrive, I want you to charge a-
started. Hipahipa had said: "I will meet you at Bill Williams gainst them. I want you not to retreat, or they will drive us."
Fork mouth. "51 He started and went to Halye-metat-uvire. Then he called twenty brave young men. He called Hapara-
In the morning he started again and came to Halye-va&oma;52 kyila, Hapara-td-kiitei, Hapara-t-nyume, Tinya-ly-epira,
now it was two days. Then the people from Screw-mesquite Hapar-el-tiemika, Hapar-el-ny-avareqa, TukyAet-nyihai,
Mountain53 came to Kutubunyve54 and slept there. The next Tsutiuliiha, Tukyet-inyiye, Ampot-hamahakyeva, Ampot-
night they slept at Malyeho-ha.55 Now it was two days. ly-isama, Ampot-ly-igike, Ampot-ly-evareqa, Ampot-el-
Then the men from the south reached Bill Williams Fork tiemika, Tinya-ly-esama, Tinya-l-tahakyeva, Tinya-l-ny-
mouth first, at noon. The same day Hipahipa came there iSike, Tin a-l-tsem'ka, Tinya-mi-l-inyoye, Tinya-mi-l-ny-
from the east. evareqa.6 These are the ones he called. So they started in

159. Journey upriver. --That afternoon Hipahipa said: "I the morning, the old people following behind. Hipahipa and
want to go on again. There are many bands of us. Some the warriors came to Atiq&qa68 by midmorning. The old peo-
cannot walk fast. Some are old men and some little boys. ple did not arrive there until noon. Hipahipa said: "I and
We will only go a short distance and make camp." Then Hihi-tutliime69 and Aqiq-erimsa70 want to go to the other
they went upriver to Aha-tia-tiiepa and Kukwauve-hunuve,56 [west]side of the river to fight at Kuht'inye.71 You, Tinya-
where they slept. In the morning they started [on upriver] l-tdeqwirve72 and Ha-yeea-ygewa, 73 stay on this side and
and at noon came to Ha-taiva-taive. There they ate food fight." Then Hipahipa took ten of the twenty brave young
they were carrying with them. Starting again they came to men and Tinya-l-tieqwirve and Ha-yeEa-yaewa took ten.
Hamakup&ta, where they sat and rested. It was now nearly

N. BEGINNING OF THE RECONQUEST UNDER HIPAHIPA

161. First day's battle.--When Hipahipa had crossed to live at Hivistive.6 I will fight with those living at Analy-
Meptlk-tdivauva' he went to fight the people at Kuhu'inye.2 ohwele and Amat-kwoah8atXe."7 Thus he had told them and
Then he came there and fought and killed some of them and they all knew it. Now Hipahipa crossed the river and went
drove them. Those that he did not kill ran upriver. Tinya-l- up to fight. He had nearly come to Avi-kwa-satilve8 when
tieqwirve and Ha-yeGa-y6ewa on the east side of the river he said: "I will not fight those at Analywohwele I will pass
came to Kwiea'8qa3 and fought there. They killed some them by. I will fight with those upriver at eono-hiiauve and
there and drove the rest upriver. Then they went back to Korrav-i&uve.9 You, Hiha-tutsiime, are the one who will
Ats'qaqa,4 and Hipahipa went back there; they arrived at the fight at Analy-ohwele and Amat,-kwoahoatse." Then he and
same time at the place where their old people were. At Hiha-tutl(1me each took five of their ten warriors. Now at
night Hipahipa said: "We want to fight them again." Hivistive lived four head men Aluwa, Alume, 8okupit-ikwe,

162. Second day's attack. --In the morning he took the and Amai-tasateve.10 At Analy-ohwele and Amat-kwoa-
same men with him and crossed the river, and Tinya-l- hoatae there lived five: Itlehwata-sohore, Masohwat-excre-
tseqwirve and Ha-yeea-yaewa took the same men as before ment, Two-coming-in-dust, Continue-onward, and Lizard-
and went upriver on the east side. Hipahipa had said: "You breathes.11 At Gono-higuve and Korrav-iiuve there lived:
old people, do not stay here; follow us! When Istart, go to eiikete, Lainkete, eumi-'amal-tisom^eme, Kwinyo-ly-kwa-
SivTlye-tsiva and Nume-tunyeva5 and stay there. Now those '8mpa, and Amai-meriik-kwilythe.12 All of these men had-
of you on the east side of the river fight against those who many people.
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163. Victory for Tinya-l-tseqwarve. --Tinya-l-t1eqwirve east side. Hihi-tutdsime said: "Some of you are shot. Some
and Ha-ye9a-yaewa came to Hivistive about noon and fought are nearly dead. But we cannot help you. We cannot wait.
there. They killed two of the head men, Aluwa and Alume; We must cross." In the afternoon they came to the camp.17
the two others took their people and fled upriver. Then Tinya- Then all of them cried. Four women, Hipa-kale, Hipa-
1-taeqwarve and Ha-yeea-y"ewa went back to their camp. malyepame, Hipa-no'qa, and Hipa-kutloqanyeve18 spoke.

164. Hipahipa dies in victory. --On the west side of the They said: "We want to see the place where they burned him."
river Hiha-tutIirme and Aqaq-erimsa fought at Analy-ohwele, Now Hipahipa had been alone: he had no women, no relatives.
but they did not [succeed in] kill [ing] anyone. The five These four women constituted themselves his kin.19
head men there took their people into the brush and they 166. The warrior's commemoration.--Then Hihi-tutuume
themselves stood before them, fighting. Hipahipa went on up said: "When this land was first made I heard what Mastamho
to eono-hi8auve and killed many there. All of his own people said. He said: 'Do this and say thatl ' I heard what he said.
had been hit: he himself was shot all over: in the neck and I dreamed good. He said: 'I will tell you what to do.' Now
arms and legs and face. Then Hiha-tutsime and Aqiq- Hipahipa has died. He was my friend and I am sorry. I want
erimsa sent word to Hipahipa: "Tell him we did not kill any- to burn property for him.20 Listen to what I say. There is
one. They have all gone into the brush." It was Ta-t'suke- talking about dust raised by the wind and about rain. I can
tsukwe13 who ran up, met Hipahipa at Ihne-v'auve14 and do that." Then he walked four steps and a wind raised dust
told him: "Hi-hi-tutsume and Aqaq-erimsa have not killed in the air. He walked four steps more and made a shower of
anyone: those there have all gone into the brush." Hipahipa rain. He said: "I will tell you what Mastamho said. He gave
said: "It is well. I will come to them, though we have all me everything.21 He gave me the feathered stick.22 He
been shot." He went downriver with his people, arrived at told me about that but he did not call it okwilye.23 He said:
Ahnaly-ohwele, and asked: "Where are they?" Hihi-tutisime 'I call this ampote-kui-kwetT-kevev1kwa.'24 He told me of
and Aqiq-erimsa told him: "They are in the brush there. the long upright stick wrapped with coyote skin.25 He said:
Those who live here do not have many brave men. They have 'I call this ampoje-sirq-kwinye-me9ave.'26 He gave me the
only four or five. If we kill those, the rest will run away: large bunch of feathers for the head.27 He said: 'I call this
they will not stand." Then some of them moved out of the ampote-'al-kwinye-meeave.'28 He gave me the small
brush, and Hipahipa saw them and said: "I will rush right bunch of feathers.29 He said: 'I call this ampoje-kei-kwinye-
against them. I will not come back, but will seize one of megave.'30 He did not kill the birds to get these feathers
them." Then he ran in and killed two of the head men Two- but produced them.[magically] .31 He gave me this bow32;
come-in-dust and Continue-onward. The three other head he said: 'I call this ampote-kily-kur1-vavikwe.'33 He gave
men fled, and all their people ran off. The others pursued me the quiver.34 He said: 'I call this ampote-kit'ehwap-
them, and Hipahipa seized one, but did not kill him [because] kwinye-meQave. 35 Then Hiha-tutlime made the bow and
Hipahipa died there at Tohopiv-'ivave15 and Analy-ohwele quiver.36 He said again: "He gave me this buckskin bag37
and Amat-kwoaholtie.16 When he died they burned him and called it ampote-kwetsekwam-kwinye-meeave. 38 He
there. gave me this gourd rattle39 and called it ampot-hitsuis-

165. Acquiring kinswomen in death. --Hihi-tutsuime said kwinye-meeave.40 He gave me this sandal41 and called it
to Ta-tiuke-tsukwe: "Cross the river and tell the people, ampot-iwel-kwinye-meeave."42 All the people cried. By

43'Hipahipa died.' Tell them thatl Tell them to cry. He is daylight they burned these things. That is why when a

dead: we are buming him now." Soon afterwards, when they brave man dies now they burn these things for him.
had bumed Hipahipa, they went back acros the river to the

0. COMPLETION OF THE RECONQUEST UNDER HIHA-TUTSUME

167. Hhih-tutsume the leader. --The next night Hihi- the-water-seen, In-the-water-walk-on-her-knees, Brushheap-
tutluime1 spoke again. He said: "We want to go to war again." lying-behind, Water's-edge-running-along, Sandbar-white,
Then the four [Hipa] women crossed to the west side of the Sandbar-crossing(-l-ing), and Bush-clasping(-lying)."8 The
river, and many went with them. These four women made people asked them: "How did you get them?" "We caught
themselves relatives of Hipahipa: they were not really such.2 one lying in the water."9 "How did you get another?" "I
So the people all started from Hoturveve.3 The leaders said: caught one walking on her knees10 in the water." "How did
"The women, the old men, and the little children will all you catch another?" "I caught her behind a heap of wood."
have to travel on. Go to Ahtiilye-tsieare and Ahte"-ketoene "How did you catch another?" "I caught her running on the
and Ir1iAre-'ahauei4 and wait there until we come. Then bank." "How did you catch another?" 11 "I caught her
Tinya-l-tleqwirve and Ha-yeea-yeewa went upriver on the crossing the sandbar." "How did you catch another?" "I
east side, and Hihi-tutrlime and Aqiq-erimsa crossed to the caught her clasping a large bush. That is how they have
west side. Hihi-tutliime and Aqaq-erlmsa went to Ahmo-ke- those names."
tlimpapa 5 and Myuhunake. Tinya-l-tXeqwirve and Ha-yeGa- 169. Conquest of the upper valley. - -They slept there'2 for
yae(wa went to Selye'ai-tletipaitlve and Ivei-kut-kanekane, 6 two days. The next morning they started again. The leaders
and fought the people there. They killed many of them. said: "All go [on] to Havetati-ismive and Imiave-'ismive 13 and
Those on the west side also killed many. Then they all re- stay there until we come back."n Then Hilhi-tuttuime and Aqaq-
turned to their camp. They brought back seven captives.7erimsa went across the river to the 4west side [again] and up

168. Women captives. --The people who had stayed at to HuvatE and Av;-kutaparve,1 and Tinya-l-tgeqwirve
the camp asked them if they knew the names of the slaves, and Ha-yeea-yaewa went up on the east side to Io
"Yes, I know them," said the leaders. "Their names are In- kuva'tre.15 Then those on the east side drove the people
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from J&3-kuva'ire, and those on the west side drove away the crossing again to the other side to see if those people are still
people there. Tinya-l-tieqwarve and Ha-yeea-ygewa killed there. Perhaps they have all fled." Then they crossed over
six men at Ahoai-tsupitsve and Akwer-tunyeve.1 Hiha- to where they had fought, went on up, and came to Himike-
tutsume and Aqiq-erimsa killed eight'7 men at Huvate. huvike: the five leaders and their people were still there.

170. Alleged Mohaves.- -On the west side, at Avi-kutaparve They killed some of them and drove the rest, and those peo-
and Huvate, it was five leaders whom Hiha-tuts'ume and Aqaq- ple'fled to Avikwame,22 where they lived by hunting. On
erimsa fought and drove away. Three of them were Amaiy- the east side of the river the fleeing people had not stopped
iiyei, Amai-nye-hayeyiiva. and Ampot-ibiv-kwinyahai.'8 The when they were driven off, but kept fleeing upriver until they
two others had the names of[recentlM dead Mohaves.19 Hihi- came to Havire-puka and Kuyal-kats-vapitva23 at Eldorado
tutsuime pursued these men up the river. Then they called to Canyon. 24 where Himat-napiikwe25 and Hwetla-hwetl-iy6ve
him: "We[tool are Mohave. We did not think you would were living.26 Tinyal-l-tseqwarve and Ha-yeea-yaewa did
fight us. We do not belong to other tribes." Hiha-tutsuime not pursue them, but let them go on to these two men. So
said: "You were ready to fight. You had war clubs and feathers the beaten people east of the river came to Himat-nap5kwe
and bows and arrows; therefore we thought you were going to and Hwetsa-hwets-iyuve. and those on the west went up on
fight, and we drove you away." Then these [false?] Mohave, Avikwame.
who had been fleeing under these five leaders, stopped at . F --Four tribes had taken this
Himike-huvike:20 they did not2' leave the country. Hiha- country:27 the Hawalyipai, Havasupai, Sivinta, and Estile.28
tutsume and Aqiq-erimsa came back to where their women But Mastamho[had] called them: Mathakits, Haetviti,
and old people and children were, and Tinya-l-tieqw&rve Ayuwitl, and Vipatlit.29 Now they had no food with them
also returned. [as they fled]. They had not bumed their houses. and those

171. Last remnants driven north. --They were there two who drove them out came to the houses and found their food
days. Then Hiha-tutiiime and Aqiq-erimsa said: "We are and ate it.

P. THE TAKING OF THE LAND BY TOTEMIC KIN GROUPS1

173. Return to foot of valley.--Then the four leaders, i. Next Kwiny8ra-yakweravitle,27 who called his daugh-
Hiha-tutlsume and Aqaq-erimsa, and Tinya-l-tsieqwarve and ters Ny&'iltie and whose name stands for fire, took Hataikuve-
Ha-yeea-yeewa, said: "Once we had this country and there lyo and Sumatis-ative.28
were no other tribes among us. We were all Mohaves. Now j. Then Kwinyora-hato-pai,29 who also called his
in three days in the morning we will go south. That day we daughters Nyo'iltse but whose name means eagle, took
shall reach Qaqauva and Hamkye-ny-iva,2 and the next morn- Astakwanakwe and Hivistive.30
ing it will be four days."3 Then in four days they went and k. Then Kweeilye-pai, the first man who had taken
slept there,4 and then went on past Ispany-kwiyui and Isierqe- land, farthest downriver,31 took land again at Hwat-imave
ilyeve and KwiEa'8qa5 until they came to Sampuly-kuvare.6 and Aha-kukwinve.32
174. Clan tracts chosen on the east side. --a. Then Kwe- 1. Then Nyikha, who called his daughters Nyikha,33 which

eilye-pai said: "I want this land." He called his daughters means a caterpillar,34 took Aqaq-ny-ivaand Aha-kuminye.35
NyA'iltle, which stands for deer. m. Then Aly-masa,36 who called his daughters Musa,

k. Then Halyepot-aqwese8 said he wanted the land at which means mesquite screw,37 took Maselye'ai-ietata and
Kwiea'oqa and the two other places by which they had gone.9 Ame-ku-vatekane38 for himself.
He called his daughters Halyepota. n. Farther north they came to the island. There Hipa

c. Then PAmeei,10 who called his daughters Owits', took took land: he called his daughters Hipa.39 The names of the
three places next above Kwiea'oqa. He took So&il-kiv'ave places he took are Seqwiltiive and Ahahta.40
and Hanyo-kupusoi and Avi-tiltse."1 o. Then Humare-tare-pai,4 whose daughters were called

d. Then HO-t'taSa,2 who called his daughters T'stsia, Owits, which stands for cloud, took Wasevenya'akwe and
took the next places upriver on the eastern side. He took Va- Tatlyehaye,42 also on the island. Humare-tare-pai was
'orveand Amat-ku-panepane.13 also what the Mohave bands called themselves when they left

e. Then Hoskyive-tokyere-pai,4 whose name stands for this land to go first to the west, then to the far south and
sun,'5 and who called his daughters Ny8'iltsie, took southeast.43
Nyahweve'6 and Hoskyive-yetokyere.'7 p. Kwinyahai,44 who also called his daughters Owiti,

f. Then Tsamhopai,'8 who also called his daughters Nyo- meaning cloud, was the third who took land on the island: he
'iltle and whosename stood for eagle,'9 took the next places took Hamkavatbulve and Qavekuvaha.45
to the north on the east side of the river, Qaqauve and S. Halyep8ta-kwiepota,46 who called his daughters
Hamkye-ny-iva.20 Haleyp8ta. took Aha-0ape and Aha-kumaee'a.

g. Then Vimaka, whose name means [aya] mesquite bean r. PA-kat-h8'auve,48 who called his daughters Kata,
and who called his daughters Vimaka,2' took Amat-savetoha which stands for tobacco, took Moailye-halye-tipmeve and
and Ahat.-halyipmeve.22 Kuyak-aqwaGe.49

h. Then Kwiny8ram23 which means deer and who called s. Then Humare-tare-pai [of Owit, who had taken land
his daughters Ny8'iltlse,24 took HotCireve25 and Apeny- below on the island,50 took also Qara'erve and I&3-kuva '-
supanye.26 ire5' near Fort Mohave. He took a big [piece of] country
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there. He also took Hukelyeme and Malyko-vettierqe:52 he island. He took Korrave-'ibauve68 andAvi-halykwa'1mpa69
had more land than the others. Now they had divided all the f,g. And Humare-tare-pai and Kwinyahai70 also took
land on the east side of the river. the land on the western bank opposite what they had taken on

175. Clan tracts west of the river.--Then they crossed to the island. Humare-tare-pai got a large piece of land:
the island and from there to the west side of the river. They Akatai-vasalyve.71
left the women and children on the island; the men went down- 176. Mountain claims. --a. Then Kwa'ame-paye, 72 who
river to Turise.53 The next day they went on down to Ahpaly- called his daughters Owiti, took Akwa6-kutfsyepa and Nyohana-
kiv'ava.54 This is the lowe4 end of the [valley] land [on the 'aka: he took the land at the edge of the river in front of
west sid4 They came there in the morning.55 Avikwame; 73 the birds and eagles on that mountain belonged

a. Then Kwe-tilye,56 whose daughters were called Ti- to him too, he said.74 He also took Aha-ko-hulyuye, a
'Tlye,57 which stands for mescal, 58 took Ahpaly-kiviva and mountain with springs .75
Avi-motohayi.59 b. Then Kusulye, who called his daughters Ksfisle,76

b. Halyepota.60 whose dauhters were called Halyepota, owned the mountains Avi-mota77 and Hahtsa'aroyo.
took Turise61 and Hatalompa.62 c. Another Kusulye79 took the mountains Ohmo80 and

S. Then Hipa,63 who had taken land on the island, took Yamaive.81
Avi-kwe-satuva and Analy-ohwele64 in what is now the town d. Halyep8ta82 took the mountains to the south: Aha-kw-
of Needles. a'ise and Kutsevave and Sutulke'i.83 All the birds on those

_. Kwinyora-hattpai65 [of NyA'iltle] took the land on the mountains belonged to him.84
west side of the river opposite what he had taken on the east 177. Four years of peaceful occupation. --Then the four
side [at Hivistive] .66 leaders, Hih'a-tutsume and Aqiq-erimsa and Tinya-l-tseqwkrve

e. Itsuwene,67 who called his daughters Hipa, took land and Ha-yeea-yWwa, said: "We all have land now." So they
on the west side opposite to what he had already taken on the lived there four years.

Q. THE COUNTERATTACK AND ITS FAILURE

178. Stirring up reprisals. --After four years Himat- we are. 'Now the whole land is quiet' we thought, and so we
napfukwe and Hwetla-hwets'-iyGve in the Northl asked the peo- thought we had better come. So we came. We see it is good."
ple who had fled to them [from Mohave Valley]: "What sort Kwinyo&a-hat8-pai13 said to them: "Formerly we used to
of men are they? [who drove you out] ? Are they large?" fight you, but now everything is friendly. All the boys and
Those men told them: "No, they are[ ordinary] small men the girls have come here to see you. I will tell you what
like yourselves." Himat-napulkwe and Hwetrahweti-iyiive we do: we play about. We play with[hoop and]poles. Men
said: "If I were you I should kill them. You can do it." Then who do that do not think of war. We need-no bows and arrows."
two men, Ampot.-lyirauve and Nyitse-hwekwem-kwilyehe,2 180. A romance. --One of the men there, Uyatsihaka,14
said: "I am going back downriver to see them." had a daughter, Ny6'iltse-hilyiha.15 She had never been

179. Visit of emissaries. --So they started. They went to married. Now she sat behind Ampot-lyirauve. Then he
Kwimhaeeve3 and slept there. Starting again early in the took her outdoors to the east and lay with her and the people
morning, they came before noon to 0i-kuva'ire,4 wht.- said: "Now she is married. She has not been married before."
Ampot-ibiv,kwinyahai5 and SohulyAp-tiny!me6 lived. e 181. The wife follows her husband. --Then she went with
said to them: "You are strangers: I have not seen you be " her husband back to his country. They started and came to
Ampot-lyirauve and Nyitse-hwekwem-kwilyehe said: "We Jp-kuva'ire16 at sunset. They slept there and in the morn-
wanted to see you."7 The two others said: "It is good: you ing went on upriver, slept at Kwaparvete,17 and the next

say you want to see us. Tomorrow we will take you down- day came home. There they lived on fish.18 They lived
river to Mqilye-halye-tipmeve and Kuyak-aqwiEe8 where there one year and the woman had a child.
PI-kat-hM'auve9 lives." Thus they said that night. In the 182. Longing for his daughter. --Now the little boy was
morning they went, by noon, to where Pa-kat-ho'auve lived. four -years old. Then Uyat"sihaka said: "My daughter married
He said: "I will take you downriver to Ahahta and Seqwiltsive and went north. I think of her every day and every night. I
where Humare-tare-pai and It1uwene10 live, each in his want to go north to see her. In the moming I will start."
house." And when Ampot-lyirauve and Nyitle-hwekwem- Then AqwaEem-i0ve19 said: "you say in the morning you
kwilyehe came to those men, they said there: "it is good. will go north. I will go with you."
There used to be war, but now it is over and all are friendly. 183 Grandson on his knee --In the morning they went up
We will take you on down." Then they sent word to all who the river. They slept at It-kuva'ire and again at Kwapar-
lived below them that at night the two travelers would come vete.20 From there it was not very far, and they arrived in
to Astakwanakwe and Hwatimavell and that all were to meet the morning. They went to the house where Uyattihaka's
them there; and, starting in the afternoon, Ampot-lyirauve daughter lived. She was there, and told her boy: "That is my
and Nyitle-hwekwem-kwily9he arrived at dark. That night fathen he is your kinsman." Then the boy knew it, and sat on

they said: "We have been away a long time, We have not his [maternal] grandfather's knee and played. The woman
seen you, but we think of you.12 'Perhaps you will come gave them a large dish of fish and Uyitstihaka and Aqwaeem-
against us again, ' we think. It is long since you attacked us; iuive ate. At night, indoors, Uyitihihka said: "I will not stay
but we did not go far away. You can see the smoke of where long. In tWO days I will go back."
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184. Omen of the nose pendant. --In the moming the men 189. Confusion. --They came to Akatai-vesilyve32 at
there went fishing, but Uyatsihika and Aqwaeem-iuive stayed dark. Then the two leaders said: "We will cross the river and
at the house. Uyatiihika was lying outdoors at the southeast fight those who are where we33 used to live on the other side."
corner of the house.21 He wore a long nose pendant. As he At night they crossed to the eastern side. Now they put on the
lay there it fell into his mouth. Then he showed it to his things they had brought, and painted and made ready. But
daughter in his mouth. He said: "I never saw this before. I Himat-napuikwe and Hwetia-hwet£-iyuive lost their minds.34
do not know. It never happened. I think one of my relatives They said: "I wonder where east is? Which way is west, and
died. Or perhaps I shall die here. "22 Then he put the orna- north, and south? Do you know?"
ment into his mouth, chewed it fine, and spat it out.23 190. Discovered by womenl --Along the river "grass"

185. Milk and blood.--After two days. he said: "I said I [herbs] was growing. Four women who lived at Qiv-kuvaha
would go home tomorrow. Now it is morning and we will on the east side35 were gathering seeds of the grass and saw
leave you." When they were nearly ready to go, Ampot- the [strange] men. They stood near them while it was nearly
lyirauve said: "We will give you fish to eat before you go." daylight and said: "What is that? I think it is men. They are
Then they cooked fish for them on the coals and Uyatsihika not ghosts."36 So they hurried back and told Humare-tare-
and AqwaGem-iuive ate. Now Himat-dapiukwe and Hwetia- pai and Itsuwene and Kwinyahai.37 These leaders said: "It
hwetl-iyive24 said: -I want to kill those two. If they go is well. A tribe is wanting to come to us for war. Go down-
back, they will tell them to attack us because we are few. We river and tell Kweeilypai and tKwiny8ra] -hatopai38 at
have only a few houses, and they have many; and they will Hwatimave and Astakwanakwe39 to come at once with their
kill us all." So they struck them with clubs and killed them. people." They sent Nyotat-nyi-samsameve with this message.
They dragged them away and left them lying. They jumped He went down and told Kweetyepai and Hat8pai and all
on them and the white fish came out of their mouths. Then started and went upriver and came to QIvekuvaha.40
an old woman, dancing, said:25 "Milk is coming out of 191. Pursuit and slaughter. --Then they sent ten young
their mouths." Then blood came of of their mouths, and she men to the river to see. They went and found them and sent
said as she danced: "Red paint is coming out of their mouths. one back who said: "They are [real] people. They have come
I know what you have done you have killed them." wanting war. Come quickly, or perhaps they will leave."

186. The planning of a counterattack.--That night Himat- Then all the men came from Qav-kuvaha,41 but[the strangers]
napffkwe'and Hwetla-hwets-iyflve said: We want to fight with at the river turned northward to Amai-nye-q8tase42 on the
them.26 In two days, in the morning, let all have feathers eastern side. The others followed, saying: "Let us kill them!
and bows and warclubs." Then all made these things. Himat- Everything was peaceful but they tried to make war." At Aha-
napukwe and Hwets'a-hwets-iyiive asked: "Are you prepared?" vate-tlesmava43 they overtook them and killed four or five or
and they said, "Yes." Then they said: "It is good. I said: six. "We will not leave off," they said, "we will pursue you."
'In the moming'." Then the next moming they all started At Selye'aye-kfimte44 they killed seven or eight or nine. They
south. continued to pursue them upriver. At Nyamasave-kwahave45

187. A fish in the sprin.--At Avikwame27 they came to they killed five or six. At HOatXa-vimeve4" they again
the spring Aha-kw-avasu28 at noon. They went to drink and killed four or five or six. Now there were very few left. At AvI-
saw a great fish in the spring. The two leaders said: "I have tunyore47 they again killed six or seven. Then at Selye'ai-ta48
mver seen a fish in a spring. Fish are in the river. Do you know they killed Himat-napukwe and Hwetsa-hweti-iylve. They did
what it is from?"29 The men said: "We are going to wan we not catch them with clubs but shot them until they fell, then
shall all be killed." Himat-napu1kwe and Hwetia-hweti-iyuve clubbed them dead. Now there were only very few left, and
said: "No. Do not think that. If you think it you will be they were near their homes, but they kept pursuing them.
afraid. I think it means this, that when we arrive we shall 192. Four eastern tribes. --Then the survivors came to
kill a head man." their houses, and the pursuers too, and seeing them coming all

188. Six fighting deer. --Then six deer, each of them with fled and left their houses. They fled north to eavlve49 on the
six homs[prongs] came and fought one another. Two of them river, then east to Hoat-kwetrin'kwe and Silye-kovatatre and
were killed.30 The men said: "I have never seen deer come Koala and Avi-ny-iZ.50 When they came to those places,
so near me. They always run off; they do not fight. When we they stayed together, in one camp. Then some of them want-
arrive downriver I think we shall all be killed. None of us will ed to be Estile,51 and some Havasui-paya,52 and some
return." But Himat.-napukwe and Hwetia-hweti-lyiyve said: Hoalyipai53 who live m that land now, and some Sivinta
"No, do not think that. We shall kill many of them." They Paiute.5 So they called themselves that [and scattered] ,and
did not eat the fish in the spring, nor the deer meat. They left so those tribes came to be.55

*t 31 R. A HALF-WALAPAI BOY VISITS HIS MOHAVE KIN

193. Slave boy.--Among the Walapai lived the boy whose was married to a man3 who lived at Havirepuka and Kuyal-
mother, Ny^'iltse-hilyaha, had married Ampot-lyirauve.i kats-vapitva:4 you were born there. Those with whom you
They called him Humar-ahwe, "Slave-child."2 Now he was play are your kin, but they are not mine. They are Walapai,
old enough to shoot and hunt, and when he came back from I am Mohave. You are my only relative: you and I. You are
hunting he asked his mother: "Why do they call me that?" not a slave child because they are your relatives. If they
His mother said: "What do they call you?" "They call me call me a slave, they are right because I am no Walapai.5
Slave-child."n Then she said: " I am a Mohave woman and I was born far away at Hwat-imave and Aha-kukwinve.6 The
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Mohave lived there, my relatives. I think they still live there. that, all will know you.'" Pa-kata said: "Yes, I know that
Some have died; some of them perhaps have moved away. woman." Then Humar-ahwe went on to Aqaq-ny-ival4
They are your kin also." Then the boy said: "Can I go there? where Huts&tla'5 lived. He told him the same. "Yes, I
You say you were born there. Will no one hurt me?" She know her. " said HutXatEa. Humar-ahwe was carrying red
said to him: "UGes, if my relatives are alive, when you come paint and eagle feathers. He gave them to Hutratia, who
to them tell them of me; all will know my name. It is Nyo-' told him: "Yes, you will come home by sundown. It is not
'iltVle-hilyaha. I have not been away such a long time. I have very far." Humar-ahwe said: "It is good. I know the way."
been away only about eight years. 7 They will still know me." So he went on south and came to where his mother had liv-
At night the boy said: "I am going where you were born. You ed.1 It was nearly sunset. He said to the people: "My
say that no one will kill me; so in the moming I will start." mother said she lived here." They asked him his name, and
His mother said: "Tell them my name and all will know you." he told them: Humar-ahwe. "Yes, you are our relative,"
Then they all assembled there to talk about the boy. He said: they said. In the morning he went and looked on as the boys
"I do not know the way. There are no springs and no trail, played with [hoop and] poles. He said: "I should like to
but I will find the way." The Walapai told him: "You will stay here. I like this place, but I will not stay. In four days
get to Kanawetse8 by night." I will go back. My mother said to me, 'Do not be gone

194. Trip west. --So he started and came to Kanaw&ie at long.'n
sunset. From there he went on to Ahi-pukiya9 and drank. He 196. Return to mother. --Now in four days he went back,
reached the[Colorado] river at Ah'i-m8heve10 near sunset. He came to Ah'a-m8heve17 about sunset. From there he went
He drank and went downriver and by night he came to Save- on, slept again as before, 18 and came home in the afternoon.l
koh3ve.11 There were houses near by, but he did not go to Then he told his mother all that his relatives had said: "They
them. said: 'Yes, you are my relative.' It is a good country. They

195. Acknowledged by kin. --In the morning he went on eat melons and beans and other food."
southward and at noon came to Moeilye-halye-tipmeve and 197. The Walapai plan a visit. --Then the [Walapai] there
Kuya-k-aqwWea12 where Pa-kata- [h0'auv4 13 lived. He assembled to talk about what the boy had told. They said:
said to Pa-kata: "You do not know me. I was born in the "In ten days we will all go." Large-lightning,20Heavy-
north [t Eldorado Canyon] . We went east and lived there dress,21 and Black-girl22 were the three leaders who spoke
four years. My mother said: 'You are kin of the Mohave.' thus, Humar-ahwe's mother wanted to go, and they three23
She said: 'My name is Nyo'iltse-hilyaha. If you tell them wanted to go with her.24



PART 4
COMPARISONS

A. AMERICAN COSMOGONIC AND TRIBAL MYTHS

All in all, the tale just presented is unique in North Ameri- bal unity ever since the underworld. It need hardly be pointed
can myth and legend. Possibly its nearest resemblance is to out at this late date that the Hopi pattern involves that the
the Navaho legends long ago recorded by Washington Hopispeaking towns, each multiple-clan, originated from a
Matthews.' True, these include an emergence from the fusion of Paiute, Pima, and other non-Hopi units gradually
lower world, episodes about giants and monster, the war of drifting together, although each unit consisted of a single
the sexes, virgin births, and the like. But, like the Mohave autonomous clan. In short, the Hopi invert the Zuni thought
narrative, the Navaho stories are in part devoted to clans, pattern: instead of always having been a unit. they see them-
their accretions and localization: and this portion of the le- selves as a gradual'gathering together of highly diverse ele-
gends builds up to accounting for the Navaho tribe or nation ments. This is far from the Mohave pattem, which adds to
in its recent historic status. Passages in this part ring as if an original tribal unity of the "last-born" type, the idea of
they were partly based on recollection; at any rate, many of piecemeal fission and withdrawal, finally terminating in a
them might be. On the other hand, much of the Navaho story delayed "return of the natives." Nevertheless Hopi and Mo-
is frank myth, and thus has no counterpart in the Mohave epic, have do share an interest in traveling bands which finally con-
which starts with the world ordained and finished and the Mo- centrate and establish the recent, experienced order; and
have not only completely equipped with their culture but al- these bands are totemic clans or subclans. The .sharing of
ready in Mohave Valley; in fact the first movement of the plot this partial a priori of native historic thinking suggests a con-
is the unmotivated leaving of the valley by certain bands, nection rather than a coincidence; especially so since the Hopi
whose subsequent wish to return leads to all the other events, are the westernmost of the Pueblos and the Mohave the norther-
In a sense the Navaho syncretic narrative corresponds best to most of the Yuman tribes possessing totemic clans.
what the Mohave would have told if they had combined into The California Indians lacked all legendary narratives of
one story their myth of Origins (9, still unpublished), their migrations and wars, other than occasional actual reminis-
Mastamho myth (7), and the present clan tale (8). cences from the days of grandfathers and perhaps great-grand-

The Zuni have also connected their cosmogony and migra- fathers.
tion legend into one ritualized telling, reported by both Cush- On the Northwest Coast, origin legends of clans or towns
ing and Stevenson. This is conceived definitely from the occur, usually in the form of traditions of the ancestry of a
tribal point of view. The various worlds, the flood, and such chief as representative of his group. These tales normally
matters enter into the narrative, but basically only as back- comprise a fusion of several ingredients. First there is an
ground for what happened to the Zuni: this pueblo, as has often account of the original ancestor coming from the sky or ocean,
been pointed out, is really interested only in itself. Also, so or receiving powers from an animal or spirit, or leaving an
strong is its impulse to integration that it is the history of the animal skin to become human. This is a projection into the
whole tribe as an established entity that is dealt with. Ac- past of guardian-spirit concepts of personal-power, shamanistic
creting or reuniting clans enter only incidentally, indeed type. Related to this ingredient is a second one: the valida-
rather inconsistently, a in the episode of the Raven and Ma- tion, by the projection, of powers, symbols, rituals, privil-
caw subdivisions of the Dogwood clan. eges, honors, and rank that are the property of the chief or

The Hopi. whoe historic sevn towns have recently split his group. Third, the originator and his modern living des-
into ten or a dozen, have a mythology and clan legends that cendant are connected by a genealogy. usually of named
are much less ritualized. coikdinated, and integrated than the persons. And fourth, with this genealogy there is usually
formal narrative of the Zuni, who have for several centuries associated an itinerary of named spots inhabited by the suc-
lived in a single pueblo. The Hopi believe that one clan for- cessive generations as they moved from the place of descent
merly lived here, another one there at a distance; then each or first supematural experience, usually in one general di-
moved into Hopi land an sometimes instituted its distinctive rection, to the contemporary town. Of these four Northwestern
ceremony or. ritual role. These separate clan migratioh le- ingredients, the first three are wholly lacking from the pre-
gends of the Hopi. which the earlier ethnographers were in- sent Mohave tale, namely the guardian spirit, rank, and
dlined to accept at face value after excluding the supernatural continuous genealogy. The fourth ingredient, progressive
ingredients, may pcuibly contain some elements of recollec- travel between named spots, is shared; but the Mohave jour-
tion. Yet it is clear that in the main they cannot be histori- neys. though highly rambling, are compressed into a single
cally true butr do repruent a pattern of pluralistic thought as lifetime, or less, while the Kwakiutl and other Northwestern-
definite as ,he Zuni pattern of unswerving assumption of tri- ers seem to use their stops largely to give greater concreteness

1 For motes "e. p. 175. 107
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to their successive generations. In view of the long geo- tions differ from the Mohave narrative here considered in that
graphical gap and the tenuity of resemblance, I would not (e) they contain frank elements of the supernatural; (b) they
infer any actual historical connection of influence between relate to the tribe as a whole and not to component bands:
Mohave and Northwesterners on this point. (c) if they recognize fissions, the seceding units are sloughed

These Northwest Coast traditions are of course factual off; (d) most of the geography dealt with is remote and vague.
recollections at the near end and equally obvious imagina- instead of being known with interest and accurate detail as by
tions at their far beginning. I believe that comparative analy- the Mohave. Eastern migration traditions seem like pallid.
sis of a sufficient number of such traditions might show about abbreviated, deritualized attempts at something like the Zuni
how far back some degree of authentic historic recollection type. The orientation is toward the end-point where move-
could be traced, and where, on the other hand, the pattem ment finally comes to rest.
of pure imagining of prestige claims became dominant. Boas Incidentally, this type of peregrination with happy ending
used the rich data of Northwest Coast tradition to investigate was known also in Mexico- -witness the Aztec story from the
several other problems--diffusion, relation of explanatory and emergence out of the Seven Caves to the founding of Tenoch-
narrative elements. degree of correspondence of portrayed and titlan. However, everything South Mexican is so interwoven
actual culture; but he seems not to have explored this one with tremendous complicating factors that any brief compari-
of the twilight zone of transition between handed-down son here would be inadequate. I need only recall that these
memories and patterned imagination. peoples ponessed not only written chronologies but written re-

In the East we have Gatschet's Migration Legend of the cords of events. Nevertheless, the strength of the impact of
Creek Indians, Brinton's Walam Olum of the Delaware in The imaginary patterns on these records in Mexico and Guatemala
Lenlp$ and Their Legends, some hints from the Village Tribes is only beginning to be fully recognized. The problems of
of the upper Missouri, and perhaps other preserved bits of historicity versus psuedohistoricity in this field must be work-
semihistory or pseudohistory. In general, these Eastern tradi- ed out by specialists in it.

B. OTHER MOHAVE AND YUMAN NARRATIVES

The Mohave are the only Yuman tribe from whom there has several facts. First of these is the general Mohave recognition
been recorded a tale of the type of the present one. Walapai, of a type of narrative dealing with clans, travel, and war, and
Havasupai. and Yavapai society, institutions. and beliefs their ability to name several persons who knew the type. Next,
were too amorphous for so specialized a kind of narrative to there are the two fragments from other narrators which are
take shape. The same may be said for the Dieguenio. Mari- presented in Part 7, which share some personages, episodes.
copa myths and beliefs as to dreaming, as Spier's careful and tenor with the long version.2
data present them, were perceptibly deviant from those of the In fact, it is possible to arrange Mohave tales in a classi-
Mohave and Yuma. presumably owing to some centuries of fication, somewhat as follows.
contact with the Pima. The tribes that successively fled from A. Not dreamed.
the Colorado to the Gila and there became "officially" merg- I. Coyote fables, told to children, or for amusement.
ed in the Maricopa--first the Kavelchadhom, then the Hal- II. Recollections, at first- or secondhand, of actual
chidhoma, Halyikwamai, and Kuhuana--were so reduced in wars, travels, foreign customs. unusual events,
numbers and national spirit that if they arrived with any tales or natural wonders. Two such are being pre-
of our type, they would have quickly lost them in becoming pared for publication in this series; see also
dispersed and adjusted among the Maricopa. I would consider Handbook. pp. 753, 797-798, 799-801
it likely that the Yuma once possessed similar tales. But they B. Dreamed, and therefore supernaturally validated.
were exposed to much earlier acculturation, first Mexican and I. Without songs.
then American, than the Mohave. Though they promptly got a. Clan migration legends, with minimum of
rid of it again, they did have for the year 1780-1781 a mission supematural element, _aoistoric in qua-
and a garrison among them, while the Mohave were receiving lity.
only rare, lone visitors like Garcds. The Spanish and Mexi- b. True myths, deailg with begieings of the
can land route of communication from Sonora to California world and instittio; u: Oir s (9),
passed through Yuma territory. And in American days of Mastamho (7), Alyba (10), Wa (15),
trancontinental migration, the southern route through Yuma Coyote (6, A. B).
was favored earlier than the northem one through Fort Mohave II. With songs.
above Needles--just as the Southern Pacific railroad was com- a. Song-cycle narrative. Thee ra. from war
pleted before the Santa Fe. Whatever of something like this to shamanism in subjet am fucian.
tale the Yuma once had, presumably would have disappeared 1. Warlike, "clean," regared widh favor,
from among them a few decades before its end came among sung at deaths, Viimffilye-ptle (2),
the Mohave in 1900-1910. Nyohaiva (3), Ravena (4), Twaana (11).

Within Mohave society, the fact that the present tale is The first of these contin no elemeAnt of
more than an individual's personal production is attested by magic, in the versio recomio.
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2. Intermediate, but fit to sing at deaths: but these have never been recorded even
Cane (1), Deer (5), Salt (12), Chuhueche in outline. Pleiades, Chutaha.
(13), perhaps Goose (14). In what might be called soberness of tenor the actual recol-

3. Savoring of shamanism, or frankly lections of war and.travel, class A II, come rather close to
shamanistic. Perhaps Goose (14); also class B I, a, clan migration'legends; but these latter are dream-
others mentioned in Handbook, pp. 769-770. ed. are fantasy products and therefore "literature," and are

only pseudohistory; whereas the war recollections are really
b. Songs few, repeated, primarily for dancing. history, though merely of very short memory range.

There are said to be asociated narratives,

C. EPICS AND OTHER LITERARY PRODUCTS

If, accordingly, we accept our narrative as an unlettered prolix narrative is unclear to any non-Mormon: one-fifth of
attempt at literature, the genre which it most nearly approach- the history would have been amply explanatory and perhaps
es is that of a prose epic. It deals with national affairs. with more convincing, and would have left room for more passion,
the travels, wars, and fortunes of aggregations of kindreds over morality, proselytizing, and fire in the manner of the Koran.
years and decades. Tme, it is told in the prose of ordinary Long before the parallel to our Mohave 'Great Tale" occurred
speech. But this is because Mohave knows nothing else. It to me, I had wondered about the inner motivation of the Book
is only in ritual that stretched and altered words occur in song, of Mormon. There is so little in it that one should expect of
and staccato-shouted phrases (nyimi-tlekwarek. "mourning- the founder of a new religion, so little of either intensity of
talk") in ceremonial oration. doctrine or conviction or propaganda, and so much irrelevant

Also there is definitely less of the supematural in our Mo- narrative weaving its own slow way. One might well reach
have narrative than in most folk epics such as Homer or the the conclusion--to speak with all due respect to the sensitivi-
Mahabharata. Magic is of the everyday kind and minimal; ties of other--that the revelation was the product of a per-
gods do not enter at all. Even exaggeration:and the stretch- sonality prevailingly low-toned in immediately religious
ing of probability are no greater than in Homer or the Chanson imagination and religious emotion, but endowed with a strong
de Roland. and far less than in the Indian and Gaelic epics. propensity toward the creation of narrative of a dreamlike or
These points are gone into more fully in the next two parts, daydreamlike quality. Though it must be admitted that the
6 and 7, devoted respectively to the historicity and the literary narrative is far more consistently coherent than most night-
qualities of the tale. dreams and perhaps also less affect-laden, and much less

Early history or annals might also be cited in comparison: self-centered and wish-fulfilling than ordinary daydreams.
Icelandic legend and saga, Anglo-Saxon or primitive Roman There is the further consideration that the humble, rural,
or Chinese chronicles, the books of Judges and Samuel in the Protestant background of Joseph Smith would have fumished
Old Testament. These, however, differ in that they mostly his imagination with little if any more personal experience
cover much longer periods of events in briefer compass than or vicarious materials than a Mohave possesed. His vision
the Mohave tale; and also that they not only are historically and revelation may fairly be compared with Inyo-kutavAere's
founded (which we cannot affirm of the Mohave), but are the "dreaming."
product of literate people. having been written down soon In one respect there is a sharp contrast. Inyo-kutaeere
after the event or, if originally preserved in oral tradition, was following precedent in his society and a channeled pattern
being collected in writing as soon as this was learned, of his culture in his dreamed or daydreamed narrative;

The clost comparable narratives should be other Joseph Smith struck away from his environment and tntece-
pseudohistories; that is, works of fantasy given in outward dents to create something different and new. I assume that
historical form or plausibility. One is the Old Testament book the two personalities were markedly different, just as their
of Numbers--that is, its post-Exilic portions about the journey- two cultures are different and wholly unconnected. Yet the
ings in the desert; together with passages in Exodus and Joshua productions of the two minds seem to me to have a kinship,
of approximately the same late date of composition and simi- if we make allowance for the inescapable distinctness of
lar vein or purport. The chapters on the Tabemacle would be speech, religion, background, and motivation. The kinship
much in point in being apparently. a free fantasy creation of in quality of the products, so far as it may hold true, sug-
what professes to be precise factual reporting; except that they gests a psychological resemblance, if not of the total per-
largely tend to substitute for narrative an intense preoccupation sonalities, at least of a strain in them--say, propensity to a
with ritual paraphernalia. special creativity in a similar mood.

A second parallel is the Book of Mormon. At any rate, I am trying to help define the quality and
This last is particularly striking, since it is a long, involved kind of Inyo-kutavere's story by comparison with other nar-

narrative involvinlg many peoples, persons. places, and mov- ratives, and the Book of Mormon is in certain ways the most
ing about.3 The tenor of events is also strikingly sober and nearly comparable that I have been able to perceive.
monotonous on the whole, In fact the purpose of the whole



PART 5

THE QUESTION OF HISTORIC BASIS

I have already indicated in the Introduction my belief that doubt they help to give the story a factual air. But that a nar-
the narrative is pseudohistoric rather than historic. It seems rative sounds as if it might have happened does not prove that it
historic because it has an implicit chronology, because it keeps did happen; and in section D of this part I give the arguments
supernatural matters and exaggerations to a minimum, and be- in favor of most of the historicity being apparent rather than
cause it deals with clan movements and lists the territorial real, as well as a suggestion of what slight and general basis
holdings of clans in Mohave Valley. These three factors will of actual happenings may underlie the plot.
be considered in the three sections that follow. There is no

A. PERIOD COVERED BY THE NARRATIVE

One of the features that makes this narrative ring historical ness through this compensating exactitude--just so do the Mo-
is the fact that lapses of years are mentioned in it with ehough have mostly show an unflagging penchant for specification of
regularity to allow of a chronological sum being cast. It is when things happened. Only, the world of time has but few
fairly clear, however, that the periods mentioned are unauthen- landmarks, and those repetitive, as compared to the innumera-
tic historically. Probably they are introduced by the narrator bly unique spots and locales of the world of space. There are,
in order to give his tale the semblance of a story of actually it is true, the phases of day and night; and in every well told
remembered events. Certainly their effect is to endow the tale myth or dream the Mohave are constantly specifying whether
with a specificity of time c,uration paralleling the consistent it was midafternoon, or the time of darkness coming on from
particularization of locale and therewith of spatial distance. the east, or when the birds first twitter before dawn. There

The consequence is an appearance of historicity similar to are also the natural years as marked by the seasons, whose
that of many parts of the Old Testament, or of the earlier, passage is indicated particularly in the present "Great Tale."
legendary histories of Mesopotamia, China, or Japan. So far Beyond the seasonal year, however, there is no calendar, no
as I know, this quality of a precise internal dating of the nar- fixed point for an era, hence no long accumulations of time;
rative does not occur in the legends or folklore of any tribe nor would such be possible, apparently, without a notational
north of the Rio Grande. It rings much more like Toltec-Aztec- system. And such a system, in turn, would involve some de-
Mixtec history. Yet this latter was actually written down, with vice that was material and technological--both of them aspects -
symbols for year names and numbers as well as for events, places, in which Mohave culture is underdeveloped and deficient in
and named persons. There was no such underlie of actual record interest-weighting. There is no known counterpart, among
in the Mohave situation. The Mohave product aims at providing the Mohave or any other Yuman tribes, to the annal sticks of
a manufactured semblance of history; the Mexican narratives the Pima.
are imperfect history, but are nevertheless genuinely historical The table below analyzes the chronology of our story. It
in their mechanism. It is however of interest that the pre- will be seen that from the time of the exodus to that of the
occupation with elapsed time should be superficially so similar final reconquest of Mohave Valley there elapse 36 plus x years;
in the two cases. and from then to resumption of relations with the Walapai,

The Mohave can on occasion be extremely drastic in their where the recording of the story was interrupted, 12 years more.
manipulation of time, as when in their professed beliefs they The x years cover the growing up and the gambling escapades
project themselves from their infancy, and even from their of Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe, which constitute the most
mothers' wombs, backward to'the days of the scenes of the formalized and repetitive episode, and the least motivated one,
world's formation; or again when a hero has magical powers in the whole tale (Pt. 3, D 31-45). This section is the only one
from the moment of birth, or when he grows up in four days. that reads more like a myth than like pseudohistory. To be
These projections and compressions--temporal extrapolations, sure, the lapse of time is mentioned. Umase'ika thinks his
one is tempted to call them--parallel the first god Matavilya's little boy friend will be a young man in four years (C 28); but
spatial moving in four steps from the western edge of the world soon after (D 31), the three-year-old is gambling, and the next
to its center; and some of the feats of Mastamho, Kwayiu we hear he is super-tall and has a wife (D 41). As he has four
meteor, and other heroes, including those that traveled under- adventures in gambling, quite likely the Mohave assumption
ground. But just as such exaggerations do not interfere with of elapsed time for this episode of the gambler was simply 4
the Mohave desire to have every narrative event precisely zyears." where we would reckon more nearly 16. or at least
specified as to spot- -in fact, miraculous events gain in vivid- 12, for the passage from childhood to young adult, In any

tFor notes see p. 175. 110
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event, addition of the X would raise the total duration for the the ten-year siege, yet with a warrior son to take his place at
main story from 36 to somewhere between 40 and 48-52 years; the sack of Troy -and to murder Priam--this is not quite like
or, with thesuipplementarypostreconquest period included, the Umase'aka's bashful little boy-friend.growing up to rival his
total figure would aggregate somewhere between 52 and 64 own stature in four years; and yet it is not so markedly smaller
years. a distortion of realistic lapse of time. True, we are comparing

These are by no means staggering figures for a national mi- great things with lesser ones, verse with spoken narrative,
gration involving a series of wars under successive leaders. Yet style with formalism, art with undeveloped skill, epics attri-
what this appraisal really means is that when a Mohave wants buted to inspiration by the muse with prolix tales attributed to
a tale to be realistic and "historical," as if he were telling his dreams. Nevertheless the ranges of involved chronology, like
actual experiences, his judgment of how long a series of events the ranges of space and events, are not too far apart. Witness
would be likely to require, his estimate of time perspective in also the parallel of the interminable Mohave names of persons
the world of happenings, is definitely reasonable and realistic; and places to those in the Homeric catalogue of the ships.
he shows experience and restraint in the use of numbers, he Umase'aka towers above his people like a tree; but, to a de-
does not throw them randomly about. To be sure, there is gree, so does Ajax. And as to supernaturalism, the little oc-
always an inclination for him to think in fours and multiples casional Mohave practices of magic and omens depicted in
of fours. But this is not so different from our habit, when we this story are trivial in the face of the quarrels on Olympus or
do not remember exact dates or when we feel that precision is the gods battling on the Trojan plain.
not significant, of rounding off to estimated tens or fives. The These resemblances are adduced not with any desire to argue
tabulation shows that, in detail, every period from one to six that our Mohave tale is great literature, but because Homer
years is specified. It is only when the additions have been made was to the Greeks not only literature but history. Greek and
that we get back to rounded eights and other multiples of fours. Roman reckonings dated the siege of Troy. Nevertheless, that
All in all, then, the tendency to achieve a pseudonaturalism of a chronology is exact does not prove it is true. It may be
time is rather remarkable. equally exact because it is fabricated. Witness the official

When we find a character like Hiha-tutsume returning to re- history of Japan prior to its Korean validation around the fifth
conquer the land from which he had emigrated 36 or 48 years century; or Bishop Usher's calculations.
before, the divergence from physiological probability is about The tabulated Chronological Outline that follows will have
twice as great as in the Homeric epics; but it is still within an interest for its comparability with Bishop Usher and the early
comparable range. Helen seemingly beautiful as ever, Yamato chroniclers; perhaps heightened rather than diminished
Penelope still sought by wooers, Odysseus's very dog recogniz- by the fact that the time-keeping emanates not only from a
ing him- -after two decades these all just might happen--but wholly preliterate, nonrecording tribe, but from an individual
are only barely possible. And Achilles enticed from out among who constructed it primarily for his own satisfaction, because
the maidens by a sword to play with, and thus embarking on he liked his fantasies spaced and tidy.

CHRONOLOGICAL OUTLINE
Years Total

Emigration from Mohave Valley W to Kohoye, near Barstow
(2).* There 5 years (3). People desert until after 6 years
few are left(4). . . . . . ....................... 6

Move SE to Colorado delta with 2-day stops on way (5-10). . . . 6

First attempted invasion:
Umase'ika's invasion of S end of valley. Lives there 2

years(16). . ................. ....... ..........2 2

They visit upriver (17-27). Umase'aka makes friends with
little boy Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwilyehe, says in 4 years he
will be a young man (28). . . . . ..

The boy Nyttre-vilye-vive-kwily^ehe Is 3 years old (31) . .
He robs, gambles, spoils property 4 times (= 4 years?)

(35-45). He acts like a boy; but after 3 episodes, he has
a wife and is tall (46). . ......... ............. ?

Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwilyehe is scalped (45), goes SE into de-
sert; 3 years pass (53), then it is 4 (54), then 6 (55); now
he returns home (56-65). 6. . . . . . . 6

His plan to invite and attack Umase'ika, though it miscarries,
is renewed 4 times at intervals of a year (67, 74, 75, 76),
i.e., 3 years elapse.................3

The leaders kill each other in battle (79), the remnant of the
invaders escapes SE (80-82) ..... . ..... . ..9

Numbers in parenthemes indicate -the relevanlt paragraphs in the narrative, Pt. 3.
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MaQkwem-tsutram-kwilythe of the original migration starts
to return N (83). . . . . . .. ...

His people turn E into desert (91), find Hipahipa (92-94),
go on to Aha-ku-h^el, live there 2 years (98-99) (2+ 2
more years? Or two references to the same duration?).
In 102 it is 4 years. 4

Move to Kuitpama (102), eat the place out (103) in 4 years,
so move to Mastamho-tesauve. 4

Stay there 2 years (103), then 1 more (108). 3
Return to Kutpima for 2 years (109), Hipahipa begins to incite

them (110-114). ... . . . . . .a . . . . . . . . 2
Move N; peaceful entry into valley (115-125).. .. .

Now in valley 2 years (126); now it is 3 (127); invitations,
visits, tensions (128-135). Hipahipa moves his settlement,
is there a year (136). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4

War (142-147). Hipahipa wins, but leaves, lives at Kuitpima
(148) for 1 year. 1

Preparations, scouting, scalp taking, victory dance, march
(149-160). The period is 4 months (155) plus 8 months
(158) plus scattering days--i.e., 1 year.1

The final reconquest and land-apportioning (161-176) are
rapid ... ..... . ........19

They live in the valley4 years (177-178). 4
Nyo'iltse-hilyaha marries a northern refugee (180), has a

boy in 1 year (181). When boy is 4 years old, his grand-
father visits him and is murdered (182-185)- 5

War ensues (186-192), the northerners scatter.
NyA'iltle-hilyiha. now among Walapai, tells her boy she has

been away from her Mohave kin 8 years (193), i.e.,
3 more have elapsed. 3

Boy visits the Mohave (194-197).. . 12
Total.. 48

In Summary:

Totals Cumulative
Totals

Emigration .... . 6 6
Umase'ika's return . . . . . . . . . . 2 8
Gambler boy episode . . . . x 8 +x
His scalping, flight, return, war, and

death of Umase'ika. . 9 17 x

Main body's wanderings in desert and
reconquest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19 36 +,

Postconquest episodes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 48 +Y

48*x

B. THE SUPERNATURAL ELEMENT

A striking factor in the pseudohistoricity of the tale is its the myths and standardized tales of other American tribes,
minimization of magic and supernaturalism. The story deals into which the element of the supernatural enters strongly or
matter-of-factly with events that actually might have happen- even is cardinal.
ed, and which mostly are of a kind that no doubt did happen, To be sure, many tribes have their "true" stories, those
over and over again in the life and history of the Mohavre and which they are convinced actually happened after the world
other Yuman tribes. There is thus a tone as well as a type of was essentially as it is now, contrasting with the stories of
content that contrasts both with other Mohave tales, and with long ago, the myths, when the world was still formative and
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when the really important and determinative things happened, 187. Counterattackers' bad omens: river fish in spring.
but so far back that they have come down by holy tradition 188. And deer fighting and killing each other.
instead of being vouched for by almost eyewitness testimony 189. Sense of direction lost by war party.
of recent persons. The "true" stories are "true" because they
were seen or experienced by ordinary human beings, not re- Magic or omen
ported by hearsay from prehuman times. They may be about 79. Umae'ksaln y ther'sye ose-kwndynhe kil
tribal events or about personal and fantastic ones; but as a ohmi river swllo each other's noe pendas -Ts
rule they are definitely episodic, dramatic, and preserved ismgi Ifte ilec te gtesalwn,a athrougthe possessingintrlypinsic,narramativecint t insd or the understood by me at the time. But if they both lost their lives

ulterior possessignificanceinmyrrath. e interest instead ofthein a breast-to-breast struggle in the course of which they also

The present Mohave "Great Tale" differs from such "true" bit each others' pendants, the episode might be, rather, ansTori peseonth Mohameri Gribes inle"seeral frespe uct "tru' omen of the final outcome, as in 184, or a mere by-product ofstories of other American tribes in several respects. It iS
th tuge Teicdn ccr loi w rget b

very long. It is systematic in that its parts hang together thesrul (ther incidentsoccursials in tw fm s -
in one interconnected whole. Though these parts are relative-
ly feeble in their dramatic interest or intrinsic tension, and
are slow moving, the whole nevertheless builds up into a de- 2. Heroic exaggeration or looseness of scale
gree of cumulative plot suspense. And above all the events Exaggerations magnifying heroes:
dealt with are overwhelmingly naturalistic or realistic, that 20. Umase'ika devours food in an instant.
is, of a sort that might well have actually happened, by the 22. He carries all his people across the river hanging to
judgment of reality, in our culture as well as in primitive him. (This is an incident told of Mastamho in the Origins
culture. Add to all this that the happenings regularly con- myth, 9:20, to be published.)
cern groups, that though leaders lead and are conspicuous 25. He smokes out in one draft a pipe normally lasting
their people are always also concerned, and we do have an all night.
effect surprisingly reminiscent of systematic historical narra- 126. Coil of bast large as a house carried by Hipahipa.
tive. 135. Hipahlpa clears fallen cottonwood trees in leaping

The simplest demonstration of this sober matter-of-factness contest.
is by citing the surprisingly few occasions in which the story
departs from the quality. The following three little lists as- Improbability or impossibility of events within time span
semble all cases of "nonreality" in the tale. It will be seen specified:
that they reduce to: (1) about ten episodes of magic or super- 9. The refugee Mohave learn to plant, though they have
naturalism, all of them of a degree or range which the Mo- left Mohave Valley only a few years before. (If it be assumed
have would hold to be actually possible in the world today; that they were nonfarming while originally in the valley, the
(2) about an equal number of cases of heroic exaggeration or fact that the tribes they encounter there on their return are
looseness of scale, comparable to much to be found in written farmers, remains unaccounted for.)
epics; and (3) one or two instances of reflections or invasions 28-79.Ny,twe-vilye-vtve-kwilynhe, first mentioned as a
of bits of mythology. small boy, wavers between being a boy and a married man,

64. He is recognized by his small son, though he has been
away 6 years.

171, 177, 182. The sizable expelled groups live for 8 years
Summary of Supernatural, Magical, or Exaggerated Elements in barren Eldorado Canyon or along the rock-bound river at

its mouth- -on what?

1. Magic, omens, etc., accepted by the Mohave 3. Possible invasions or reflections of genuinely
as normal part of the actual, contemporary world mythological character.

Magic seeming wholly possible to the Mohave today and be- 11;172. The four enemy tribes in Mohave Valley are call-
lieved by them to be of a sort actually practiced: ed by jingle-distorted mythological or ritual names like those

92. Hipahipa catches live rattlesnakes and carries them in given by Mastamho in 7:51. In 11, they are called only by
his belt. (This may be heroic exaggeration, or a rattlesnake these names; in 172, by their historic names, plus a re-recital
shaman's supposed power.) of what Mastamho had called them.

97. Antelope killing by magic. 6. Hagikwe (an unidentified bird) and Ahma ("quail"),
97. Hipahipa by willing causes Cut-blood-knee's antelope are visited by the wanderers and feed them. --We had not got

shaman to lose his power. far into the tale in 6, and the interpreter, as well as I, was
100. The doctor Red-Sky bewitches MaGkwem-kwipaiva's probably set for the usual myth apparatus, such as animals

boy so that he falls dead. speaking or acting like men; so I evidently injected the query:
Did Hagikwe and Quail have the shape of birds or of men?--

Dreams and omens realized: for my notebook contains the words: "He was a man then:
157. Hlpahipa's foreboding dream of the end of his career. (n.A 20). Inshort, this is probably not a mythological incident
184. UyatMihika's nose-pendant falling into his mouth-- at all, of a human visit paid to birds, but only a matter-of-

portent of his murder. fact account of a stop of the emigrant Mohave en route beween
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the Cahuilla and the Kamia, halfway between the two, where not have simple bird names. I therefore do not press either
they were entertained by an ethnically undesignated group, interpretation too firmly, especially as the telling of the pas-
only the names of whose chiefs are given, and these are bird sage is concise. But doubt does remain whether the episode
names. It is true that in the context other groups are was really mythical in intenit.
sometimes designa-ted by tribal names, and that their leaders do

C. THE TOTEMIC CLAN SYSTEM

While the narrative is supposed to account for clans, it purposes, to assemble what the tale has to say on the subject.
really takes them for granted. They are already in existence Accordingly, I present herewith the following extracts or or-
when it begins. Mostly, the totemic affiliation of the travel- ganizations of data: a diagrammatic map of clan holdings(fig.1);
ing bands is not mentioned; though occasional incidental re- I, a list of clans and subclans--both those accounted for in the
ferences suggest that the narrator had in his mind the totem of tale and those not mentioned there but obtained from other of
most, if not all, of his bands. What is accounted for is the my informants, whether ethnological or myth narrating; II, a
place in Mohave Valley of the settlements and farmlands of comparison with Bourke's clan list; III,a brief discussion of the
totemic lineages or bands. This catalogue is recited in P 174- relative importance of various clans; and, IV, a reference list
176. Each leader is there mentioned, with his totem (or sub- to passages in the present story that directly tell or indirectly
totem) as expressed through the name of his daughters, and allude to clans or clan names.
with the place or places chosen by him and presumably kept
by his patrilineal descendants thereafter. I. CLANS ACCOUNTED FOR BY LAND ATTRIBUTIONS

How long ago the narrator conceived this clan localization IN TALE
to have occurred, or whether he conceived anything at all, E, W: east, west of river
there is no telling, because while the narrative possesses an in- Lower-case letters: tracts as in 174, 175, and in diagram map
ternal time scheme, the Mohave have no external or absolute Mentioned in other narratives also
chronology. The localization list--the tale's correspondence
to the "Catalogue of the Ships," if I may revert to my favorite 1. Nyo'iltde, unspecified: Ea and Ek
parallel--no doubt refers to pre-1850, for from about 1850 on Sun: Ee
the Mohave were disturbed in their occupation of the valley Eagle: Ef; Ej and Wd
by emigrant trains and troops, war with the soldiers and the Deer: Eh
Chemehuevi, American settlement, and then railroad building. Fire: Ei
But whether the list reflects wholly the landholdings of the half- This makes a nearly continuous east-side tract: e, f,
century immediately preceding 1850, or also in part the hold- h, i, j, k (broken only by g, Vimaka); plus j extending across
ings of a century or two before 1800, there seems to be no way the river to Wd, and k having a second tract at a.
of telling; nor how much shifting there was with the lapse of 2. Owdt's, Cloud: Ec
time. The narrator, having been born about 1830, would have Eo and Wf and Es
known personally the lineage localization just before upsets Ep and Wg
caused by the coming of the Americans--say for the period Except for Ec, concentration is marked at the upriver
1800-1850. He may or may not have heard of different group- end of the valley.
ings, landownerships, and claims anterior to that period. 3. Halyp^ta, Frog: Eb

The land allocation of the clans thus is no doubt historical Wb (opposite Eb? connected?)
in the sense of approximately picturing conditions in the narra- Eq
tor's youth. It would seem very unlikely for him to have ignor- 4. Hipa, Coyote: En, We, connected
ed this actual condition for a purely imaginary one, especially Wc, possibly adjacent (?)
since the band localizations and totemic affiliations do not All upper midvalley
after all enter seriously into the plot of the story. The interest 5. Kata, Tobacco: Er
is in Hipahipa and Umase'ika and Magkwem-kwapaiva and Upper valley
their doings, and only very indirectly in what clans they belong- 6. Miusa, Screw Mesquite: Em
ed to. Moreover, none of the great heroes lives to take land 7. Nyikha, Caterpillar El
in the valley: they die heroes' deaths in battle. And the land- Not mentioned by any informant other then Inyo-
takers are at most second-rank personages in the story at large-- kutavere.
with some of them mentioned only in the distribution. 8. Vimaka; Mesquite Bean: Eg

In short, while we do have a historical reflection in this 9. Tsatsa, Food: Ed
matter of the clans, it is presumably a very short-range one: 10. Ti'ilye, Mescal: Wa
perhaps no more than a description of the static condition in the Only clan wholly on west side
narrator's youth. Three of the food-reference-totem clans (8, 9, 10) are

However, there is so little precise information on Mohave or grouped at the lower end of the valley, the fourth (6) is in
other Yuman clans that it seems only fair, for ethnographic the middle.



SYNOPTIC MAP OF CLAN LANDS TAKEN IN TALE
NORTH END OF MOHAVE VALLEY
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Clan Names Mentioned by Non-Narrating Informants Women's Clan Names Mentioned In Myths

Maha, Dove (?) Origins, 9:48 (to be published):
Kutkilya, Owl sp. (Woman's name "of Hipahipa clan," KutIs-hoalye

per version in Pt. 7, A) Maha
Mogeha, Screech Owl Owit1
Masipa, Quail (also Coyote?) "I was there but did not listen to that; others did hear it."
Malyikha, Wood Rat Origin of War, 15:11,12 (to be published):
Siulya, Beaver Hoalya, Moon
Moha, Mountain Sheep Nyo'iltle, Nyortse when old, Sun
Ho'alya, Moon. (This is mentioned in E 47 as among Halypota

existing clans.) Moha, North (?)
Matha-tiva, Wind Hipa
Vaha8a, Tobacco Owits, Cloud
Kuma8iya, Ocotillo Cactus Qata
Kwiniga, Prickly-pear Cactus

II. COMPARISON WITH BOURKE'S CLAN LIST

Kroeber Bourke2

1. Nyoiltse, sun eagle, et al. 4. Nolcha, sun
2. OwitS, Cloud. 2. Ocha, rain-cloud
3. Halyprota, frog
4. Hipa, coyote 5. Hipa, coyote
5. Kata, tobacco 9. Kotta, mescal or tpbacco
6. Musa, screw Mesquite 14. Mus, mesquite
7. Nyikha, caterpillar (cf. Bourke 3)
8. Vlmaka, mesquite bean 11. Vimaga, a plant, unidentified
9. Tasita, (farmed) food

10. Ti'ilye, mescal (agave) 10. Tihilya, mescal
Maha, a bird (dove?) 3. Maha, caterpillar (cf. 7)
Masipa, quail 12. Masipa, coyote
Malyikha, wood rat 13. Malika, not identified
Siulya, beaver 8. Shulya, beaver
Hoalya, moon 1. Hualga, moon
VahaSa, tobacco, 7. Vahedha, tobacco
Kuma5iya, ocotillo cactus 6. Kumadha, ocotillo cactus
Kutkilya, owl sp.
MoGeha, screech owl
Moha, mountain sheep
Matha-tiva, wind
Kwiniga, prickly-pear cactus

III. RELATIVE IMPORTANCE OF CLANS nishes the great leader Hipahipa; Halyp8ta, his successor Hiha-
While twenty or more clans have at one time or another tutsume. Also, it is only these two clans and the first two that

been recorded for the Mohave, only ten are mentioned in the take more than one share or tract of land. Food-l'sita is men-
landtaking, and there are even fewer that really enter into the tioned in H 84 as with Coyote and Halyp^ota; but it contributes
main part of the long tale: in fact, only six. These are multi- no notable leader.
totem Nyo'iltse and Cloud-Owid; Coyote-Hipa, Halyp8ta, and The Tobacco-Kata clan position is ambiguous. Its leader
Food-Tlitsa; and Tobacco-Kata. Pa-kat-ho'auve is not mentioned in the tale until he takes land

Of these six, the two first seem to be felt as constituting in 174r, though he reappears in the postconquest supplement
the bulk of the returning migration (cf. G 82); as also they take of the story (Q 180, R 194) as visited by both the northern re-
most of the land allotments--Ny8'iltse eight and OwitW six out fugees and by the half-Walapai boy. On the contrary, Tobac-
of a total of twenty-six. Of the next three clans, Coyote fur- co-clan people loom large among the enemies of the Mohave:
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particularly NyiJe-vilye-vave-kwilyehe, the friend, rival, and chief, refugee stays because he hears the name Kata.
opponent of Umase'ika (see C 28-G 79, especially E 51). Then G 82, nn. G 43, 44, of Umase'ika's invading settlers, the
there are the two groups of leaden, four each, whose names Owiti people have lived at Atsqaqa, Ny"OiltIe, at Kwiga-
refer to tobacco (J 129, also D 33) who live respectively at 'oka ("Kwitakiolve").
Has&obape and at Avanyoriviva, who want Hipahipa to visit H 83, n. H 4, Lya-owitwse-ku-tinyam is leader of a band, pre-
them, but join the summons of Amailye-vave-kwily^ehe to sumably emigrated Mohave, living in Cocopa land, but
war against Hipahipa (K 139). The only Tobacco people who declines to march N for reconquest.
are on the Mohave side seem to be the group in the desert at H 84, nn. H 8, 9, 11, leaders Halyep8ta-kwiQpSta, Hipa-
Huvalileskyuva (E 50), with whom the scalped boy-gambler kwiQp8ta, TsIts-kwiep6ta, presumably of these three
had taken refuge because they are Tobacco like himself clans, are not ready to march, but apparently take part
(51-56). They are headed by Lying-on-Dust, who later is in in final conquests, for they take valley land under the
touch with Hipahipa (I 112, M 149), in fact joins him in scout- shorter names Halyep6ta ( or Halyep^ta -kwiepota ) in
ing and scalp taking (M 150-153). The relation of this local 174q, 175b, Hipa in 174n, 175c, Hu-tsatsa in 174d.
group to Pa-kat-ho'auve, the landtaker, is not clear. It is H 88. n. H 23, Magkwem-kwapiiva, one of the leaders in
evident that Tobacco people are on both sides in the war; and the original emigration, in the desert, and of Hipahipa's
they are the only clan specified among the enemies of the first reentry, has a daughter called Ny6'iltre.
Mohave. J 116, n. J 5, PameOi in desert home, visible from Avi-ku-

The four other clans, Screw Mesquite, Mesquite Bean, nyamasave, is Owiti clan. In 174c he takes an Owitl
Mescal, and Nyikha-Caterpillar have no representatives that allotment.
enter significantly into the plot of the story. J 117, n. J 7, Humare-tarepai in desert home is by-passed

by the Mohave. He is Owits when he takes land in 174o,
s 175f.

J 129, ntn. J 82-95, names of band leaders refer to tobacco;
IV. REFERENCES IN TEXT OF NARRATIVE TO cf. D 33.

CLANS, CLAN NAMES, AND TOTEMS
N 165. n. N 17,'four women with names containing "Hipa-"

adopt the dead Hipahipa as kinsman to mourn him.
D 33, nn. D 6, 7, names of man and women seem to refer P 174-176, systematic landtaking by leaders of totemic

to tobacco. bands, i.e., clans and subclans, of the victorious invaders,.
E 47, n. E 7, at gavenarve, where Kunyi'ige is chief, To- R 193, Daughter of Uyatsihaka (of C 25 and G 80, where he

bacco-clan refugee will not stop if he hears the clan names is of Umase'ika's following) is called Ny6'iltte-hilyaha,
Nyo'iltle, Owits, T§itsl, or Hoalya. and hence is Ny^o'iltse clan.

E 49, at Avi-kwa-hasile, where Dusty-sunrise is chief, re-
fugee will not stop if he hears names Ny8'iltre, or Owits; H 89, n. H 26 (cf. A 4, n. 17): size of a band or company
he does hear them. of kinsmen is about 40 men, or 100 with women and

E 51, n. E 25, at Huvalileskyuva, where Lying-on-dust is children.

D. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS AS TO HISTORIaTY

In spite of the sobriety of our narrative, I doubt whether it hand the Vinimulye-patse song cycle (again see Pt. 7) does
contains any actual recollections of historic events or persons. have a plot which, though more confined as to time, place,
It seems to me a fantasy fabrication told so as to present a and complexity, resembles the present narrative in dealing
factual air. The reasons for this conclusion are the following. with emigration, return, conquest, and flight, apparently

1. There is no known mechanism by which historic events by subclan bands, and further resembles it in containing noth-
could be remembered by the Mohave with even partial authen- ing supernatural. While it stands at one extreme of the total
ticity for more than a century or so. range of Mohave narrative, Inyo-kutavere's story neverthe-

2. The several versions (see Pt. 7), fragmentary as they less intergrades with indubitably unhistorical, ritualized,
are, have much greater differences in specific content than imaginary tales and myths accompanied by song series.
they have elements in common. As regards the matter of historical memory, I have edited

3. The versions repeat formal patterns, such as the simul- and annotated a fairly long personal recollection of Mohave
taneous death of contesting leaders with emphasis on their nose wars with whites and Indians in the informant's lifetime. As
pendants. Another pattern discussed in Part 7 is that victors soon as I can secure the authentic American record of the
invade from the south. same events, there will be available a touchstone of the ac-

4. The sudden transmutation of Mohaves expelled from the curacy of Mohave experienced memory; than which the relia-
valley into foreign tribes of different speech is not only im- bility of traditional memory will of course be much less.
possible, but seems also to lack any symbolic significance. There are however certain general conditions of the past

5. Although the tone of the version here recorded seems which our narrative may well reflect with a degree of correct-
historical because of its minimization of exaggeration and ness. These are:
magic, and because it is unaccompanied by ritual songs, the 1. With all their strong sense of tribal distinctiveness, the
Kunalye version (Pt. 7) does contain magic, and on the other Mohave and other Yuman river tribes had as their autonomous
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units bands of kinsmen in the male line and therefore mem- more or less follow the future Santa Fe Railroad down Sacra-
bers of a clan or subclan, grouped around leaders. These mento Wash to the Colorado. However, my colleague
bands tended to be kept distinct by their totemic names for Herbert Bolton, the eminent historian of California and the
their women and by their localized holdings of farmlands. Southwest, sets Oniate's route more southerly, down the
They probably did not often fight, but they might quarrel and Williams River to the Colorado.3 He would thus have found
separate; or some would act while others held off in emer- the Mohave two to three days' march south of Mohave Valley,
gencies. around Parker and somewhat north thereof. At some time

2. Most narrated fighting is the result of invasions from the between 1605 and 1776, accordingly, they moved northward
south. This holds for the four movements in the present nar- into the valley that was to be named after them. Whom they
rative: B 11-12 (Sky-its-haitarve), C 14-16 (Umase'ika), found there, it would be hard to say. There may have been
J 120-123 (Hipahipa's first entry, peaceful), M 150-164 Chemehuevi-Southern Paiute; or Walapai; or a few advance-
(Hipahipa's second entry). In the Nyavarup fragment (Pt. 7), guard clans of themselves; or some other Yuman tribe that
the invaders--though they are foreigners--also come from the has since been absorbed and lost its identity.
south, to Atsqaqa at the foot of the valley, and drive back It is this shift of residence, this migration and occupation
the resident Mohave. The same happens in Vinimulye-pitse of Mohave Valley, most likely somewhere between 1625 and
(2), except that here the fighting is between two Mohave 1725, that seems to me to be reflected in the tale and to
bands of the same clan. The attackers first emigrate west- constitute its historical kernel.
ward, then go far downriver as if to make the upstream jour- The interval since then appears sufficient for the Mohave to
ney that is proper for invaders. In Nyohaiva (3) the heroine have adopted Avikwame- -just north of their new home--as
is born at the north end of the valley and her first journey is their sacred mountain and to have spread its fame to several
downstream, but she travels southward beyond her foes and other tribes. It also seems long enough for some actual his-
then turns back to move upriver against them, though the torical memory of the migration to have survived until 1850-
fighting takes place well below the valley. Even in the Cane 1875 when Inyo-kutavere learned and reimagined the memory.
tale (1) though the revenge is by magic rather than actual The duration thus spanned would be from a bit over a century
warfare, the avenging hero of the tale comes from the south as a minimum up to two centuries and a half at maximum.
or southeast. Only Kunalye's fragment, discussed in Part 7, For such an interval I would feel that Mohave traditional
is inconclusive, because it breaks off before warfare is memory of actual happenings could hold out, at least as re-
reached. We can therefore not be sure whether in it Amai- gards a basic and general theme, against the ever reshaping
nye-vererqwa and Umase'aka will attack the four Hipahipa- patterns of their fantasy, of their dreaming.
group Hinyorilyas who have murdered the former's son and The post-1776 Mohave war parties--as distinct from mi-
fled southeast, or will be attacked by them. grations with women and children--directed downriver or south-

True, not all attacks are launched from the south. The east to the Gila, would have their historic reflection perhaps
first three invasions in Inyo-kutavere's story are expelled by in the Kunalye fragment and in the Coyote tale (6, B) discuss-
attacks of the mare northerly residents of the valley upon the ed in Part 7.
invaders who have come in from the south. There is also 3. As already suggested, the tale probably also reflects
the unsuccessful counterattack of those expelled from the the essential localization of totemic clans in Mohave Valley
valley by the fourth and successful invasion, when they come around 1800-1850.
dowiiver from the north along with the residents already at 4. Finally, there is an interesting touch of sound histodc
Eldorado Canyon. Nevertheless, these are all reactions quality in the consistency with which all features of Caucasian
against armed movements northward. culture have been kept out of the tale. These traits include

It seems clear that there is a pattern in narrative for war- wheat, watermelons, horses, chickens, iron, red and blue
like invasions to come from the south. This is the opposite cloth, besides a name for Mexicans. All these the Yuma
direction from the traditional warfare of the nineteenth- received or saw from 1775 on; the Mohave must have heard
century Mohave. Their war parties traveled southeastward of and in part experienced them soon after; and they have ac-
against the Maricopa, south downriver against the Halchid- cepted many of them into their mythical narratives- -witnes
homa, or still farther south to join the Yuma against the the Cane story. But they have properly left them out - - or
Cocopa-allied groups. There must be a reason for this op- Inyo-kutavere did -- from the present pseudohistory.
position of direction as between traditional narrative pattern There is one other set of facts that has a bearing on the
and recollection. I suggest that the traditional pattern re- historcity of our narrative.
flects, however vaguely and with imaginative embroidery, We have among the Yuman peoples two kinds of "tribes,"
historic fact. exemplified on the one hand by Walapai, Yavapai, and

The Mohave are the most northerly Yuman river tribe, Dieguen5o, on the other by Mohave, Yuma, Maricopa, and
and, along with the adjacent Walapai, the most northerly Cocopa. The former are nonagricultural (or only very spora-
of all Yumans. They must therefore presumably at some dically agricultural) and their population has therefore to
time have moved into Mohave Valley from the south. We spread out quite thinly to get enough to eat. Where the coun-
know that Garc6s in 1776 found them there; and in the Hand- try is most desert, even drinking water may be rare and scant
book (p. 802), I said that Oniate in 1605 found his Amacavas enough to enforce dispersal. The second class of tribes lives
or Amacabos in Mohave Valley, and more of them five in bottomlands of large rivers, They can and do farm there;
leagues downstream past a rocky defile. I made his route and their population is much more compact. For instance,
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the number of Mohave living along thirty-five miles of the and Kohuana have been lost, for all practical purposes,
Colorado in a valley from a half-mile to two or three miles among the Maricopa, and their final fortunes or remnants
wide was perhaps twice as great as the number of Walapai in were mostly rediscovered only in the twentieth century.
a territory extending a hundred or so miles each way. It is true that farming tribes fallen on evil days and re-

From these demographic and subsistence differences there duced in numbers tended to seek refuge among distant far-
must have resulted, among the valley tribes, more leisure mers rather than in the desert. Also, we have no known
and a greater variety of interpersonal contacts and stimulations. case of a hunting people forcing its way to farmland by in-
These in turn produced a richer imaginative ana ritual-aesthe- vasion and war--the Kamia and Chemehuevi took unused
tic activity, as evidenced both by more numerous and more farmland on sufferance. But it would be rash to say that
systematized myths and song cycles. Another differentiation cross-subsistence shifts could not have happened such as our
occurred in intertribal relations, especially warfare. Among story tells of.
the Mohave, Yuma, and Maricopa war was conducted in Finally, it is well to remember that we inevitably tend
large parties, with stand-up battles in the open, both by to read a greater degree of political cohesion and social
shooting and by charges to close quarters in order to club. entity into North American "tribes" than they actually had.
Notice of attacks might be given. These customs savored of Most tribes were really nationalties: a series of local or kin
sport, or a game, though they were sometimes attended by groups (often both at once) possessing a distincdve and fairly
very heavy mortality, especially for attackers far from home. uniform speech and set of customs. We think of them as
By contrast, the nonfarming tribes confined themselves almost "bodies politic": which they were not to any notable degree,
wholly to tactics of surprise, raiding, and hit-and-run.4 on the whole, except transiently under the influence of domi-

Now in our tale the Mohave enter Mohave Valley from the nating leaders, war, or Caucasian pressures. The Iroquois,
southeast, in part have lived and wandered for years in the Powhatan, Seminole, Chickasaw, Shawnee, Fox, Comanche
southeastern desert, and are led by an inhabitant of this de- are examples of the occasional politically effective tribes con-
sert. But they fight the formalized, stand-up war of valley stituted under such unusual pressures. Diffuse culturo-
tribes; and after victory they settle down to live as farming linguistic groups like Illinois, Dakota, Cherokee, Creek, Choc-
valley tribes. There is a seeming historic contradiction taw, Caddo, Navaho, Apache, Pima, Shoshone were only the
here, in the light of the differentiation of the actually known ethnic material from which politically structured tribes might
tribes into two classes. now and then be evolved. The actual units that functioned

However, the contradiction is less than appears. Super- autonomously ranged from local lineages (Miwok) through
ficially, the two kinds of tribes are very distinct. But it bands (Great Basin) to villages (village-community or "tri-
would not have been difficult for circumstances to have pre- belet" of California) to towns (Southeast, Northwest Coast)
cipitated a given tribe from one class into the other. The and "pueblos," which in favorable circumstances became city-
Kamia who were River Dieguel¶o, and the so-called Mountain towns in advanced Meso-America. In each case the normal
Cocopa and Halyikwamai, suggest a delicate balance of re- functional unit is one of literal coresidents. The superlocal
sidence and subsistence condition. Similarly, famine has or delocalized social entity with political cohesiveness, which
sent bands of Mohave temporarily scurrying out of the valley is what we really read into our word "tribe," was abnormal
to Chemehuevi or Walapai in the mountains where there and rare in North America, and apparently produced only by
might be other foods growing. already existing political or war pressure.

I would therefore incline to believe that the switching This generic interpretation is reapplicable to our Yuman
back and forth found in the tale between the two kinds of picture. The well-defined tribes, like the Mohave, with
habitat and subsistence is by no means historically impossible clear-cut, unambiguous names, concentrated residence and
or even improbable.5 When the actual post-1605 Mohave relatively concentrated food supply, were also those that
move from Parker to Mohave Valley occurred, there might carried on formally pattemed war and exercised their minds in
even have been two or three Yavapai bands joining them-- thoughts of war. Yet they lacked so completely any political
or perhaps a Mohave band or two that might have been living institutions, and were so thoroughly determined in-their
off the Colorado River on Jl11 Williams Fork, with most of "political" and "military" activities by generic traditional
their food coming from gathering and hunting. attitudes, the influence of dominant personalities, and momen-

The Colorado River Yumans are among the earliest in the tary emotional surges of the multitude, that they remained,
United States to have their tribal or society names--as dis- surface appearances to the contrary, only a step removed from
tinct from names of towns, settlements, or places--re- the more scattered, diffuse, and locality-bound gatherers like
corded and preserved. Thus, OCnate in 1605 mentions the the Yavapai and Walapai. A shift from one to the other mode
Mohave, Halchidhoma, Kohuana, Halyikwamai,.and Coco- of life and condition was therefore possible without undue dif-
pa; and the third and fourth of these, in the forms Coana and ftculty. The fortunes of warfare themselves could always
Qt4cama, go back to Alarcon and 1540. This long con- bring about such a shift. Of this possibility our Mohave
tinuity of names suggests an equally long persistence of soc- narrator was well aware; and in assuming it, and basing his
ial identity. And yet the social identities may have been tale upon it, he conformed at least to generic historical pro-
maintained only incompletely. Trbes may have'split and bability within the world he knew; even though his filling of
others merged.OTiate's Bahacechas (-Va'asetr?), Ozaras, and incidents was wholly imagined--or as he would have said,
Haclli have vanished not only from the river but from our "dreamed."
cognizance. The Haichidhoma, Kaveichadom, Halyikwamai,



PART 6

LITERARY QUALITIES OF THE TALE

A. CLASSIFIED INDEX OF PERSONAGES

The tale contains many actors whose names are not only other leaders to join them, such as Hiha-tuts-ume (H 85), who
strange but mostly long; and some of them drop out of later becomes so important in the final conquest (O 167), or
consideration to reappear much later. It is accordingly dif- the -KwiQp8tas of three coresident clans (H 84) who will also
ficult for the reader not only to appraise but even to identify take part in the reconquest. Indecision seems to characterize
them as individuals and remember them. I therefore devote Magkwem-tsutsam-kwily^"he. Partway upstream, he turns his
the present section to a listing of the life histories, as it were, people off east into the desert, where they happen to find
of all principal characters in the story, grouped according to Hipahipa's twenty houses and then Hipahipa himself (I 92, 94).
importance, tribal affiliation, and sex, in order to extricate Hipahipa, as the owner of the land there, now takes charge of
from the long web of the story as much about each individual the migration and leads it (I 95) to his friends and neighbors,
personality, and about his career, as it is possible to present Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yeQa-yAeQwa -- the latter of whom is
compactly. This procedure involves some repetition. But the to be prominent in the ultimate reconquest, like Hipahipa
story is so prolix and so involved in details that the only way himself, long after MaQkwem-idutdm-kwilythe has dropped
to focus on characterization seems to be through assembling out of sight. Here the newcomers remain as unwelcome guests
into one coherent biography all the main acts attributed to -- there is not food enough for all -- until Ha-yega-yAeQwa
each personality. upbraids them (I 99).

The characters are classified as follows: Major Mohave From this point on, Ma kwem-Csut'sm-kwilyahe dissolves
Leaders, Other Mohave Leaders, Clan Land-takers; Foreign out of the story. It is Hipahipa who decides when to settle
or Enemy Leaders, Other Non-Mohave Personages, Women. at Kutpama, or to leave; and it is MaGkwem-kwapiaiva,
These "vitae" are followed by a more general section on through his daughter, son, and wife who keeps being referred
"Character Portrayal and Motivation." to in the narrative. MaQkwem-tisuisim-kwily^he does not

even have a family, so far as the story knows. He is men-
I. MAJOR MOHAVE LEADERS tioned only once more: and then it is not he but Hipahipa who

Magkwem-tlutlam-kwily^he. This titular leader is a pal- takes the initiative. Tired of aimlessly wandering in the de-
lid personage. He starts movements and then fades out. It sert and remembering what "made us angry," Hipahipa incites
is he and Tinyal-twseqwarve that lead the emigration out of Mo- the two Magkwems to resume the march north for war. To
have Valley to the east (A 1-3) but, most of their people this they reply: "Good. As you say . We will follow you.
stealing away from them, they move south to the delta and We are not afraid." On that note-of subservience in leadership,
settle among the Cocopa and Halyikwamai (A 4-9). Even Magkwem-tsutuam-kwily^he finally drops out of the tale
after this there is secession: Hiha-tutsume of Halyep^ota clan (I 109).
leads his people off to live somewhat upriver in historic Yuma It remains unexplained why, in contrast, his associate Ma-
land (A 10). After the first attempt to invade Mohave Valley, Qkwem-kwapiiva continues active in events until his death in
MaQkwem-tsutdam-kwilyehe learns about it but does nothing battle in the conquest, and why his original associate, Tinyal-
(B 13). Then come Umase'ika's entry, first battles, settle- tgeqwarve, also reappears there. Did the narrator feel
ment and peace, the long interlude of the gambling boy and Magkwem-tsutsim-kwily"ehe so much of a figurehead as to
his exile, followed by his return and attack on Umase'ika, and lose what little interest he had had in him to begin with? Or
the death of both these great ones in battle, and the flight of did he just forget to kill or finish him off? Less conspicuous
the surviving Mohave southeast from the valley to their former personages, from our point of view, sometimes reappear in
desert abode. the story after it has long been silent about them.

Only then (H 83) does Magkwem-Autsam-kwily&he reenter Tinyal-tseqwarve. Such a disappearing and reappearing
our story. Hearing of the defeat, he and his partner start to personage is Tinyal-tseqwarve. He is mentioned as MaOkwem-
move north. This partner or chief associate, however, is now tsutsam-kwilyehe's associate in the opening paragraphs of the
MaQkwem-kwapiive instead of Tinyal-tdeqwirve, who drops story, while the movement is stillaway from the ancestral
out of the story for a still longer period than MaGkwem-tsutsam- home (A 1-9). But then he remains completely obscured until
kwilyehe has remained unmentioned. They fail to persuade Hipahipa organizes the Mohave for the final reconquest and has

1For notes see p. 175. 120
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Tinyal-tseqwirve (along with Ha-ye9a-y8Qwa) taking spurious footprints of men, women, and children (I 92).
command on the east side of the river while he himself com- Here Hipahipa lives alone on rattlesnakes, which he catches
mands on the west (M 160). Both sides clear the valley in with his bare hands and tucks under his belt, alive. At the
four days of fighting (N 161-0 171), with the loss among the moment he is away visiting Cut-blood-knee, who has only
leaders of the supreme one only, Hipahipa. After that, recently discovered his abode (I 93). Coming back home,
Tinyal-tseqwarve is mentioned only as proceeding, along Hipahipa finds the traveling band there and makes himself
with his three fellow commanders, to the foot of the valley known (I 94). He was originally with them, he says,, when
to begin the landtaking (P 173), and as living in peace four they had first emigrated from Mohaveland and were still at
years (P 177). There is no further reference to him during the Kohboye in the western desert, and he was then called Unruly-
counterattack, nor is he specifically mentioned among the night-noise. He deserted along with the others, but then left
land-takers, though he obviously settled in the valley. Unlike these too, and settled here, a hermit, at once odd, shy, and
Magkwem-tsutsim-kwily'ehe, he does not fail to carry out terrifying.
what he undertakes; he is at least a successful leader in battle; But now he leads the wanderers to his own recent ac-
but he has no other positive qualities or distinctness. quaintance, Cut-blood-knee 'I 95), who receives them with-

Magkwem-kwapiiva. This hero appears to be one of the out enthusiam (I 96), foreseeing there will not be food enough
leaders of the originar emigrants, but his first mention by name to go around. The tension is made more acute when Hipahipa
comes rather late, when these emigrants, now living in Cocopa paralyzes Cut-blood-knee's antelope-magician, kills all the
country, finally bestir themselves and begin to move north on antelopes, and provides skins for dresses for the wanderers'
hearing of Umase'ika's death and the expulsion of his pen- women (I 97, 98). The strain is vented, however, against
ple (H 83). From there on, he and Magkwem-rgutsim- MaOkwem-kwapiiva's son, who is bewitched; and then Hipa-
kwilyehe are joint nominal leaders of their people in the de- hipa leads the wanderers to Kuitpiama on Bill Williams Fork
sert, though under the influence or actual direction of Hipa- (I 102). Throughout this period he is their mentor and virtual
hipa (H 88-I 109). But MaGkwem-kwapaiva has more things director, who sees to it that they make a living. He even
happen to him in this period than happen to MaQkwem-tsutlam- recovers Malkwem-kwapiiva's errant wife for him (I 107).
kwilythe, and, after the latter drops from the story, he is much After some years, he urges resumption of their original
more active than his partner is represented as ever having been. plan to reenter Mohave Valley in force (I 109), a plan which
First, his daughter, Nyo'ilt'se, marries and he takes leave of they seem to have forgotten in the interval, or to have post-
her (H 88). Then his son is bewitched by their hosts and dies, poned indefinitely. They reply, "As you say," and Hipahipa
and Magkwem-kwapiiva carries word to his daughter (I 100, visits the chiefs Dusty-sunrise and Lying-on-dust to the south
101). Next, his wife is seduced and abducted by a stranger, in the desert, to notify them of the decision and to distribute
but with Hipahipa's help he recovers her (I 104-107). He gifts (I 110-113). Again he urges action (I 114), and finally
takes her back, much as he does not seek vengeance against they start northward. Hipahipa leads the way and issues
the bewitcher of his son. orders (J 115-118), and decides whom to pass by, such as

When Hipahipa scouts for a successful entry into the valley, Pamegi and Humare-tarepai -- who are evidently being
Magkwem-kwapaiva is his companion, and they capture a saved up by the narrator for the later and greater invasion.
hostage and a messenger (J 119-120). Then, when the valley Nearing the valley, Hipahipa goes with MaGkwem-
is peacefully entered by the re-immigrants, Magkwem- kwapaiva at night, in an episode reminiscent of the adventure
kwapaiva gets Nyakamelya'iva as his opposite or host or of Odysseus and Diomede, and they capture two pole-players,
"friend," as Hipahipa takes Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe (I 123). one of whom, after questioning, they keep as hostage, but
When fighting nevertheless breaks out, he is paired against release the other as messenger (J 119-120). As a result, the
this friend. At the rally and climax of the battle, when Hipa- wandering Mohave get a friendly reception with hospitality,
hipa catches his opponent in the river and holds him, Ma- and are given land for planting. In these incidents, Hipahipa
Qkwem-kwapiiva also seizes Nyakamelya-'Iva. But he is shows his physical greatness. He gulps large bowls of food,
unable to kill him because he has been shot so full of arrows carries his people across the river like a St. Christopher,
he has lost his strength (L 144). So Nyakamelya-'ava escapes, pretends to stumble and so, with a kick, sends a churlish host
and MaOkwem-kwapaiva, no longer able to walk, draws the flying. Also, Hipahipa evades all advances of personal
arrows out of himself and Hipahipa holds him tenderly laid friendship or mateship from the residents until a man of his
across his knees. He is carried on a litter as the Mohave re- own stature comes forward, Amailye-vive-kwily^he, whom
treat, dies on the way (L 145), is cremated (L 146), and he accepts as special partner (J 121-126). The returned Mo-
word is sent to people in the desert (M 149). He is not in have are now settled, mainly south of the residents, and in-
any way an individualized personality, but much happens to vitations come from farther north, through Amai-lye-vive-
him, he is active and brave, he dies like a hero, and the kwilyehe. Hipahipa visits there, traveling as far away as
listener spontaneously identifies with him. the twelve Tobacco clan chiefs (J 127-131).

Hipahipa. The outstanding hero of the whole narrative Now, however, tensions mount, and the two great leaders'
undoubtedly is Hipahipa, even though the tale is almost half followers- insist on their competing in games of speed and
over before he appears. His entry is dramatic. The Mohave strength: which Hipahipa uniformly wins (K 132-135). Wish-
clan or clans led by the several MaGkwems, struggling half- ing to avoid trouble, he moves his people's settlements far-
heartedly through the desert to avenge Umase'ika, come ther off (K 136), but begins to be avoided by his former
suddenly on Hipahipa's twenty empty houses surrounded by friend when they visit or meet, and finally surmises that
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Amailye-vive-kwily^ehe has gone off to muster for war his having come from the valley; and he is first mentioned
(K 137-138). Hipahipa thereupon has his own people prepare after the original emigration (A 1-10) has settled down. Then,
weapons and marshals them (K 141-L 142). When the attack stirred by the repulse at the foot of the valley of the entrants
comes, he fights a retreat with his people, but finally rallies, from Avi-ku-klatske and Avi-ku-tak8lve, he comes from
turns the enemy (L 143) until he catches his former friend in Koaka-matse, far in the southeast at Gila Bend, bringing his
the river, kills him there, and drags his body out. His partner people with him.. They win two skirmishes low in the valley,
Magkwem-kwapaiva would have done the same to his opponent, settle near Topock in a Nyo'iltse and an Owits clan village
but is too weak from wounds, and when Hipahipa arrives, all (see I 82) on the lands of those they have routed, and live
he can do is to lay his dying companion tenderly across his there two years without molestation (C 14-16). The telling
knee and then have him carried off on a litter, on which so far is bald, the feeling tone low, as if the events were not
Ma9kwem-kwapliva dies (L 144-146). Meanwhile the body of great moment.
of his opponent, Amailye-vave-kwilyehe, has been carried Then Umase'ika takes his people upriver, armed, but on
home and burnt; and his people are all in a great house for a visit. They are entertained on the way by those whom they
the night, when Hipahipa, spying again, or perhaps only de- had recently beaten, and are passed on upriver to a greater
fying, stanids on the roof, reaches through the smokehole to chief, Sky-its-varerqwer, living on the island. Umase'aka,
take food out of the hand of an eater, stamps, and leaves them like Hipahipa later, is large enough to walk across the chan-
aware that he is still living and strong (L 147). However, he nel carrying his people on his shoulders and arms. He also
returns to his people and leads them back to Kitpiama on distinguishes himself by the speed with which he gulps food,
Williams River in the desert, whence they had come four years and by smoking a pipe out at one draught. Sky-its-varerqwer
before (L 148). and he exchange speeches of friendship, though the people

From there he visits his two friends, Lying-on-dust and are warned against undue fraternization which in turn might
Dusty-sunrise, to notify them of his abandonment of the val- lead to quarrels and an outburst of fighting (C 17-26). About
ley and of MaQkwem-kwapaiva's death (M 149). He also ac- to return in the morning, at breakfast Umase'aka sees a little
cepts their personal help; and the three scout the valley three boy leaning against the door, takes him for his friend, gives
times at night. The last time they catch three residents fish- him presents, and promises to see him again; whereupon he
ing and Hipahipa kills Hanyore-kuvatai and scalps him (M 153). returns to Mellon with his people (C 27-30). To here the
With this trophy he makes a victory dance at Kiitpima, and narrative has been fuller than during the emigration, but less
then sends messengers around for his friends to gather for a re- detailed and vivid than it is for Hipahipa's deeds.
newal of the celebration four months later (M 154-155). There At this point the style of telling changes, becomes specific
he instructs them to join him eight months after in Chemehuevi but formalized and repetitive, and for a while concerns the
Valley on the Colorado, for a renewed invasion; and there they little boy, Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwllyehe, and his uncontrolled
gather indeed, some coming across the desert and some march- misdeeds in connection with gambling play.. It is not until
ing up the river, apparently in far greater strength than ever the boy's fourth adventure that the story returns to Umase'aka
before, and begin to move north (M 156-159). (D 42-45), who is dealt with by the boy like his three previous

Hipahipa is the unquestioned leader. He arranges an at- opponents, but who, being of sterner stuff, or perhaps because
tack on both sides of the river, up from the foot of the valley, he is an immigrant among old residents in the valley, does
each contingent with two commanders and a squad of ten pick- not spare him when he his won the boy's body, though he con-
ed young fighters. His own lieutenant is Hiha-tutsume (who tents himself with scalping instead of killing him. But the
also becomes his successor). On both sides the Mohave carry focus of interest immediately returns to the unruly boy, his
everything before them. Heading the western contingent, wanderings in the desert, and his rehabilitation (E 46-56). It
Hipahipa wins at Kuhu'inye and pushes on. At Needles he is only when Nyitve-vilye-vave-kwilyehe retums to the val-
leaves Hiha-tutsume to clean out the local resistance with ley after six years and appears at Umase'ika's settlement
half his force, while he pushes on north to Korrav-i&auve. with gifts (F 61, 62), that the latter reenters the narrative.
He routs the ffoe there, but is then notified that Hiha-tutsume From now on, the two are opponents until their joint deaths.
has not yet dislodged his opponents, who are stubbornly defend- Umase'ika thinks of him (F 65), and he in turn plots to invite
ing themselves in the brush. So he comes back, charges the and attack Umase'ika. He does so, four times in fact, but
.enemy, kills two of the leaders in hand-to-hand fighting, three times the plan breaksdown through overprecipitance of
seizes a third, but at that moment dies a hero's death from his some of his people (G 67-75). Throughout these events the
imumerable arrow wounds (N 161-164). narrative is formalized again, and the initiative is with

He is cremated there at Analy-ohwele. at Needles (N 164). Nyltle-vilye-vave-kwily8he, though the listener's participa-
When word is brought back to the invaders' camp, four women, tion is still with Umase'aka. Only at the very end does the
though he has so far been kinless, constitute themselves his latter emerge clearly as the great hero once more. At night
kinswomen and take the name Hipa (N 165, 0 167). Hihi- he goes out to spy and kills a girl who mistakes him for
tutuime makes the warriors' commemoration rite for Hipahipa Ny-tie-vilye-vave-kwilyShe, her lover (G 77). Next day
(N 166). So ends this great leader. comes the battle in which Umase'ika, first driven back

Umase'ika, A somewhat lesser counterpart of Hipahipa, (G 78), rallies; and finally, standing breast to breast, the
who dominates much of the first part of the story (C 14-G 79) two opponents swallow each other's nose pendants and fall
before Hipahipa enters it, is Umase'ika. It is not absolutely down dead (G 78-79).
clear that he Is a Mohave; at any rate, nothing is ever said of j-ntuiirn. This hero appears early in the emigration,
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and after Hipahipa's death he becomes top leader of the in- reference may be due to want of interest: his record is honor-
vading Mohave; but is nowhere dwelled on for special powers, able and long-- only Tinyal-tieqwarve's surpases his in dura-
size, or bravery. He is a chief rather than a personality. tion--but he is not an outstanding or specially appealing

He is first (A 4) called Halyp8ta, which appears to be the personage.
name of his clan, then (A 10 se.) Hiha-tutsurme.
He has evidently emigrated from Mohave Valley with Ma-
Qkwem-fsuiam-kwilyahe and the latter's Owitl and Nyo'iltse II. OTHER MOHAVE LEADERS
clan followers; but settles his own Halyep8ta group in what
is later Yuma territory, while the others settle in Cocopa- The remaining Mohave chieftains can be disposed of more
Halyikwamai land downriver. When the first reentrants from briefly.
Avi-ku-klatske are repulsed, Hiha-tutsume does not learn the Of those finally consummating the conquest (in addition to
fact (B 13), although MaQkwem-tsutsam-kwily^he does hear HTha-tut'sume and Tinyal-tseqwirve), Aqaq-erimsa is men-
the news and apparently is agitated by it. tioned only during this period (M 160-P 177), and is no more

Then H1ia-tutsume drops from mention for a long time, than a name bracketed with that of Hiha-tut-ume. Nothing is
except that after Umase'ika's death in battle, when Magkwem- told of his antecedents or why he was chosen.
ikutdam-kwilyfhe is stirred into leaving his settlement in the On the contrary Ha-yega- %Owa, the fourth of Hipahipa's
delta and is on the move northward as if for revenge and re- lieutenants in the conquest, has a fairly long history. He is
conquest, and visits him, Hihia-tu'tsume is not ready to go with first mentioned as living in the southern desert at Avi-ny-ulka
him (H 85): again he shows an inclination to act independently. and Aha-kwa-h'el with Cut-blood-knee (Mepik-ahwal-
This may be because he is not of Owits or Nyo'iltse clan. sakyeta), and as, along with him, discovering Hipahipa in his

When Hipahipa finally--19 years later by the analyzed phase of snake-eating hermit (I 93). But then, when Hipahipa
chronology--leads his second united move against the valley brings the errant Mohave under MaQkwem-tsutdsm-kwilyahe
occupants, Hiha-tutsume and his people must have joined the to them, Cut-blood-knee is usually mentioned first of the two.
march northward of the river-dwelling clans and bands In fact, the form of Ha-yega-yAeQwa's name suggests the names
(M 158, 159); but he is not mentioned by name during the of messengers and assistants. But in I 99 it is he who expresses
asembly or trek. discontent at the visitors who eat up all the food; as a result of

It is only when Hipahipa, at the edge of the valley, or- which his and Cut-blood-knee's doctor. bewitches MaQkwem-
ganizes the ultimate attack, that HTai-tutsiime is named as kwaipiiva's son (I 100), as if they were tribally hostile. Never-
one of his four lieutenants--one of the two, in fact, to ac- theless, when years later Hipahipa finally gets the return mi-
company him personally in the move up the west side of the gration moving with his scalp dance and summons (M 155-157),
valley (M 160). On the second day he is designated, with Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yega-ye"Owa are invited and partici-
Aqlq-eriinsa, to rout out the foe at Analy-ohw'ele with half pate; which shows them to be original Mohave, whether or
the west-side division, while Hipahipa pushes on upstream not they were involved in the particular migration with which
with the other half (M 162). The resistance is stiff, the two our narrative starts. This is also the last time that Cut-blood-
deputies apparently hesitate to rush the fight to close quarters, knee is mentioned, whereas Ha-yega-yeQwa soon after (M 160)
but send word upstream to Hipahipa, who has meanwhile dis- is designated as one of the four commanders, under Hipahipa's
posed of his foes. The great man returns, promptly charges supreme leadership, for the conquest of the valley. In this, he
the enemy, kills two of them, but dies of loss of blood from and Tinyal-tseqwarve jointly overrun the east or Arizona side
his arrow wounds before he can dispose of the third (N 164). (N 161-0 172).
It is wholly clear that the narrator considered Hihia-tutzsume Tiupak-imap8te or Dusty-sunrise is living, with three
a good warrior, but far less great than Hipahipa. other named chiefs and a Nyo'iltse-Owits clan following, at

It may be assumed that Hipahipa had picked him as contin- Avi-kwa-hasile, far southeast of Mohave Valley on the north-
gent successor among his four lieutenants. At any rate, from east flank of the Harcuvar range (E 49), when the scalped
this moment on, Hihi-tutisume assumes command, orders Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwilyehe takes refuge with him, but steals
Hipahipa's cremation and commemoration (N 165-166), and away again at night because he is seeking Tobacco clanmates.
completes the conquest of the valley in businesslike fashion in After a long interval (I 110), Dusty-sunrise is told by Hipahipa
four attacks on as many successive days (0 167-171). Yet of his intended march north, and makes gifts to Hipahipa, but
he is nowhere singled out for any distinctive feat. With the does not join him. Still later (M 149), Hipahipa notifies him
conquest completed, he goes with his three coleaders to the of his expulsion from the valley and of Magkwem-kwapiiva's
foot of the valley to undertake the allotment of lands (P 173); death; and Dusty-sunrise then joins him in his scouting, kill-
after which they live four years in peace (P 177). ing, and scalptaking (M 150-153), which form the prelude or

HDha-tutsiume is not mentioned as taking a tract for him- incitement to the final great muster and conquest under Hipa-
self; whether it is assumed that he settled down with the Halye- hipa. In this victory and the land-taking, Dusty-sunrise is not
p8ta clan people mentioned in 174b,or those in 174g, or in mentioned: overlooked, presumably, rather than conceived as
175b, is not clear. Nor is he mentioned in the subsequent not participating.
counterattack from the north (Q 179-191), nor in the visit Ampotem-kuhu8iilve or Lying-on-dust has a career almost
from the half-Walapai boy (R 194-195). These evrents only identical to that of Dusty-sunrise, though he is of the Tobacco
affected the northern valley, and perhaps he is understood as clan. He lives with four jingling-named co-chiefs (Sky-guts,
having settled in the southern end. But again, the want of Earth-guts, Hold-inside-mouth, Hold-on-hands) at4Huvalilyes-
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kuva (E 50), four days' foot travel southeast of the foot of the Halyep8ta-kwiQpota, in H 84, as not joining the migration.
valley (E 50). There he too is visited by Nyitse-vilye-vive- Pamegi, in J 116, as passed by.
kwily^he; but, finding clanmates, the refugee stays (E 51-56)-- Humare-tarepai, in J 117, as passed by.
for six years, in fact. This might seem to make Lying-on-dust Kwinyahai (Floods), in M 155-158, summoned to scalp dance
a non-Mohave, since on his return Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwily^he and rendezvous.
fights Umase'ika. But apparently the bond between guest and The last of these recurs in passing in Q 190, the next to last
host is one of transtribal common clanship,Tobacco. At any in Q 179, 190.
rate, long afterward Lying-on-dust is notified by Hipahipa of Fivechiefs are unmentioned until the land-taking, but are
his impending first march (I 112), then of his expulsion from referred to again afterward. These are:
the valley (M 149), and thereupon joins him in his pro-Mohave KewQilye-pai, also in Q 190.
scouting and scalping adventures (M 150-153); after which he Kwiny8ra-hat8-pai, also in Q 179, 190.
too drops from sight. Hutsatsa, also in R 195.

yKunvi'ee is a third chief who emerges in the tale as host Itsuwene, also in Q 179, 190.
of Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwilyahe -- at Qavenirve (E 47,48) -- Pa-kat-ho'auve, also in Q 179, R 195.
and reenters the story much later. This is in M 155-157 when Ten land-takers are mentioned only in the catalogue of
he is still at gavenarve along with three companion chiefs, tracts:2 six of these are eponymous, four noneponymous.
and is summoned by Hipahipa to the scalp dance and to the
rendezvous for the march into the valley. But then he too
drops from mention. Apparently there are just so many per- IV. FOREIGN OR ENEMY LEADERS
sonages that the narrator's attention can handle at one time,
though the total he can shuffle and use or re-use consecutively Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe is easily the outstanding non-
is much greater. Mohave or anti-Mohave character. He dominates the story

When Umase'aka and Nyit'se-vilye-vave-kwilyehe kill each for about a quarter of its total length (C 28, D 31 - G 79).
other, the surviving immigrants, of Nyo'iltse and Owits clan, Much of this portion is formalized narration dealing with the
retreat southeast for eight days to Ahtse-kwigQuka and Koaka- favorite Mohave theme of hoop-and-pole gambling as a pre-
matse (G 80-82), under the command of four chiefs of whom lude to fighting. It will be recalled that Nyitse-vilye-vave-
Feather-tied-on-end is spoken of as leader. A second of the kwily'ehe is a little boy when he first appears, but before he
four is Uyatlihaka, and another is Look-yellow, AkwaGem- has gambled four times he has a wife and son. It is the great
iluve. Long afterward, past the final conquest, these two are Umase'ika who singles him out, while he is still a shy child,
singled out for mention. Uyatsihaka's daughter has married as a future friend or partner; and it is these two who ultimately
among the refugees in Eldorado Canyon above Mohave Valley lead their peoples in battle and kill each other. There is no
(Q 180, 181). He goes there to visit her and her baby boy; doubt that the Mohave feel this relation with a peculiar poig-
Look-yellow accompanies him; and they are both killed nancy.
(Q 182-185), as-a first step toward the counterattack against Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe is portrayed as high-handed,
the Mohave. Moreover, far back, when Umase'ika is invited insistent, quarrelsome, and lacking the good will of his own
and tested by Sky-its-varerqwer, and is handed the largest to- people. He blames them for losing in his gambling, yet really
bacco pipe, it is Uyatsihaka, as one of his companions, whom makes himself lose. He robs, he challenges, and yet flinches
he asks whether he does not want to smoke it first (C 25). when he has lost his body. The narrator clearly disapproves of
Feather-tied-on-end, however, is not mentioned again after him. Yet he dwells on his doings at such length that it is hard
G 80. not to feel some identification with this youthful character.

This is true especially after he has been scalped, flees, set-
tles do%m quietly with his desert hosts, and, finally returning,

III. CLAN LAND-TAKERS gives away all his accumulated property to Umase'aka and
Umase'ika's people. This, for the moment at least, gives

In P 174, 175, twenty-six tracts of valley land are taken by him the moral superiority. Yet he is barely home again before
nineteen Mohave clan heads. Not one of the first-rank or even his wife has to tell him why his own people dislike and avoid
second-rank leaders is among these nineteen. Nor are all the him.
major heroes dead. Of the six greatest, HTha-tutsume and Basically, Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe is the foil and com-

Tinyal-tseqwarve survive the final conquest; of those of second plement to Umase'aka--his friend-partner at the beginning,
order, apparently all survive it--at least, not one is mentioned his enemy-partner at the end--each the instrument of the
as killed in the campaign. other's death. There is a genuinely tragic potentiality in this

Evidently, the pattern of the tale keeps the active heroes of relation. That it is not more fully realized is due, in part,
narrative pretty distinct from the takers of land for their clans. to the lack of a genuine literary tradition among a people

This is further clear from the fact that of the nineteen land- culturally circumstanced as the Mohave were; and in part to
takers, nine are eponymous; and of these nine, six are mention- the fact that the narrator, once he got onto the conventional
ed only in the catalogue of tract holdings. subject of gambling, plunged on and on, both too repetitious-

Only four land-takers are mentioned in the tale previous to ly and at too great length; until, from sheer weight of having
the taking in P 174-175, and then quite incidentally. These no other hero in hand for several hours of telling, he wavered
four are: between a negative and positive attitude toward himn.
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Amai-nye-varerqwer, "Sky-its-varerqwer," is of interest both seconds. They become friends, and therefore fight at the
because he looms large in a fragment of another telling of the -end; but Nyakamelya'ava escapes because MaQkwem-kwapiiva
"Great Tale," Kunalye's, commented on below in Part is shot so full of arrows that he cannot hold fast his opponent;
7 A. This fact stamps him as a personage of Mohave tribal and soon after he dies.
mythology, and as more than the creation of a single narrator. Hany^ore-kuvatai (M 153), while fishing, is the innocent
De facto in the present version, his role in the story is that victim of Hipahipa's attack. Evidently Hipahipa needs a scalp
of preparing for the obstreperous boy, Nyittse -vilye-vave- to incite the downriver and desert Mohave to a great expedition.
kwilyehe. After Umase'aka has settled in the southern end Himaj-nap-ukwe and Hwetsa-hwet's-iyuve (O 171, Q 178,
of the valley, and things have quieted down, Amai-nye- 185-191) receive at their home in Eldorado Canyon (which in
varerqwer, living more or less along the middle of the valley modern times would stamp them as Chemehuevi-Southern
on the island, is visited by Umase'aka (C 17), who distinguish- Paiute) the refugees who have been expelled from Mohave
es himself by his feats of eating and smoking. However, the Valley by the final Mohave return, and urge them to reprisals.
two great men make speeches of peace and friendliness, and Then they kill Uyatsihika who has come to visit his married-
Umase'aka returns home (C 29) -- though at the last moment in daughter, and thereupon lead a counterattacking war party
there is the episode of his selecting the little boy Nyitse-vilye- into northem Mohave Valley. They see bad omens, become
vave-kwilyehe as his special friend. confused, are discovered, defeated, and slain in flight. Such

As Amai-nye-varerqwer is never mentioned again, it is refugees as survive scatter and are no longer a menace.
plain that the narrator has allowed his interest to switch per- These two personages are of interest because they recur in
menently to the boy and his gambling: in the present version, two of the independently told migration fragments: Part 7 B, E.
Amai-nye-varerqwer has actually sunk to being the boy's intro- In the first of these, they meet at the foot of the valley,
ducer. Nevertheless, there is just enough latent tension depict- swallow each other's nose pendants, and both die (as in G 78,
ed in the relation of Umase'aka to Amai-nye-varerqwer to set 79). In the other fragment they seem to be on the same side,
the mood for the longer, increasingly hostile, and finally tragic but are mentioned as associated both with the migration into
relation of Umase'aka to Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwily^ehe. As re- the valley from the southeast, and with the river canyon up-
gards these two friend-opponents of Umase'aka, the narrator has stream from the valley. They evidently loom prominently in
indeed fumbled as compared with a sophisticated weaver of plot; the fluctuating tribal consciousness about migration.
but he has maintained more consistency of attitude and mood Ampot-lyirauve (Q 178-181, 185) is apparently one of the
than might appear offhand. expelled residents of the valley, who, four years later and with

Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe, a third great anti-Mohave, is a companion, goes south to visit the victors. They are passed
Hipahipa's opponent in J 120-L 147. He is first named-- along along in hospitable fashion to Uyatdihika, whose daughter,
with three others -- by the two pole-players whom Hipahipa Nyo'iltl'e-hilyaha, falls in love with Ampot-lyirauve, goes home
and his companions seize as informants and hostage. Two of with him as wife, and has a child who becomes the half-
these four chiefs visit and feed Hipahipa and his people. It Walapai boy hero of the final segment of the tale. When
is only then that Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe is sent for, and, be- Uyatsihika comes to visit his daughter and grandson, Ampot-
ing as tall as Hipahipa -- they both carry their people across lyirauve feeds him, but is not mentioned as having a hand in
the river -- is accepted by him as equal friend. For a while his murder--though one would expect him to have been privy
all goes well. He accompanies Hipahipa to get the huge coil to it. Ampot-lyirauve is referred to again in the Walapai part
of bast from which the Mohave women are to be dressed; and of the story in an explanation by his wife to their son of his
he conveys to him an invitation from the tobacco-named tribal affiliation, as if Ampot-lyirauve were dead. Quite like-
(and Tobacco clan?) chiefs upriver in the valley. But then his ly he is conceived to have perished in the ill-fated counter-
people boast to Hipahipa's people of his superiority; until the attack from Eldorado Canyon.
two great men do make trial of running and jumping. Hipahipa The five valley chiefs headed by Lie-bent-in-sky --the
wins. Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe begins to avoid him, then list of names begins with Qlikete and Liinkete -- are visited
runs off north, rouses the upper valley to fight, and war is on by Hipahipa at Korrave-8auve about Needles City (J 128), but
after all. The Mohave are driven back but rally, and Hipahipa when war breaks, they are driven out from there by him. Lie-
kills Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe in the river. He is burned and bent-in-sky has previously been mentioned in D 35, 36, at the
mourned over. Before withdrawing temporarily from the valley same place, as the second gambling opponent of Nyitse-vilye-
into the desert, Hipahipa in the darkness stands and stamps on vave-kwily2ehe.
his dead opponent's house in final defiance. When he returns Another group of five, living downriver from the last at
for the final conquest, it is with a much larger following, and Needles (Analy-ohwele), and consisting of Itsehwat-'oh8re,
the residents have no one of the stature and renown of Amai- Masohwat-excrement, Continue-onward, and two companions,
lye-vave-kwily^he to oppose him. are also at first hosts to Hipahipa (J 127) and later are attacked

under his command (N 163). However, eager to reach the
upper group, Hipahipa delegates the attack here to Hiha-

V. OTHER NON-MOHAVE PERSONAGES tutsume, Who drives the residents into the brush but hesitates to
force the issue there. Notified, Hipahipa returns, charges and

Nyakamelya-'ava (J 120-126, L 144) as the old resident kills the two companion chiefs among the five, Two-come-in-
stans twardMaQwem-wapiva s ivade orimmiran in dust and Continue-onward, by seizing them -- that is, in hand-

the relation of Amai-lye-vav?e-kwilyehe to Hipahipa: they are to-hand combat. The rest flee, and Hipahipa dies.
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Upriver from both the last two groups, at three sets of places chief among the four tribes left in Mohave Valley after the
apparently close together, live three clusters of chiefs (J 129) original emigration.
who are Tobacco clan, or whose names in part refer to tobacco; Sa-kape-kape and Sa-kampanyuva, at Atsqaqa and KwiQa'-
His-pipes-vary-in-length, Uneasy-from-smoking. Empty-tobac- ^ka at the foot of the valley (C 15), flee from Umase'aka
co-bag, (Sky- or) Earth-in-which-(tobacco-) is planted, etc. when he first enters the valley. Sa-kape-kape is later mention-
(The third group of these names have no such visible implication ed as living at Kwiga'8ka (J 120).
of tobacco; some of them refer to the takoska bird in the Higau-seto-varem-kwilythe is Nyttse-vilye-vive-kwilyehe's
cottonwoods.) The headman of all three groups is Ampot.- first gambling opponent (D 32), as Body-olauh-cloud is his
kerama or Dusty-leaves-(of-tobacco), who receives and wel- third (D 38, 39).
comes Hipahipa (J 131). Soon after, when war breaks, it is Matha or Wind (D 37), is the second host abused by this
this same Dusty-leaves who is summoned to the night confer- same gambling boy -- he has his house filled with smoke.
ence of preparation by Amai-lye-vive-kwily'ehe. Yet he and Umasa'elve is Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwily^ehe's messenger
his people are not cited again by name, either in the fighting when he invites Umase'aka in order to attack him
in which Amai-lye-vive-kwily^ehe is killed or when Hiha- (G 67, 68, 74, 76). Note the similarity of the first element
tutvsime, after Hipahipa's death, completes the conquest of of the two names.
the west side of the valley in which Dusty-leaves has lived. Gambling-hoops-around-the-arm and Holding-gambling-
However, much earlier in the tale (D 33), the two first-named hoops are the pole-players seized by Hipahipa in his scouting,
of the first group, Asa'akta and His-pipes-vary, are mentioned who tell him who and where the resident headmen are (J 120-
(in slightly variant forms of their names) as being hosts to 121). The first is held as a hostage while the second is releas-
Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwily^he after the first time he has lost his ed to give notice of Hipahipa's coming.
body in gambling --andas being gratuitously insulted by his Aha-mat~-uampa and Aha-mat~-waitsa-waitsa were under-
making off with their house door during the night. We even stood to be two chiefs mentioned by these captured informants
have Asa'akta's two daughters referred to by name, for no ap- as being at Bats'-home, Kampany-uva (J 120).
parent reason, in this incident. This mention at least bears Huyeomil-tinyame and Hupamil-tinyame accompany Amai-
witness to the narrator holding even his incidental personages, lye-vave-kwilyehe when he comes to meet Hipahipa in J 123.
and their place of residence, firm in his memory over long In J 128 they are mentioned as living at Kwam-hageve, along
spans of telling, with Matha-kwinva and Himat.-espat,a, but Hipahipa passes them

Another such case of carry-over is that of Amai-yuyei and by.
Amai-nye-hayeyuva. In D 40 they are NyitTe-vilye-vlve- Amai-sameaiva and Amai-nya-p1uka are two singers of
kwilyehe's third post-body-gambling hosts ( and have their Vinimulye summoned by Amailye-vive-kwilythe when he
stored seeds scattered for their pains) at &-kuvaTre. In rouses the central and northern valley residents for war (K 139).
0170, living close by at Avi-kutaparvewith three fellow Aluwa, Alume, bokupit-ikwe ("Cloud-owl"), and Amai-
chiefs, they are driven north to Himike-huvike by Hiha- tasateve are one of the frequent groups of four or five chiefs
tutsume, though claiming to be fellow Mohave; and in 0 171 mentioned as living in such and such a place -- in this case
they are driven on upriver to Avikwame. at Hivistive (N 162); whereupon they are attacked and expelled

Ta-tvsuke-tVsiikwe also appears, always as messenger, in two by Tinyal-tseqwarve in his conquest of the east side of the
separate parts of the tale. But at first, in J 121, 123, 127, valley (N 163).
130, he is sent by valley residents; later by the invaders: in Put-mark-around-neck is the seducer of MaGkwem-
fact, first by Hiha-tutsuime himself to summon Hipahipa's aid kwapaiva's wife in I 104-106 while the Mohave are still in the
(N 164), and then (N 165) to notify the people across the river desert. This does not necessarilymake him a non-Mohave.
of Hipahipa's death. This is puzzling. Were messengers At the very end of the recorded tale (R 197), three Walapai
neutral as heralds? Or free to change sides? Or did the teller chiefs prepare to visit the Mohave kin of Foreign-boy whom he
forget about Ta-tsuke-tvsukwe' s earlier affiliations and merely has just looked up. They are Large-lightning, Heavy-dress,
remember his profession? and Black-girl. A few years before, they were among the

Two other chiefs -- or chief and lieutenant -- who reappear, refugees from the valley at Avikwame and Eldorado Canyon;
are Pi-kat,-amal-lyuviva and Nap^mpiiva. In C 16 they are but after the failure of the counterattack, these refugees scatter
driven from their land at Qaqauve in the lower valley by as four historic tribes (Q 192), one of them the Walapai.
Umase'aka. In C 18 they have resettled there and he visits
them. In C 19, Pa-kat-amat-lyuvava sends his partner on
upriver as messenger tO announce Umase'aka's coming. In VI. WOMEN
D-42, they are mentioned as still there when Nyitsre-vilye-
vave-kwily^ehe passes by on his way to gamble with Umase'aka; In a tale of group migration and fighting, women expectably
in fact, Nap^ompiaiva is again sent ahead as messenger. Then, play a small part. There are generic references to them on the
long after, when Hipahipa is scouting preparatory to his entry, march, along with the children and aged; to their gathering of
the pole-players whom he has captured mention both men as seeds; to gifts of skirts and baskets made to them; but there is
chiefs living at Qaqauve (J 120). But that is the end: neither not one woman that might be called a "heroine," none that
in Hipahipa's entry nor in the conquest are they referred to motivates action for more than the most passing episode. WVhen
again. they are mentioned at all, women perform according to trin-

Other non-Mohaves are: Amai-tsem-tinyame (B 11), a bal custom, But they are background, not subjects of interest
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in their own right. This condition is not universal in Mohave Mohave side in the conquest. The other hero with a wife is
narrative: witness the Cane Tale (1), the sex-instituting ap- Nyitse-vilye-viave-kwily^ehe, and he, besides being frequently
pendix of Mastamho (7), the brother and sister in Tumanpa represented as an irresponsible boy, appears to have a wife
(11) and the male and female protagonists of Deer (9), and primarily in order that she may warn him of public opinion:
Nyohaiva (3) which is primarily about a woman. But there are she is his censor (D 41, F 65).
other stories into which, as here, women enter not at all or -Daughters are referred to more frequently: Asa'akta's
only very incidentally: Goose (14), Raven (4), Vinimulye- two in D 33 without visible reason; Magkwem-kwapiiva's in
pats'e (2). H 88 and I 101; and Nyo'iltse-hilyaha, Uyatsihika's daughter,

In the present epic, most leaders are dealt with as if they in Q 180-184 and again in R 193-197 when her son grows up
were unmarried. If they have wives, as presumably most of among the Walapai. The girls go off with their husbands, if
them have, the fact does not even call for allusion. The out- the husband is a visitor; or they remain with their husbands if
standing heroes, Umase'aka end Hipahipa, positively have no it is the girls' kin who are visiting. In other words, not only
wives. Hipahipa does not even have kin, and his hermit life are sibs patrilineal but marriage is patrilocal.
when he is met in the desert is enlarged on: he makes himself Unnamed women are: the girl outdoors in the brush at
empty houses and false footprints of women and children to night who takes Umase'aka to be NyTtse-vilye-vive-kwilytehe
disguise his solitude. It is as if real womenfolk would diminish and is killed by him (G 77); the four women who take Hipa
his greatness as chief and fighter. names for themselves in order to commemorate and bewail

Only two of the greater personages are mentioned as having Hipahipa (N 165); the seven women captives (O 168) who are
wives. One of these is MaQkwem-kwapaiva, who has not only nicknamed after the manner of their capture; the old woman
a wife but two children, yet loses them all: the daughter by who dances and sings and taunts when Uyatsihaka is murdered
marriage, the son by witchcraft, the wife by adultery and (Q 185); and the seed-gathering Mohave women who discover
elopement, though Hipahipa recovers her for him. MaQkwem- Himal- napukwe's counterattacking war party (Q 190) and
kwapiiva not only appears in the story rather late, but, besides lbing about its destruction.
Hipahipa himself, he is the only prominent casualty on the

B. CHARACTER PORTRAYAL AND MOTIVATION

A table is appended which shows the distribution within the course of the tale of its principal actors.

RANGE OF MENTION OF PERSONAGES IN THE COURSE OF THE NARRATIVE

Emigra- Invasion Invasion Invasion 3 Invasion Counter- After- Range:
tion 1 2 Preparation Actual 4 attack math No. of

Personages A B C-G H-1 J-L M-P Q R pars.

1-10 11-13 14-82 83-114 115-148 149-177 178-192 193-197

Major Mohave Leaders
MaGkwem-tsuts'am-kwily6he 1-9 13 83-109 109
Tinyal-tseqwarve 1-9 160-177 177
Hiha-tutsrume 4-10 13 85 160-177 174

* Umase'aka 14-79q 66
MaQkwem-kwapaiva 83-107 119-146* 64
Hipahipa 92-114 115-148 149-164* 73

Minor Mohave Leaders
IUyatsihaka 25;80-82 180-185* 161
Dusty-sunrise 49 110 149-153 105
Lying-on-dust 50-56 112 149-153 104
Kunyi'iQe 47,48 155-157 111
Cut-blood-knee 93-100 155-157 65
Ha-yega-y'ewa 93-100 155-172 80

Enemies
Amai-nye-varerqwer 17-29 13
Ny7t9e-vilye-vave-kwily8he 28-79* 52
Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe 120-147 28
Himat-napuikwe 171 178-191* 21
'Hwetsa-hwets-iyuve l171 178-191 | 21

eKilled,
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Those that are killed in battle, die of wounds, or are mur- task--but then promptly drop from sight. Even the counter-
dered are designated by an asterisk. Such comprise three of the attack from the north is repelled by the local leaders in the
six principal Mohave leaders--the three that are most lifelike, .north end of the valley, not by the nominal heads of the com-
colorful, and easily identified with. The dead also include pletion of the conquest.
four out of five of the principal enemy leaders. Of secondary Still, chiefs like Tinyal-iseqwarve and even more so Hiha-
heroes on the Mohave side, the only one killed, Uyatsihika, tutsume weave in and out of the story and manage to remain
appears in three widely separated passages and has the longest leaders until their aims are achieved; whereas Magkwem-
total range of mention in his group--and for that matter is a rsutsam-kwilyehe. the very first to be mentioned as leading
close runner-up to the two longest-lived of the major leaders. the emigration, dbappears from view most ingloriously before

It may be concluded that a pattern of the narrative is for his band has even reentered the promised land of Mohave Val-
favored or beloved personages, as well as determined foes, to ley. I have thought at times that there might have been a con-
die in battle. This goes far to stamp the prevailing tone of fusic of names on the part of the interpreter or myself: there
the story as tragic. are several MaEkwem- and -kwilyehe names in the story. On

It is also of interest that no one is mentioned as dying a reflection, however, I incline rather to look on MaQkwem-
natural death in the story, that is, of old age or spontaneous tsutsam-kwily^ehe as displaced in the narrator's interest or
sickness. The bewitching of Magkwem-kwapaiva's son in I mind by Magkwem-kwapaiva. As the latter becomes more
100 is so explicit, drastic, and swift as to have all the effect associated with Hipahipa who has become the great driving
of a killing with invisible weapons. force, he receives increased attention. Meanwhile MaGkwem-

A consequence is that people who are not killed are not dis- tsutsam-kwilyehe receives less interest and attention, and has
posed of in the story. They just fade out as if the narrator had faded out completely long before Magkwem-kwapaive meets
forgotten about them, or had lost interest; their careers are a hero's death in battle.
not terminated. This unfinishedness holds for three of the Similarly, in the early part of the second invasion, Umase-
titular head leaders. These three are also pallid throughout as 'aka's, the big man of the residents seems to be Amai-nye-
personalities; the two traits coincide. Pallidness and lack of varerqwer (C 17-29). But except that he and Umase'ika make
final disposition also occur together in many of the second- friends and visit, he does nothing, and is not mentioned again
rank leaders. after Umase'ika has made friends at his house with the boy

It is of course possible that if the story had been recorded to Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyAhe (who then dominates the next
the end, the narrator would have disposed of these hanging per- fifty paragraphs of the story). What this episode and the one
sonages, enumeratively or by bundling them into some "and- concerning Magkwem-tsutsam-kwilyfehe have in common is
so-ever-after" summary statement.3 However, I do not so that a seemingly important personage is dropped soon after
believe. The way the earliest mentioned Mohave chief, the a more important or active one in his group is introduced. I
titular head of the emigrants, MaGkwem-tsutsam-kwilyehe, would construe this shift as resulting from an endeavor-to
simply evaporates halfway through the tale, suggests that the build up climax in plot, though at the sacrifice of character,
narrator felt little urge toward tying up loose ends after his Analogous is the whole Umase'aka part of the story (C 14-
interest had shifted. The same holds for the first great anti- G 79) as an earlier and lesser parallel of the Hipahipa portion
Mohave, Amai-nye-varerqwer ( C 17-29). (I 92-N 164). In fact, all four of the invasions mount in a

In Mohave as in most American myths personages and plots crescendo. The first is very briefly told. The second invasion
find a normal end in a transformation. This is felt as ap- also comes from the Gila, also ends in the two opposing lead-
propriate and satisfying. It marks a period. Ordinarily it is ers killing each other, but is told in more detail. Invasions
only foes that are killed in myths, as in Cane and Nyohaiva three and four are by Hipahipa, who may be fairly described
(1, 3); or predestined victirns, as in Deer (5). With transfor- as a greater Umase'ika. Moreover, not only are all of
mation precluded in a pseudohistorical legend, the narrator Umase'ika's people expelled, but he too is killed. Hipahipa
fell back on death in battle for his favorite characters as well on the first try, though also expelled and losing his companion
as for inimical ones; and not knowing what to do with the rest Magkwem-kwapiiva, nevertheless kills his opponent and thus
(in my opinion), he did nothing. does better. And on his second try (the fourth invasion), he

The real heroes of the plot, like Umase'aka and Hipahipa, does still better, sweeping all before him; and while he dies
differ markedly from the colorless, merely titular leaders such at the height of victory, his followers, under his lieutenants,
a the first three of the table. Their motivations are usually complete the conquest and hold it.
clear; those of the nominal chiefs are rarely even suggested. A more refined and skilful narrator might have achieved
We do not know why they emigrated (other than to help the this cumulative effect of plot and still have maintained sharp-
narrator make a plot). Mostly they are unready to try to ly differentiated characters. Inyo-kutavere was not a great
return; those who start to do so, dawdle and forget about it. epic poet but an unvarnished storyteller, and found it easier
When the conquest is finally systematically undertaken, Hipa- to manipulate plot than to develop character. Probably no
hipa is the motive power in will as well as in command; the Mohave, no tribesman with a culture as simple as that of the
titular heads now are his lieutenants. When Hipahipa falls at Mohave, could have successfully portrayed a variety of con-
the cimax of his second invasion, and his older associate trasting human characters.6 In general, it is considered easier,
MaGkwem-kwapiiva is long dead and his predecessor Umase- even today, to achieve proficiency in plot than in character,
'akaeven longergone, it is these lieutenants that complete the Historically, the Homeric epics are probably the earliest
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literature in which an array of different personalities is distin- dance, by which he incites the bands of a large area, sets a
guised not only successfully buit with a degree of suibtlety. But meeting-time and place, and finally sweeps into the valley
the Iliad attains this quality by limiting its plot to a small at the head of a veritable army including, besides the mi-
fraction of the total story material available to it. And the grants, old residents of the desert, on the Gila, and along the
Odyssey, while it allows plot to run away in the books dealing Colorado;10 so that the conquest takes place in a rush--with
with the faraway adventures of the roaming hero, is then, when no named casualty other than Hipahipa himself, and with
it has come back to nuanced characterization in Phaeacia, momentum enough to carry through under his lieutenants.
Sparta, and Ithaca, at a loss how to unwind its denouement What is evident throughout in Hipahipa is drive. He begins
and definitely hastens and fumbles its plot to an inadequate enterprises, he carries them through with energy, he assumes
ending. command, others accept his leadership, he does not profit

All of which is said only to indicate that, if even Homer- thereby but accepts responsibility for other, as in carrying the
nods, much less was really to be expected from a dreamer in tough point of enemy resistance that leads to his succumbing
Inyo-kutavere's culture. to his wounds. He is in every sense a great man and a hero.

In Seven Mohave Myths I called attention to a prevalent And his being kinless, wifeless, childless, perhaps sexless,
"decorative" quiality of formalized pattern characteristic of only augments his stature.
Mohave narrative, which tends to interfere with characteriza- Umase'aka I have called a lesser Hipahipa, as he is his
tion and especially with consistent motivation. Considerable predecessor. Roughly, this is true. But there are some interest-
of this interference is visible in the present tale; especially as ing differences also. Umase'aka is the only person of promin-
regards the nominal leaders, such as the first three of the table. ence in his group: scarcely anyone else is mentioned while he
Not only are they shadowy as persons: they are presented without is stil alive.11 He is not like Hipahipa a guide for other
motivations. We do not know why they emigrate, why they chiefs, coming gradually to lead them on to greater achieve-
stop moving, settle down, start up again, get deflected into ments. He does not weld group to group into a victorious
the desert, wander about there for years--and are finally set nation: he lives and dies the leader of two totemic bands.
into motion once more only by the overmastering and decisive He is notable for physique and capabilities of physique:
mind of Hipahipa. Even when they invade and conquer, we carrying his people across the river on his arms, eating huge
are told nothing of their feelings of achievement or pride or potfuls in a few swallows, exhausting a great tobacco pipe in
satisfied nostalgia. They are little more than counters or one draft. Hipahipa's exploits of this simple sort are less
markers by which a movement of plot can be traced. extreme, and without the element of gluttony or mere size.2

MaEkwem-kwap5iva is a little nearer being solid flesh in Umase'ika spares his gambler boy-friend's life when he has
that he at least has a daughter, a son, a wife. But when he won his body, but is irritated enough to scalp him and institute
loses them successively by marriage, by witchcraft, by elope- a dance of celebration; when the young man returns six years
ment, he is quite passive. When he goes scouting with Hipa- later and showers him and his people with gifts, Umase'ika is
hipa, he is merely his second or lieutenant; and when-expulsion a bit put in the wrong by this return of generosity for injury.
from the valley comes but Hipahipa nevertheless kills his op- Hipahipa also takes a scalp--and of a man he has ambushed--
ponent, Maekwem-kw1paiva is prevented by arrow wounds but it is of an avowed enemy; and he uses the trophy as a
from doing the same, and dies from loss of blood. symbol with which to incite a new and larger army.

Hipahipa, in spite of participating in the story for less than The night exploits of the two heroes within the enemy's
half its length,8 has far more distinctive character than any settlement also contrast. Umase'aka, the night before his
other personage. First, in his own account of himself, he was battle, coming to spy, chokes a girl he meets in the bush.
wild and bad in his youith and earned the name Noise-unruly- Hipahipa, after his battle and expulsion, returns to stamp on
night. When, after years, he is rediscovered9 by the migrants, the roof of dead Amai-lye-vive-kwilyeAhe's house as a sign of
he is the remote, queer, shy, rattlesnake-eating hermit, defiance and impending vengeance.'3
feigning to be a multitude, with his fictitious footprints and All in all, while Umase'ika is a dominant figure, as befits
empty houses. Then he leads the migrants to his nearest neigh- a chief, he lacks the resource, the forbearing restraint, and the
bors, forces the newcomers on them, has them build houses, helpfulness characteristic of Hipahipa.
gets their women hides for clothing, puts the local antelope The one anti-Mohave manifesting definite personality is
shaman out of business, offers to kill the witch that has caused the gambler boy Nyitle-vilye-vave-kwily&he. He is wantonly
MaEkwem-kwapliva's boy to fall dead. Initiative, decision, willful, petulant, quarrelsome, abusive of hospitality, thank-
leadership are the qualities he now shows. After some years he less to his friends and followers. Only after he is scalped and
finally incites his friends to move toward their original destina- wanders off in shame into desert exile does the narrator seem to
tion, Mohave Valley. By his scouting and early-morning identify with him. And when he returns loaded with gifts and
capture of two hoop-and pole players, he secures a peaceful distributes these not to his own band but to that of Umase'aka
entry and residence in the valley for the migrants he is con- who had scalped him, this act even makes him temporarily
ducting. When in time jealousies lead to an attack, he cannot superior to his Mohave opponent. But immediately thereafter
stem the superior forces of the residents, but he does slay their his wife tells him how badly his own people think of him--
leader and then returns to taunt his surviving kinsmen by stamp- after six years of absence! He is thus an inconsistent persona-
ing on the roof of their house, Hardly are the migrants back lity, varying between temper tantrums and a chiefs's munificent
in the desert, when Hipa calls on his ally-friends there and takes dignity--much as the narrator seemns unable to view him con-
themn on scouting raids until he surprises, kills, and scalps a sistently as either a boy or a man, Indeed, the ambiguity of
resident of the valley. Over this scalp he institutes a victory character may be a reflex of the ambiguity of age.
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C. PLOT AND NARRATIVE SKILL

The pace of the story seems slow. Nevertheless it is not enlarged. The incidents may be more or less interesting, but
actually dilatory, except in the repetition of incidents con- in any event they are no longer purely trivial. They do not
cerning the gambler boy. Elsewhere, the narration really tell merely of something seen and the thought it evokes; they
moves along rather steadily: something is always happening. have a certain fullbodiedness, in that they contain events;
If we get a sense of drag, it is because most of the people, and thus they become realbepisodes. It is this studding with
places, and events mean much less to us than they did to a episodes plus, of course, the continued overall progress of the
Mohave of Inyo-kutavere's generation. A Mohave would in- plot, that gives our narrative its basic epic quality.
stantly recognize a personage reappearing in the story; if he It is precisely because they contain no such episodes that
were new, his name might carry significance, or the place to the first two sections, A 1-B 13, read so skeletonized and thin.14
which he belonged. Spots and journeys might be visualized, It is worth while to enumerate some of the more vigorous,
or would in any event have been previously heard of and more lively, or picturesque episodes.
or less placed in relation to others. Incidents intrinsically un- Episodes Possessing a Degree of Intrinsic Interest
exciting to us, such as for instance Hipahipa's paralyzing Cut- Umase'aka's devouring his food (C 20).
blood-knee's antelope shaman, or Magkwem-kwapiiva's Carrying his followers across the river (C 22).
journey to his daughter to notify her of her brother's death, Smoking out a great tobacco pipe in one draft (C 25).
would certainly bear some charge of affect to a Mohave. I Making friends with little boy, and gifts to him (C 28).
do not have the sense that such episodes are in the story mere- Load of property given by gambler to scalper's people (F 62).
ly because they existed in the plot and the teller was too un- Recognized by little son after six years (F 64).
skillful to suppress them even though they clogged progress. Wife tells him of his people's disapproval (F 65, also D 41).
I feel rather that incidents of this kind were to him interest- Umase'ika, spying at night, kills a woman (G 77).
ing in themselves, and thus helped to diversify and enrich the Magkwem-kwapaiva's daughter married (H 88).
total story. Footprints and twenty empty houses in the desert (I 92).

There is a very real difference in this point between a Hipahipa, rattlesnake-eater (I 93).
deliberately long-range, multipersonal, quasihistorical, epic- Contest of antelope shamans (I 97).
type narration of the present type and the normal short animal Boy falls down dead from bewitching (I 100).
tale or myth or trickster story of the American Indians. These Notificationof his sister (I 101),.
last stories are stripped down to essentials in plot and usually Wife's love affair and recovery (I 104-107).
in characters. There is no attempt at diversification. They Scouts catch two pole-players and question them (J 120).
move rapidly; vividness is attained by dialogue or exciting Surly man kicked away by pretended stumble (J 126).
happening. In their forrn, these "myths" are actually very Huge coil of bast carried over arm (J 126).
similar to the European folk and "fairy" tales with which they Two fallen trees leaped over(K 135).
are so frequently compared--however different their relations Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe avoids Hipahipa (K 137).
to their respective total cultures may be. Both are--at least MaQkwem-kwapilve shot full of arrows, held on Hipahipa's
usually--free of geographic baggage. The result is that such knee (L 144).
tales take a fraction of an hour to tell--most often a minor Hipahipa stamps on slain foe's house (L 147).
fraction--and fill only a few pages in a book. As with the Hipahipa ambushes and scalps Hanyore-kuvatai (M 152-154).
modern "short story," nothing is left in that is not directly His dream of death (M 157).
relevant. In fact the primitive and folk tales tend to be Mourning for Hipahipa (N 165-166).
briefer than our "literary" short stories, even when they re- Seven women captured (O 168).
peat incidents, because they do not have to delay to establish Uyat;ihika's daughter married (Q 180).
"realistic" atmosphere. UyatIihaka's pendant falls, he is murdered, triumphed over

Now it is clear that Mohave narrative in general has de- (Q 183-185).
parted from this brief folk-tale form: possibly because it is Counterattackers meet.with omens of evil (Q 187-189).
"dreamed," more likely because it is the intelligible counter- Discovered by women and routed (Q 190-191).
part of song series which run from one hundred to several Half- Mohave boy taunted by Walapai (R 193).
hundred songs each. Hence the consecutive geographic de-
tail, the description of familiar things seen, the small incidents It is these visualizable episodes, often affective and some-
of no great ultimate relevance, the passing fear or wonder ex- times even dramatic, that give the story a sort of three-di-
perienced. It is the singing that tends to drag these essentially mensional character which contributes to such epic quality
nonnarrativemattersintothe story, becausethesongscan fasten as it has; whereas the intervening more pallid straight narra-
upon them in the few words which they each have available. tive gives the plot its extension, progress, and historic quality.

In our present pseudohistory the songs have dropped out Af for suspense, it is difficult to judge with what degree
again, but the prolix manner of telling has been retained and of success this quality is attained when one has to view the
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story through the medium of a foreign culture, in an unfami- There is also climactic build-up, especially as regards the
liar locale, and in translation. A short tale so nearly cuts successive invasions. This matter has already been touched on
away everything else in reaching its own action and direct in connection with characterization, but may be resummarized
motivations that it is much less encumbered with the impedi- here (see again the table on p. 127).
ments of strangeness than an extended story like ours. In a
long narrative, continued interest seems to be maintained Invasion 1, B, 3 pars.: stopped at foot of Valley, both
primarily by three factors. First, the characterization must leaders kilied.
be such that it is possible for the hearer to identify or partici- Invasion 2, C-G, 34 pars.: net, 15 valley entered, in-
pate with the personages, or some of them. Second, the plot vaders expelled, both leaders killed.
must be developed slowly, or with halts, so that suspense is Invasion 3, H-L. 66 pars.: 16 entry, invaders expelled,
maintained instead of being quickly used up. Third, the epi- but their leaders survive.
sodic matters that delay progress and thereby build up suspense Lnvasion 4, M-P, 29 pars.: reentry, residents expelled,
interest, should be at once interesting in themselves and at the valley conquered and allotted.
same time sufficiently relevant to the main theme. The Invasion 5, Q, 15 pars.: counterattack by expellees fails,
characterization and the episodic clothing of the plot in our their leaders killed.
tale have already been discussed. There remains considera- It is evident here how each try comes nearer to success,
tion of the plot as such. until the final invasion sweeps all before it. And even though

The main plot suffers from an excess of travel, by bands its leader Hipahipa dies in the fighting, this is the properly
and by individuals. There is endless marching and counter- glorious way for him to die, in the moment of victory; and
marching, visits and returns. The Mohave were travelers his lo in no way checks the success of his side. They burn
themselves, it is true. But their interest in moving over the his body that night, and next morning renew their conquests.
ground does not argue equal tolerance in others for narratives On the contrary, once the old residents have been driven out,
of such movement. It is this quality which largely underlies their egged-on counterattack is a foredoomed and pitiful
the comparison already made of our narrative with the Biblical failure, and leads to the thorough dispersal of the survivors.
book of Numbers and the Book of Mormon. The mere geo- It is evident that the main theme of the plot possesses
graphical enumerations produce some sustension of interest genuine structure and step-by-step build-up.
to the Mohave, but are boring to us. On the other hand, identical or near-identical repetition of

However, the narrator keeps his bearings through this maze, episode, or three false movements with accomplishment on the
After ten, thirty, or eighty paragraphs a place, person, or fourth--devices in Mohave myth and fantasy tales17 as among
motivation is suddenly picked up again with an unconcern-- s m
and usually with a correctness of fit--which shows that the s nArraiv Tn exceptionsisuheelh abler boy
teller was threading his labyrinth. The personages that re- Nyis narrative. kwheyohe iseconcere Fou times doe
appear after long non-mentions of them are evidence. See rob,lgamble,vloe,kbetyhisbod le,net spared d he

the tble arlir in his art;especallyits ast clumn giv
rob, gamble, lose. bet his body, lose, get spared, and then

the table earlier in this part; especially its last column, giv- abuse hopitality (D 31-45), except that the fourth time Umase-
ing the total range (in number of paragraphs in the story) of kadseho i scalp.Ten, ater thireurn h he plans

mentin ofcertinprsonges. inya-deqakves rage
akadoestakehisscalp. Then, after his return, when he plans

menionof7ceragrtaphs,inperusornaes. 174

Tya te 's
range war.on Umase'ika and four times invites him, the first three

Kunyiis grs111, Make-tut tiamek14 lyahk's 1 1,a times shooting begins prematurely, and only the last time doesKuni'ie' 11'MQwm~ta-wiyh' 0,ad5 it really come to engagement of battle (G 66-78). It is due
on down. The intervals of nonmention before reappearance relytote formal emoniale in these t sec-
ar*otesm fet 5.75 8 0,7 aarpsrs largely to the formal, ceremonial repetitions in these two sec-

arectovelyforthe same
e fec 151,s75,g98 107,e p taragr s res-e tions that they stand out, as already said, as a departure from

pectively for the same five personages. These instances leave teohriehsoia anro h ae abeiht t
no doubt that the narrator held control of the line of his plot. consistency of quality.

D. EXAGGERATION

Exaggeration of happenings or powers into the realm of the to run quickly into mere exercise of magic or supernatural
impossible or fantastic, so frequent in myth, imaginative stories, power. The latter we have seen to be practically lacking from
and hero tales, and in certain types of literature the world over, our tale; exaggeration is rare in it and fairly restrained. As
is indulged in only to a mild degree in the present narrative-- already said, the Mohave are mild exaggerators compared with
though it is by no means lacking in those Mohave plots which the Hindus. Contrast Umase'aka scooping out and consuming
are not oriented toward historical resemblance. A summary of a great bowl of beans and one of maize in a few moments as
all instances has already been presented in Part 5, B, "The against Indra eating three hundred buffaloes at once and
Supernatural Element." Strong exaggeration tends in its nature drinking three lakes of soma.
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E. FORMAL DEVICES

In prose narrative, formal literary devices naturally are M 160 on the eve of the final invasion- -the meanings and
limited. However, the use made by the Mohave of names, jinglings of whose names have been analyzed in n. M 67. This
both of places and of people, somewhat parallels their use in list is pure decorative embroidery: not one of the twenty ever
epics composed among other peoples in verse. does anything or is even mentioned again as an individual.

The constant localization in Mohave is likely to be felt It seems worth citing parallels.
by us as an unnecessary and boring blemish. We should no In the Odyssey's eighth book, when the Phaeacians proceed
doubt react differently if we knew where the places were and to their games, twelve competitors are named: Acroneus,
what their names meant: in short, if they carried associations. Ocyalus, Elatreus, Nauteus, Pryneus, Anchialus, Eretmeus,
Constant reference to locale has of course tended to pervade Ponteus, Proreus, Thoon, Anabasineus, and Amphialus, son of
Western epic poetry since Homer. No doubt the naming of Polyneus. When the events are decided, the race is won by
familiar places and the allusions to half-known ones were Clytoneus, son of King Alcinous, wrestling by Euryalus, son of
pleasurable to the Greeks. How much the device presumably Naubolus, the jump by Amphialus, who is twelfth in the list just
surcharged for them the affect of the story and its verse can be given, the discus by Elatreus who is the third, boxing by another
estimated if we try to imagine the Iliad or Odyssey void of all son of the king, Laudamas. Ten of the twelve never place in
placement, their plots running in a vacuum. There is also the events, nor are they mentioned elsewhere. They too are
no question that to a modern reasonably acquainted with the "decorative embroidery"--but indispensable to the poet. What
history and geography'of the Greek world the place names pro- would the report of the games retain of interest if it told that
vide a satisfying aesthetic reenforcement. Take however a "ten other nameless ones also competed"?
modern wholly unexposed to classical education--what will Moreover, as the Mohave twenty names contain references
Ida and Tempe and hollow Lacedaemon and sandy Pylos mean to night and dust and clubs associated with war, so the Phaeacian
to him? Nothing but a clog and a strain. All of us are in an names coined ad hoc are studded with references to sea and salt
equivalent position in the face of Mohave toponymy. But the and ships, to high and sharp and swift, as befits sailors.
Mohave reacted to it as a Greek or a classical scholar does to Again, in the eighteenth book of the Iliad, lines 39-48, on
Homeric naming of places. There is a gap here which cannot the death of Patroklos, Thetis hears her son Achilles moan, and
be bridged with adequacy. All I have been able to do as inter- as she wails, thirty-three Nereids flock around her. Rhyme or
mediary, with annotations and itineraries, is to make it possible repetition of element occur in adjacent names: Doto and Proto,
for the occasional reader who wishes, to enter a little way into Dynamene and Dexamene, Nermetes and Apseudes, Ianeira
that world of experience and name of place against which the and lanassa. Of separated names that are linked in form we
Mohave have projected the construct of this saga. have: Kymodoke and Ijmothoe; Thoe, Kymothoe, Amphithoe,

The same holds true of names of persons. If people are un- and the last again tied to Amphinome; Kallianeira and
known, the name gives them particularity and reality; if known, Kallinassa, and right after them Ianeira and [anassa; Orethyia
reenforcement. and Amathyia. Their relation to one another is like that of

In first mentioning the inhabitants of a spot, the Mohave way Hapar-el-tsemika, Hapar-el-ny-avareqa, Ampot,-ly-l&ke,
is to mention their leaders: sometimes one, occasionally a pair, Ampot-ly-avareqa, Ampot.-el-tsemfika, Tinya-l-ny-ilke,
often either four or five. If there are several, one may later Tinya-l-tsemika, Tinya-mil-ny-evareqa and so on in M 160.
turn out to be head over the others. Sometimes the names in The Homeric meanings also are mostly such as befit sea nymphs
a group of four or five contain a common reference or connota- as properly as the Mohave names are apt for attackers in war
tion, or two of them do. Sometimes they rhyme or jingle in as the Mohave knew it. They denote gray and salt, shore and
sound. Some examples are: lake; or, grouped together, Of-the-islands, Of-the caverns,

Four Magkwem- chiefs. H 83. Of-salt-water. For others, the relevance of the names is less
Huyatf-i-ky8re, Hiha-ky8re, Otlem-ta'e, Otem-tinyame. clear; but these are, as in Mohave, generally the ones that

A 9.1 rhyme or jingle or balance, like Doto and Proto, the Giver
Amai-veha, Amat-veha, Hiya-ly-e8aiu, Hisa-lye-kZiu, and the First, or Nermetes and Apseudes, Unerring and

with Amp ztem-kuhliulve. E 50. Truthful.
Akwagem-iuive, AkwaGem-tsemikwe, and two others. G 80. Comp4re also Ovid's list of the thirty-three hounds of
Kunyi'iQe, KanyiGe, and two others. M 155. Actaeon who bring him down:19 Blackfoot and Trail-follower
eenyalka-hatla, Genya'ika-haiye and two others. M 155. baying loud on the trail, Voracious and Gazelle, Mountain-
Qiikete, Liinkete, and three others. J 128. ranger and staunch Fawn-killer, fierce Hurricane, Hunter,
Kapatl8rem-kwusohika, Kapatl6rem-Kupustilye. J 120. and the rest. Here we have a Latin poet citing Greek names:
Huyemil-tinyame, Hupimil-tinyame, and two others. the significances are indirect, veiled except to the bilingual.

J 123, 128. In short, whether one speaks in Greek hexameters or Mohave
Amai-same8iva, Amai-nya-puka. K 139. narrative prose, with consummate skill or almost artlesly, the
Aluwa, Alume, and two others. N162. values, asociations, andconsonancesofpropernamesmaybe
Amaiy-atskwava, Amat.-atskwava, and two others referring felt and manipulated much alike if the intent is the making

to tobacco; and another group of four implying tobacco. J 129. of an epic of the national past.
And above all, the twenty "shock troopers" selected in The device of the included narrative- - a past episode brought
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into the stream of the story--is sparingly used. It occurs in knee, the cause and course of which are told in I 93. Both
I 94 when Hipahipa reveals to the wanderers his identity and these inversions of time serve to heighten the dramatic intro-
history (cf. Pt. 6, B, n. 9). When his twenty empty houses duction of Hipahipa into the tale.
are discovered in I 92, he is away on a visit to Cut-blood-

F. CONDENSATION IN TRANSLATION

In spite of my best efforts to record a full translation of the linguistic style by Stanley Newman published in this series.20
story, it is evident that I did not altogether succeed. It now This description is the result of a most fortunate coincidence:
contains between thirty and forty thousand words, whereas Inyo- an analytic linguist of unusual ability possessed also of unusual
kutavere in six half-days must have spoken the equivalent of a. sensitivity for literary style as an aesthetic mechanism, operat-
hundred to a hundred and fifty thousand English words. I have ing on a not too difficult language whose style is markedly
already mentioned that some of the shrinkage is due to my simple and direct and used apparently only in brief, simple,
omitting verbal repetitions and otherwise trimming redundancy, direct tales.21
primarily in self-deferse in trying to keep up with the interpre- Occasional other references to "style" in Indian narrative
ter--I wrote only an abbreviated longhand. Perhaps a fair or song usually boil down essentially to matters of form of
estimate would be that the other half was regrettable loss of content: deliberate repetition, parallelism, preoccupation
vividness, concrete detail, and nuance. In short, condensation with particular kinds of themes, formal openings and closings,
compacted the manner of telling, but also diminished something and the like; and not with linguistically selective form, which,
of such virtues of quality as it possessed. Verbal style in parti- it seems to me, is what literary style above all means. How-
cular had little chance of penetrating through the double screen ever handicapped the present analysis may be, it is accord-
of Englishing and of condensed recording. ingly not much more handicapped than most existing efforts,

Of course, in any strict sense of the word, style is choice of even when these operate on texts.
language and can therefore be fully conveyed only in the ori- Such indications as we have are that anything genuinely
ginal idiom. Even considered translation from a text in the deserving to be called a literary style has little chance of
original by one who knows the language well will successfully originating among a people like the Mohave who (a) are
seize only part of the style,. To have to begin with a rendering nonliterate, (b) possess no recognized linguistic devices of the
in English means that one is essentially restricted to considera- sort that constitute poetry, as distinct from ordinary speech,
tion of the substance of what is told and of some of its external and (g) heavily mangle and distort their words as they sing
forms, such as structure of plot, characterization, and formal them in music. Their ritual "preaching" is a style only in
devices of expression. the sense of being a manner of staccato, interrupted shouting

However, the majority of American Indian narrative mater- of words or short phrases not fitted into any meter or regular
ial has been recorded in English or some other European form; and with its co8rdination and syntax being either the
language. And even the smaller fraction written and publish- same as that of connected prose or truncated therefrom.
ed in text in the original idiom has practically never been In a collection of Yurok myth tales which I have in pre-
subjected to genuinely stylistic word-by-word analysis. Even paration, I am reviewing in some detail the problem of what
when the recorders had analyzed the language, they almost is and what is not lost in significance and nuance of content
never themselves controlled its use sufficiently to be able to in notations of narratives made in English by an ethnographer
venture on stylbtic judgments and appraisals. as compared with notations made in the original language and

The one outstanding exception is the description of Yokuts subsequently translated.



PART 7

OTHER VERSIONS

Other Mohave narrative material comparable to Inyo- is strikingly similar; then, analysis of a dreamed Coyote tale
kutav^re's tale will now be reviewed. First, there are two that begins and ends with war; and finally, some fragments
fragments from other tales of warfare, not sung; then, dis- obtained by Bourke.
cussion of a song-cycle myth, Vinimulye-patse, whose tenor

A. KUNALYE'S HIPAHIPA NARRATIVE

A fragment of a historical "Great Tale" has been publish- Mohave side in the Inyo-kutavEre version. Amai-nye-verer-
ed in the Handbook (pp. 772-775), under the title of "A qwer, to be sure, is not mentioned in any fighting, but he is
Hipahipa Legend." I obtained this in 1908 from an old man a resident of the valley when the future Mohave emigrants
called Kunalye. In general character it conforms to the tale re'enter it, and in C 17-28 he entertains Umase'aka as his
presented here. Its two thousand or so words contain no in- guest, but as a stranger. Ampot-kerama is a member of one
cident exactly matching any in the present long version; but of two or three groups of west-side chiefs whose names have
three personages have names identical with three names in reference to tobacco, who invite Hipahipa to visit them, have
the present narrative. Hipahipa brought to them by his new partner Amai-lye-vave-

These three are Amai-nya-vererqwa, Ampote-kerama, and kwilyehe (J 129, 131), and who soon thereafter are summoned
Umase'aka. These three, in the Handbook fragment, are liv- by the latter to join him in war against Hipahipa (K 139), and
ing, along with four other named chiefs, at Amat-tasilyka presumably do so. All this accordingly puts Ampot,-kerama as
(J, map 1, E) in Mohave Valley. Amai-nya-vererqwa's son, well as Amai-nye-varerqwer on the anti-Mohave side in the
Itsehwe- kilyeme, goes to Aha-inya slough (23, map 1, E) to long version. In short, while three of the names of personages
fish and is wantonly killed by "Hipahipa people" there. occur in both versions, they are hopelessly split in their parti-

Hipahipa, in this Kunalye version, is not an individual hero san or tribal affIliation.
but a clan ("bunch of people") whose women are named Kut- To this may be added the difference that in the long tale
kilya. This Kutkilya is a historic clan name, totemically re- those who will become Mohave leave the valley, reenter it
ferring to a species of owl, but it has no connection with from the southeast and south, and finally conquer it, driving
Coyote, for whose corresponding clan the women's name is out the stay-at-homes to become non-Mohave tribes to the
actually Hipa. At any rate, the leaders of these Hipahipa- north and east; whereas in the Kunalye fragment it looks as if
Kutkilya people in the present variant were four men all call- the main warfare were going to take place between resident
ed by names beginning with Hinyorilya-va-; and "when the Mohave and eastern or southeastern ex-Mohave mischief-
people had scattered abroad," these four had returned to Mo- makers.
have Valley and had settled near Aha-'inya, at Avi-nya- In short, as far as we can judge, the two versions have
kaputsora and Kwinalya-kutikyorve.1 Now, after the murder, certain elements in common, such as names of some
they ran off far east (or southeast?) to Tsivakaha, Aha-kupone, personages, perhaps characters and incidents also, as well as
Aha-kuvilya. and Avi-nye-sko. The wanton murder suggests concern with killings, warfare, and prolix narration. But in
that these four Hinyorilya-vas are to be construed as enemies, the main the two versions are free recombinations of types of
as non-Mohave, who flee to Walapai or Yavapai country and characters and episodes, most of which are independently de-
presumably will later be pursued and attacked there. This vised as to name and happening; though some recur in both.
would make the injured group at Tasilyka Mohave, or future Another respect in which the fragment differs from the long
Mohave; and with this construction the name of Umase'ika is tale is in the freer introduction of magic. Being appealed to
in accord, who in our main tale is the leader of the Mohave by Amai-nya-vererqwa for help in finding his son who has
re-immigrants for a considerable part of the story, until his disappeared, Hime-kupura-kuptlula refers him to his younger
death and their expulsion (G 79). son, Ahwe-mesGeva, a boy; who thereupon follows Amai-nya-

However, Umase'ika's two companions at Tasilyka in the vererqwa home by traveling underground.3 There is nothing
Kunalye fragment, namely Amai-nya-vererqwa (Amai-nye- so unmitigatedly magical as this in the long tale.
varerqwer) and Ampo,t(e)-kerama, are on the opposite or non-

l For notes see p. 176. 134
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B. EPISODIC FRAGMENT FROM NYAVARUP

The following unplaced and unexplained bit wvas told me And even the new names are familiar. Matnapukwa is
in 1902 by Nyavarup, an old doctor from whom I also record- Hima;-napikwe and Kwatse-watse-yuva is Hwetsa-hwetsi-
ed a myth of "Origins," which is to appear as myth 9 in a yiuve,of our 0 171-172, Q 178, 186-191. When the Mohave
third instalment of Mohave narratives. finally conquer the valley, these two receive the expelled

refugees far upriver at. Eldorado Canyon, incite them, and
Matnapukwa came from the northwit a compan we- finally lead them on a counterattack into Mohave Valley,

friends Itwa sfrom thest hi op The had been which failing ignominiously, they are killed in flight. Theirfred.I* a tA~iaa tefo fMhv alyta names are the same in the two versions, their roles could-not
they met; and there they both died; one fell this way, the wel bemoedinthe constgesr to indicat
other that. Matnapukwa had a string of white shells hanging varab readifluid nth spe content mus hav bein he

from['thsepum o I hs noe, Kai's-watse-yva ablu
variable and fluid the specific content must have been in the

fro[thsptm f]hi nse,Kwi~-wt~-yvaa lu Mohave tales of migration and war. Certain patterns indeed
stone. Each swallowed the other's pendant and they died to- recred tfled wititediffre subject matter. When

gehr
recurred, but filled with quite different subject matter. When

gether. individuals of the same name are represented, in separate

tellings, as doing utterly opposite things at different places,
Those from south [of the valley] came to fight and it is difficult to retain much faith in there being any historical

were armed; those from the north [in the valley] were foundation for the events which are narrated with such apparent
Mohave and did not want to fight. But those from the south precision.
were prepared and drove the others away. Also, in the present version, if I understood the narrator

It is obvious what we have here: a variant of the pendant- correctly, the tribal relations are inverted from Inyo-kutavere's
swallowing and simultaneous death of the ex-friends and account. The Mohave are already in the valley, settled as
heroes, Umase'aka and Nyite-vilye-vave-kwily^ehe, in G peaceful residents, when warlike foreigners come and drive
79. Even the blue and white colors of the pendants agree. them out. Again, it is a pattern that is common, the histori-

cal serse or purport is opposite.

C. VINIMULYE-PATSE

This song tale about war, published as myth 2 in Seven more different than Vinimulye-pat'se from epic history. How-
Mohave Myths, has certain resemblances to our "Great Tale." ever, in Nyohaiva the victorious war party also moves upriver
Above all, it contains no supernatural episodes whatever. It from the south--though the journey is from historic Yuma to
relates to a Mohave leader who takes his people--without stated Halchidhoma tribal territory, and though the heroine-leader
motivation--out of Mohave Valley into the western desert, but "grows" in northern Mohave Valley. Style accordingly seems
later wants to return. He does so via a long march upriver to demand that attackers come from the south in intertribal
from near Yuma, and enters the valley at its foot; the residents warfare.
run off northward. The leader follows them about halfway up In 1908 I phonographed a few songs from the beginning,
the valley and settles for a year very near where he had lived middle, and end of another version of Vinimulye-patse.5
before his emigration. Then he moves north and attacks the These were sung for me by a young man who had married the
residents, who are led by his own younger brother, near where granddaughter of Kunalye( whose Hipahipa legend has just
Camp Mohave is now. The brother is killed in the river (much been discussed. The first songs relate to the country about
as Hipahipa kills Amai-lye-vave-kwily^ehe in L 144), his Avi-ahnalye, "gourd-mountain," far north-northwest of Mo-
daughter is made captive, the residents flee across the river, have Valley in Nevada. As the people travel, it is near sun-
and insults are shouted over the stream at each other by the down, and they tell how it will soon be dark but the sun is
two parties. Both of them are Owitws clan. Then the invading still shining on the range to the east. The middle songs are

victor crosses somewhat downstream and once more leads his placed at Av i-halykwa'ampa (site H, map 1, Valley, W),
party--again without specified reason--out of the valley to where the mesa meets the river. The final songs are referred
the Providence Mountains in the desert to the west, where one to mountains northwest of Mohave Valley in Chemehuevi
of the party dies of arrow wounds. country: Avi-waga, New York Mountains; Kom^ta; Harrakar-

The general similarity of contour to our pseudohistory is aka; and Savetpilye, Charleston Peak. The first three of
obvious. Nevertheless Vinimulye-pitse is a song cycle. The these four are in the general region of the Providence Mount-
place of 196 songs was enumerated; the full series takes two ains where, in the published version, they made their home
nights to sing. It can be sung for a dead or dying relative, or before and after the fighting (2: 3, 27, 28). The "middle"
for dancing at a festivity. songs correspond to those at "Avi-hilykwampa" in the publish-

Other song tales associated by the Mohave with war-- ed version (2:16), where the invaders cross the river in pur-
Nyohaiva, Raven, Tumanpa4--contain supernatural episodes, suit of the residents. The two versions may therefore be
mythology, origins and transformations, and are therefore assumed to run rather parallel.
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D. COYOTE

Still another reflection of war is found in the published But being starved, she and her son go off west to Tehachapi.
Coyote tale (6,A). This tells how at Avi-kwa'ahaQa "beyond He is Coyote, younger brother of garra-veyo Coyote. Hipa-
Phoenix," that is, south of the Gila, there lived Patak-sata,6 hipa is not referred to again in this tale after his initial men-
which is "a name of Coyote," and Hipahipa. On a day when tion.7
"the Mohave" attack and destroy Avi-kwa'ahaga village, a The relevant features of this narrative are (1) that it deals
boy called Patsa-karrawa is born and miraculously preserved with war; (2) that it mentions Hipahipa; (3) that Patak-sata
and raised, along with his father's mother. When grown, he and Patsa-karrawa are both coyote names. The story differs
takes her to "this" (the Mohave) country, then goes with the from others in that (1) there is no emigration nor land-conquest;
Mohave to attack Avi-kwa'ahaga. He deceives Patak-sata, (2) the victors attack in the south instead of coming from
Avi-kwa'ahlga is destroyed, and its people killed, except there; (3) the warfare reflected is the historic fighting of Mo-
that Patea-karrawa's mother makes herself known by singing have against Maricopa, Kavelchadhom, and Halchidhoma on

from a roof and is brought back as a captive to Mohave land. the Gila.

E. BOURKE'S FRAGMENTS ON MIGRATION

Bourke's somewhat confused but basically sound account some, and drove the rest off to the Moqui and Sevintch
of 18898 includes an outline of the migration legend, not [Shivwits Paiute ]. The bands driven out were the Tze-ku-
wholly consistent and slightly blurred by overlap with the pama, Kive-za-ku, Sakuma. [These names do not agree with
myth of the flood, Mastamho's travel, and his- separation of those in B 11, 0 172, nor can I make anything of them,9 nor

the tribes. Bourke's main statements are: of Tzi-na-ma-a for the Mohave. ]
After returning with Mastamho from the mouth of the riv- It was Witchy-witchy-yuba and Matna-pocua [i.e., Hwetsa-

er, the Mohave found other Mohave in Mohave Valley. These hwetsi-yluve and Himat-nap-ukwe I that led the Mohave from
spoke the same, but there was not enough land for all, so Date Creek back to Mohave Valley. These two lived in cliffs
they fought, and "we" killed the residents. Then they had and caves north of Avikwame ("Spirit mountain") and turned
to scatter to live. The Yavapai went from Mohave Valley into stones.
up Bill Williams Fork to Date Creek [ an affluent of the It is interesting that, although neither Hipahipa nor Umase-
Santa Maria from the southeast, see map 2, River and Desert]. 'Ika is referred to , the two leaders named are the same as those
The Walapai were driven down the Colorado to the Gila, from mentioned in Nyavarup's fragment, 7 B. Yet they are spoken
where they then crossed Yavapai territory to settle near Grand of, not as opponents that kill each other, but as joint leaders,
Canyon. as in 0 171-172, Q 178-191. There is an unresolved

"The Mohave" once lived with the Yavapai ("Mojave - contradiction in Bourke's data, in that this pair are said both
Apache") and Walapai on Date Creek. [ The mouth of this to have led invaders into the valley from the south (as one of
stream is very near Kitpama which looms so large in the desert them does in Nyavarup's episode), and to be associated with
wanderings under Hipahipa.] The Mohave in the mountains, the river canyon north of the valley, as in 0 171-172, Q 178-
called Tzi-na-ma-a, went from Date Creek to Mohave Valley, 191 of our full version.
fought those "remaining" there, killed many of them, enslaved



PART 8

GEOGRAPHY AND ITINERARIES

A. GENERAL CONSIDERATION

The tale reveals a secure knowledge by the narrator of the I am unable to say how far the narrator's knowledge of the
geography of Mohave Valley around the midnineteenth century. regions dealt with was based on personal acquaintance in his
when the channels of the Colorado sometimes flowed different- youth, or was supplemented by knowledge diffused among the
ly from those given on modern maps. He knew also the geo- Mohave generally as a result of war parties, travel from
graphy of the river above the valley as far as Eldorado Canyon, curiosity, an endless interest in topography, and a constant
and below it down nearly to Yuma, from where to the delta reflection of this in their myths and song cycles, which are
his acquaintance seems sketchier. He knew, further, like many almost invariablylocalized in detail. I suspect that the lat-
Mohave, the desert west of Mohave Valley, past or through the ter was a rather considerable factor as compared with personal
Providence Mountains and along the Mohave River up to where experience. Most old and middle-aged Mohave I met around
it emerges from the mountains. Other areas west of the river the first decade of the century seemed to be carrying in their
are dealt with very hastily. East of the Colorado, the Walapai heads a good equivalent--whether visual or kinaesthetic--of
territory east and northeast of Mohave Valley enters little into a map of a large area surrounding their valley; and to have
the story.1 On the contrary, a great area to the southeast of done so largely from a sheer interest in place and orientation
Mohave Valley is repeatedly being traversed in the narrative for its own sake, an interest further nourished by constantly
or lived in. This is roughly the sweep from the Williams River fed information.
to the Gila; more exactly, the stretch from where the Big Sandy It is a fair question why in this section I give so much at-
and the Santa Maria unite to form the Williams River, to the tention to geographic detail, when my finding has been in Part
Gila along its southward turn as far as Gila Bend. This desert 5 that the narrative is not historic but invented. Why, it may
belt reaches to the Colorado River at La Paz on the west, and fairly be asked, follow the itinerary through waste places
more or less to the Hassayampa "River" on the east; it does not visited by imaginary heroes, whom the narrator himself claim-
include the angle between the Colorado downstream from La ed he knew about by dreaming? The answers are several.
Paz and the Gila downstream from Gila Bend. But toward the First, while the plot is certainly invented, its geographical
northwest it is connected with Mohave Valley by a sort of knowledge is actual. Umase'ika and Hipahipa arefictive per-
wedge which takes in the south end of the range of the Black sns, but their travels are between real places, and a day's
Mountains, the lower Sacramento Wash, the lower slopes of journey attributed to their following or to their messengers
the eastern flank and southern end of the Hualpai Mountains could almost invariably have been performed by a migrant
on to Williams River, as well as westward to the Colorado be- band or by a runner, when the plot of the tale is projected on
low Mohave Valley. This wedge has been mapped as Walapai the map. In short, imaginary as its plot is, the tale adheres

2territory on the basis of Walapai statements, but the Walapai strictly to geographical verisimilitude, much as it adheres to
appear to have had no permanent settlements within it. It was possible reality of happenings and, in a somewhat less exact
*therefore probably a no-man's land in the sense of being un- way, to chronological plausibility.
occupied, though it was perhaps visited more often for food by Most of the identifications of spots, distances traversed,
the Walapai, for traverse by the Mohave. Beyond this wedge, etc., have been given in footnotes to the text of the tale,
the southeastern desert, so far as it is the scene of the story, where they are, of course, needed. Such annotations however
was occupied by the Tolkepaya or Western Yavapai, as will come piecemeal: they identify a place that is mentioned, but
appear in section D below; and not by other Yavapai divisions, leave hazy the total journey in which it is visited. It is such
The portion of the Gila referred to was below historic Maricopa synthesized routes that chiefly are discussed and summarized
holdings, and seems to correspond essentially to pre-1850 in the itineraries, especially in section D below. Reconstruct-
Kavelchadhom holdings as defined by Spier--again as will be ed routes like these, in turn, have made possible many spot
shown in section D. identifications not furnished by the narrator or interpreter. In

All in all, then, the Mohave, if informant Inyo-kutav^ere other cases they have revealed errors--slips of the teller's
is representative, regarded certain regions as having had very memory or knowledge, misunderstandings between the interpre-
definite relation to their national and clan migrations and ter and myself. In any event, if the tale is worth preserving
other regions as not so related. as the somewhat unusual product of the indulged imagination

1For notes see p. 176. 137
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of a tribal culture, it also is worth while to understand, as graphical section; but the most fully documented areas are in-
authentically as possible, the exact geography in which this cluded. And it is hoped to add to the next installment a series
imagination revels. of succinctly condensed maps for most of the narratives re-

Finally, the maps, place lists, and itineraries that follow, corded.
serve as a localizing base not only for the tale here presented The two maps herewith, that thus will also serve, more or
but for the Seven Mohave Myths already published, as well as less, other monographs on the Mohave, are: (1) a map of Mo-
for a further instalment of myths (9-16) almost ready for have Valley, with the chief settlements of the tribe in the his-
publication, plus an actual historical account--recollected, toric period, discussed in section B, following: and (2) a map
not dreamed--of Mohave wars, which is advanced in prepara- of the Colorado River from upper Mohave Valley to Yuma and
tion. Not all of the area touched on by these published or the Gila and for a hundred miles or so east thereof, discussed
prospective Mohave narratives is treated in the present geo- in sections C for the river and D for the desert.

B. MOHAVE VALLEY: MAP 1

There is a good deal of visiting, marching and countermarch- told of in P 174-176 of the text, I have drawn up a separate
ing, and land-taking in Mohave Valley in the course of the pre- "diagrammatic map" (fig. 1) which allows of the the introduc-
sent narrative; and many places are mentioned. With the re- tion of pertinent nongeographical information. This is really
ferences to these I have combined information appearing in a summary tabular presentation of traditional clan allotments
other tales, both mythical and historical; casual data; and projected on a schematic geography.
especially a list of the principal Mohave settlements as of The bases for map 1 are two U.S. Topographic maps: the
perhaps 1850-1870 as known to Hatekulye-han or Hoalye- Needles Special Map, scale 1-125,000, surveyed in 1902-1903,
ukyeve, an informant living in Ah'a-kwinyevai, north- edition of 1904; and the Camp Mojave Sheet, 1-250,000, sur-
northeastward across the river from Needles, which list I record- veyed in 1876 and 1884, date of edition not stated. The Camp
ed on pages 6006-6010 of my notes on April 15, 1904. Mohave Sheet showed the Colorado River a full mile nearer,

Many of the spots in the valley are cited so often that it easterly, to longitude 1140 45' than the Needles Special. I
would be tedious to list all their mentions. I have therefore joined the river in the two, correspondingly displacing the
given no references in this section, in contrast with the follow- longitudes on the Mojave Sheet enlargement. Some of the
ing sections dealing with the lower river and the desert. I have contours also failed to meet by about a mile (such as the 1000-
however frequently included statements, from whatever context ft. contour west of the river and the 500-ft. east), and I fudged
- - and sometimes conflicting ones - - that would help define their junction. However, the 1000-foot line on the east, and
the localization of sites. some others, met better as a result of shifting the river.

In any systematic review, such as Hatekulyehan's or the
land-taking in P 174-176, the Mohave go up or down their val-
ley on one side, and then on the other. They usually list places
on the east or Arizona side first, perhaps because there is more I. MOHAVE VALLEY, EAST SIDE
bottom farmland there and there were more settlements. This
is the only nonconfusing order, I find, and I have therefore
followed it in my lists, dividing these into east side and west A. I&o-kuva'ire. 3 mi. N of Camp Mohave; S, downstream,
side. A short table contains the places mentioned as more or and opposite from Miakwa'orve (West, A), E, opposite
less facing each across the river. from Avi-kutaparve (West, B). In right-angled bend

In compiling these lists and map 1, I began with the idea of of river.
designating the most frequently mentioned localities by capital 1, 2, 3. Kwilyeeki, Avi-tutara, Nyamasave-kwahave
letters and the rest by numbers, in separate series for each side. are nearly the same place, very near I8o-kuva'ire,
This plan could not be adhered to with entire consistency, as about 1/4 mi. apart.
data accumulated, without so many designations being altered 6. Aqwer-tunyive, between A and B.
as to unduly increase the risk of error. The result is that near- 7. Ahtsye-'iksamta (or -aksamta), below A, a little E
ly all lettered places are important, but some numbered ones of N of Camp Mohave.
also. 9. Amat-kukye*ta, a former slough (hikyetk, cut), at

As will be evident on consultation of map 1 and the lists foot of terrace, upriver from B.
referring to it, the placing of many sites is only approximate, B. Qara'erve, 1 (or 2?) mi. N of Camp Mohave, in flat
and sometimes there are conflicts in the statements recorded. valley, very close to 9, S of 7. A wagon road comes
I have, however, spent many hours in reconciling and fitting down from the eastern mesa to the river here.
information, and feel reasonably satisfied with the reliability 10, lOx, Hlukelyeme, Malyko-vetsierqe, near B, or per-
of the outcome, except as regards fine accuracy. The map haps above it.
will be of use not only for the present narrative but in connec- C. Selye'aya-kumitTe, near Camp Mohave, variously located
tion with myths and stories already issued or to be published. i mi. N, 1 mi, E, 2 mi. 5, or "near it, on a mesa

For the ancient land-taking by leaders and clan lineages [terrace] approaching the river,"
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D. Sukwily'ihu, Soqwilye'ihu (hawknose), at Camp Mohave. 25. Aha-k-upinye (hipinyk, lukewarm), S of 23 (and
12. Aha-havasu (blue water), S of D. 24); "NE" of Needles City. The river was shallow

E. Aqwaq-iove (deer see), S of C, D, 12. and formerly fordable to this place, which was
14. Hanyo-kumaseeve (slough fear), overflow lagoon on (or opposite) the island formed by the river's

or slough at foot of first terrace, just E of where easterly course. In the "Great Tale" land-taking
the 1904 wagon road crossed the irrigation canal. it was recorded as Aha-kuminye.

15. Kuya-k-aqwiea (water hole-yellow), 1/4 mi. S 26. Aqaq-ny-iva (raven's house), variously said to
of 14; mythical home of a large female rattlesnake. have been on the line between Needles and

15x. Mo&ilye-halye-tapmeve, near 15. Boundary Cone, 6-7 mi. N of Needles, 1-2 mi.
F. Selye'aya-tiumati (covered up with sand, i.e., former S of it, or near 25. It has been entered on the

good farmland), downstream of 15. Opposite Mat- map about 4 mi. N of Needles. It is said to have
akwae-kutsyepe (West, D). been opposite Selye'aye-'itierqe (21 on the W

17. Amai-nye-qotase, S of 14, on the arid terrace. side).
18. Aha-kevire (water-without, lacking), S of 15. 27. Aha-kukwinve, at Old Gus slough, or Gus Spears,

About 3 mi. S of Camp Mohave.. evidently on Spear Lake of our maps, NE from
G. Kamahnulye, S along the edge of the terrace from 15 Needles City at the foot of the first terrace.

and 17, 4 ± mi. from Camp Mohave; at a lake or 28. Aha-kwa'a'r, a big slough at foot of eastern mesa;
slough. Old Gus ranch; below Milltown.

H. (A)ha-sU5ape, -siaape (water-tears channel, hi&apk). 28x. Avi-nye-va, next to 28, between it and 28y.
Opposite Hatsioqwatveve (West, F). The "torn 28y. Hwat-imave, below 28x, near main channel
channel" may mark the beginning of a former island about 1855; Gus Spear ranch in 1903.
stretching south. L. Hivistive, below 28y.

Hx. Aha-kumaee'e, near H. Lx. Astakwanakwe, with L.
20. (A)vanyor-ivave, with 20a, 20b, near H, but on 29. Av'a-ku-tanakwe, and Akyis-ku-@araeara, 2-3

former island, so apparently S of H. mi. SE or downriver from K, nearer the E
20a. Kamus-kuvutatsie, by 20. terrace than K. (Av'a is a large bush; tanakwe,
20b. Akyaset-eitlive, by 20. low; akyase, a plant fiber used for string;
21. Aha-tlepuve, in vicinity of 20. earaeara, to grow in a compact stand.
21a. Hia-tukoro, by 21. 30. Hat8m-kwiaike (in middle-lie), S of 29.

I. Qiv-k-uvaha, "9" (probably nearer 5) mi. below Camp 31. Sate-hirAitlive (dip water out), a small slough, a
Mohave, on Henry Lambert ranch; a Mohave settle- little S of 30.
ment around 1850, sandy in 1904; below H. Opposite N. Hotuirveve, Otiirveve, (where they play hoop and poles),
Amal-kusayi (West, G). There used to be an "arm S of 31.
of the river W of it, "i.e., the site was formerly on 34. Amat-kunive, S of N.
an island, with the main channel to the E, a subsidiary 0. Savet-toha, due E of Needles, at foot of terrace.
channel to the W. The name means "broken through," Ox. Ahat-haly-'ipmeve, by 0. (Aha-taly'ipmeve?)
"broken out." P. Apen-yi-va (beaver's house), at foot of terrace, below

Ix. Hamkava8ulve, on island, with I. N and 34, above 36. This may or may not be
22. Tsies-ivive, S of I, 1/2 mi. from river. (Kwitisiese Apeny-supanye of the land-taking, there grouped

is hook-thom cat's-claw acacia, used for digging with N.
sticks; hivive, have, belong to). Women's clan 36. Aha-qwalinyo (tule water), below P. In spite of
name of historic residents: ewiti. the name, there were neither slough nor tules; but

23. Aha-'anya (water runs), inland from 22, a slough atalyke roots were dug there.
with tules, where they fished. R. Honyive-hetrqantsive (run over high place; kuinyave is

J. Amat-tasilyke, and Jx, Ae'i-kupome, opposite Avi- a wooden kick-ball). A high sandhill S of 36.
halykwa'ampa (West, H). 38. Talye-hiuyi (washes a hole) or Tsamhuve, one

24. Sa'ontsive or Sa'int'sive, on the former long island, place, S of R.
toward its S end. This name may be a variant of S. Qaqauve, N of 39.
Seqwiltsive, also mentioned as near the S tip of Sx. Hamkye-nye-va (swallows' 6ouses), near S.
the island. 39. Hoskyive-yetukyere (dove-breast), S of 38.

24a. Ahahta, near 24. 40. Nyahveve (Nyahweye-ve?), S of 39. Named from
K. Ah'a-kwinyevai, S of 25, a tract stretching from the tiutiveyuhveve, whisper, because eastern enemies

river to a lake slough at the foot of the E terrace. coming to attack once consulted in whispers here.
Around 1850 the river did not flow past where T. Va'8rve, S of 40, 4 mi. S of P, 4 mi. N of Y. It is a
Needles City now is, but well E of its present sharp terrace due E of the "old Santa Fe R.R. bridge,"
course. Ah'a-kwinyevai was then "in California," which was 3 mi. SE of Needles. Women's clan name
i.e., W of the Colorado, or of one of its channels, of historic residents: Miisa; or, according to P 174d,
In 1903-1904 informants Inyo-kutavere and Tidta.
Hatekulyehan lived there: the "Great Tale" was U. Hanyo-hane (hanyo, slough), or Hanyo-kupusoi, a slough
told me here.
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at the foot ot T terrace, is evidently Powell Lake of below C, but direction and distance from 10 not
the maps. clear.

43. Avi-tiitte (rock-put, hitlim), below T, N of V. 12. AhmS-ke-tiimpipe (four mortars), below 10,
After a victory over the Maricopa, a Mohave above D.
living here told his kinsmen to let the tribe come 13. Muhunyake, near 12.
and take away his and their property, and named D. Mat-akwae-kutiyepe (yellow-ocher-wash open), S of
the place Avi-tlitie in commemoration. 12, N of E, the last settlement still in Nevada when

44. Nyitlerqa'ulyive, a little N of V. (Or Itiierqa- going S; opposite Selye'aya-tllmatl (East, F).
'ulyeve). E. H8kusave, a settlement by the river, S of the diagonal

44x. lspany-kwiyu, near 44 and V. Nevada-Califomia line, which takes off from the
45. Ipaktem-vatiutli-vavitle, near 44. It is evidently river exactly at parallel 350. Said to be "8 mi. N

the same place as 19 of Desert Itinerary 6. of Needles," but most of the miles cited by the
V. Kwiea'&qa, Kweea'oka (oqe'oqem, a little high), S of Mohave are long and few, and by map the airline

43, N of X. "4-5" mi. from Needles; actually and as distance is about 12 mi.
entered on map, about 7-8 mi. 16. Oyati-ukyulyuve, near E, relation to 17 not clear.

X. Sampuly-k-uvare, Sampuly-kwuvare (mosquito-cannot), 17. Akatai-vasalyve (sift, screen-akatai seeds),
below Kwiea'oqa (V), "very close to" Atiqiqa (Y); between E and F; "8 mi." above Needles.
"another name for Atiqiqa." F. Hatlioqvitveve (where they had a stick-fight), between

Y. Atiqiqa, just N ("1/2 mi., " "l mi.") of Mellen 17 and G. It is opposite Aha-so8ape (East, H). It
(Topock), which is at the E end of the Santa Fe R.R. had a mat'&re playfield, and, about 1904, a mile
bridge. It was a settlement, the Beersheba of Mohave course for horse-racing.
Valley. The derivation is said to be from qaqitiqaqim, G. Amat-kusayi (fat, greasy-earth; hisaik is fat), below F,
"retching," "vomiting," with reference to an incident. opposite Qiv-kuvaha (East, 1).
Marh8-kuve was sick and two men were carrying him 20. Av'a-Oemulye, near F and G.
on their heads to Arakiamve in Yuma territory, when H. Avi-halykwa'ampa (or -hily-), below G, about 5 mi.
he said, "Lay me down, I must vomit." above Needles, where a terrace mns to the river in

Z. Kwaparvete, S of Atiqiqa, a terrace which the railroad a bank.
ascends from the bridge to enter Sacramento Wash 21. Selye'aye-'itlierqe, (excrement-sand), a sandbar,
on its way up to the Arizona highland. 4 mi. N of Needles, opposite Aqaq-ny-iva

(East, 26). It may have been on the former island
II. MOHAVE VALLEY, WEST SIDE rather than on the W side.

22. Amat-kaputsora or -kaputlorilyase or -lyaive (gam-
1. Hamulye-tsieme, above 2. ing-hoop place), between H and 23. It was
2. Amai-ku-vataqanye, a little sharp peak opposite formerly not on the river, which flowed farther E.

Hardy. 22a. Kutiata'orve, near 22.
A. Miakwa'orve, or Mat'ire-mai-muya, a level place 23. eono-hi8auve, between 22 and J. Formerly the

(mat'ire is a playfield), close to 2, and upstream river flowed well to-the E. Usually coupled
diagonally opposite from 18o-kuva'ire (East, A). with 24.

4. Amata-hotave, below A, above 6. 24. Horrave2itauve (or Korr- have lightning), above
5. Hanemo-'ara (duck-'ara), a "lake," below A, Needles. Near 23.

above 6. 25. Ihne-va'uve, S of 23.
6. Aksam-kusaveve, below 4 and 5. J. Save-tliviita, 3 mi. N of Needles, S of 23, opposite Aha-
7. 8okupita-to8ompove (owl-t.) and Ihore-kutlupetpa kwinyevai (East, K). Also not on river formerly, cf.

(sandbar willow-h.), close together, upriver from 22, 23.
B. K. Analy-ohwele, in Needles, W of locomotive turntable.

B. Avi-kutaparve (-kwataparve), a whitish cliff near the 27. Amat-kwohoatie, in Needles, probably near 1903
river, opposite 18o-kuva'ire (East, A). ice factory.

8. Avi-'itlierqe (excrement rock), below B. 28. Tohopav-ivave, in Needles, very near 27.
9. Huvate, near B. 29. Avi-kwe-satuve (or -sutove), 1/2 mi. downstream

C. Avi-kwa-'ahwata, a red hill where the river, after an from Needles.
E-W course since Hardy, makes a sharp right-angled 29a. Kwamhaeeve, below 29.
tum left to S. The place is opposite and W of 30. Akwanva-'averve. Apparently more or les
I8o-kuva'Tre (East, A). There is a "slough"-- opposite E 39, Hoskyive-yetukyere.
perhaps a channel between the islands shown by the 30a. Ahtotahto, near 30.
map. 30b. Numika-vaktrta, near 30.

10. Aha-kwa9o'ilye (salt water), Beaver Lake of the 31. Hatalompa, or -lomve, near Beal, more or less
map, opposite Camp Mohave, a lake more than opposite V, Kwiea'8qa.
1 mi. long, 1/2 mi. from the river. 31a. Turlse, near 31.

11. Hukeara-tilmanlve (coyote-*i.), farmable land, 32. Ahpaly-kiv'ava, more or less opposite X, Sampuly-
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kuvare. probably above it.
32a. Avi-motohayi, near 32. L. Mepuk-tiivauve (knee-tN.)diagonally opposite upstream
33. Kuhu'inye, in lower end of valley, near L. from Y, Atlqaqa.

III. OPPOSITES IN MOHAVE VALLEY

West East West East
1. Amat-kuvataqanye Hardy H. Avi-halykwa'ampa J. Amal-tasilyke
A. Miakwa'orve (oppos. up from) A. I&o-kuva'ire 21. Selyeaye-'itsierqe 26. Aqaq-ny-iva
B. Avi-ku-taparve A. I8o-kuva'ire J. Save-tlivuta K. Aha-kwinyevai
C. Avi-kwa-'ahwata A. I8o-kuva'ire 30. Akwanva-'averve ' 39. Hoskyive-yetukyere
D. Matekwae-kutlyepe F. Selye'aye-tumatr 31. Hatalompa V. Kwiea'oqa
F. Hatiioqwatveve H. Aha-s08ape 32. Ahpaly-kiv'ava X. Sampuly-kuvare
G. Amat-kusayi I. Qiv-kuaha L . Mepuk-tiivauve (opp. up from) Y. Atsqaqa

C. THE RIVER BELOW MOHAVE VALLEY: MAP 2

Mohave references to places on the Colorado River are joumeys narrated in the present tale; a, b, ... h denoting
numerous for the stretch of two-days' journey between the the separate journeys; and SI, sleeps. Spots mentioned in
foot of Mohave Valley and- Williams River; fairly full for seve- the text or lbts whose placing on the map would have been
ral days' travel below; begir to thin out in the vicinity of indefinite or uncertain have been omitted from the map.
Yuma; but go on through Cocopa country to the mouth. It is
evident that the river served as a great highway, though only I. EAST SIDE OF RIVER BELOW MOHAVE VALLEY
for foot travel along it. Rush rafts were used to float on, or
to push, fdr relatively short distances downstream, on special 1. Amat-ehe-stutsive, 11:33, "4 mi.' S of Topock; per-
occasions; there was no known way at all of navigating up- haps nearer 2-3 mi.
stream. la. Amat-kyerekyere-kwitni, 2:14. aSI13.

Practically all of the route lay on the east or Arizona side. lb. Avi-kwa'-ahwata, E? W?, 14:68, red mountain near
Consequently place names are far more abundant on this than Topock.
along the western or California bank. The one stretch in *2. Hokiampeve, Mukiampeve, 11:34, 1:104, Y2:36, 6:B,
which the east shore was customarily abandoned was above 3421. At river, foot of Needles Pks.; 1 mi. S of
Yuma between Picacho and Laguna or Imperial Dam. Here a no. 1.
cut-off. over fairly level land, avoided a long east-curving 3. Avi-kwa-ttohai, 11:35. Summit of Needles Pk. This
bend in the river. No doubt there were also shortcuts else- may be a couple of 1,200-ft. rock spires 1/2-3/4 mi.
where, between consecutive loops or oxbows of the stream; from the (B.M. 465 ft.) river, or again the 2,347-ft.
but these were much shorter, remained on the east side, and, peak 3-4 mi. E, which is the highest in the Needles
involving no crossing, are usually not mentioned. group.

A second shortcut on the west side ran from Chemehuevi 4. Kwayu-namau, 1:104. Just S of Mukiampeve.
Valley over Whipple (Monument) Mountains to the vicinity of 4a. Selye'aye-mukye-ta, 11:37. 2 mi. S of Needles Pk.
Parker. This saved miles at the cost of altitude and rough Cf. no. 12.
going, and was used only by able-bodied travelers making 5. Hatutva, Hatutve, 11:38, 2:12. 1/2 mi. S of no. 4a.
time. aSl 2.

Below the mouth of Williams River there is no more gorge, 6. Qampanyk-nyi-va. "bat its house," 11:39. -- Cf.
and conspicuous landmarks are few along the river. Exact Sankuvanya, Y2:40, below no. 2; Sa-kampanyuva,
and sure locations for named places are therefore rather few. 8:15, person (I ?) living in lower Mohave Valley.
Many of my map entries may well be a few miles too far up- 7. Ammo-ny-unye, "mountain sheep its road," 11:40, 1/2
stream or downstream. But their relative order, as well as mi. S of no. 6.
their approximate placement, seems secure, except where 7a. Huk9ara-ny-enye-ve, "coyote its road place," 6B.
doubts are mentioned. Small mountain S of Needles Pk., E? W? -- Cf.

None of the spots in this stretch were permanently inhabited no. 7.
during most of the nineteenth century, until Yuma land is 8. Tlimukwily-kwa-kyeve, 11:41. Wash, 1/2 mi. S of
reached. no. 7.

In map 2 localities along the east side of the river below 8a. Humeavinye-tsaulyve, 11:41. By no. 8.
Mohave Valley are numbered; along the west, lettered. In 9. Avi-rrove-hi8auve, 11:42. 1 mi. S of no. 8.
this section data from other tales, and in fact from all my 010. Hamu-tiompa-kuya, Hami-tiompa, 11:43, 8:159.
notes, have been incorporated with those from the present nar- bSl3. 1/2 day S of Atiqaqa in valley.
rative, as shown by the references.3 The mostfrequently .11. Iv9e-kwa-'akyulye. "ivee-long, 11:44, 8:159.
mentioned spots are starred in the lists. Entries like aSl 3, bSl 2. Cf. no. 24a.
aS a,.Sl.1. aSI 0 represent days' stages along the river in 11a. Uhul-nye-vatJe, "uhul-their houses."
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$12. Selye'aya-'ita, "big sand," 11:45, 2slla, 13:12. Near 32 uncertain.
no. 11; Chemehuevi Valley visible; where the dead 32. Avi-vataye, "big rock," 14:46, 15:16.
go. aS1 1. No. 56 has the same name. 33. Aha-Sekupi8a, "owl water," 3:33.

13. NyaveBi-nye-vatie, "ghosts their homes," 11:46. More 33a. Avi-'ivere, 14:49. Position in relation to no. 33
sandhills. uncertain.

14. Ha-tsa-kupilyka, 11:47; 13:12. Where dead go; near 34. Ahmo-kutle8ilye, "mortar- ?" 3:13, 8:94.
no. 12. -- In 8:159 Aha-tie-kupilyka is undoubtedly 34a. Hatai-kwa'i, 8:g4, coupled with 34. eSl 2.
the same but is placed between nos. 11 and 10 in the *34b. Kutuaunyve, Kutu8unya, 8:158, Y2:44. fSl 1.
travel sequence. 34c. Amat-kwitse, 3:14.

15. Avi-'pa, "person rock," 11:48. 5 mi. S of no. 14, not $35. Aqwaqa-have, "deer-h.," 2:9, 3:15a, 3:32, 8:94.
yet in Chemehuevi Valley. dSl 6, eSl 3.

15a. Humar-otare "child-otare," near no. 15. 36. Avi-nye-hamokye, 8:94. Near 35.
16. Tinyam-kosama, "night-kosama," 11:49. In Cheme- 36a. Avi-'itiorinyeve, 3:15f.

huevi Valley. *37. Avi-kwa-hapama, 2:8, 8:155. dSl 5.
16a. Kweyo-weye-hatapmeve (Kweyo-, cf. Kwayu- of no. 38. Avi'a'isa, "screwbean mountain," 8:155, 158.

4), 14:38. Place uncertain. Coupled with 37. fSl 0. Distinct from mountain
17. Me-koata, Hime-qoate, 1:104, 14:38. A sharp rock; of same name to N, E of Chemehuevi Valley.

a crag with nests. *39. Avi-helye'a, Avi-hily'a, Avi-k-ely'a, n moon
17a. Ha-ts'e-huw^eve, 14:39. E? W? mountain." 2:7, 3:16, 15:16. dSl 4. The actual
17b. Takha-po8inke, 14:40. E? W? mountain is some 5 mi. E of river by map, but its
$18. Omaka, Umaka, 11:50, 8:159, 14:40. Probably very sharp profile, presumably giving the name, may be

near lat. 34030'; "3 -4 mi." S of no. 16. Avikwame best visible from the river.
Mt. is visible. 40. Amat-koahoatle, 2:6, dSl 3.

*19. Ahmo-kwe- 'ataye, Ahmo-kwatai, Ahmo-kwe-'atai, p41. Ave-nye-va (-te), "rattlesnake's houses," 3:17, 8:90.
11:51, 8:81, 8:159. "3-4 mi." S of no. 18; La Paz. gSl 5.
"8-10 mi." S of steamboat landing in Chemehuevi 42. Kapotake-hiv'auve, Kapotak-iv'auve, Otak-ivauve,
Valley. 2:6, 3:18, 8:90. dSl 2.

19a. Akatu-'uvere, 11:51. Near no. 19. 43. Avi-tuva'auve, 3:19, 8:90.
*20. Aspa-lye-pu'umpa, "at eagle-P." 8:159, 14:41. A *44. Hore, Hoore, 2:5, 8:90. Ehrenberg, due W of Blyihe.

mountain. bSl 1. dSl 1.
21. Hama-kupeta, 8:159. 45. Aha-selye'aye, "sand water," 8:90, 14:50.
21a. Tsimusem-kutloive, 11:55. Tumanpa petrified here; 46. Aha-kutinyame, "dark water," 8:90, 14:50. Near

1/2 day from Aubrey. no. 45.
22. Ha-taiva-taive, 8:159. 47. Nume-ta'orve, "wildcat-ta'orve," 8:90.
22a. Selye'aye-kwame, 14:42.. E? W? 48. Akyulye-tiekapave, 3:20, 8:89. A high hill. gSl 4.
23. Aha-tisu-tfsyepa, 8:159. bSl 0. Apparently not confused 49. Avi-tiitse, 3:21, 8:89. Same name as 43, map 1,

with no. 24, which is mentioned in 8:158. Valley, E.
23a. Kukwauve-hunuve, 8:159. By no. 23. 49a. Ha-tusalye, Y2:55. Location uncertain.
*24. Ha-ku-tlyepa, mouth of (Bill) Williams (Fork) R.. *50. Aha-kwatpave, Aha(t)-kwatpa(r)ve, 2:4, 14:52. dSl 0.

1:52, 2:11, 4:15, 8:81, 14:43, Y2:43, 5031. Farthest S of Vinimulye tale.
aSl 0, cSl 0, dSl 8. 51. Amal-ehe-'i8auve, "have white paint," 3:22. Cf.

24a. (IveGi-kwe-'akyulye, 3:10, N of no. 25c, probably is nos. 1, 25c,
no. 11, misplaced here.) 052. Ava-tsohai, 3:23, 8:89. Farthest S of Nyohaiva tale.

25. Kepetliqo, 8:94. eSI 0. Relative position of 25, a, 53. IBo-lye-'amaia."place at black willows," 8:87.
b, c uncertain. gSl 3.

25a. Selye'aye-metsi, 8:94. Close to no. 25. 53a,b. Avar-'okwatai, Aha-silwe, 8:87, coupled with
25b. Hamsokwalypa, 14:44. no. 53.
25c. Amat-ehe-kwa8oske, 3:11. For name, cf. nos. 1, 51. 54. Avi-'otise, "bow mountain," 8:87.
26. Malyeho-ha, "water piep," 8:158. fM 2. 55. Hanakwahave, 8:86. gSl 2.
26a. Kovesokwe-hunake, 14:45. 56. Selye'aya-'ita, "big sand, " 1:56, 8:86. No. 12 has
27. Ho'au-nye-vatie, "ho'au their houses," 3:12. the same name.
028. Avi-soqwilye, Avi-sukwilye, Avi-soqwilye-hatai, Gp Here the usual travel route crossed the river to

"hawk rock," 3:36, 14:45, 15:16. 1/4 mi. from Kuvukwilye on the W (S) side, and struck overland
no. 29. across the chord of antE-flowing arc of the river.

29. Amat-ya'ama, 3:35, 8:94. "4 mi. E" of Parker Agency, See west-side list (C ID', K-R. (gSl 1 is at Amat-
1/4 mi. from no. 28. eSl 1? iya on this W side.)

29a. Aha-lye-kuirve, 8:94; coupled with no. 29. . *60. Avl-kunyure, Avi-kunyire, Avikunyere, 8:10, 8:86,
30. Sama'okusa, 3:33. Nyohaiva's scalp dance. 14:60. "15-20 ml." above Yuma. gSl 0, hSl 3.
31. Tataskyanve, 2:10. dSl 7. Relative position of 30, 31, 61. Avlrqa, 8:10, 8:86. With no. 60.
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62. Hukeilye. 14:61. Relative position of 62-64 uncertain. River Contingent
63. Yiminalyek, Y2:70, in Yuma land. 38. Avi-'a'isa, start.
64. Hitlipse, 8:85. hSl 2. 34b. Kutu&unyve, SI 1; c. 17 mi.
65. Kakwilinyo, 8:84. hSl 1. 26. Malyeho-ha, S1 2; c. 17 mi.
70. Ava-vatai (many houses), 8:83. In Cocopa land. 24. Hakutsyepe, 1/2 day; c. 7 mi.
71. Kwenyo-kuvilyo, 8:83, 14:62. hSl 0. Joint Contingents, from Hakuesyepe, starting same day:
72. Kutyene. Kutkyene, 14:62, Y2:77. 23. Aha-tlu-tiyepa and 23a, Kukwauve-hunuve, Sl 3.
73. Avi-aspa ("eagle mountain"), Y2:77. Near no. 72. 22. Ha-taiva-taive; noon, rest.

21. Hamakupeta; rest.
II. WEST SIDE OF RIVER BELOW MOHAVE VALLEY 20. Aspa-lye-pu'umpa, mountain, S1 4.

19. Ahmo-kwe-atai, eat.
E-I are the only places mentioned on the west bank in the 18. Umaka.

stretch between east side no. 35, Aqwaqa-have, 11. IvOe-kwa-'akyulye and lla, Uhul-nye-vatse, SI 5.
and no. 52, Ava-tsohai. Their precise situations (14. Aha-tle-kupilye, where they eat, seems an error, for
are not known, but their relative order is clear they are already above it, according to Tumanpa,
from a travel sequence in Nyohaiva (3). 11:43-50.)

E. Koeilye, 3:29. 10. Hami-tsompa. S1 6. This day's march is so negligible
F. Matha-tle-kwilyeve, 3:28. as to suggest that 14 may be placed correctly, and
G. Aqwaqa-munyo, 3:27. that sites ll-lla should rather be put between
H. Amat-tato'itsve, 3:26. 18 and 14. In that case the Tumanpa order would
I. Ahpe-hwelyeve, 3:25. be the erronedus one.

Site Y, map 1, Valley, E, Atsqaqa, is 1/2 day from 10, for
K. Kuvukwilye, 1:57, 8:86, 14:53, Y2:59, on W bank noncombatants, 1/4 day for warriors.

opposite 56, Selye'aya-'ita. Here begins the over-
land cut-off M-R, rejoining the river at Q and re- IV. RIVER PORTION OF HIPAHIPA'S JOURNEY FROM KOHOYE
crossing it at 600 TO AHAKWAHEL

L. Avi-melyekyete. 3:35, a sharp upright rock at Picacho, (I 94)
which lies at mouth of a north-draining arroyo.
There was a historic Yuma village here (C.D.Forde, Kohoye, on Mojave R. 24 mi. upstream from Barstow. Across
UC-PAAE 28: 102). Mohave Desert S of W, to Colorado R., crossing this at:

M. Aha-kumiee, 1:58, 14:55. A spring. 25. Kepetliqo, between Parker and mouth of Williams R.,
ON. Amat-hiya, Amat-iya. "mouth earth," 1:59, 8:86. and near it:

gSl 1. 25a. Selye'aye-metti. Sleep. Thence proceeding
0, Toske, To'oske, 1:60, 14:56. downstream.
P. Yellak-ime, "foot-goose (tracks)," 1:61, 14: 57.
Q. Aha-Eauvarave, 14:58. On river. 29. Amat-ya'ama. and near it:
R. Nyimkutavave, 14:59. Here or near here the route re- 29a. Aha-ly-kuirve. Sleep.

crosses to E at 60.
34a. Hatai-kwa'i, and near it:

III. HIPAHIPA'S SECOND INVASION, TREK UP RIVER 34. Ahmo-ku-tle9ilye. Sleep.
(M 158-159)

36. Avi-nye-hamokye, and:
All numbers on river, east si. 35. Aqwaqa-have. Sleep.

Thence E into the desert.
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D. THE SOUTHEASTERN DESERT: MAP 2

I. THE GAMBLER IN THE DESERT: FLIGHT AND RETURN Aspa-nye-vake-holeve, E9. I would emend to read NE,
(F. 46-49, F 57-61) which takes him up an unnamed wet-weather stream flowing

The two sections on the gambling boy's flight and return are SW from the N end of a minor range, where E9 (- I12)
of little moment from the angle of the national migration would be, about 10 miles SW of Congress. From E9 he turns
which is the core of the tale, but they contribute to under- SE, sees a valley and smoke to the "S," and arrives there in
standing of the geography of the story because they refer to the (same?) afternoon to find clansmen at Huvalilyeskuva,
many of the places that are important later on, when the Mo- E10, and stays there. I locate this settlement where several
have clans are wandering in the desert before their final return. watercourses come together to form the (dry) Hassayampa

When Nyiise-vilye-vave-kwily8he has fled -- not to save River; at a guess, some 6 miles above Wickensburg. It is 40
his life but out of shame -- and has come out of the river, he miles from eavenarve, E5; which distance, as a young man,
first goes E to Amat-ku-tasa'alye, El (S of Sacramento Wash), he might well have covered in a day with an early start.
which we shall meet again on his return journey as F10. He His return six years later he wants to make by a straighter
then goes on, SES, to Akoke-humi, E2, a peak to which route. At any rate, it is more northerly: E10, Fl-Fll. I
Mastamho carried the Mohave when the waters rose -- a sort would trace his course up a branch of the Hassayampa, follow-
of Ararat (11:20). It is a mountain mass,- conspicuous from ing the present road and railroad NNW -- the text says NW.
Mohave Valley and attaining a height of 5,102 feet, which Iao-ka'ape, Fl, would be near Congress Junction: the name
seems to have no consistent American name. Some Govern- shows there were willows.5 At F2, Tanyi-ku-tanakwe, up
ment maps make this peak the eastern end of the Mohave the same watercourse, he finds a spring. At sunset he comes
Mountains, others of the more southerly Chemehuevis to F3, Ah'a-kuvate and Ah'a-Qampo, uninhabited but with
Mountains, both of which are construed as beginning W across water, and here he sleeps. I locate him now on a west-flow-
the river.4 The Akoke-humi massif stretches E-W about 15 ing upper tributary of the Santa Maria, a few miles S of
miles at the 3,000-foot contour. I assume that the fugitive's Hillside on the railroad. This tributary heads about 8 miles
first night's sleep was at the nearer or NW end of the farther E in the N end of Weaver Mountains. The airline dis-
mountain, and I have so entered E2 on the map. This would tance from E10 is 25 miles . He has followed the course of
give him 20 or so miles of travel after going to his games, the railroad and highway from Hassayampa to Williams River
playing them, and being scalped. drainage.

Next day he goes 20 or 25 more miles due E to Aha-'atsi, From F3 he goes due W 28 to 30 miles, first some 14 miles
E3(:F8, J3). I put it where a watercourse intermittently down the arroyo he is in, to its mouth at l8o-'ikwe-tsavabukwe,
trickles down from the Hualpai Mountain ridge, and not far F4, "where there is a canyon with a creek running S and
from where the Yucca-Signal road crosses this. It is now sun- cottonwoods"; that is, to its confluence with the Santa Maria.
set, and this is a natural place to stay; but, probably by an Though the Santa Maria flows W on the whole, it also trends
oversight, the story fails to mention his sleeping there. S; so he leaves its valley on his left to continue straight W,

The next move is SE to the fanious Kutpama and Ikwe-nye- keeping on his right the ridge that separates the lower Santa
va(tse) E4 (z I7-8), on Williams River(the older Bill Williams Maria from Burro Creek. Somewhere on the SW-facing slope
Fk.), probably at the mouth of Santa Maria River. By air, it is of this he lies down to sleep and calls the spot Inytl-owaiove,
28 miles. On foot, he could either have more or less follow- F5.
ed the present Yucca-Signal road and then down Williams The third day he bends nearly NW and crosses the Big
Canyon; or he could have kept W and then S of the S pro- Sandy (which unites with the Santa Maria to form Williams
longation of the Hualpais culminating in McCracken Peak, R.) at Signal, Aqwaq-haeeve, F6, at noon. From there he
and then along the Rawhide range. Again nothing is said of follows.more or less the course of the Signal-Yucca road,
sleeping, but as it is 50 miles or more since Akoke-humi, but I carry him a little lower along the slope of the Hualpais,
E2, and it is now daylight (for he sees smoke at Gavenarve), to place his camp, F7, which he names Kusmom-'uva, where
we can assume that he slept both at E3 and E4. the map shows the head of an occasional watercourse that

gavenarve, E5, a settlement, is 17 miles by air a bit E stretches 20 mil6s SE to be received in Williams River some
of S (the text says S) of Kutpama, if we locate it in an arroyo dozen miles above the mouth of this. Just before he camps
which comes northward off the Harcuvar range to drain into he can see the mountains around Mohave Valley, including
Bullard Wash. The slope is a peneplain, and gavenarve Avikwame. This would certainly be possible from the F7
smoke might well be visible from Kutpama. He sleeps here location at about the 3,000-foot contour, north of McCracken
at E5. Peak. The mileage for the day is 23 -- or, as the previous

Leaving in the dark, he goes E to Ahtats-kuGam, E6, on night's camp is not too exactly placeable, let us say 52 miles
to Aha-nye-v6utse, E7 (- 119), along the N flank of the for two days.
eastern Harcuvar range, and then more SE, arriving by after- The fourth day's march is 33 miles NW to Yucca, Tsamo-
noon at Avi-kwa-hasale, E8, a settlement which he avoids kwily- avi, F9, presumablyby a course still somewhat lower
because it is not of co-clansmen -- though he has traveled down the peneplain -slope of the Hualpai range. Some 7
at least 20 miles, According tO the text, he turns "N" to miles out he drinks at Aha-'atsi, F8, where he also had
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come ;ix years before, E3. There is another watercourse a II. FLIGHT OF UMASE'AKA'S INVADERS BACK TO THE
dozen miles beyond, coming off Pine Peak in the Hualpais, GILA
but this is not mentioned; perhaps because it is permanently (G 81)
dry by the time it reaches as far down the slope as he was;
where the road crosses it, there is water. In G 81 of the narrative there is told the route of the flight

Yucca is actually a bit farther north than Needles City, of the remnants of Umase'ika's people from the valley to
and it is hard to see why he should have come there unless their former homes in Gila drainage, presumably in Maricopa
it was because of assurance of water. Even if he were head- territory. Near the foot of the valley, at Mepuk-tsivauve,
ing directly for his home midway up Mohave Valley, he on the W side, their pursuit ceases, with taunts. They sleep
would either have to climb over the Black Mountains to get on the E side, presumably at their homes at Kwiga'oka (V)
there, or detour their southern end, as the railroad and high- and Atlqaqa(Y) and in the morning begin the trek home, with
way do. At any rate, having gone southwest down Sacramento women, children, and aged. They go down the gorge of the
Wash to Amat.-ku-tasa'alye, F10 (Z El) where he began his river past The Needles and camp at Ahmo-kwe-'ataye, Gl
outward journey six years before, he decides first to visit his (19 of river list) at a bend in the river opposite where Cheme-
friend and scalper Umase'aka at Sampuly-kuvare (site X, huevi Valley is widest. Distance, 19 miles E of S by ruler on
map 1, Valley, E),at the foot of the valley, instead of turning the map. Next day they go on downriver to the mouth of
somewhat N of W to KwiGa'oka (site V, map 1, E) farther Williams River, Hakutsyepa, G2 (24 of list), airline distance,
up the valley. By the time he gets to Sampuly-kuvare (F11- 16 miles due SE.
Valley, siteX) it is 25 miles or so. But having distributed From here they go E to Ahtsilye-imave, G3. This is un-
his gifts, he refuses to stay with Umase'aka and goes on his way identified. To reach Salt River in fixe days from Hakutlyepa,
up the valley to his home on the former island, another dozen they have to average around 25 miles, which is some per-
miles or more; though it is true everybody is asleep when he fornrance, though a possible one, for noncombatants of all
arrives. ages, even though unencumbered by belongings except for

These are the journeys of an active young man, in fact a a bit of food. The 25- mile average, if taken this day up
powerful hero, so there is nothing unduly forced or exaggerated Williams River, which here flows nearly due E-W, would
about them. Also, all geographical references fit the actual bring them not far from Halye-metat-uvire, M3. But I pre-
contour and drainage quite neatly: they make sense in terms of fer to take them off the Williams, more nearly ESE, in accord
natural features. with their total direction, past the Swansea mine to somewhere

in the Buckskin Mountains; though the map shows no water
Summary about here.

Gambler's Flight: E 46-49. From there, on the fourth day, a SE course for 25 air
miles would take them across the low Buckskins, across a

(EO) Sampuly-kuvare (site X, map 1, Valley, E). nameless arroyo draining southwesterly into Bouse Wash, up
El, (Amap-)ku-tasa'alye (- FO1, L2). and across a gap in the Harcuvar range, to a wash running
E2, Akoke-tumi. S1 1. midway between the Harcuvar and the Harquahala Mountains.
E3, Aha-'atVsi, at sunset (: F8, J3). Sl 2? They would stop perhaps somewhere between Salome and
E4 Kutpama and Ikwe-nye-vatse (: 17, 8). S1 3? Golden. The place is called Avi-hiekwire, G4.
E5, Qavrenarve S14. The fifth day's travel, specified as to the SE, would take
E6, Ahtatl-kueam (- I1). them over the rather high Harquahala Mountains (peak, 5,672
E7, Aha-nye-vi6utle (c I19). ft.), or around them, and on to possible water in the Bighorn
E8, Avi-kwa-hasale (- Ill). S1 3 on Maricopa-Mohave route. Mountains. At any rate there is a watercourse from these
E9, Aspa-nye-vake-holeve (~112). Bighorn hills east into Hassayampa plain. The one hitch is in
Eq., Huvalilyeskuva (- 114). S15. the names: Aha-kova and Ha-kopaka, G5. The first of these

seems to be "Harcuvar Mts." of our maps; and the second is
Gambler's Return: F 57-61 almost certainly a mere variant of Aha-kupaka, Ila, the

(FO), Huvalilyeskuva, E10 (z I14). SI 0 scene of Hipahipa's exploits in hunting antelope in the
Fl, Tho-ka'ape (~113). mountains; and mentioned again in M 155, as on the direct
F2, Tanyi-ku-tanakwe (- 115). road from Kutpama, E4 (= 17) to Avi-nyulka, H5,and there-
F3, Ah'a-kuvate (z 16, 116) and F3a, Ah'a-gampo. Sl 1. fore in the Harcuvars, just as Ahtats-ku-6auve, Il, near Ila,
F4, JSo-'lkwe-tisava5ukwe. is mentioned as on the direct road from Aha-kwa-hel N to
F5, "Inyil-owaiove." Si 2. Kutpama. All this seems decisive; but the trouble is that,
F6, Aqwaq-hageve, Signal on Big Sandy. if we equate G5 with Ila and thereby keep G5 back in the
F7, "Kusmom-'uva*" Sl 3. Harcuvar Mountains, we have only 40-45 miles (G2 to G5)
F8, Ahatsli ( Aha'atsi) ( E3, J3) covered in the three days, but 80 miles (G5 to G7) to be done
F9, ¶hiamokwily-avi, Yucca station on railroad; Sl14. in the remaining tWO. It seems possible, accordingly, that
FIO, Amat.-ku-tasa'alye, (= E). there were two places named Aha- kupaka: Ila (mentioned in
(Site V, map 1, E, KwiQa'^oka in lower Mohave Valley). M 155) in or by the Harcuvar range, and G5 to the SE beyond
(Up valley to Vanyor-ivava, on island, 20, map 1, E). the Harquahala range in the Bighorn Mountains, If we do

Si 5. not make this assumption, one of our conflicting itineraries,
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G against I and M, seems just flatly erroneous. sound than in appearance of spelling.
Tentatively leaving our second or G5 Ha-kopaka in the Umase'ika's people may therefore be construed as having

Bighorns, then, we have the sixth day, still SE, ending at been conceived by my narrator as either being Kavelch4dom
Apene-hatrsupete, G6. Apene means "beaver," and the or as living where this tribe lived on the Gila before 1850.
animal would scarcely be named except where permanent Historically, the Kavelchadom were a branch of the Halchid-
water made its occurrence possible. This indicates the homa, who split off from these to move from the Colorado to
lower Hassayampa, say about 20 miles above its mouth in the Gila probably before 1700 and to become -- again proba-
the Gila. This in turn continues the SE direction of the jour- bly -- the "Opa" of Kino and other Spaniards.
ney, and makes the day's journey close to 25 miles. An alternative route for the fifth, sixth, and seventh days

The seventh day -- which brings them to Avi-hatalawe, of the flight would take them from Avi-hiekwire, G4, right
G6a, in the afternoon, where they drink, and to Avi-kwa- down Centennial Wash to its mouth on the Gila, a distance of
halye-halye, G6b in the late afternoon -- would take them about 75 miles. This would be the most direct route; but I
southward down the Hassayampa. I do not venture to locate do not know what they would do for water in the plains
either place exactly. They reach G7, Ahtse-kwiguka, on through which the wash runs. Also, there is the beaver, for
the north side of "Salt" River -- that is, the combined Gila which their sixth night's stopping-place is named, that might
and Salt -- and sleep there. have occurred on the lower Hassayampa but not in the sand of

The eighth day they come into what until 1850 was historic Centennial Wash.
Kavelchadom habitat along the south-flowing stretch of the At any rate the two ends of the journey are identified with
Gila between the mouth of the Hassayampa and Gila Bend certainty.
where the river turns west again. They pass by Avi-nyily-
ukave, which Spier gives (Yuman Tribes of the Gila River, Summary of G 81
p.24) as Vinyilykwukyava, Kavelchadom village on the From Atvqaqa, Y. in S end of Mohave Valley.
west (right) bank of the Gila "above Gillespie Dam at or near S to Ahmo-kwe-'ataye, first day (n. G 38), Gl. Slj.
Centennial Wash," the latter being the long occasional water-
course draining the Harquhala Mountains. My text has them S to Hakutsyepe, second day, G2. S12.
cross the river before reaching this place, but this is an error E t
of transposition of order only. They end up the day and jour- SE to Avi-hiekwire, fourth day, between Harcuvar and
ney at their old home Koakamatsle, G8, across the Gila. This Harquahala Mts., G4. 51 4. d

SE to Aha-kova and Hakopaka, fifth day, G5 (=Ila;is, according to Spier ( ibid. ) the "most important district" narrative, M 155?). EJ.i
of the Kavelchadom, Kwa'ak-amat, the fertile lowlands ex- SE to Apene-hatlupete, sixth day, on Hassayampa, G6. Sl 6.
tending north from the town of Gila Bend to the river at its SE to Avi-hatalawe, G6a, to drink after noon, to Avi-kwe-
turn, after which the town is named. The Kavelchadom, says halye-halye, G6b, in late afternoon; to Ahtle-kwiGuka,
Spier, were sometimes called after this tract, which is named G7, N of Gila R. to sleep at end of seventh day of travel;
from a mesquitelike tree, kwa'ak, which grew through the this is home of part of the refugees. Sl 7.
farmlands; amat is of course Mohave amat, amat~a, "place" SE across Salt R. to Avi-nye-'ilkyukave, and on to Koaka-
or "land." Spier's rendering and mine are more alike in matse, G8. Sl 8.

III. COMPARATIVE ADDENDUM TO G 81

Yavapai places from Returning Mohave War Party's
NW to SE Route from Maricopa on

perJ.N., Notes, p. 5413 Gila above Salt R. Mouth

S1 8. Mellen, Topock, Mohave Valley reached near
dark.

Sl 7. Hoalye, "yellow pines," Hualpai Mts., Walapai
land.

S1 6. Aqwaq-haGeve, Signal on Big Sandy.-- F6.
1. Ikwi-nye-va, on Big Sandy, "6" mi. below Signal. --

I8, 1kwe-nye-va-(ts`e).
2. Sukwilyu-'utpatskeve ("hawk"-?), a little lake. SI 5. Sukwilyu-'utpatskeve.
3. Aha-nye-iveQuts, a cliff and waterfall, NE (?)

of 2. - - E7, Aha-nye-v1iE;tie, seems to be the
same name, but is only 10 ml. from E8, whereas
4 and 9 of the present list are a day and a half
apart.
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4. Hoalye-kuta'orve, ("yellow pine"-?)
5. Tatpukiauve.
6. Avi-kweepere. Si 4. Avi-kweGpere.
7. Aha-kovo'o.
8. Ah'a-ikiyareyare.
9. Avi-kwa-hasale. -- E8, 11i. S1 3. Avi-kwa-hasale.
10. Ia-ikoholokve.
1I. Aha-kukwine (for -nve?) Si 2. Aha-kukwinve.

12. Hasayampeve, stream, end of Yavapai territory. Hasayampeve, in afternoon.
Si 1. Hamokye-sepaiva, still in Maricopa territory.

IV. NORTHWARD MIGRANTS TURN EAST INTO DESERT friend Cut-blood-knee, tracing with a stick a line for them to
(H 91, I 92-95) follow, past a spring Hatiuvavek-aha, into another valley.

He points instead of saying the direction, but it must be SE,
When the core of the original emigrants are finally stirred over the Harcuvars, because Cut-blood-knee's settlement is

to return home from the Cocopa and Yuma country, they at Aha-kwa-hel and Avi-nyulka, H5, and Aha-kwa-hel must
naturally move up the Colorado. This route is traced in the be the same word as our Harquahala Mountains -- evidently
narrative (Pt. Ill), H 84-90. When they come to Ave-nye- pronounced "-hayla," not "hahla." Gifford gives their
va-tie, La Paz, half-a-dozen miles upriver from the latitude Western Yavapai name as Hakwahel. These mountains come
of Blythe, they turn inland, for no apparent *eason, to remain in two segments: a larger eastern range, rising to 5,672 feet,
in the desert for a number of years. We will follow their and, end to end, the Little Harquahala Mountains to the W.
principal wanderings here, one by one. Between these two segments of the range is a gap, through

The first leg takes them from La Paz to the Harquahala which what water falls N of both, between them and the Har-
Mountains. Starting due E from Ave-nye-va(-tde), River 41 cuvar range, runs off -- so far as it does not sink into the
(narrative, H 91), they drink at a rpring IGove'auve (for ground or evaporate -- to the SE in a 60- or 70-mile-long
Ibo-ve'auve?) Hi, and go a short distance over a ridge into wash. This watercourse, sometimes called Centennial Wash,
the next valley. This ridge must be the La Paz Mountains, enters the Gila between the Buckeye Hills and Gila Bend
the northern end of Dome Rock Mountains. In the valley they Mountains, a few miles below the mouth of Hassayampa River
sleep at an unnamed spot, Hia, which Iwould put a bit north and about 15 miles upstream of Gila Bend railroad station.
of Quartzite, which is on one of the usual intermittent water- Above the gap between the two Harquahala Mountains, this
courses. Had they bent a little to the south, they would have wash is perhaps another 30 miles long; but here it trends WSW
followed the present course of Highway 70 from Indio to in a broad valley between the two ranges. Up this valley run
Blythe, Ehrenberg, Quartzite, and Prescott. our old Highway 70 and the Parker-Phoenix railway. It is the

The second day they do follow this course up an arroyo to vicinity of the gap, and the bend in the wash, that particular-
sleep at a spring, Aha-kwinyore, H2. If their camp is where ly concern us. Here there seems to have been a stretch of
the map shows water, the day's march is short, about 10 miles running water; and here are three settlements today, Wendon,
as against 15 the day before. They are traveling with their Salome, and Harrisburg. It is more or less among and be-
families and aged. tween these, at the point where the wash makes its great turn

The third day they make about 15 miles. They go E over to the SE, that I would compute the native Aha-kwa-hel to
a divide, then turn "N" -- which I construe as NE -- past a have been; at any rate, near there. Airline, the distance
mountain Avi-'otai (Bear Hills), H2a, onl to Avi-hukusave, from H4 to H5 would be 18 or 19 miles; on foot, 20 miles or
H3, which they reach before sunset. I take this camp to be more,
on Bouse Wash, about in the middle of the angle formed by Here at Aha-kwa-hel the migrants stay awhile, under
Highway 70 with the Sante Fe Railroad running from Parker mounting tensions, and then take themselves to the N, with
to Phoenix. Kutpama as headquarters. We will trace their principal move-

The fourth day (I 92) they follow the valley (of Bouse ments out from there separately, by means of lists referring
Wash) "N" (actually nearer NW), until, after noon, they turn from the text of the story directly to the map.
"E" along a valley. I construe this turn to occur at the mouth
into Bouse Wash of a 30- mile-long arroyo stretching SSW be-
tween the Buckskin and Harcuvar ranges. In the dry gulch
(arroyo bed) of this valley they find Hipahipa's imitation foot- Summary, H 91 - I 95
prints and twenty houses. Here they make camp, he joins
them, and (in I 94) he tells them the names of the place (HO), Ave-nye-va(-tre), site 41, River, La Paz.
Hanye-kweva and Halyerave-kutiakyapve, H4. We may Hi, Ieo-ve'auve, E of 41, spring.
again allow some 15 miles for the two legs of this fourth day's Hla, Nameless, next valley, not far. S1 1.
mrch. H2, Aha-kwinyore, to E, spring. 81 2. Thence, climb-

The fifth day Hipahipa takes them to his newly acquired ing E over range, in valley turn N to
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H2a, Avi-'otai, NE of H2; on to: that taken swerves to the head of Date Creek or Bullard
H3, Avi-hukusave, before sunset. S1 3. Thence, Wash, then down these to the mouth of the Santa Maria.

following valley N, in p.m. they turn E, in mid- Or, 119 could have been reached directly from 114 in
valley in ravine they find 20 houses of Hipahipa, 24 miles without the detour to 116. There is talk in the
which he later (I 94) calls: text of thought of a "short-cut" from 115; but a "change

H4, Hanye-kweva and Halyerave-kutsakyapve. Sl 4. of mind" would fit the map much better.
He has come from and now takes them SE to Cut-
blood-knee at: VI. HIPAHIPA'S FIRST MOVE FROM DESERT TO VALLEY

H5, Aha-kwa-hel and Avi-ny-ulka, S1 5. (J 116-119)

V. MOVEMENTS IN THE DESERT (J0), Kutpama (E4, I7). S 0.
(Narrative, I 95-114) J1, Avi-ny-akwe (L6).

(10), Aha-kwa-hel and Avi-ny-ulka (H5). J2, Avi-ku-njamasave(LS). Sl 1.
Ii, Ahtat'-ku- 5auve (117, E6?) and: J3, Aha-'ahuye (E3, F8). SI 2.
I1a, Aha-kupaka (-G5). J4, Tiimokwily-avi (F9) Yucca Station.
12, Avi-kwe-hunakwe, unplaced; home of "antelope" shaman, J5. Kuti-ku a au (L4). and
13, Avi-ka-hayi-hayi, and: 36, Porepore-kut4im (L3); thence W to:
13a, Aha-talame, part day S from 10 (H5). J7. Kueil-kukiave (Li), reached at midnight (37 mi.l). SI 3.
14, Hiho-kusave, SI 1 on mesage from 10 to river sites 42, Probably a warm spring where an arroyo turns SW out of
534 Black Mts. -- Hipahipa goes on to scout, to:

15, Ova-lye-ha, part day NW from I0. J8, Talypo- vatrukyuve.
I1i Ahtat'-ku 8 au, S1 1 from 10. J9, Ipa-kyemve-vatsut a-varivizt'e (cf. 45, Valley, map 1, E,)
16, Ah'a-kuva'e, Sl 2 from 10 . and
17, Kutpama (E4) on Big Sandy, "15 mi." below Signal, 310, Selye'aye-ku-vakanve are at edge of valley. Cf. L 142.

813 from 10. (Jll), Hoskyive-yetukyare (39, Valley): pole-players captured.
18, Lkwe-nye-va (E4), by 17.
19, Hatui-me 8 au, part day downstream from 17-8.
110, Mastaimho-esauve,wrth 19.(ownatrrati 103). VII. HIPAHIPA'S RETURN TO DESERT AFTER FIRST RESIDENCE110, Mastamho-tesauve. with 19. (Narrative, 1 103). *INVALLEY

111, Avi-kwa-ha'sale (E8), S1 1, "E" (SE) from 17-8. (L 145-148)
(Narrative, 1 109, 112).

(Illa), Kunyore, near 111, and: (LO), After battle in unnamed place in lower valley, where
(Illb), Oskive-tekyere, near Ill (cf. 39, map 1, Valley, E, Hipahipa kills Amai-lye-vave-kwily8he, the wounded

Hoskyive-yetukyS're). It is not clear whether these two Ma8kwem-kwapaiive is carried to:
ar names of places or of persons -- see n. I 121. 'Mey Li, KuSily-kukiave (J7), and on toe
have not been entered on the map. L2, Kutasa'alya (El), wher he dies; then on to:

I12, Aspa-nye-vake-holeve (E9). (Narrative, I 112). L3, PoreTpore-kutie'ima (J6), and on up into mountains to:
113, I 8 o-ka'ape (Fl). L4, Kutsie-ku&auve (35), where he is cremated. S1 1.
114, Havalilyeskuva (ElO). S1 2. L5, Avi-ku-nyamasave (32), S1 2. This i a long day, 37 mi.
I14a, Pakat-hoaue, near 114 ? or a man at 114 ? L6, Avi-ny-akwe (J1). SILS A very short trek of 10 mi.
115, Tenyi-ku-tanakwe (F2). E4, Kutpama (17), by noon, 8 mi.
116, *Ah'a-kuvate (F3) Sl 1 from 114.

*117, Ahtati-kitde, W of I16. VIII. HIPAHIPA'S SUMMONS, SCALP DANCE, AND BEGINNING
118, Yamasave-katakalulve. OF SECOND INVASION
119, Aha-nye-vi 8utie (E7). (M 155-158)
120, Kwil-ke-holeve, down arroyo from I19.
121, Kuya-ny-itserqe. (MO), Kutpama (E4, 17); mesenger to:
I7, Kutpama (E4). SI 2 from 114. (G5?), Aha-kupaka (Ila) and on to:

H5, Avi-nyiilka, SI 1; 40 mi. Thence W to:
117, 118 are placed by estimate between 116 and 119, which M1O, Kwahakwo-tasalyve and Avi-kuvilye, and on W to:

are reasonably certain because of their occurrence also River E37, Avi-kwa-hapama and:
in E and F itineraries. There is an error in the 2-day River E 38, Avi-'a'isa, 812; 55 mi. -- possible for runner. Re-
return trip from 114 to 17, making the first day consist tuming to ENE:
of a 24-mile leg W of N to 116, the second of a 24- Mll, Amat.-kwiea'a, (near Bouse?) 1/2 day; drink; on to
mile leg SW to 119 plus a third leg, also of 24 miles, E5, eavenarve, 813; 65 mi.! But E5 is farther E than need be;
NW to 17, the direct air mileage between 114 and 17 16 would have been a nearer stopping-place.
being only 47 miles, as against 72 miles for the three (MO), Kutpama by noon.
legs. From the S1 1 of 116 (uF3), the natural and much
shorter course would be down the Santa Maria; whereas (MO), Kutpama, movre of people downstream to:
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M12, Halye-metat-uvire, Si1. the Mohave bands are believed to have wandered and lived
M13, Halye-va 8oma, S1 2. for years (in sections E to M of the narrative) before invading
River 24, Hakutsyepe, mouth of Williams R., 1/2 day -- Mohave Valley. First, the whole area is under 3, 000 feet

Total 40 mi. in 2 1/2 days. elevation, except for some ridge crests and a small area on
the Santa Maria and Hassayampa headwaters. Much of it is

IX. HIPAHIPA'S NOTIFICATIONS, SCOUTING, AND SCALP under 2,000 feet, some under 1,000. It is therefore a very
TAKING hot and a very desert land.
(M 149-153) Second, it corresponds very closely with the territory of

that one of the three Yavapai divisions which Gifford calls
(MO), All trips are out of Kutpama (E4, I7). Western Yavapai, Corbusier Yuma-Apache, and they them-
Ml, Avi-ka-hasle (E8, Ill). S1 1. (M 149). selves Tolkepaya.6 The delimitation is very striking. No
M2, Avalilyeskuva (E10, 114). 51 2, Mohave band or leader travels into Northeastern Yavapai

And return. territory in the tale, or into Walapai.7
M3, Avi-ku-nyamasave (J2, L5). l 1. (M 150.) The restriction must have some meaning. There is nothing
M4, Aha-'ahrlye (E3, F8, J3). S1 2. available to show that the Western Yavapai were appreciably
Valley X, Sampuly-kuvare, by night. more similar to the Mohave in their habits than were the

And return other Yavapai divisions or the Walapai, as they presumably
Same as last except to. would still be if they were actually a Mohave relict. They
Valley V, Kwi6a'oka. (M 151.) aligned with the Yuma and Mohave against Cocopa and

And return. Maricopa in their traditional enmities; and the Mohave tra-
versed their territory to attack the Maricopa. On the other

Same, SI1, 812 (at M3, M4?). (M 152.) Then to: hand, the Mohave seem not, in old days, to have visited
M6, Kuta.a'alya (L2). (S1 3 probable, though not mentioned.) Northeastern or Southeastern Yavapai, or Tonto or other
M6, Savet-@ilyve, unplaced, in aftemoon. Cross river to: Apache. We may conclude accordingly that the fact of Mo-
M7, Napaqwe, on W side, unplaced. Along wash, then N and have knowledge of Western Yavapai territory being so much

back into valley to: more intimate than of the territory of the two Eastern Yavapai
M8, Huk6ara-trimanive, 11, Map 1, Valley, W; S14, divisions, reflects merely proximity and the Mohave habit of

watching; in moming kill fisherman occasionally visiting and traversing these westem desert dis-
(M 153) at: tricts. In consequence, when a narrator constructs or arranges

M9, Avi-kwa-'ahwata, C, Valley, W, opposite I 8 o-kuva'ire. a historical tale like the present one, he falls back on his own
They recros the river and go to: or general Mohave acquaintance, by experience, or hearsay,

M4, Aha-'ahtlye, as above. S1 5. with Western Yavapai land, whenever his story leads him off
M3, Avi-ku-nyamasave, as above, S1 6. the Colorado River to the east.
(MO), Kutpama, by noon. It appears from all we know that while visiting was mainly

from the Mohave to the Western Yavapai, farther north, con-
X. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT THE SOUTHEASTERN versely, it was the Walapai who chiefly visited the Mohave.

DESERT With this conclusion, the run of the present tale is again in
accord.Two-things &re evident about the desert country in which



NOTES
PART I CIRCUMSTANCES OF THE TALE

1 They were not continuous. I took about two days off to return to the University.
wander about and pick up specimens, believing that even so 2 Unless possibly, in some degree, a young man who was
Inyo-kutav^ere would finish by the date on which I ought to still learning from a father or other kinsman.

PART 3: NARRATIVE

A.* The Emigration From Mohave Valley mind whether each group appearing in his story was Mohave or
1 The meaning of the first element in MaQkwem-trsut1sm- alien, though he did not always specify which they were.

kwilyehe was subsequently given by the narrator, on my asking 6 Paired place names, like paired or multiple leaders, are
for it, as "magkwe, a woven [twined] sack to hold scalps, a Mohave stylistic device. Savt'svuta and Avi-ku-t'loalye are
pipes, knives." This seems to be only a paraphrase, or a probably in the Piute Mts., where water can be found, as at
loose connotation. The last element, -kwilyehe,, is said to Fenner Sprs.
mean "lying," and reappears in other names, such as that of The narration is hurried: nothing has been said of where
those great opponents of the Mohave, Nyitse-vilye-vave- they had lived in Mohave Valley; nor why they left; though
kwilyehe of C 31-G 79 and Amai-lye-vave-kwilyehe of J 120- the latter would usually be of more concern to us than to the
L 147. The first element, MaQkwem-, is the first element Mohave.
also of the names of three colleagues or cochiefs of his, who, 8 Avi-kwa-havasii, "blue mountains," another long day's
though not mentioned until H 83, must be considered as being march W, and with springs.
with him from the beginning. These three are Magkwem- Aha-'l9ave would be "arrowweed-water," no doubt a
kwapaive, Magkwem-inauwe, and MaQkwem-ineha. The last spring. S of (dry) Soda L. there is a Hyten Spr. 25-30 mi.
two are never alluded to again thereafter, so may be construed W of Providence Mts.
as ornamental filling manufactured when the narrator felt in 10 Unplaced and unetymologized. From Hyten Spr. the
the mood to operate with stylized quadruplication. But the natural course would bear a little N of W, where within part
first associate, Magkwem-kwapaive, though his earliest men- of a day's travel Mojave R. would be encountered, which
tion comes so late, soon becomes a better characterized per- carried water as far E as this, at least intermittently. The
sonage than our present Magkwem-tsutsim-kwilyghe. The difficulty is that from Hyten Spr. to Amat-kohoye it is 75
role of both leaders is discussed in Pt. 6, A, I. In short, mi. airline and longer by the Mojave R., so that the single
Magkwem-tsutsam-kwilyehe leads the Mohave out of their stop here mentioned is insufficient for a satisfactory itinerary.
homeland and finally starts to lead them back in, but fades 11 The last element is evidently the same as in Hotahavek-
out of view before the reentry is even begun. Like Agamemnon, konuve of A 2 (n. 6, above).
he is titular leader rather than hero; and like him, too, he 12 These two places were said to be 24 mi. "S" of Barstow,
ends ingloriously, even though only through sheer indifference which, if S were construed literally, would put them in the
or shift of interest by the-narrator, and not as part of the plot. desert about halfway to the San Bernadino Mts. and, if read

2 Tinyal-tseqwarve (tinya-m means "dark" or "night"), as "upstream" (actually SW), would put them on the Mohave
another colorless figure, is also discussed in Pt. 6, A, I. He R. more or less midway between Barstow and Victorville. In
is not mentioned from B 4 to M 160. In these disappearances any event, the travelers had come about 150 airline mi. from
and reappearances of personages in the story the narrator's the N end of Mohave Valley, whence presumably they had
motivation is difficult to fathom. But they do show that he started. --The specific name is Koh8ye; Amat is merely the
did not fabricate his characters as he went along, but that he generic word for earth, land, place, often prefixed to place
kept a stock of them in his mind throughout -- a large if not names, which I have ordinarily omitted in this translation be-
heavily varied stock -- along with a consistent outline of his cause its inconsistent use would be confusing. Koh6ye is
plot. mentioned again in I 94.

3 Had not dreamed nor been instructed supernaturally, 13 And gathering plant foods, no doubt, like the recent
hence were ignorant and without skill or power. "Nothing" is Shoshonean desert tribes. "Shooting deer" is by way of generic
stylistic exaggeration for "lesfor"little." exemplification: there would not be enough of these animals

4 At Avikwame, at the beginning of things. It is near Barstow for any group to live on.
characteristic of this tale that, except for the present transient 14 Perhaps back to Mohave Valley. But in I 94 the great
allusion, Mastamho and his mountain Avikwame are not heroHipabipa tells MaQkwem-trut?sam-kwilyehe how he and
brought in as a foundation. Nor is Mastamho referred to again, others ran off from Koh^oye and went to the Arizona desert
except very much in passing (C 16, N 166). Avikwame is S of Mohave Valley.
mentioned merely as an actual place (O 171, P 176). 15 Ot-ku-tinyam (Ot-ku-"dark," or "-night") is mentioned
Matavilya is not even mentioned. In brief, to the Mohave by name only here and in B 13, though the reference in pars.
this tale is human history, not myth about major gods and 5 and 6 tO "three" leaders indicates that he and HalyepXota are
animals, thought of as having replaced Tilnyal-treqwirve. (Mght it

5The Mohave. They are already differentiated from other be conjectured that the latter had decamped to the SE as in
tribes. The narrator seems always to have been clear in his I 94 it turns out Hipahipa had?) After B 13, Ot-ku-tinyam
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simply drops out. 31 The three tribes seem to be considered still an un-
16 This is one of the important characters in the narrative, differentiated unit.

though under two names. Here, he is Halyep8ta, which is a 32 In the order of mention Huyat*i-kyare, Hiha-kyere,
woman's clan name (H 84, P 174k, 1749. 175b, 1764), with otnem-ta'e, Otsem-tinyame.
implicit reference to the small frog, hanye, as totem. In 33 Pumpkin seeds are mentioned as food about as often as
A 10, he is "Halyep8ta, also called HAiha-tutsume," who pumpkins; perhaps because they were easier to preserve.
settles apart from Ma9kwem-tlutlim-kwilyehe near Yuma, 34 The Gulf of California.
and therefore in B 13 does not hear of the fighting which has 35 Cf. n. 16, above.
broken out in the N. When the story finally gets around again 36 "15 mi. N of Yuma"; 20 mi. in H 85, n. H 10. The
to these southern farming emigres, Hiha-tutsiime, as he Is from two places are in the vicinity of Imperial or Laguna Dam, and
now on called consistently, is unready (H 85) to move N with near the end of an overland trail cut-off that leaves the river
his former associate or chief to make war on the occupants of on the W side near Picacho and retums to it here.
Mohave Valley. But when the great Hipahipa finally organizes
the attack (M 160), he names I1hi-tutliime one of the two
subcommanders under himself to attack up the W side of the B. First Attempted Invasion
valley, much as Tinyal-tleqwarve suddenly reappears as one
of the pair on the E. Also like him, lhia-tutlfime sees the 1 My original record says that Avi-ku-klaiike and Avi-ku-
conquest and land-taking through, and when last mentioned takolve were two men who lived where the mountains of the
(P 177) they are both living peacefully in the reconquered same names now are, SE'from Mohave Valley. However, the
homeland. He is also discussed in Pt. 6, A, I. --The etymo- Mohave do not name persons after places, and I have therefore
logy of Hiha-tutiume is uncertain: Hihia- might be "saliva." emended the text to read: "those from A. and A." Unfortu-

17 These "companies" or "bands" are conceived as being nately I cannot locate the places beyond the statement in A 12
each a group of kinsmen. The size of the group is given In that they were to the SE; they seem to be in or beyond Yavapai
n. H 26 as about 100 persons or 40 men. territory. The course of the story suggests that the people in

18 WaGa-kopaye was described as a mountain E of San question, the first invaders of Mohave Valley, are considered
Bernadino; which, if on or E of Cabezon Pass, would be Mohaves; but this is only a conjecture. --Avi-ku-takolve,
Cahuilla territory. It may be the name of San Gorgonio Pk.. without the Avi-, recurs (though erroneously ) as Kwitakiolve
altitude 11,485 ft. in G 82, n. G 43.

19 Hakwitle. 2 These jingling names suggest the word plays in the
20 An unidentified bird: "he was a man then." I hardly be- Mastamho story, 7:51, and p. 68. These meanings were given:

lieve that this is a lapse into myth, as I thought at first. They AyiiwitJ, "see [iyu] clearly"; HaGewit's, "see far"; Vapatsits,
seem to be human leaders with bird names. "go lightly or fast"; Mathakitd, "like wind" (matha is "wind";

21Ahma. mathak, "north"). The same four names recur in 0 172, for
22 "Grass" (i.e., herb) seeds which grow wild in bottomland the same four modern tribes ( and again iR Q 192) but with the

stands, thick enough to be stripped or beaten into baskets; they name-to-name equivalences altered, owing perhaps to con-
were also sown broadcast by the Colorado R. tribes. A. L. fusion in interpreting.
Kroeber, Handbook of California Indians, p. 736, 1925 (cited 3 The Shivwits Southem Paiute.
hereafter as Handbook); and Seven Mohave Myths (UC-AR 4 The Mohave vary between describing the Estile as Pueblos
11:1, 1948), 7:37, where the same three are mentioned plus other than Hopi, or as Navaho. The main distinction is bet-
the "akyese" of n. 25. (For citations of Mohave myths see ween Miukwa (Moki, Hopi) and Estlle, with the Navaho perhaps
pag2e3v). variably included in either or under a third name, Hoemu.

3Unidentfied places. Si&apa seems to mean a channel The main theme of the present tale is the driving out of
torn through. Reference might therefore be to New R. these foreigners from the historic Mohave homeland.

24 These are the Kamla of the Colorado R. and Imperial 6 Amai-tlim-tinyime. Amai also means "up"; and
Valley sloughs, as distinct from the Kamia-'ahwe, foreign tinyim, "night." This is the first future enemy of the Mohave
or hostile Kamia of the Mohave, whom Americans call the mentioned by name.
Die,ueno. 7 Amai-nye-haitarve. He is probably also to be construed

5 The aky&se plant (it may be a Rumex- -Handbook, P. as a Mohave.
736) grows along the edge of the river and has.red leaves. It 8 This duel with two fatalities is a recurrent motive: cf.
belongs to the group mentioned in A 6 and n. 22, above. G' 79, and Pt. 7, B, E. The opponents' names jingle in that

26 Downriver. both begin with Amai-.
27 Three closely related tribes on the lowest course of the 9 Here misrecorded as "eakwem-"; and in A 4 is

Colorado. The Halylkwamai are mendoned as early as 1542. "KwaQkwem-".
The Cocopa are still there, on Mexican soil; the Kohuene and 10 Last mention of Ot-ku-tinyam.
Halvikwamai have become merged in the Maricopa. 11 My notes here read that he was "below Fort Mohave";

8 Mythologically accultured. which must be an error. We left him last (A 10) just above
29 As of n. 22. Yuma; and Fort Mohave is still held by the four foreign
30 The last born. Cf. Mastamho, 7:19,55, and tribes, whereas J1hi-tutzsume is on the emigrant and invading

(unpublished) Origins, 9'.45-47. or Mohave side.
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C. The Second Entry Under Umase'ika The three places do not seem to be mentioned again by name
in all this stretch of text; but they recur in J 129 as the homes

1 "East of Yuma, near the Maricopa country"; that is, in of four Tobacco clan chiefs who invite Hipahipa. --Here, in
Gila drainage; presumably, therefore, more or less W of C 17, I recorded Vanyor-hivava instead of -ivave.
Phoenix. In G 81, nn. G 41, 42, Ahtle-kwiGeuka is N of 13 Amai-nye-varerqwer. He becomes a friend of Umase -
GilaR., Koaka-matieSof it, at Gila Bend; see Pt. 8, D, II. 'akaandisvisitedbyhim, 19-28. He occurs also, along with

2 Umasezaka is one of the great heroes of this tale; in fact Umaseaka and Ampot-kerama, in the fragmentary "Hipahipa
its protagonist until G 79. He is apparently a Mohave, though legend" or "Great Tale" printed in Handbook, pp. 772-775.
he comes from historic Kavelchadom country and though 14 Typical prewar talk.
nothing is said of his origin or antecedents; nor is he mentioned 15 A type of name that recurs several times: see Sa-kape-
as among the emigrants from Mohave Valley. Umas- occurs kape (par. 15), Ta-tkuke-tXukwe (J 121-130, N 164-165),

A
elsewhere as myth-name equivalent of humar(e), "child." Ha-ye0a-feQwa (I 93-95, M 155-158), TIo-hore-hore (M 155).

3 Characteristic fatalism about war. Cf. G 69, 73. It consists of a one-syllable "prefix" plus a duplicated disyllabic
4 At'sqaqa (site Y, Valley map 1, E) is one of the most stem, a form most often associated with stems that we should

frequently mentioned spots at the foot of the valley. It appears call adjectival in meaning. As recorded from the present
to have been the first farming settlement reached as one informant, the first speaking of this stem lacked, and the
traveled upstream on the E side of the river. My Mohave econd had, a w preceding the final vowel. I failed to secure
fnends generally associated it with Mellen on the railroad: translations for almost all names of this type.
"half a mile N of Mellen," the interpreter said here. Mellen, 16 The point of the incident seems to be to emphasize
now Topock, is the station just E of the Santa Fe railway Umase'aka's size and strength.
bridge at the foot of the valley. 17 He seems to have been a lieutenant to Pakat-amat-

5 KwiGa'8ka (site V, Valley map, E) is also mentioned lyuvava; in D 42, he is again a messenger.
repeatedly; here heard as KweGa'oka, sometimes as Kwiea- 18 They fear a surprise attack.
'oqa. 19 This is a Mohave way of eating porridges and stews,

6 The common element of the two names is Sa-; though my recollection is that they generally scoop with two
kampanyuva suggests Qampanyk-nyi-va, "bats' houses," a crooked fingers, or perhaps three, not all four. The point of
place in the Needles gorge just below the valley and bridge the episode is the speed with which he downs his food, showing
(no. 6, river list and map 2, River and Desert, E); -kape-kape how large and powerful a man he is. The Mohave have none
has the reduplicated form of an adjective or static verb. Both of the Pueblo restraint or fastidiousness in eating; nor that of
men are mentioned again in J 120; see nn. J 29, 30. the Yurok and Hupa. They eat with abandon.7 My notes here contain an entry: "Humare-tare-pai are 20 Make love to.
Mohave," without indication whether the reference is to 21 Aqaq-ny-iva, "5 mi. N" of where the story was being
Umase'aka's people or the attacked: I assumne the former. told me; that is, it would be across the river and 6-7 mi. N
This is confirmed by a side annotation in P 174o that Humare- from Needles City. It is 26on Valley map (map 1), E.
tare-pai is what the bands of Mohave were called while migrat- 22 This simile, and the carrying through water, recur:
ing. The word means tarepai-"children." Mythologically, the see J 124. They.are probably taken fromthe origin myth,
Mohave like to conceive their ancestors as like children. when Mastamho transports mankind through the flood. The
Humare-tare-pai is also the name of an individual, a chief of concept has a certain appropriateness with reference to a
ewits clan and one of the "land-takers:" cf. J 117, P 1745, great god contrasted with humans who are still unformed and
174j, 1751, Q 180, 190. infantile. But it clashes with the "historical" and relatively

8Farther up into Mohave Valley. matter-of-fact quality of the present narrative, which only
9 Hamkye-nyi-va; Sx of Valley map, E. rarely lapses into gross exaggeration.
10 I cannot translate the names. But there is Pa-kata or 23 This former island (cf. n. 12) was probably formed by

Pa-kat-h^o'auve of Kata or Tobacco clan among the Mohave a smaller channel of the river which cut through the Arizona
land-takers (P 174i, Q 179, R 195). And amat is "earth," bottomland. It stretched from about site H to 24, Valley
"land," "place." One or both of the two men are mentioned map, E, and is indicated also on the diagram of land-takings,
aain in C 18, 19, D 42, J 120. fig. 1.

11 This is not a lapse into myth. A recent Mohave would 24 When there is war impending, people fear dawn attacks,
feel and say that any special power he had was given him by sleep uneasily, and rise early.
Mastamho. 25 "The house," as if there were only one in a settlement.

12 The island on which these three places were situated was This seems to be a convention of dreamed narrative, where
a number of miles long; it is frequently referred to in what the commonalty is subordinated to the chief. At that, a
follows (cf. n. 23). It was in fact a tract of valley land east Mohave house was roomy enough for a good-sized extended
of the present main Colorado R. with a side-arm on its east. family to sleep and talk in at night; and it would not ordinari-
The three spots on this island, Vanyor-ivava, etc., seem to ly be used for much else.
have lain at about 20, 20a, 20b between sites H and I, of the 2 or 4 of these center posts, connect-
Valley map, E; and they are the home also of NyItte-vilye- ed by short, massive lintel logs. See Handbook, pp. 733,
vave-kwilyehe--whom we shall meet in C 28-- who is the hero 734,
Of D 31-F 65 and is killed in war with Umase'aka, G 66-79. 27 This seems to be in the manner of a formal speech,
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that is, short phrases shouted jerkily each in one breath; what the protagonist, and the main migration story is completely
the Mohave call "preaching.' C. L. McNichols in his novel, arrested; until in G (66-82) war breaks out between him and
Crazy Weather (1944), describes this "funeral preaching" or Umase'aka, they are both killed, the Mohave in the S end of
orating as consisting of "characteristically sharp, jerky the valley are expelled, and in repercussion new movements
phrases" (p. 155), "the swift jerky phrases of a formal oratiof' are started (H 83-91) which finally result in the permanent
(p. 72), "a staccato burst of words ... orating in short, jerky, conquest under Hipahipa (J 115-131). Nyitse-vilye-vave-
stylized phrases" (p. 36). On p. 43 he gives a fictional kwilyehe is portrayed as unreasonable, arbitrary, and destruc-
English sample which renders well the combination of abrupt tive; which prevents the listener from identifying with him as
form and elliptical, allusive substance. hero.

28 Two-thirds of the distance from fingertip to elbow, as 2 At the age of three! Or has time passed?
the narrator gestured. I have never heard of an actual Mohave 3 HiGau-, -varem- (?); -seto-, "one"(?); -kwilyehe or
pipe half as long. -kulyehe, "lying' as in nn. C 37, J 78,87. He is not mention-

29 He is evidently one of Umase'aka's following. He is ed after this episode. Nor was his settlement mentioned; per-
mentioned again in G 80 as a leader surviving after Umase- haps by oversight of the interpreter.
'aka's death; also, after the reconquest, when peace has been 4 Drawn between the legs, with loose end before and
made, his daughter marries one of the enemy and Uyatsihaka behind--at any rate after the Mohave got enough cloth. Before
is murdered by them (Q 180-185). The name may refer to that, it was probably twined of cordage.
panting or breathing. 5 Apparently such casualness as to sleeping-place was

3 More exaggeration. within Mohave custom. His own house was presumably at
31 Though it was the middle of the night! Perhaps the Vanyor-hivava, 20, Valley map (map 1), E, or at adjacent

narrator forgot the time; or eager gamblers got up before 20a, 20b.
dawn? 6 In J 129 Nya-malyeho(m)-kosirq(t)a appears as Nyi-

32 For fear of play or gaming leading to quarrels. malyeho-kusirqa, "His pipes vary in length"; and Asakta as
33 Maize (and seeds) seem ordinarily to have been ground Sa'akta; both living at HasZ8ape, site H, Valley map, E; see

onl when they were to be cooked and eaten. nn. J 83, 82. The renderings in J 129 seem more accurate.
Cooking was usually in the open air in front of the house 7 Why these girls should be named for this very passing

door. Coals might then be brought inside the door to warm reference is not clear, except that names are in the quasi-epic
the house for the night. manner of this tale, and in a measure of all Mohave

35 Such ornaments have not been mentioned to me in mythology. --The first element recurs in Pakat-amat-lyuviva
direct ethnographic inquiry. The Mohave knew cotton, of C 18 (unless I meant to write Pakatsvu-mahorqe and Pakatsu-
though they did not grow it. They probably got it from the ama?). But probably Pakat- contains Kata, the Tobacco clan's
Pima or Maricopa. women's name. The "pipes," the associated names in J 129,

36 Hum@avink is not the shell, as I understood in record- and the gambling boy's own name and associations all imply
ing, but the wearer. Cf. G 79, n. 32. tobacco totemism.

37 I did not secure an accurate translation of this long name 8 Wanton mischief, as in the corresponding later episodes.
Of the character who now becomes the main actor through 9 Horrave-iSauve is W of the river, upriver from Needles,
sections D, E, and F of the story until his death in F 79. He is opposite the place of narration, 24, Valley map, W. It is
perversely stubborn and rrdschievous and is evidently intended mentioned again in J 128 and N 162.
as a foil to Umase'aka. According to n. H 3, maQkwe means 10 Amai, "sky," "above"; mart or maroq; -kwily^ehe or
"woven sack" (a buckskin bag being ahmalye, n. M 32); and -kulyehe as before, "lying."
in n. 22 to G 75 it is said that the full name "meant tobacco- 11 Evasive? He does not wish to? Contradicted below:
sack," |though this can hardly be a literal translation. He is they have a playing course.
at any rate of Kata or Tobacco clan; see E 49-51. The last 12 Scored the first point of the 4 which usually won the
element of his name (cf. MaQkwem-tutesim-kwily^he) was stakes.
also obtained as -kulyehe, which is normal slurring; according 13 Yoh, mikyampe.
to nn. J 78, 87, it means "lying." 14 Sulking.

38 Selye'aye-iltierqe, a sandbar 4 mi. N of Needles, 21 of 15 H6kusave, here Hihu-kusave, is 12 mi. N of Needles,
Valley map (map 1), W. It is "opposite" Raven's-house in California just S of the Nevada state line; site E, Valley
(26, map 1, W). map, W.

39 This would be nearly 15 mi. £6 "Wind." Evidently conceived of as the name of a man,
40 This suggests that they are not all living in the chief's not as a personification.

house, 17 More mischief. The kind of harm done varies in the re-
41 If the Colorado R. trbes knew the Pueblo or Hohokam current episodes, as do persons and places.

stone ax, it was still exceedingly rare for them to have one. 18 Amai-nye-quitase or -qotase is on the arid river terrace
42 Confirming Leslie Spier's estimate that less than half the ("mesa") S of Fort Mohave, a little upiver from where he

food of the Maricopa was agicultural: more mesquite than lived, 17, Valley map, E.
maize. (Yuman Tribes of the Gila River, p. 58, 1933.) 19 Himas-olauh-'ikwe.

D. The Gambling Boy 20 Typical conversation, asseverating what is already
known.

1 For the three sections D-F (31-65) this "boy" becomes 21 Here perhaps tautological: his friends were his kin.
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22 I.e., "everywhere." E. The Gambling Boy's Exile
23 Above Fort Mohave some 3 mi.: site A, Valley map, E. 1 Hands and knees, we would say.

A much mentioned place. 2Away from the river, inland.
24 Amai- is "sky" or "above." They are both mentioned 3 The geography of secs. E and F is followed in detail in

again in 0 170, 171, along with 3 fellow chiefs, as attacked the geographical itineraries (Pt. 8) and mapped in the River
by HIha-tutrsume and driven out of the valley N to Avikwame. and Desert map (map 2). Amat-kutasa'alye is El (-F10) there.

25 In the rear right corner, since the door is S. Akoke-hilmi, a 5,000-ft. peak visible from Mohave Valley,
26 Note the variety beyond maize and beans. is E2.
27 Time has elapsed rapidly since he was three! Or the 4 "Fish spring," E3 (=F8, J3).

narrator just is so time-hazy as to appear inconsistent. Farther 5He is definitely in Western Yavapai territory now. The
in the paragraph, the gambling boy boasts of being taller than two places, E4 (= I7-8) on the Bill Williams Fk. or Williams R.,
others; but later on, in 44, he is again spoken of as a boy; are mentioned again and again in the tale (I 102) following.
and in 43 as nearly grown--see n. 32, below. The second name means "cloud-its-houses": in I 102 it appears

28 Qaqauve, well down the valley, site S on map 1, E. in t ie singular, without the -tie.
Pakat-amat-lyiuva(va) has been mentioned in C 16. gavenarve is E5, map 2, River and Desert.

29 Typical war preparation talk. 7 The totemic reference of Owits is Cloud; of Nyo'iltse,
30 Sticklike clubs for cracking skulls, and short clubs with Sun, Fire, Eagle, Deer, and Humahnan insect; of Tgatia,

cylindrically enlarged end (" potato-masher" shape) for Farmed Food; of Hollya, Moon. These clans are alien to
uppercutting into faces and jaws. him; the two first fight him in the battle in which he is killed.

31 I wrote Sampuil-puvare, no doubt in error. It is site X Cf. G 75, n. 22; H 83, n. 3. It never is told of what clan
on Valley map, E, very near site Y, Atsq&qa, where Kunyige's people here at Gavenarve were; but the manner of
Umase'aka lived. his leaving suggests they were of one of these four clans. - -But

32 "Stood against his arm." So he has nearly grown up! -- Qata or Kata is the women's name of the gambling boy's own
but not quite; cf. n. 27. clan, Tobacco; cf. E 51. The clan system as a whole is dis-

33 N of the railroad. cussed in Pt. 5, C.
34 Small rings and long poles are preferred. Three hoops 8 KunyiGe reappears in the tale in M 155-158, as still at

(1-4342c, 4375, 13834) in the University of California Museum gavenarve, along with fellow chiefs, when the Mohave are
of Anthropology have an internal diameter of 5 1/2 in., ex- assembling for the final reconquest. He is one of the Mohave.
ternal from 7 to nearly 8 in. according as they are string-wound 9 In mourning for the supposedly slain following of
or of bast. Poles are perhaps 10 ft. long. Umase'aka.

35 No symbolic meaning. The Mohave just like to specify Scalped me.
directions. 11 Va&ilye, agave butts cooked in earth ovens and dried.

36 His side, who would be mainly his kinsmen. 12 For the night.
37 As so often, the motivation is hard to fathom. But it 13 "Grass" seeds, gathered, not grown.

looks as if they were right; as if his blaming them were a 14 Here ends the first day's telling to me; the second, which
perverse negation, like his destruction of his hosts' property. the informant expected would conclude the story, bears in

38 Perhaps in the sense of "young man"; but cf. n.* 27, my notebook the date March 17, 1902.
above. 15 It is not wholly clear why he first refuses the proffered

3 Meaning? Mentioned only here. food and then rifles it at night--behavior which most Indians
40 A net sack. would frown upon even on the part of a member of the family,
41 Ahkwe1l-agilya, "rough" knife, let alone a guest. Perhaps he considered them a potentially
42 I.e., took his scalp; the interpreter seemed not to know hostile group; perhaps the act is a new manifestation of his

the word. gratuitous mischief.
43 "Made it into a bunch and tied it on a tree." Stick, 16 Ahtatg-kugam. Unlocated and untranslated in the nar-

wood, tree are all a'i. ration; E6 on River and Desert: map (map 2). The name
44 A war triumph celebration. seems a mere variant of recording from I1, Ahtatt-ku&auve;
45 The same episode has now been told four times, in D but the context of itineraries puts the two places 15-20 mi.

32, 35, 38, 45, in similar but not identical words, as occur- apart (E6 to the E of I1) though both are on N flank of the
ing at different places, and against HlQau -seto-varem-kwily- Harcuvar range.
ghe, Amai-maro-kwilyghe, Body-olauh-cloud, and Umase- 17 "Water [spring] -its"-viSu[plural]; E7 ( I19) on map.
ika asopponents. The first time there is no premature shout- 18 Avi-kwa-hasile is mentioned elsewhere: I 112, M 149;
ing by relatives--presumably because the narrator forgot to it is E8 (a Ill) on map. It must be near the E end of the
mention it, just as there is no reference to place of happening. Harcuvar range.
The three mischiefs perpetrated on the hosts are stealing their 19 Anya-tonya'im.
door, smoking up the house, and scattering their stored seeds; 20The Mohave forms are Tsupak-amap^o,te (Dusty-sunrise),
the fourth time Umase'ika--although the gambling boy's Masahai-lapelipe (Flat-girl), Kwora'ak-hamayava (Turn [ed] -
"friend"-- scalps his provocative opponent instead of takiuigw over-old man), Anya-matkwisa (Shadow-sun). Dusty-sunrise
away the boy's breechclout; which leads to Nyflie- vilye-v3ve- reappears in I 110, and again in M 149-153 as Hipahipa's
kwllyEhe's leavring the country for six years, as told in E 4f;-56. partner in his scouting.
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21 A mountain: "Eagle's"-vake-holave: E9 (-112) on rather than approval.
mai22. 38 This suggests that the baskets were coiled, as is usual

Huvalilyeskuva, E10, on the upper Hassayampa, per- in the region. Twined or woven baskets hung from a hole
haps a half dozen mi. above Wickensburg. It is I14, near the edge would tend to tear the weft loose.
"Havalelyeskava," in I 111-112. 39 Typical style, but with the order "noon-sunset" less

23 Sic the interpreter, for "kinsmen" or people or lineage-- climactic and effective than "sunset-noon" would have been.
who had spoiled his play by shouting.

24 The names are Amai-veha, Amat-veha, Hiya-ly-iSau, F. The Gambling Boy's Return

Hisalye-kilu, Amp8tem-kuhuNilve. The two first pairs '"Black willow"-kaape, Fl (- I13) on River and Desert map
rhyme or jingle. The fifth is generally mentioned later in the (map 2), CongressJunction. Note what follows as to returning
story (I 112, M 149, 150) as if he were the principal. Strict- by a straighter route.
ly, Amai-veha and Amat-veha should perhaps be rendered 2 Ah'a, "cottonwoods." The places appear to be over a
"Guts-sky" and "Guts-earth." They are all Mohave or on the divide in upper Santa Maria drainage, F3 on the River and
Mohave side; but they are Tobacco clan. Desert map, S of Hillside. F2 is Tanyi-ku-tanakwe, up the

25 He is with people of his own totem and women's name, canyon from Fl toward F3.
though they later help the invading Mohave. 3 There is something suggestive of Homer in this dwelling

26 So far as I know, all Indians ordinarily used only dead of his mind on the gifts he is bringing with him, even though
or fallen timber for firewood, in presteel days; and broke unlike Odysseus, he gives them all away again before he
limbs by smashing them on the ground, over their head or reaches home.
knee, or with or against a rock. If living wood was taken for 4 "Black-willow-cloud"-thavaaikwe; F4 on the map. The
fuel, it was presumably for ritual purpose.. How far people running stream with cottonwoods is the Santa Maria where the
with stone axes, like the Pueblos, employed these for fire- arroyo he has followed that day comes into it from Hillside.
wood, or chiefly or only for building and carving timbers, He crosses the Santa Maria to travel due W somewhat N of it
does not seem wholly clear. Stone axes might have been to F5.
fairly effective on pinuon branches or sagebrush. Yurok women 5Sic but not clear. Perhaps he pulled up brush for a bed.
went out with an elkhom wedge and stone maul. This enabled F5 on River and Desert map. There is nothing there, and
them to detach slabs of pine bark, to work off lengths of fallen he seems to have made up the name. It sounds mutilated in
logs, and to split dead limbs to a thickness where they could the recording.
be snapped in two. It seems unlikely that anybody ever suc- 7 Actually, traveling Mohave often trotted long distances,
cessfully made much use of stone axes on living timber for but they mostly used the word "walk."
such a lowly and endless process as gathering the daily fire- 8 This is Signal, on the lower Big Sandy, the main tributary
wood. Cf. n. I 69. from the N of B11 Williams Fk., and just within southem

27 This would seem to be the pole with diagonal crossbar Walapai territory. F6 on River and Desert map.
which the Walapai call "hine" and use for pulling down limbs, 9 Avikwame is only some few miles N of the N end of
pushing off cactus fruits, etc. Mohave Valley (Dead Mts., probably Newberry Pk).

28 "Straight cane," the interpreter said. There may be 10 p7 on River and Desert map. He may have made up this
confusion here, and in F 62 n. 24 and in I 95, n. 26, between name too; it is untranslated but may refer to sleeping, ismim.
the hine for gathering, the walking-staff, the boomeranglike 1 Aha-'atil, "Fish-.spring,," of E 47 Is E3(2 F8, J3, M4)
curved thrower, and the tukoro. of map.

29 The instructions sound much like those in the Walapai 12 This, F9 (=J4) on the map, is the station on the Santa
Origin myth (Fred Kniffen et al., Walapai Ethnography, A. L. Fe R.R. called Yucca, in Sacramento Wash, which leads down
Kroeber, ed., AAA-M 42:12-26, 1935). from the Walapai plateau to the Colorado R. at the S end of

30 As shown by his growth of hair. Mohave Valley. From Signal of n. 8 to Yucca and lower
31 Here he is a boy again, though a few lines above he was Mohave Valley the direction is only a little N of W, hardly

a man as tall as a tree. The narrator may have called him even WNW.
masahai, "youth," more consistently. 13 F10 ( El) on River and Desert map; cf. n. E 3.

32 Imported from Hopi, Navaho, or Pima; but the Mohave- 14 "NE" must be my slip for NW, since NE would take him
and Yavapai --knew them. back into the Walapai highland. Kwiga'6ka is site V on the

33 The full dress of the mountain tribes--Southern Paiute, map of Mohave Valley (E side), somewhat upriver from Sam-
Walapai, Yavapai, and Western Apache; though by no means puly-kuvare, X, close to Atsqiqa, Y, at the foot. His own
universal, on account of poverty. The river tribes seem to home is well up the valley at Vanyor-ivava; see C 17, n. C
have been fascinated -by the full buckskin equipment and keep 12, C 23.
meitioning it in their stories; but they do not seem often to 15 Umase'ika.
have tried to acquire outfits by trade. 16 The "ramada" or arbor, a horizontal roof on light posts,

34 He already gave him one in E 52; perhaps the narrator in front of the house door, but sometimes not attached to the
for&ot. hous7e.

35Atthenape.~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~1 He saw there was someone but did not recognize him, or
36 He had it in pencillike strands, did not look up to see.
37 ImplyIng of course merely that they have heard; assent 18 Such as a tall granary or low shade, He is relieving him-
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self of the weight of his load without taking It off his back. 36 At last it is said ifh so many words that his own people19 Samkota seeds are sown, not wild. all along had disapproved of NyItle-vilye-vave-kwilythe's
20 Make a formal speech. conduct, although they did not rebuke him or rebel.
21 Hand out. 37 Is there meant to be a touch of fond regret in these
22 Typical of a chief or great warrior, who strips himself thoughts of Umase'ika's? At any rate they contrast with the

of osessions. sentiments of Nytte-vilye-vave-kwilyehe's own people.
This looks like magnanimously returning gifts for injury.

It does seem as if the narrator's sympathy had shifted G. War: The Gambling Boy's People Expel Umase'aka's
temporarily to Nyltse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe as soon as he was
defeated and scalped. On the other hand, there is no doubt 1 The situation and motivation change here. Nyitle-vilye-
that this hero had given plenty of provocation, with his rob- vave-kwilyMhe decides on war.
bing, sulking, and insistence on betting his body, to which 2 Sic. They are evidently still at Vanyor-ivava, etc. (20,
Umase'ika had finally put an end. Nevertheless, the gift 20a, 20b of Valley map (map 1), E.
distribution does make honors at least even. 3 Aya is the mesquite bean.

24 "Tukoro." Cf. nn. E 28, I 26. 4 That is, of plants that also grow wild, probably mostly
25 See n. 14, above.KwiQa'Bka was once described as sages, amaranth, chenopodium, and other non-grases.

6 mi. S of the place of narration, which would put it 4-5 mi. 5 How insufficient crops will help them to ambush Umase-
S of Needles aty on the Arizona side. 'aka is not clear.

26 A little N of the last; 44 of Valley map (map 1), E. 6 "Boy"-(a)'llve?
27 Unidentified, except for this mention; 45 on Valley 7 As before, in C 22, n. 21, and again in F 63, n. 30; 26,

ma E. Valley map, E.
Z Savetoha is site 0, of the Valley map, due E of Needles 8 Sa'rint'ive is evidently on the island; cf. G 70; 24, Valley

City at the foot of the mesa. But Akatai-vesalyve ("sift map, E.
akatai-seeds") is on the W side 8 mi. above Needles, site 17, As before, in C 17.
W, on the map, according to all other information. Also it 10 Aha-kupinye, 25, Valley map, E; whereas Raven's-
lies above Hivistive, the next spot mentioned in his upward house is 26, near by. Is there an error, or did Umase'aka not
course. Perhaps there was a second Akatai-vesalyve near 0 wish to cross where instructed to? He does go to Sa'untsive as
on the E side. told.

29 Hivistive is site L on Valley map, E. 11 In the open.
30 Aqaq-ny-iva, as ante, 26, of Valley map, E. It was 12 This is what they were taken along for.

said to be 3 mi. S (downriver) of the place of narration; the 13 Preparation for fighting; psychological keying-up, in
river formerly ran there, but evidently had changed its place of being physically rested.
course long before 1903. 14 Fighting arrows were of untipped shafts of arrowweed:

31 Selye'aye-'itsierqe Is 21, of Valley map, W, 4 mi. N quantity was the desideratum. Such arrows had very little
of Needles. penetration except at short range, and at close quarters the

32 The place is not named here, or in C 22 or C 29, River Yuman tribes tried to seize and club the foe. Hence the
except that it seems to have been the place where Sky-its- story's accounts of warriors bristling with arrows shot into them
varerqwer also lived, on the island somewhat upriver from are not quite so exaggerated as might seem.
Excrement-sand. Three names, beginning with Vanyor-ivava, 15 Childlike word-magic and reassurance.
are given in C 17, n. C 12; and these three place narqes recur 16 Note the jingle quality or rhyme, due probably to dis-
in I 129 as the homes of 4 Tobacco-clan chiefs. tortion to fit the tune. I did not secure a translation, except

33 Though he had been gone 6 yearsl By analytic logic, in general terms: the song refers to fighting, seizing, strildng.
it would now be at least 25 years since Nyitte-vilye-vave- 17 A singer knows the meaning of what he is singing, but
kwilyehe met Umase'ika. He was 3 then; would presumably a native listener often does not recognize the words.
not have had a child until he was 19 or more; the boy would 18 Many far in the S who would help us; as they do start
have to be about 4 before he could remember; 19-3 # 44 6 s N for revenge, H 83 ff., after Umase'ika's defeat and death.
26. I do not believe for a moment that the narrator pictured 19 True; and would mostly dodge them.
an actual 25 or 26 years elapsing between Umase'ika's entry 20 The message is repeated verbatim, like an order, to
of the valley by conquest and the renewal of war against him, make sure it is understood.
or that he was following a chronology in our sense. Durations 21 Tribes, bands, clans, or companies: they are thought of
are stated in years because the Mohave like to be specific as as groups clustered around one or more leaders.
to time, place, person, and particular event. No doubt he The informant said here, evidently in response to a
sought such an appearance of verisimiltude for his historic question from me, that the name Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe
tale. But I doubt that he "knew" a traditional chronology, meant "a sack of tobacco" (cf. nn. C 37, H 3, J 87); and
or ever troubled to add up his mentions of years to see whether Umase'aka meant "when the sun Is up and things are plainly
the totals were reasonable or posdble. See the discussion in visible." These would be connotations rather than denotations;
Pt. 5,A. but they contain totemic reference. We have seen that NytXJe-

"4Indian unemotionality and uncommunicativeness." vilye-vave-kwilyehe's Qata clan is Tobacco, and that the
35Of course he mlght have gone out and about; but he clans he avoids as potentially hostile are Ny^o'iltsIe and Owit{;

evidently feels the greetings should comb from the stay-at- and one of the totems of the former is Sun. All totemic
homes.
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reference is oblique among the River Yuman tribes: there is, Akwagem-illve, AkwaGem-tlemlkwe. The translations used
to them, no Qata clan, but a clan that calls its women Qata, are unverified. The second and third names recur in Q 182-
which name "denotes nothing" but is understood to relate to 185, and Uyatiih&ka has already been mentioned in C 25.
tobacco. 38 Downriver from Needles peaks or spires: 19, map 2,

23 Mahai-nyikwa-nyikwa. Note the reduplicated adjective, River and Desert map, E.
which means: thin, slim and tall, "not well made." 39 Mouth of Bill Williams Fk. or Williams R., 24, River

24 Or looking for them. The Mohave took sex lightly and and Desert map, E; below Chemehuevi Valley, above Parker.
sometimes ribaldly. Here they turn off the river to travel southeastward to their

25 This theme is accentuated again and again, culminating old home at Koaka-matie.
in their killing each other in G 79. 40 The route is discussed in the itineraries, Pt. 8.

26 A miniature episode of Dolon. 41 The informant said "Salt R., " but the Gila below the
27 I sometimes recorded it as Sa'ontsive. confluence must be meant.
28 I.e., to relieve himself. --The parallel with Dolon. 42 Koaka-matse, Gila Bend, is coupled with Ahtse-kwigQuka

breaks down here. Diomedes and Odysseus comforted the dis- in C 14. See itineraries, Pt. 8. I wrote Koake- and Kuake;
couraged Achaeans with their exploit; Umase'Ika's following Kwake-, Qwake- or Kwa'ak may be correct; matse is perhaps
might have fled at the news that killing had begun. There for amat (a), "land," "place."
was evidently a good deal of insecurity and nerving beneath 43 "Kwitaki8lve' is what I wrote, in obvious error for
the Mohave talk of dying rather than being cowards. Kwiga'8ka, which is site V, Valley map (map 1), E, as

29 As the heroic captain of his people. Atsqiqa is site Y. These two are mentioned together in C 15
30 Avi-kwe-sative is a half-mile below Needles City; 29, and C 29 as the places where Umase'ika's people lived.

Valley map, W. Cf. n. 34. Kwitaki8lve here is almost certainly the same as Avi-ku-
31 KwamhaGeve or Kwam'ageve is a few miles downriver tako^lve of B 11, n. B 1.

from Avi-kwe-satuve; 30, Valley map, W. The pursuit has 4This quite clearly makes each band a clan living in a
gone on for perhaps half-a-dozen miles, with the river being unit settlement; just as they came from the two separate set-
crossed twice. tlements Ahtle-kwiQuka and Koaka-matse. Clan affiliations

32 Koves8 shells were described as being about 4 in. long, are mentioned again in E 47, 49, 51, with Nyo'iltse and Owitl
1 1/2 in. broad, and hung from the septum. HumOavink again associated.
was given as denoting what a man is called whose septum is
pierced. These translations are confirmed by Jo Nelsorts
statement (my field notes, p. 5431), that koveso is abalone H. The Emigrants Near The Sea Start To Return
(haliotis), that the pendant itself is called tu-lapelape, "flat,
and that homOovinvek denotes a man of importance who wears 1 In A 9 it is merely stated that he lived near the sea among
a nose pendant. In C 28, n. 36, humQavtnk was recorded as the Cocopa. Ava-vatai means "many houses" or"large houses";
meaning "haliotis," but evidently denotes the wearer. In the Kwenyo-kuvilyo [ Kunyokuvelyo] is mentioned also in the
second fragment of a migration tale included in Pt. 7, B a Goose myth, 14:62.. See 70, 71, of River list, E (Pt. 8).
reference to blue and white pendants confirms the haliotis. 2 The leader in the emigration, A 1-10.
The falling pendant as omen of death recurs in Q 184. 3 MaGkwe (cf. n. C 37) is said to be a woven (netted?)

33 This is the climax of the whole long Umase'aka-- sack, made of fiber of a mountain plant, to hold scalps, knives,
Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwily8he episode: it ends with honors even. pipes, etc. The three new MaQkwems appear here for the
That it is a climax to the Mohave is evident from the isolated first time, and the last two of them are not mentioned again.
fragment of the duel which I secured from another informant, MaQkwem -kwapaivehowever remains in the story (88, 100-
the passage just referred to (Pt. 7,.). Why swallowing the 107, 119-123, 141-146)--in fact continues after Magkwem-
opponent's nose ornament should kill--and whether as poison t1utia-m-kwily'he drops out again. There is a good deal of
or as mutilation--is not clear; but some species of magic is this in-and-out appearance of nominal leaders. Thus Tinyal-
evidently involved. Later on, in Q 184, having the pendant tseqwarve is co-leader with MaGkwem-esuts'am-kwily^ehe in
drop nto one's own mouth is an omen of death. A 1-4, but in A 5-B 13 he is replaced by Ot-ku-tinyim and

Site 29, Valley map, W; here recorded as -sut8ve in- Halyep6ta. Then Otku-tinyim drops from mention; and in
stead of -satuive. Apparently when they rallied at Kwamhag- A 10, and again in B 13, H 85, M 160 seq., Halyepota is
eve they drove the foe back to here. called Hiha-tutsume.

35 "In California, above Mellen"; that is, diagonally Lya-owitse-ku-tinyame. Evidently of Owits clan. He
across and upstream from their settlement at Atsqaqa; site L seems to have lived with or near the four who were thinking
Valley map, W. Mepiik- means "knee." of gjoing north.

36 Mohave appears to have no "or": in the original the Presumably with the three other Magkwems.
phrase would run: "6, 7, 10, 12." This sort of approximation 6 These are the three Kwigpota about to be mentioned, plus
or estimate of number is a common habit of the Mohave. Dark-lya-Owits.
Most Indians use a conventional or ritual number or else leave 7 Lineages, bands.
it wholly unspecified. Four leaders survive, just below. 8 I do not know why -kwiQpFota. The other parts of the

37The Mohave forms are, in the same order: Silvilye- three names are women's clan names, as made explicit in the
'otere, Uyat1ih^aka (here: Hoyat'lahaka. said to mean "panting'), next sentence. Another Halyepota- occurs in H 85; and Hiha-
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tuduime, who reenters the story in H 85, is also called 26 At this point I asked the informant how big a band or
Halyep^ota until A 10. company might be, like that of the present group of travelers,

This makes Frog, Coyote, and Farmed-Food lineages and he answered without hesitation: "40, and with women and
staying behind, besides one of the several OwitI totem groups, children about 100."
the one headed by Dark-lya-Owitg. Unfortunately, the clan of 27oWildcat"-ta'8rve; 47, River and Desert map.
the shadowy Ma9kwem-tsutsim-kwilyAhe is not stated. But 28 Aha-ku-tinyime; 46, River and Desert map; cf. Goose
it is likely to have been Ny8o'iltle, as given in H 88 for Ma- myth, 14:50.
Qkwem-kwapaive and his daughter. The clan system as a 29 Anya-ta'ore-pakim.
whole is discussed in Pt. 5, C. 30 Aha-selye'aye, "sand-water"; 45 on River and Desert

10 Avi-kunyire and Avirqa (60, 61, map 2, River and mag.
Desert), in the vicinity of Laguna or Imperial Dam, have 31 The word means "gravel"; the place is Ehrenberg, due
been mentioned in A 10, n. A 36, as 15 mi. N of Yuma City; W of Blythe, 44 on River and Desert map.
here the distance was given as 20 mi. Since the travelers 32 Heard here as -tuva'aue; 43, River and Desert map.
slept on the way at Kakwil-iny^o and Hitlpse (65, 64 of river 33 La Paz, a former mining camp. "Rattlesnakes-their-
list and map 2, River and Desert), it is three days' travel from houses," 41 on River and Desert map. The name occurs with
the Cocopa to these points N of Yuma. or without the plural suffix -tie. This is their fifth sleep.

1 "Flood"-halyepota; appropriate enough for a Frog clan 34 It Is not clear why they leave the river when their
name. destination is upstream. But all the movements into Mohave

12 Plain Halyep^ota until A 10, and hereafter one of the Valley in this story come from the SE through the desert.
principal characters in the story. 35. They have now marched 3 days, or rather 2 1/2, away

13 Uya-tutsume of course "rhymes" with Hiha-tutsume. from the river, mostly E but somewhat N. The route is analyz-
14 They must have crossed near Avi-kunytre, where in ed with that of I 92-95 in the itineraries, Pt. 8.

A 85 they were on the E side. Amat-iya is site N on River
and Desert map, W; Kuvukwilye, site K. Here it was cus-

' ' ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~I.In The Desert With Hipahipa
tomary to cross.

15 Selye'ai'ita, "very sandy' or "real sand"; 56, River and 1 They are in "Basin and Range" country.
Desert map, E. 2 Our introduction to one of the great heroes of the tale. - -16 Not placed exactly; entered as 55 on River and Desert
map, E. They are now 3 days' travel from where they started. Hipa is the girls' name of the Coyote clan.

17 Here begins the third day of my recording, March183 This is quite a picture--the lonely man wearing a rattling
snake skirt, living in 20 empty houses. with footprints about as1902, as n. E 14 marks the second. I seem not to have noted snake ving in 20 emptywhouses, whfoo s abouttas

the placsofsutequent vernightbreaks,of-a whole village. He has gone wild; but why so. the storythe places of subsequent overnight breaks.
de o el

18 "Bow-mountain"; 54, River and Desert map, E. does not tell.19 "Place-ataillw";5,River and Desert map.E. 4 Mohave equivalent of the earth or rock oven.1 "Place-at-black-willows"; 53, River and Desert map. 5 Mpl-ha-ske'a
E; the asociated places are 53a, 53b. They are now 3 days 6Mepk-ahwat-sakyeta.6 Note the reduplicated form--as several times before.

20 mumi-olma, Amp_-ohulye. and 7 Aha-kwa-h^el with AvI-nyilka, H5 on the River and De-Himat-akahaka, em-aa mXtoule n
* ' ~~~~~~~~~~~~sertmap (map 2), is the southern center of the emigrants'Mat'ire-kiwarha. Why he should have four names, and why srma(ap2.ithsohecner of th emgansMathrey kiwahashould be d nhavedoes notmseriously partich- wanderings and life in the desert. The places are near Salome,they should be mentioned when he does not seriously partici-

athegatbnofCtnilWs,onherlodadpate in the story, is not clear. The element -oama may mean g b
"lying upside dowrf'; and mat'ire, here translated "outdoors," Highway 70 between Harcuvar and Harquahala Mts. In his-
usually denotes a playground or field. toric times the district seems to have been the focus of the

21 The story here shifts from MaQkwem-itutdim-kwilyahe ranie of a Westem Yavapai band.
toThi"second-In-command."from8Magkwem-sulram-kwilyaheThis is going back to the time before the arrival of theto his "second-in-command."
22 Suma-nyemasive. traveling band, and is to explain why Hipahipa was away from
23 Masahai-'ahma. Women's clan names do not preclude his 20 houses when they arrived.

9He had refused their food childishly or. like a hermit,individual ones. The clan name corresponding to quail totem He had rfs heir fod iieri
is Masipi, a rather rare one-- i.e., the clan was small among gone queer; now he begins to regret it.
theMohavepit Isnothr mrenone ine.. thepresent narrsmativ am10 "Ten" before, but perhaps ten on each side of the ravine,the Mohave; it is not mentioned in the present narrative.

lk h

There is a girl whom her traveling father wants to get married like the houses.
in the Vinimulye-patse story also (2:18-21), shortly before he 12 Assent, not permission.
fights the Quail-people; but her name is Owi2s. Now he encounters the migrants.Thts Owitsw 13bersnaveMhv ovra I.e.. he is not a ghost.24 Ths seers to be a representative Mohave conversation 14 He has turned wild and shy in his isolation.under the circumstances. 1

25 Ava-tsohai is 52, on River and Desert map (see also With Kohoye we are back to A 2, when the emigrants
Nyohaiva, 3:23); Av-tiie is 49 (3:21); A were living 24 mi. "S" of Barstow, on or near the upper Mo-
(here heard as Akitikpv)is 48. Akyuis yerekapaey have R. in Serrano country.--Kohoye was also the name of a
sleep the fourth night of their trip. It is also mentioned in Mohave man living in 1902.

H 89 and inNyohaiva (3:20). ~~~~16 The usual psychological causality.17Tinyam-nyumeve-kunau.
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18 He was not mentioned in A 4, but none of the deserters tain sheep (ammo), big horns, would be more appropriate to a
were named then. mountain range than are antelope (umul).

19 These are on the Colorado, E side, river list (Pt. 8, C I) 45 Evidently imitating one in the sand.
25 and 25a, between Williams R. and Parker. 46 Put-it-into-eagle-down. It would seem that antelope

20 These two places, river list 29 and 29a, are near Parker. shamans await their prey seated.
21 River list 34a and 34, probably more or less where the 47 By the power of his magically potent wishes. He ele-

Turtle Mt. Wash enters the Colorado. vates himself by making his colleague fail.
22 Nos. 36 and 35 on river list. They are going down the 48 Use my limbs.

river on the E bank. 49 Different from the two places (II, Ila) mentioned in n.
23 Here at last we learn what Hipahipa's strange midvalley 41. Perhaps Avi-kwe-hunake is where he lived, but the two-

20-house home at H4 was called. It is 35-40 mi. a little S of named mountain of n. 41 is the place in or before which the
E from where he left the river at Aqwaqa-have (35). hunt took place. This would explain the "taking" of n. 43.

24 Mohave style: reaffirming what is known or has just been 50See n, 26, above.
said. 51 Nyahai

25 Note how frequently maize fails to be mentioned in these 52 TribesN ike the Walapai made and used both pottery and
listings of farmed foodsT This wculd be inconceivable amonglistings of farmdfood.Thiswuldbinconeivablamong basketry. --Soaking is regularly a part of the curing process
Pueblo or even Navaho. for hides; the steeped hide is wrung out before the final mani-

26 Cf. nn. E 28, F 24, 1 50, J 92. pulative softening
27 To clear a space, or material for the walls? See n. 30, 53 One day seems a short time in which to prepare first-

below. In the desert here, it would be a brush hut, domed or class buckskin or chamois. But the Mohave tanned very little
even unroofed, not a Mohave-type river-bottom house with and probably nOt too well.
center posts, beams, and sand roof.

28 This sort of double-riveted syllogizing of the simple is 54 Like those of Walapai and Yavapai. The Mohave mostly
characterisdc style, especially for this narrator. went barefoot, but around 1903 sometimes wore sandals

29 Thus it is the greater part of a day's travel, past the (haminyo) of horse rawhide. I do not know of what their pre-
spring Hatsuvivek-aha, from Hipahipa's houses at Hanye- Spanish sandals, if any, were made.
kweva (H4 on map 2) to Cut-blood-knee's settlement at Aha- 55 Cut-blood-knee and the old residents of the region. In
kwa-hel (H5 on map 2), going SE- -as in I 93 the opposite way spite of saying that they were on their way to war, the wander-
is NW. The distance would be 15-20 mi. ers have by now stayed another 2 years.

30 He did clear a space; but he also brought brush there; 56 A fair summary of the diet of the west Arizona desert
n. 28. Yuman tribes.

31 This may mean Avikwame, when they were still with 57 "The land is not his"--as he had been warned in I 96.
Mastamho, but more likely it refers to the time before the 58 Again, the old residents.
emi&ration from Mohave Valley. 59 To the newcomers.

32 The springs would be crucial for occupation of this 60 He suggests the trip there merely for the men to hunt
southeastern desert tract. antelope, not as a move of residence; as confirmed in I 100,

33 Perhaps: "named trees as monuments"; or "marked them n. 66. There is nothing much by which to locate these places,
by leaning a limb against them." I3 and 13a, except that part of a day S from Aha-kwa-hel

34 Viz., Umase'aka being driven out. might put them along the S edge of Little Harquahala Mts.
35 Change of subject. Aha-talame recurs in I 100, n. 66, as Avi-he-talame. The
36 More inexorable logic. first is probably right because they drink there.
37 Qiume- tie-kohive. My notes say "plume," but I think 61 This is the next to the last time MaQkwem-tsutram-

this must mean eagle down, which was highly prized for kwil?he is mentioned. The last is in 1 109.
ritual use in the area between Yokuts and Pueblos. I do not Amai-ahwata. The name might also mean "Blood-sky."
know whether the meaning is to put eagle down into a recep- 63 Up tO now a sort of second-in-command to Magkwem-
tacle or to lay something into a wrapping of down. tuutsim-kwilyAehe, Magkwem-kwaplive from here on replaces

38 Like Hipahipa--only he took proper game, and his him in the tale. He had previously let his daughter go in
powers were less. mardage, now he loses his boy, then collects gifts from his

39 Cut-blood-knee and his partner. people for funeral destruction a-nd, when the entry into Mo-
40 Viz., Put-it-into-eagle-down. haveland finally takes place, he is Hipahipa's companion and
41 I place these due N in the Harcuvar Mts. Ahtats-ku- dies in battle by him when Hipahipa is driven out. On the con-

8auve is I1, J17, E6, of River and Desert map; Aha-ku-pika, trary, Magkwem-tsutsam-kwilyehe, though the first leader of
Ila (=G5?). all to be mentioned in the tale, is a singularly pallid personali-

42 Evidently Ahtati-ku-8auve and Aha-ku-p!ka. ty throughout: he leads almost abstractly; nothing ever happens
43 Viz., meet Put-it-into-eagle-down and have him go out to him as an individual.

hunting with you. 64 By magic or mana.
44Now we rise from rabbits to antelope. The charmning of 65 The custom; cf. nn. 67, 68, below.

the swift antelope which live in open plains is a Basin Sho- 66 Cf. n. 60.
shonean specialty, found also among the Yokuts. But moun- 67 The Mohave seem to leave persons untouched where
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they die until they take them up to the cremation pyre. 8715 of itineraries (Pt. 8) and Pdver and Desert map (map
8 Now the newcomers wail; cf. n. 65. 2). Probably on near (S) side of Harcuvar range.

69 On breaking instead of cutting firewood, see n. E 26. 88 I1, 117, perhaps over the Harcuvars. Name here re-
When I saw them, in 1900-1904, the Mohave were chopping corded without final -ve. It is probably the same as site
good-sized cottonwood or willow limbs for cremaions. But E6 of E 59, n. E 16, though context locates this place farther
this would hardly have been possible before they had steel axes. E on N side of the range.
The informant may have been thinking of pre-American days. 89 Kuva'e,"cottonwoods." N of last place, 16 on map 2.
After all, he was bom by 1830, or earlier. The name is similar to Ah'a-kuvate, F3 (:116) of tnap 2, but

70 The reason for this lack of revenge urge is not clear; per- the locations are 40 mi. apart, by enforcing context.
haps because they were intruders in the land. 90 Said to be "15 mi. from Signal, 50-60 mi. from here."

71 The day after tomorrow. Signal is on the Kg Sandy [ Wash ], a northerly branch of
72 14 on Desert and River map, near H2 of the joumey in,. Bll Williams Fk. orft. which empties into the Colorado between

Hiho or hihu is "nose." Chemehuevi Valley and Parker. KUtpima is 17 (a E 4) of the
73 This is site 42 on the river, Jtt S of where they left it itineraries (Pt. 8) and map 2, Ikwe-nye-va, I8; I place them

at 41 some years before. The retQrding here was imperfect: at the confluence of Mig Sandy and Santa Maria rivers which
Oto-kevauve. together make Williams R. By airline on the map, this con-

74 The river is the Colorado; the place where she married-- fluence is about 13 mi. from Signal, 75-80 mi. from Needles
not named here--is lbo-lye-amata (53, map 2,E), four days' Cty.
march upstream from where Hihi-tutisiime lived at Avlrqa 15 There was enough flow in Williams R., and willows and
or 20 mi. above Yuma; cf. H 85, 87, 88, n. H 19. The dis- cottonwoods along it, to allow beaver to have lived there.
tance from site 42, where he sleeps, is about 25 mi. Since 92 Style again!
he sleeps two times on the way, he reaches her only on the 93 Mastamho-tesauve was said to mean "Mastamho tastes."
third day instead of the second as per his announced schedule. I9 (a110) on map 2.

75 As almost always in this tale, somebody is outdoors 94 Down Williams R.
playing hoop and poles, and the settlement is referred to as 95 The subsistence margin is shown to have been both close
if it consisted of one house. and resilient, in these nonfarming areas, by the way in which

76 It is taken for granted that he had cut it shorter in a band could eat out a tract and it would then recuperate in
mourning, but of course they did not yet know of the mourning. some years. Psychologically, it is remarkable how interested

77 Suma-nyemasave, as in H 88, n. 22. and informed the farm-dng Mohave were about these desert con-
78 To express sympathy, and honor to the dead. The ditions. There is parallel in the fact that in the Mastamho

destruction of property at a funeral is called tsupilyk; cf. (7:36-42, 76-78) and Origins (9:22-25,47) myths more space is
Handbook, p. 751. given to the institution of wild desert foods than agricultural

79 Actually he is gone 7 days and 6 nights. He sleeps 2 ones. It may be that the Mohave interest rests on famine ex-
nights on the way, 2 at his daughter's, 2 on the return; nearly periences at home, when groups of them-temporarily lunged in-
3 days go into the trip each way; and he is only one full day to the desert for subsistence.
with his daughter, plus the end of the one before. --But the 96 She is the third member of his family to whom something
Mohave like I-told-you-so's. Sometimes these are boasting, happens.
sometimes due rather to an obsession to finish the job in hand 97 Hiyr-a^rektyte
without loose ends. 98 The usual way of cooking meat.

80 In I 98 and 99 it is only 2 years. Consequently 2 more 99 Intimacy implies marriage, escapades are furtive: such
have elapsed since the boy's death, Or, it may be 2 years un- seems to be the sentiment.
til Hipahipa gets hides for the women in 98, and 2 more to the 100 "He meant that he had a house to live in," the inter-
opening words of 99: "Now it was two years [ sc. more]" preter explained.
when dissatisfaction broke out and the boy was bewitched, 101 Unidentifed, except for the mention of being SE of

81 In mourning. Kultpima; perhaps on lower Date Cr. Not entered on map.
82 See n. 90, below, for its location. I sometimes wrote In the third name, humQevinye- may denote wearing of a

Quitpama. nose pendant; see n. G 32.
C3"Clouds' home." 102 A natural enough sentiment; but he gets and takes her
84 Tule is cattail rush, Scirpus acutus. Meal from the back, There seems to be more public shame than personal

roots is a low-grade food.* resentment.
85 Av'a seeds I cannot define. 1038u_m1mk.
86 What immediately follows shows that where they had 104 She would have to kneel or sit to grind on a slab,

been living with Cut-blood-knee at Aha-kwa-h^el and Avi-ny- "Stood" for "was."
ulka was 2 1/2 to 3 days' marches (with women and children), 105 Broke the string or tore the septum? For the ornament,
or possibly 40-50 mi., SE of Kuitpama below Signal, and see n. G 32..
hence some 100 mi., less rather than more (see n. 90, below), 106 Evidently in resentment, to humlliate her by her
SE of Needles in Mohave Valley; which would put them in the nakedness.
most northerly territory of the Tolkepaya or Western Yavapai, 107 And that is the end of that episodes cf. n. 102, above,-
just S of the mgSandy Walapai. As they go from Mastamho-tesauve past KGitpama to the eloper's
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home and return to Mastamho-tesauve and it is still afternoon, 132 The whole episode repeats the one just cited.
the distances cannot be great. 133 For Huvalilyeskuva, I14, (=E10), on River and Desert

108 A year between talking of the move and making itl map (map 2), see E 50, n. E 22. It was recorded as
The chronology is in round numbers. Havalelyeskuva here. I am not certain whether Pakat-hoaune

109 I suspect the color of the gravel is irrelevant but is is a man or a place; in any event he or it is not mentioned
mentioned merely because of visualizing habit. either in E 50 or in I 112.

110 Four kinds; but with black spoken of just before, there 134 Cf. n. 121, above.
are five. A sixth kind is ahma, "quail" or spotted. They are 135 Made no speech.
all tepary beans. Contrast--once more--the meager mention 136 Aspa is "eagle"; -ke-holeve recurs in n. 145, below.
of maize. It is E9 (-I12) of River and Desert map; and is mentioned in

111 That is, originally came from: namely Mohave Valley. E 50, n. E 21.
112 Spanish bayonet, Yucca baccata. 137 lao is "black willow"; -ka'ape was here written -ke-
113 Considered indigenous by the Mohave, like wheat. 'ape. It is Fl (-113), near Congress Junction on the upper
114 Those who filled their places in Mohave Valley and Hassayampa.

drove out the remnant of Umase'aka's band. 138 We have already encountered these five in E 50 at the
115 In this paragraph Magkwem-tlutsam-kwily^ehe is men- same place. They are Tobacco clan, and apparently Mohave,

tioned again, but each time specifically coupled with Magkwem- since one of them participates in the reconquest.
kwapaive. 139 He is the leader of the five, as in M 149-153.

116 "If you do not fight for better land, you are likely to 140 Really long and fully red feathers would suggest macaw
starve here." tails, and strengthen my suspicion that this bird may be the

117 Characteristic expression. The Mohave are not afraid masohwal, which the Mohave have much to say about though
of numbers, either exact or approximative; and, according to it does not come to their country. Cf. n. J 63.

situation, the numbers may be either formally "round" (ritual) 141 Tending to donftrm the second conjecture of n. 125,
or "odd" and specific. above.

118 It is now Hipahipa, the converted and escapist hermit, 142 Ah'I-kuvate or -kovate or -kuvete is F3 (: I16) of the
who is urging invasion and war on the leaders who set out so itineraries (Pt. 8) and River and Desert map, on the very head-
full of purpose of reconquest. waters of the Hassayampa. In spite of the similarity of sound,

119 "Some of us will be killed." it must be distinguished from Ah'i'kuva'e of I 102, n. I 89,
120 The usual Mohave affirmative of self-reassurance be- which is I6, 40 mi. SW between the Harcuvar range and Wil-

fore war. liams R.
121 In the absence of translations, I am not sure whether 143 Ahtatl-kitge is 117 of River and Desert map, located only

Kuny8re and Oskive-tekyere are names of places or persons. approximately. See note on it and 118 in itinerary, Pt. 8.
The latter is obviously only another rendering of a place in 144"Katakalilve-."white," I18--see preceding n. Aha-nye-
Mohave Valley. Hoskyive-yetukyere (39, Valley map [map 1], via8UtYe("Spring-its- - vi8u* [plur.], or is itAh'a, "cottonwood?")
E); but this cannot be meant here, though the name might re- is E7 3I19) of map on N flank of E end of Harcuvar range.
cur for another place in the desert. The names are not repeat- 14 Kwil-ke-holtve is I20, down Bullard Wash from I19.
ed when Avi-kwa-ha'sale is reached in the next paragraph. The element -ke-holve occurs also in Aspl-nye-va-ke-holeve,
If they refer to persons, there is disagreement with the names 112 (zE9), n. 136, above.
of the chiefs encountered at Avi-kwa-ha'sale.--As the next 146 Kuya-ny-itWerqe is I20, NW of I19, probably on Date
paragraph shows, Avi-kwa-ha'sale is a day's journey E (or Cr.;-ny-itserqe may mean "its excrement."
SE, c. 30 mi.) from Kiutpama. Pere and in I 110, I wrote 147 Boasting as before, in I 109.
it Avi-ka-ha'eale; the -ha'sile of E 49, I 112 is probably
correct. J. Peaceful Return To Mohave Valley Under Hipahipa

122 Anya-matkwisa; which possibly means "East-shadow"
rather than "Shadow-sun." The other name breaks into "Dust"-
tsupaka. 1 The second day after his injunction to save their new

123 Typical sendment. clothing, the third after his return. That is, two whole days
124 "Standing up" means that he is orating formally, and three nights had elapsed. Not that it matters to the story

"preaching." from our view of it; but the teller likes precision, and it does
125 Merely as an honored guest? Or in anticipation of his help achieve an effect of historic verisimilitude.

death in war? See I 112, n. 141, below. 2 His partner and former superior MaQkwem-t'ussam-
126 Narrator's gesture. kwily^ehe is no longer mentioned. From here on, Magkwem-
127 "Navaho blankets." kwapaive is Hipahipa's chief coadjutor and lieutenant.
128 "Sorape," ex. Mexican Sp. serape. 3 Avi-ny-akwe (here heard as -akoe) is Jl (:L6) up the Big
129 "Tolyekopa, black blankets with a neck hole and short Sandy 8 or 10 mi. from Kultpama, still below Signal. At last

sleeves, formerly worth $10." they are on their way to Mohaveland.
130 Gesture again. "White-mountain," J2 (-L5) is W of their noon halt at J1,
131 As before, when Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwilyehe received probably in an arroyo below the 3,000-ft. level where the Hual-

gifts in E 56. pai Mts. taper out, S of McCracken Pk.
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5 Although Pamegi is passed by now, he seems to have n. 30, below) at "Mellen" (i.e., foot of the valley) and flee-
joined the invaders later, since he takes land in the valley in ing N before Umase'aka. Kwiga'bka is site V, Valley map, E.
P 174. 29 Already mentioned in C 15, n. C 6. The form of the

6 Aha-'atJi ("fish spring"?), here written Aha-'ahtlye in my name is unusual.
notes, is J3 (:E3, F8, M4) of the itineraries, NNW of the last 30 My field notes reverse the order, as if the two places
stop, still on the W flank of the Hualpai range. were persons living at Sa-qampany-eva. Aha-mats-uimpa

7 Humare-tarepai is a land-taking Mohave of Owits clan and Aha-mats-waitsa-waitia do not seem to be mentioned
in P 174, 175, 179, 190. again in the story; they appear to be near Kwiga'8ka. Both

8 Those of Sky-its-haitarve, B 11-12, and of Umase'ika, here and in C 15 Sa-qampany-eva is a person near the foot of
C 14-30, G 66-82. the valley, though Qampany-nyi-va is a place (6, River and

9 Understood. Desert map, E,) a little below the foot of the valley.
10 Tsimokwily-avi, J4 (- F9) is Yucca Station on the Santa 31 "Coyote"-tsimanive and "Place [called] rock's"-kfilye.

Fe R.R. in Sacramento Wash, shielded by the S end of Black The first is 11, Valley map, W, also mentioned in J 126,
Mts. range from sight of Mohave Valley. Though they have M 152. Avi-nye-kiilye I seem to have no other mention of.
already marched 25 mi., they go on. 32 Hany^ore may be "mark"; hapurui, "jar." Of the four,

Kuesi-kuSau and Porepore-kutseim, respectively J5 Nyakam^lya-'ava in J 123-L 144 becomes the partner and then
(zL4) and J6 (-L3), are close together, at the S end of the the opponent of MaQkwem-kwapliva. Hany^ore-ku-vatai is
Black Mts., probably overlooking Haviland Station. killed by Hipahipa in M 153.

12 I suspect Kuglly- would be more correct. It is J7 (-L1),. 33 "The four places" may mean where the men lived who
W or NW of J5-6, overlooking lower Mohave Valley but pro- are discussed in nn. 21-24, above, but I am not sure.
bably shielded from it, perhaps at a warm spring in an arroyo 34 To the W or California side.
leading SW out of the S end of Black Mts. If my identifications 35 For him as messenger, cf. J 123, 127, 130; for the type
are right, they have traveled 37 mi. that day. of name, n. C 15.

13 They set out in darkness. 36 Two of the four W-side chiefs heading the list of those
14 J8, not further identified, but probably down the arroyo. mentioned in J 120, nn. 21, 22, above.

Talypo is the roadrunner bird. 37 The sequel in J 123 (mention of Nyakamrnlya-'1va) shows
15 J9 and J10, also unidentified, but likely to be farther that "they" includes at least part of all the groups mentioned

down the arroyo on the rim of the E terrace of the valley. in J 120, and that those who crossed to the E side from the W
16 It must have been daylight by now. were the people of the four chiefs mentioned in J 120, nn.
17 Site 39, Valley map (map 1), E, about midway between 21-24. Meanwhile the immigrant bands at KuQAl-kukiave, I

Needles City and Topock, well on E side of valley. Here re- 118, n. 12 above, have followed Hipahipa into the valley.
corded as -tokyire. (The name was mentioned also in I 109, 38 He is co-chief with Amai-kehupana, but seems to have
n. I 121, but for another place, if not a person.) stayed behind on the W side--perhaps so that he can be sum-

18 Viz., he is using his mana to make them physically moned for effect now.
blind. 39 Cf. n. 35, above.

19 KapatTorem-kwusohika. 40 Tinyim(e) is "night" or "dark"; Huy^emil- and Hupimil-
20 Kapatlorem-kupusuilye. Both names of course are coined jingle. The two are mentioned again, with two fellows, in

ad hoc J 128.
21 I recorded sometimes Amai-kehupana, sometimes 41 Typical recapitulation to show that everyone is accounted

-kohopina. for and the situation in hand.
22 The pair recur in J 121-125; and survive their fellow 42 Perhaps they "took" or "held" hands rather than shaking

Amai-lye-vive-kwilyahe. them, in the original Mohave.
23 Sivilye-tslkwe. 43 The outcome confirms their conjecture that Hipahipa
24 Two elements of the name recur in Nyitse-vilye-vave- wanted only a man of his own stature as his special friend and

kwily^he of C 28-G 79. Amai-lye-vive-kwily^he becomes equal. The River Yuman tribes are abnormally tall: and the
first the special friend (I 123) and then the enemy (K 132, 137) implication here as elsewhere--the crossing in the next para-
of Hipahipa and is finally killed by him (L 144). --These,four graph--is that they prized stature.
chiefs live W of the river (or on the island); at Akwanva- 44 Actually to the W side, not merely to the island.
'averve,etc.,30, 30a, 30b, Valley map, W. 45 As in C 22.

25 "This side of the river" would be the E or Arizona side. 46 Like Umase'aka in C 20.
26 They have both been mentioned previously, at the same 47 And cooked for themselves.

two places near the foot of the valley, in C 16, 18, 19, D 42, 48 Fear of surprise attack if they mingle off-guard.
as driven out by Umase'ika and returning. PIkat-amat-lyuvava 49 Seemingly this can only mean that the guests had already
is the head man, Naptmpiava his messenger in C 19 and D 42. spent a night there when Hipahipa is now invited in for further

27 Qaqauwe is site S of Valley map, E, and Hamkye-ny- conference.
eva ("swallows' home") is "Sx,"n a little N of 39 where they 50 Probably: "next season"--i.e., flood season, about June.

are ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~51If they merely had wanted to live by farming, this should
088Sa-kape-kape was mentioned in C 15 (n. C 6) as living have satisfied them. But the story would have tended to end

"with" (not "at") Sa-kampany-uva (viz., Sa-qampany-eva of here; and they had come, at least in part, for a war of revenge.
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--The land appears to have been on the W side; at least that ment and his four companions at Analy-ohwele who want to
is where the givers lived; n. 67 below, with L 147, suggests see Hipahipa and he consents. But Hipahipa has just said that
that it was part of the givers' home tract, 30-30b, Valley he will not stop at Analy-ohwele, it being merely on the way.

mag. W. 74 Oiikete, "Light-rain."
There are stretches in the bottomlands where salts ef- 75 Lainkete, "Roof" (jig). These two of course rhyme.

floresce after the flood dries. 76 OuQmi-amaltlom8me, "Plume-tell-about-[to] -others."
53 His exact motive--as so often--is not quite certain, but 77 Kwiny6-ly-kwa8mpa (or Kwany8-).

makes for war. Either he wants his people kept hungry and dis- 78 Amai-meriik-kwilythe, "Sky-crooked-lie." viz..
satisfied, or he wants to keep them separate from the residents "rainbow." If -kwilyehe really denotes (or connotes) "lying."
in farming, as in play and marriage. several recurrent names in this tale are partly translated. Cf.

54 Magkwem-kwapMive's special friend, as per J 123. n. 87. These 5 are also mentioned again in N 162, 164.
b5Cambium of black willow; standard material for skirts 79 The chief of the 5 is mentioned last, as previously in

(aprons), cradle-padding, etc. several passages.
56 Perhaps he did not want the bast taken away. 80 Perhaps the interpreter did not want to be bothered with
57 With his head away from the house door. re-enumerating the names of J 128 (n. 67), or I was too slow
58 But for the excuse of an accident, the surly resident writing them.

would have felt deliberately affronted and fighting might 81 Site H, Valley map, E. Several miles below Fort Mo-
have started. have.

59 Once more he is the giant. 82 "They see." He appears in D 33 as Asiakta, who is host
60 "A bit N of the Sante Fe R.R. roundhouse at Needles." to Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe after the latter loses his body

Here recorded as -ohwile. It is site K, Valley map, W. the first time; and he has two daughters, whoce names seem to
61 "To the S [of east? or of Needles City? ] where the contain the element Kat(a), which is the Tobacco clan

bank is caving (in 1903 1 into the river"; 28, Valley map, W. designation.
62 I obtained no meaning. --The same 5 are mentioned 83 Nyi-malyeho-kusirqa. In D 33 I wrote the name

again in N 162, 164. Ya-malyeho-m-koslrqta.
63 'Masohwat is a large red bird that does not live in this 84 Ha'ampa-qwaqwa'ema. As in a certain clas of men's

country." I conjecture it may be a parrot or macaw, known names, the reference is to a woman: "without her dress."
perhaps from aboriginally traded feathers or skins, as it was 85 Aqwage-hativire-kwily6he. Cf. n. 78. --They appear
to the Pueblos. Cf. ante, I 112, n. I 140. The form is to be a Tobacco clan group. Most of the names, as those of
Masohwat-itlilerqe, which would strictly mean "Excrement the next two groups of four, refer to tobacco.
-M." rather than the reverse. Perhaps iti&rqe is also a verb. 86 The three joined places, 20, 20a, 20b between H and I

64 Amp3j-dv-kwa-havika. He is killed. by Hipahipa in of Valley map, E, have been mentioned in C 17, n. C 12,
N 164. as the home of Amai-nye-varerqwer who is visited by Umase-

65 Or "Keep-going": Ilyetg-kavarva. Also killed by Hipa- 'ika. The places are not far from Hssb&pe of n. 81. The forms
hipa. actually recorded here in J 129 were Avanyor-ivava, Atkyaset-

66 Kwatuii(y)-iilyeyi. gltisve, and Komos-kuvatatIl.
67 Unplaced, except for being on the W side and down- 87 Nyit1e-hwet%kwem-kwily6he. This total "translation"

river from Needles. I have entered them in the Valley map of the name perhaps breaks down into nyitre, "tobacco sack"
as 30, 30a, 30b, W. "They lived" may refer to the new- (n. G 22X- hwetskem, "empty"; kwilythe, "lying" (n. 78,
comers, or to Amai-lye-vive-kwilyahe's people: probably above.)
the latter, because in L 147 his body is burned at Akwanva- 88 Amaiy-atkw1va. Said to mean literally "planted In
'averve,where his house is: n. L 27. sky" but to refer to tobacco planting on earth, like the next.

68 I wrote Koum- here, but have entered "Kwam-haQeve" 89 Amal-at[kwiva.
on the Valley map as 29a, W. 90 "Dusty leaves [ of tobacco ] ," given as the translation,

69 These two rhymers were mentioned in J 123 as ac ~ seems rather a connotation. --He appear to be the head of the
companying Amailye-vive-kwllylhe when he was summoned twelve chiefs; cf. J 131, 139.
to meet Hipahipa. 91 Aha-tlepiive and Hla-tukoro are otherwise unmentioned.

70 Matha is "wind" or "north": himat, "body." The four I have entered them on the Valley map, E, as 21, 21a.
do not reappear in the story. 92 For tukoro cf. nn. E 28, F 24, 1 26, I 50, a=,,

71 Site K, Valley map, W; cf. n. 60. They are traveling 93 It probably means "cottonwoods-In-nesting" or
N on the W side. "burrowing." The interpreter said: "Living in holes of cotton-

72 "2 mi. N of Needles, 1-1/2 hours to walk" (there is wood trees, which refers to the bird called tak^oka."
sand); 24,23, Valley map, W. Horrave means "lightning"; 94 "Many sitting [or walldngjl along cottonwoods, also re-
Qono (perhaps Sono) I do not know;(i) Bauvre is "to hold," ferring to the takoka bird," The last element of the namse
"have." In C 34, the place is called Horrave-i8auve, and seems to contain unye, "road."
Amai-mar-kwilyehe lives there, who is the second gambling 95Himat is "body"; qa;aqata was said to mean "large"
opponent of NyltIe-vilye-vive-kewilyahe. Both placex are and "stout"; bult Qata or Ka,ta is also the name of women born
mentioned again in N 162, 164. in the Tobacco clan.

73 This flatly contradicts 127, where it is Masohwal-excre- 96 Hisalye-marik-utatrurerqe, "Hands-bean-pour into."
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97 "5 mi. upriver' [ from where they were? ], 22 and 22a, encountered between Umase'ika and NytUSe-vilye-vive-
Valley map, W. kwilyehe. Cf. n. 50, below.

98 Our old messenger friend of J 121 N. 26 There seems to have been some theory of labor-
99 Which evidently were close to one another. exploitation of slaves among the Mohave, but little practice
100 He appears to be the head of the twelve; cf. K 139, of it. Mainly, slaves were symbols of tribal prestige.

and n. J 90, above. 27 Of the whole valley? Or of his particular friends?
101 Childlike; but his coming is a favor. 28 He croses from the E side, but apparently to the upper
102 A typical formal speech. end of the former "island, "which is usually reckoned with
103 A band of 50 or 60 people might conceivably crowd the E side. Ampot.-kerima is at E21 of the map.

into a house along with an equal number of local residents, 29 True and not true,
for Mohave houses were good-sized: up to 26 by 30 ft. --at least 30 Mentioned only here.
after steel axes were available for cutting timbers (Handbook. 31 One of the singings recognized as dealing with war In its
p. 734). However, throughout this tale it is a convention to story plot. One version has been outlined in SMM, 2.
have a chief's house hold all his people plus visitors, as if his 2 Most Mohave singings go on at least that long.
village were a one-house settlement. Cf. Handbook, p. 735. 33 As ante wbipping feelings up is more important than

rest.
34 Pebble-containing rattles.

K. Tensions Commence And Mount 35 It is not clear which they are.
36 Many Mohave singings have a simple dance or stamp

1 Evidently some competition or game, like the racing accompaniment by men or women or both -- but seemingly
and broad-jumping; perhaps a billet-kicking race like that of alwa,ys only one specific motion for each kind of singing.
the Pueblos. 37A hero knows everything.

2 The old residents. 38 Cf. n. 25, above.
3 Our leader. The first beginning of a rift. 39 A hero conquers by magic, which is greater than strength
4 The non-Mohave makes the first competitive move. or bravery.
S So far he has restrained himself and just equaled his op- 40 Prepare: they could hardly have literally manufactured

ponent; the fourth time he shows what he can do. effective clubs of hard mesquite wood that night.
6 The E and W probably do not have ulterior meaning-- 41 Tukytta. straight like a policeman's billy, for cracking

just inveterate spatial orientation. skulls.
7 A passing reaffirmation that the tale is authentic because 42 Kelyahwai, with a cylindrical head, for smashing faces

the narrator had dreamed it himself. with upward stroke.
8 The goal was evidently a line scratched on the ground. 43 This is unheard-of in practice. Rhetorical exaggeration.
9 The course is gradually lengthened to break the tie. 44 Stood."
10 Visualization again, rather than symbolzation. 45 Site 40, Valley map, E, between S and T.
11 He provokes bis own Ion; this is the fourth try. 46 On the W side, at 30-30b of Valley map.

eOur oldfvoends of J 120-124. 47 The abler-bodied in front, apparently. Or perhaps the
13 They ar not great men like Amai-lye-vive-kwilyEhe women are to go first in the expected retreat.

and not ready to incur trouble to feed their pride. Also they The purpose of this is not clear. Error for: Old men and
were immediate neighbors of Hipahipa see K 136. women behind the men of fighting age?

14 Again the non-Mohave issue the challenge. But this 49 His partner or lieutenant, who has not been mentioned
time Hipahipa leaps first; no doubt to make possible the deft 50
image of his opponent clambering out of the tangle of boughs These made or chosen or artificial friends become
after Hipahipa has cleared them. natural opponents when war begins. Cf. n. 25, above.

15 For shade? Good sil? Ormere factual visualization?
16 Giving approval.
17 There is a lot of such lying around by Mohave men. L. The Mohave Repel An Attack But Leave The Valley

Still if he felt friendly, he would presumably have reacted,
Beside; the "north of" probably is only visualizing ha-

bit, as a few lines before. 1 This is J10 of the desert itineraries (Pt. 8), as in J 129,
19 Excuse. n. J 15, at the edge of valley and mesa. In K 141, there
20 Note that he lies or sits or lies again as his partner is seems to have been a confusion between E and W in the text

doIn, in sign of friendship. as recorded. Cf. n. '16, below.
2l On the right hand as one enters. 2 "Nothing to defend: that is why we give way."
22 War paint. 3 By arrows. The Mohave went into battle with quantities
23 The floor of the house is clean, soft sand. ("100") of arrows: imple, feathered arrowweed (Pluchea)
24 This tim, northward mean away from the Mohave who shafts, without head or foreshaft. The bow was of willow,

havre come in from the south. unre6nforced, and, at normal range, arrow penetration was
25 The amhival.nt friend-enemy relationship of those who not deep. Deaths might be from los of blood, the Mohavre

single each other out for special relationship has already been say, or Infection, rather than piercing of vital parts. Of
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course the number of arrows that a hero will bear is further 29 Food would be cooked outdoors and might be left there.
exapgerated in the tales. 30 Or perhaps: on the way back indoors.

Return to the rear where the fighting is. 31 He and his people.
Their partners on the other side. 32 Meaning: "many" or "most."

6 "The others." 33 The sand covering of a house was easy to walk up on.
7 These rests or pauses are mentioned also for historic Some hasty early observers thought Mohave houses were ex-

battles. cavated in sand dunes.
8 The others, the non-Mohave. 34 Between the center posts and the door.
9 Ex-friend Amai-lye-vive-kwilyahe, on his way to the 35 I have not seen a smokehole, nor heard it mentioned

W side, as I construe it. in non-myth context.
10 At the crucial point, the narrative is overly brief; we do 36 The roof being of sticks, with arrowweed laid across

not even know if he beat in his skull or crushed him in his and sand thrown on, the sand would inevitably pour down
hands. around a smokehole when stamped on.

11 Crossng the river all the way to the W bank to which 37 As a trophy or evidence of his daring.
Am1a-lye-vive-kwily^ehe had hoped to escape. 38 In agreement with first mention of the band in J 120.

All over his body. For Avi-ku-nyamasive, "White Mt.," see River and
13 Crawled because he was so full of arrows. In a mild way, Desert map and itineraries, J2 (-L5). From Kutsi-k-ubau,

the scene is reminiscent of the hero Bhishma in the Sanskrit J5, the course "home to Kutpima" is straight SE.
Mahabharata, whose arrows support him in the air like a pin- 40 AvT-ny-akwe: Jl ('L6).
cushion bed the night after his last battle. But the Mohave are 41 Making 2 1/2 days' walk for the trip, as on the way in,
puny exaggerators as against the Hindus. when they started in J 115 from Kiutpima, E4 (417).

4 The hanging arrows would hurt; the Mohave speak of
the relief.

15 To assuage and comfort him in his extremity. M. Preparation And Return In Force
16 Had the two leaders of the Northern residents left their

people on the E side when they leaped into the river to escape? 1 "Where" for "how" or "that."
7 "A bed," the interpreter called it. 2 His foe-friend Amai-lye-vive-kwilyehe.

18 Brush as bedding, River and Desert map, E8; here recorded as Avi-ka-
19 KuGily-kukiive, J7 (=L1), River and Desert map (map hasale. In E 49 of narrative Tiupak-amapo'e or Dusty-sun-

2) in the Black Mts. They have crossed the river and gone up rise has 3 fellow chiefs: Flat-girl, Tumed over-old-man,
the peneplain, or an arroyo in it. towards the mountains. and Shadow-sun. In I 110 he gave presents to Hipahipa but

20 Unconscious. did not join him. In the paragraphs that follow, he joins him
21 Uphill, away from the river. in scouting. His band is Nyo'iltse and OwitTs in clan.
22 Kutasa'ilya: El (2F10, L2) of River and Desert map and 4 Sic: Huvalilyeskuva is E10 (114) of River and Desert map

itineraries, Pt. 8. It is in or near the Sacramento Wash. inE 50; inE 51-56 Nyitse-vilye-vive-kwily^ehe the self-bet-23 "Will die...*is dead"--either the Mohave language or ting gambler Uves with them; it is a Tobacco clan group. The
the interpreter's English Is lacking in precise specification. leader then is Lying-on-dust or Ampot-em-kuhiflve, as now;

24 Porepore-kutle'im(a): 16 (-L3) of River and Desert map. his co-chiefs are Sky-guts, Earth-guts, Hold-inside-mouth,
They passed through here on the way into the valley. Hold-on-hands. In I 112 they give property to Hipahipa; and

Kutii-k-uSau(ve): J5 (2L4). Here and in 148 written in M 150-153 Lying-on-dust scouts with him and Dusty-sun-
Kutli-kugau-ve.--For some unexplained reason the course rise
is zigzag: from the valley NE to J7, then SSE to El, then He is actually gone 4 days and 3 nights. The Mohave
NNE to J6, J5. may have said simply "3 nights, ". the interpreter have ampli-

26 He boasts about his own magic power in final farewell fled to the English phrase 3 "days and nights." The same
to his companion. In a way this holds true also of the sing- discrepancy has been noted before.
ings usual at deaths and cremations: they honor the dead, but 6 Ordinarily the name of the dead is not uttered. Whether
the mourner also does what dreamless common people cannot this taboo would be waived in order to inform people at a dis-
do. tance of the fact is something I do not know. Posibly the in-

27 Akwanva-'averve, 30, Valley map, W, is mentioned terpreter simply put the name in here for my surer understand-
in J 128 as one of three places from which visiting Hipahipa ing. In I 101, the announcement is merely: "My son died."
sets out with Amai-lye-vave-kwily&he to go upriver to visit 7 No other chief.
people near Needles aty who want him to visit them also. 8Try aain to enter Mohave VaUey.
See n. J 67.--Amai-lye-v1ve-kwily1he's body was dragged 9 Viz., told them exactly.
to the W bank in K 144, n. K 11. A few lines farther on, 10 Va&lye: the cooked, dried root-stalk of agave, a con-
n. K 16, his following are all left on the E bank. That is densed nutritive food. They are in the desert again.
why they "came from across the river" here. 11Our foes.

28 He comes from the mountainls E of the valley to 12 They are following the familiar route I7-J2-J3-lower
Akwanva-'avtrve on its W side where Amai-lye-vave- valle3y.
kwilyahe has just been cremated and is being mourned for. 1&Site X, Valley map (map 1), E.
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14 Site V, Valley map, E. mention of Cut-blood-knee, but Ha-yega-ykQwa attains
15 Go back, retum? his full importance in the conquest, M 160-P 173. --The
16 El of desert itineraries (Pt. 8) and River and Desert three other chiefs at Avl-nyulka are mentioned only here:

map. "Sky"-hoatve, "Eagle"-tavapa, and Mitlimana (this last
SavetOilyve, M6 of desert itineraries (Pt. 8), remains sounds like corruption of a Mohave word).

unplaced. 36 Avl-kuvilye and Kwahakwo-tasalyve are M10, on the
18 Napaqwe, M7 of desert itineraries, W of river, also River and Desert map. He is traveling E.

unplaced. 37 I assume it is Bouse Wash. The arroyo may have been
19 Humar-onaka, a mountain on the W side, is also un dry but have contained waterholes or springs.

identified. 38 Avl-'a'isa means "screw-mesquite mountain." The two
20 Hukgara-tilmanive is 11, Valley map, W. We met places are 37 and 38, of the River and Desert map. This is

this place first in J 120, as the home of four chiefs, of whom a longdays run even for a swift messenger--55 mi.
Nyakamelya-'Iva was the most frequently mentioned (J 123- These five leaders are mentioned only here and in the
L 144). following three paragraphs; except that in P 174n) Alymuisa,

21 Hanyore-ku-vatai, or Hiny8re- ("great mark"?), was no doubt on behalf of the others as well as himself, takes land
one of the other chiefs mentioned there in J 120. in the valley. It is there-mentioned that he called his daugh-

22 Avi-kwa-'ahwata, upriver from 11, is site C, Valley ters Muisa, which connotes'a'isa, "screw-mesquite"; cf. the
man, W. place from which they have now just come. Also, Aly-miusa

"Colorado salmon' locally, a large, sluggish, unsal- is evidently a personalization of the clan name. For the other
monlike, soft-fleshed fish, Ptychocheilus lucius, also called leaders' names, the meaning of TIso-hore is unknown, where-
Colorado sqawflsh or White Salmon of the Colorado. They as itsierqe is "excrement."
ran up the Green R. into Wyoming and up the Gila almost 40 Amat.-kwiga'a of the return journey is Mll, lower on
into Arizona. The Mohave call them ati-nyanyena, which Bouse Wash than M10 of n. 36, perhaps near the crossroad
theysay means "mouth-copulating fish." settlement called Bouse on the map.

Himesbau is not mentioned elsewhere. But then he was 41 gavenirve is SE of K-utpima, E5 of narrative E 47. This
not a chief. is a still longer day's run: 65 ml. The same distance pointed

25 "Mark"-va9rm-ku-"boy." a bit farther N would have brought him home to K-utpima that
26 "Each said: I am...," we should say. But "I" and "we" night, but apparently his message was to be delivered at

follow other rules in Mohave. Qavenirve also.
27 "He" in the text. 42 These four recur in M 156-0 168. Kunyi'ige we have
28 Ahkwet-aQllye.--He cut his head off at the throat, met before, in E 47-48, when he receives the recently
29 The usual Califorrnian scalp. scalped Nyir'ie-vilye-vave-kwilyahe, who, however, runs off
30 We have met Tlu-yohe-yohwe before, when he was during the night.

Umase'ika's messenger in C 18. 43 Style!
31 Thirteen days from first visibility to fuil moon. 44 Seven days here, as against 13 just before.

32 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~45To take scalps? Or merely to dance with him?32 Of these five, Kwinyahai later takes land in Mohave T aesap?O eeyt ac ihhm46 Tlutaha is a dance performed by old men, young men,
Valley, both on the island and on the W side (P 174p, 175g and two women, to two songs repeated over and over, sung to
his clan is Cloud or Owit. Also, he is among the chiefs who an accompaniment of a coiled basket beaten with the palm; a
repel the counterattackers from the N, in Q 190. He may pot or jar is laid facing the basket in a trench. This is a social
be the same as Halyep^ota-kwinyahai ("Water floods Halyepota") dance for fun. Handbook, p. 765.
who, in H 85, is mentioned as living with Uya-tutisume and 47 And danced.
Hiha-tutsume at Avirqa near Yuma. --The other four are 48 The symbolism was not explained, but obviously refers
mentioned only here. In their names, eenya'ika means to death,
"woman"; ampote, "dust"; ahmalye,"a buckskin bag"(cf. It is not clear why he should want them to hear an un-
n. N 37); i8auve, whave," "hold." favorable dream. However, the dream evidently refers to his

33 This is Ila, where Hipahipa went tO hunt antelope for individual fate, his death in the invasion, not to the tribal
the wanderers in I 97. migration, which is successful.

34 Avl-nyiulka: see I 93, 95; associated with Aha-kwa-hal, °They are now In the fourth moon, so the eight more will
H5. The distance from Kuitpiama is under 40 mi., not an make it a year from the time when he resolved to attack.
undue stretch for a runner. 51 Hakutiyepa, River 24.

35 Cut-blood-knee and Ha-yega-y'ewa. appear in the 52 Halye-metat-uvire, M12, is one day down Williams R.
story in 1 93, as discoverers of Hipahipa, who thereupon leads from KUtpama; Halye-vaaoma, M13, two days; Hakuesy^epa
the wandering Mohave to them (I 95). Tensions develop over part of a third day more.
lack of food and antelope magic, Cut-blood-knee's doctor 53 This would be Alymisa's band of M 155, n. 39. It is
bewitches MaQkwem-kwapaiva's son (I 96-100), and the Mo- not clear whethier Kwinyahal, Cut-blood-knee, and Kunyi-
have go off. The residents, at that stage of the story, act 'iGe first moved W to the river and came on up along with him,
rather like non-Mohave, but the seqiuel here shows them to or whether they came across the desert to Hlpahlpa and then
belong to the tribe. The present passage is the last explicit traveled along with him. There were also leaders below Aly-
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muisa and Screw-mesquite Mt. that appear later in the narra- Hipahipa, or as on the march. Possibly, coning from far
tive, such as Hihi-tut'same (cf. M 160, n. 69, below), who down the dver, he is to be imagined as joining his band to
perhaps should be assumed to have come upriver and then that of Alymiusa of Screw-Mesquite Mt. (M 155, 158), who,
marched along with Alymusa. as the most northerly of the Mohave on the Colorado, perhaps

54 Rver 34b, SE from Vidal. was the advance guard rather than the head leader of the
55 "Water-pipe"? River 26, above Parker. By context, it riverine half of the tribe. However, from here on Hhiia-tutsume

is a half-day's journey S of Williams R. mouth; a day N of is the close associate of Hipahipa in the final reconquest, and,
KutZiinyve (34b) which is S of Parker; and two days' travel after the latter's death in N 164, he seems to be general head
N of Screw-Mesquite Mt. (River 37-38). of the Mohave in their completion of the reconquest.

5 Aha-tsu-tsiepa (River 23, distinct from Ha-ku-tsyepa, 70 Aqaq-erfTmsa ("Raven"-ernmsa?) has not been mention-
24) and Kukwauve-hunuve (23a) were probably only a few ed before, but continues from here on as the companion of
miles up the Colorado. Hihi-tutsame.

57 Ha-taiva-taive (River 22) is unplaced other than by con- 71 Kuhiu'inye: 33, Valley map, W.
text, as is the next resting-place, Hamakupeta (21). 72 llnya-l-tNeqwiarve ("night-speak"?) is mentioned in

58 Aspaly-puimpa or -pu'umpa, River 20. On account of A 1-4 as one of the leaders that originally emigrated out of
the "mountain" I have placed it on the map where the 1,000- Mohave Valley, along with MaQkwem-tlutim-kwilyahe.
ft. contour comes very near the dver. The distance is about Then he drops completely out of sight until here; but from
dght in terms of days' marches. N 160 to P 173 he and Ha-yeea-yaowa lead the Mohave in

59 "Great mortars" or "many mortars," River 19. It is their reconquest of the E side of the valley as Hipahipa and
mentioned also in G 81 and in the Tumanpa myth (11:51). Eiha-tut"ume lead on the W side. Other than that, he is a

60 Umaka (the u is long) or Omaka is River 18, mentioned colorles figure.
also in Tumanpa (11:50) and Goose (14:40). 73 Ha-yega-y-ewa (or -yeQva?) has appeared in 1 93-

61 IvQe-kwa-'akymye ("long" ivee?) and Uhul-nye-vltle 100 as being with Cut-blood-knee in the desert at AvI-ny-
(uhul'their houses") are River 11 and lla. iulka and Aha-kwa-hel. It is these two that discover Hipa-

62 Aha-tie-kupilyka ("water, or spring, at which they de- hipa while he is living as a hermit. When Hipahipa brings
stroyed property in honor of the dead"--?) is here specifically Magkwem-tlutsim-kwilyehe and his errant band to Avi-ny-
put between River 11 and 10; but according to Tamanpa (11: lilka, it is Cut-blood-knee that is told of as if he were chief:
47) and Chuhueche (13:12) it is River 14, below 11, and one it is he that complains of lack of room and food, and it is
of three condguous spots (with 12, Selye'aya-'ita, and 13, "his" doctor that bewitches MaQkwem-kwapaiva's son; Ha-
Nyav6-nye-vatle, "ghosts' homes") at which the dead live-- yega-yeOwa seems the lieutenant. Both are mentioned in
cf. the -kupilyk of the present name. the summons in M 155. But that is the last reference to Cut-

63 Who were able to farm. blood-knee; and here suddenly Ha-yega-yaowa is appointed
64 As so often before. coleader of the E part of the conquest, and serves as such until
65 Also as before--mostly not actual grasses, but wild its consummation.

annuals.
66 Hami-tSompa: according to the next paragraph, a half-

day's march for old people downriVer from Atiqiqa at Topock, N. Beginning Of Reconquest Under Hipahipa
a few hours' trot for active warriors. It is River 10 on the
River and Desert map. In Tumanpa (11:43) it is called Hamu- 1 "Knee"-tlivauva, Site L, Valley map (map 1). W.

2eeompa-kuya. s Kuhiiinye, 33, Valley map, W.
67 These twenty are never mentioned again as individuals, 3KwiQa'oka, here Kwiga'oqa, is site V, Valley map, E.

and indeed are referred to again only as half-companies of ten, 4 Where the women and the old had stopped in M 160.--
or halves of these. There is a lot of jingle in the list, through This first day of the fighting is recounted quite summarily.
repetition of compound words. The following initial elements 5 .Feather"-ti'va and "Wildcat"-tunyeva sound like the
occur more than once in the twenty names: hapara-, 3 times; names of men; I lack locations for them as places and seem
hapar-el-, 2; tinya-ly- ("night," "dark"), 5; tinya-mi-1-,2; unable to find other references to them.
tukyat- ("war-club"?), 2; ampol- ("dust"), 5 --viz., in 19 6 Hivistive,site L, River and Desert map, E.
of the 20 names. Recurring final elements are: -tlemika, 3 7In J 127, Analy-ohwEle (site K, Valley map, W) recun,
times; -evar2qa, 3; -inyaye ("day, ""light"), 2; -hakySva, 2; but Tohopiv-'ivave (28, W) is named instead of Amal-
-isima, 2; -Ske, 2. The list indicates a love of eponyms kwoahbatie (27, W); near the end of N 164, all three are
and a facility of coining them reminiscent of the Homeric mentioned. They are all in Needles aty, the first N of the
poenm. locomotive turntable, the second or third near the ice factory

68 Here we areback in the foot of the valley, on the Ad- of 1902,
zona side, site Y, Valley map (map 1), E. 8 Avi-kwa-satllve, 29, Valley map, W, downriver from

69 Ifhi-tuitime we have met sporadically before: In Needles; it is where Umase'ika died in G 79.
A 4 where he is called Halyep^ota, in A 10 where he is called 9 Qono-hl8iuvre and Korrav-0iuve, 23, 24.Valley map, W,
by his present name, in B 13, and in H 85 where he is unready are places to which Hlpahipa was invrited and which he visited
to join MaQkwem-ituuzam-kwly^ehe in invading Mohave Val- in J 128 during his first stay in the valley. Horrave Is "light-
ley. He has nOt been mentioned as invited to participate by ning"; i&u-ve to whave" or "hold."
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10 These four chiefs at Hivistive have not been mentioned with ampot(e), which means "dust" and is a frequent symbol
before. Aluwa and Alume, meanings unknown, jingle their of fighting.
names. They are killed in the attack in the next par. The 25 Hoete.
third, 8okupit-ikwe, might mean wCloud owl"; the fourth is 26 -kwinye-megave also in nn. 28, 30, 35, 38, 40, 42 of
"Sky"-tasateve. this section.

t1 These five chiefs, whom in J 127 Hipahipa visited on 27 Sivilye-tupai.
their invitation extended through Amai-lye-vave-kwily^he, 29 Cf. nn. 26, 30. 35, 38, 40, 42.
have their names given the same there, except for minor 29 Sivl1ye-anesqoly-tiupai.
differences in audition ItlehwatJ-sohtre, Masohwat-itiierqe, 30 Cf. nn. 26, 28, 35, etc.

Ampo!-iBiv-kwa-havika, Ilyeid-kav'arva, Kwatul-ulyeyi. The 31 Out of nothing, by act of will and perhaps reaching.
third and fourth are slain by Hipahipa in N 164 just before his 32 Ottse.
own death. 33 Cf. n. 24.

12 We have also encountered these five more northerly 34 Kupeta.
chiefs, when Hipahipa visited them in J 128; the meanings of 3 Cf. nn. 26, 28, 30, etc.
their names are given there; see also nn.J 74-78. The last 36 He makes it as he tells that he was instructed to.
name refers to the rainbow. Hipahipa defeats them: but the 37 Ahmalye.
story does not say that he killed any of the five. 38 Again the element -kwinye-megave as before and be-

13 Ta-tsuke-t6ukwe we have already encountered in J 121, yond.
123, 127, 130, always as a messenger. Each time, however, 3 Ahnalye.
he is spoken of as a resident and non-Mohave. But here, and 40 Cf. n. 38.
in N 165, he carries messages from Mohave to Mohave.--Hiha- 41 Haminyo or hamnio.
tut-ume, though a great leader, is not up to the tough job and 42 The last of the series. The included elements -iwel-,
has to call in the greater Hipahipa to dislodge the stubborn foe. -hitsus-, etc., are untranslated.

14 Ihne-v'auve (Ihne-va'uve?) is 25, Valley map, W. It 43 The end of the ceremony. This ritual consists mainly

may mean "standing drift log." of running back and forth, and is done by a group of men
S In Needles City (28, W), like the two adjoining; cf. n. carrying or wearing the objects enumerated; the running being

7, above. a highly stylized symbolization of scouting and going to war.--
16 In the moment of victory. Cf. MaOkwem-kwapaiva's Hipahipa is marked as great by being the only man in the tale

death in L 144-145. The end comes suddenly: apparently for whom the commemoration is explicitly made and told of
from innumerable arrow wounds.--Burning was always as im- in detail.
mediate as possible. --The deaths of the great Mohave leaders
Umase'ika and Hipahipa are at the adjacent W-side places
29 and 28-27-K. 0. Completion Of Reconquest Under Hiha:tutsume

17 Still at Atsqiqa? No: inasmuch as 0 167, n. 0 3, shows
that the camp, too, moved upriver during the morning to 1 Hiha-tuttume, who led the river people to join Hipahipa
Hotuirveve, site N, Valley map. coming from the desert, and served as his lieutenant, as it

18 Hipa is a woman's clan name, with totemic reference to were, orders his funeral commemoration and now takes top
Coyote. The supplementary parts of the names were said to command.
mean -kale, "carry in mouth"; -malyepame, "run lightly"; 2 Repetition; cf. n. N 19,
-no'qa, "young"; -kuitoqanyeve, "untiring"; their implications 3 Cf. n. N 17. Hotiurveve is site N, Valley map (map 1),
fit the coyote. E.

19 Nothing is known otherwise of such posthumous kin-mak- 4These three places are not exactly located, but the mi-
ing. Perhaps they simply honored an eminent clan member, grants are moving farther N up the valley each time they camp.
though not knowing him as an actually traceable blood rela- 5 Ahmo-ke-tsimpapa, "four mortars," and Myuhunake:
tive. The "adoption" is mentioned again in 0 167, n. 0 2. 12, 13, Valley map, W.

20 Here we would seem to come close to myth, if this 6 "Sand"-Xetlpaitlve and IvQi-kut-kanekane on the Ad-
incident really described the institution of the mourning com- zona side are also unplaced.
memoration for notable warriors. But the performance goes 7~Ahwe-&au; ahwe is "foreign," "strange."
back to Hihi-tutsume's having seen and heard Mastamho; and 8 In order, in Mohave:
thus it gets done in the narrative, as a ritual. It is not said Aha-mehake-sake
that this is the first time the ceremony was performed. Hiha- Aha-mehake-tsektarQa
tutsume merely validates his performance of it by referring Hametik-kwilye-maieve-kwilyehe
it to Mastamho's instruction, as any actual Mohave would do. Aha-kwa'8repai

21 "Gave me knowledge of the whole commemoration HameQark-yamasave
ritual." Hamegark-mahekyeve-kwilyahe

22 One of the paraphernalia of the ite, a stck with a string Itsivily-tikumpa-kwily^ehe
of feathers attached. 9 The clrcumstances of capture are now enumerated on

23 Its secular name. which the foregoing names were manufactured ad hoc.
24The first of a series of ritualistic names. They all begin 10 Crawlingoan hands and knees.
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The situation is omitted which gave rise to "Sandbar- 28 The Walapai, the Havasupai, the Sivinta Southern
white." Paiute of Shivwits Plateau, and the non-Hopi Pueblo.

12 The three places mentioned in 0 167, n. 4, above. 29 Cf. B 11 and n. B4; also Q 192, n. Q 54.
13 Havetets-ismive and Imiive-'ismave are not placed in

this part of the story, except that the invaders have got well up
into the N end of the valley. But cf. Q 191, n. Q 43, for
another mention of Havetatr-ismave, showing it to be near P. The Taking Of The Land By Totemic Kin Groups
sites 17 and C of Valley map, E.

14 Avi-kutaparve is W side, site B, in southernmost Nevada 1 Here we come to the answer to my questioning of the
across the river from E side site A. Huvate is W 9. Mohave as to the origin of clans, which led to my being re-

15-1S8-kuva'ire, mentioned frequently, the uppermost large ferred to Inyo-kutavere as informant. But it iS evident that
settlement in the valley, is site A, W side, about 3 mi. up- this section of the story is but an episode in the total, and
river from Fort Mohave. IM8 are black willows. almost certainly not what produced the building-up of the

16 Akwer-tunyeve orAqwer-tunyiveis E side, 6, below site tale. Also, this secton does not explain how the totemic
A. Ahoai-itupitsve (Ahwai- ?), not otherwise known, must clans came to be. It assumes them as already existing--the
be near it. whole story implicitly assumes this. It merely tells how

17 Hihl-tutdiime, now the supreme leader, kills two more certain particular clans came to be localized in certain
of the foe than do his lieutenants across the river. tracts in Mohave Valley.

18 The first two of these chiefs were mentioned as far I have no list of actual clan localizations during the nine-
back as D 40, when Nyitse-vilye-vave-kwilyehe came to them teenth century to compare with the list developed in the tale-
after losing his body in gambling the third time, and during but assume that the latter reflects a fairly modern condition
the night scattered their stored seeds. However, they were rather than remembrance of an earlier one.
then said to be living at IJ8-kuva'Tre on the E side; now on the Various considerations on the clans and their territories are
W. (This might be a lapse between interpreter and myself-- considered in a separate section, Pt. 5. C.
"opposite" being heard as "at" I-kuva'Tre.)--Amai is "up" 2 "Swallows' houses." The two places are sites S and Sx
or "sky"; ampot, "dust"; kwinyahai perhaps "flooding."--This of Valley map (map 1), E side.
upper end of Mohave Valley seems to have been populous in 3 They are going there to allot the land, in order upriver.
the nineteenth century. It is therefore remarkable that so 4 At Qaqauva and Hamkeye-ny-iva, sites S and Sx. well
few personages domiciled there enter into the present tale. For down the valley near its lower end.
instance, no chiefs are even named for the group when Tlnya- 5 Sites 44x, 44, and V of Valley map and list, E side.
l-tseqwarve drives the people out of J-8Bkuvaire in the pre- 6 "Mosquito-cannot," site X, Valley map, E.
ceding paragraph. The Mohave on first returning enter the 7 KweGilye-pai has not been mentioned before. He takes
valley from the S and settle at its S end. The residents whom another tract farther up, in P 174k. He reappears in Q 190 as
they visit and then fight with are mainly in its middle stretch, one of the leaders who repel the counterattack from the N.
from below to somewhat above Needles City, and on the 8 I do not know the meaning of -aqwese, but the leader is
island; the N-end people are hardly involved until now. obviously named from the clan.

19 Which should not be pronounced, and were therefore 9 Ispany-kwiyiu and Itsierqe-ulyeve, 44x and 44, of Valley
passed over by the narrator. There were five chiefs in his map. The narrator probably named them, the interpreter or
mind for this place, so he said five but withheld two; instead I however finding it easier tO substitute "the two other places
of fudging and alleging only three. 10 We have met Pimegi before; in J 116, when the wan-

20 Himike-huvike must be N of Avi-kutaparve, W side, dering Mohave, at "White-mountain," see the smoke of his
site B, but I cannot place it more definitely, though it was settlement, but pass it by.
mentioned to me also in other context. 11 Sc&l-kiv'ave is not otherwise identified; Hanyo-kupusoi

21 Sc., "not yet." probably is the same as Hanyo-hane, Powell L.. a slough, site
22Ihe famous center of Mohave creation and myth, U of Valley map. E; Avi-tsliise is site 43.

Newberry or Dead Mt. 12 Hu-t1atla is obviously the eponymous head man of the
23 Havlre-puke and Kuyal-kad-vapTtva are mentioned T1th1a clan, whose name denotes food. Strictly, the clans

also in Tumanpa, 11:10. have no names, but the daughters of each have a uniform
24 Eldorado Canyon is a gorge entering the Colorado from name, like T1itla or Halyep8ta or Owits or Ny^'iltse, and

due W, about 30 mi. upriver from Avikwame and ca. 20 mi. this name always carries one or more totemic implications,
below Boulder Dam; whereas the refugees seem still to be on though these are mostly not evident etymologically. in the
the E side. The meaning probably is that the places are name itself. In English, the Mohave say that the woman's
somewhere near the mouth of the side canyon; or perhaps clan name "means" so and so, or "stands for" it: w'nyitrehuik.
merely: well up above the valley somewhere. --Hu-tEtsaJreappears in R 195 when "Slave-boy" from the

25"Body"-napukwe; the second element possibly referrng Walapai visits him at site 26, Aqaq-ny-iva or "Raven's home
to death. At any rate, he is slain in Q 191. 13 Va'orve, site T, Valley map, E, at sharp eastern ter-

26 Hwetta-hwed -"see," race, 4-5 mi. N of Topock; Amat-ku-panepane, no other
27 R~ather.. those who had stayed in the valley now became information.

four tribes. 14 "Dove-breast"-pai, eponymous of his land; perhaps
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37 A41a"Dove-breast-person," on analogy with Wala-pai, Havasu-
3

A'isa.
pai (or -paya), etc. 38 Maselye'ai are wild food seeds. See Myths 7:15; 9:22.

15 NyA'iltk is a multitotemic clan: Deer in 174a and 174b, The two places are not further located, but must be between
Sunhere, Eagle in 174f, j, Fire in 174i. sites 26-25 and 24-24x of map.

16 Nyahwewe or Nyahvtve, here recorded as Nuhyueve, is 39 Hipais a recognized woman's clan name, with refer-

site 40 of Valley map, E. ence to Coyote. For flipa as head of the Hipa clan, cf. the
17 HoskyTve-yetuky^re, here -toky^re, is 39 of Valley map, corresponding cases of Vimaka and Nyikha, in 174g, 1741,

E; also Jil of desert itineraries (Pt. 8). and nn. 21, 33, above. Hipahipa of course is different: he
18 TIsamhAo-pai. Not mentioned elsewhere; and the name is a great leader of legend. Moreover, his name is dup-

is without evident reference to his clan. licative. --Hipa takes land also on the W side, in 175g; and in
19 Aspa nyittehuik. 175e, where, however, he is called Itsuwene.
20 Qaqauve, as ante, is site S of Valley map, E, and 40 Seqwaltsive seems to be a variant rendering of Sa-

Hamkye-ny-iva br "swallows' houses" is site 39. 'ontive orSa'mn?sive, 24 of Valley map, E; Ahahta is 24a.
21 Undisguised eponymy. They are on the island which, as late as the 1850's, was
22 [Amat-] Savetoha and Ahat-halyapmeve (ahat is "dog," formed by a second channel east of the present single channel

"pet") are 0 and Ox, of Valley map, about 4 mi. from the of the Colorado.
place of narration and more or less E of Needles City at the 1 Humare is "boy," or rather, "child." Humare-tare-pai
foot of the terrace bordering the valley on the E. is first mentioned in J 117, when his smoke has been seen from

23 Kwiny8ra: unidentified otherwise. Cf. nn. 27 and 29, Aha-'ahtsye by the Mohave on their way N, but they pass him
below, and the names m P 174i, i. by. He takes land again farther upriver, in 174_, and on the

24 Cf. n. 15, above. opposite side in 175f; the latter is said to have been opposite
25 Hoturveve is site N of Valley map, E. his holdings on the island. Hle is mentioned again in Q 179
26 "Beaver"-supanye, of which I have no other record, (and 190), but as being at Ahahta and Seqwlltlive, which in

may be the same as Apen-yi-va, "Beaver's house," site P the present list are assigned to Hipa-Itsuwene.
of Valley map, E. 42 Untranslated and apparently not mentioned elsewhere.

27 Cf. nn. 23 and 29 for Kwinyora-. 43 This sentence seems like an interpolation by the nar-

28 Hataikuvely5O and Sumats-atiive ("Dream"-at"sive), not rator--perhaps in answer to a question by me as to the mean-

otherwise mentioned, would seem to be between sites L and N. ing of the name, or as to its previous occurrence.
29 The third Kwinyora of NyAo'ilts'e clan (174h, i, j). There 44 Kwinyahai (the meaning is "flood," or at least seems

must be a connection by reference or implication. This one to have reference to water, aha, or moistness, ahai-) is
takes additional land on the W side in P 175f, and reappears previously mentioned, much like Aly-musa of 174m, in
briefly in Q 180 and 190; in the latter he is called simply M 155-158. He has been living at Aha-kupaka in the desert,
Hat^oai, without the Kwinyora-. but is summoned by Hipahipa to the scalp dance and grand

3 Astakwanakwe is site Lx of Valley map, E, and Hivistive, rendezvous. He may or may not be the same as Halyep'bta-
mentioned repeatedly before, is site L. The narrator said that kwinyahai of H 85. He takes land again on the W side, in
this tract included the spot where we were sitting, and that it P 175g. apparently opposite to what he takes here; and is
ran from the mesa (gravel terrace) to the river. mentioned again in Q 190 as one of those who defeat the

31 In P 174a. counterattacking non-Mohave.
32 The places are NE of where Inyo-kutav^ere was narraing 45 Hamkavabulve and Qav(e)huvaha on the island: cf.

to me. Aha-kukwinve is 27, of Valley map, on Powell L. Q 190, 191, n. Q 35. They are sites Ix and I of Valley map,
(slough); and Hwat-imave, 28y, is mentioned again in Q 180, 46 Halyeptta-kwiQpbta is puzzling. Halyep8ta is a re-
R 193.

33 A wholly eponymous leader. So far as I know, men do cognized clan name, with reference to the frog. In P 174-
not carry women's names, and the clan "names" being 176 four parcels of land are taken by Halyepotas: (1)
actually those of women, a name of this type, coincident with Halyep6t-aqwese, near foot of valley, E side--174b; (2)
that of his clan, would not be borne by a Mohave man in his- Halyep&ta-kwigpota, here, nearing head of valley--174q;
toric times. (3) Halyepota, near foot, W side--175b; (4) Halyep8ta,

34 Nyikha was said to refer to a "caterpillar" called ame. mountains to S of valley--176d. I am not clear how many
It seems not to have been named to me by other Mohave in- individuals are represented by these four mentions: I suspect
formants. two, at the lower and upper end of Mohave Valley. The

35 "Raven's-house" and Ku-minye-"spring," the latter clan is Halyepota in each case.
probably for Aha-k-upinye, "lukewarm spring," are 26 and For the second part of the name, H 84 mentions three
25 of Valley map, E. -kwiQp^tas: Halyepota-kwiQp'ota (as here), Hipa-kwigp3ota,

36 Aly-misa, obviously from the clan female-name Musa. and Tsatl-kwiQp8ta. It is said of them in H 84 that they stayed
He is mentioned previously in M 155-158. with four other at the mouth of the river when Magkwen)-tsutiam-kwilylehe

-2 2 2- -2 went N. but that later thev too went to Mohave Valley andnamed leaders, as living at Avi-kwa-hapama and Screw- wetN u htltrte o ett oaeVle n
that then their daughters were called Halyep^ota, Hipa, and

Mesquite Mt. on the river, and as joining the rendezvous at
Bill Williams Fk. mouth. The corresponding Yuma clan name TfsatE(a). This would identify the first of the three with our
is Alymos (Handbook, p. 742). present character, and the others perhaps with Hipa of 174n
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and Hu-tsltla of 174J.. 69 Avi-halykwa'impa: site H of Valley map, W, about
Finally there is the Halyep8ta-kwinyahai of H 85, and the 5 mi. above Needles.

Cloud-clan Kwinyahai of M 155-158 and 174p. 70 Humare-tare-pai and Kwinyahai: of 1742, s, and 174B.
47 Aha-sb8ape and Aha-kumage'e are sites H and Hx of n. 44, above.

Valley map, E. 71 Akatai-vasllyve: 17 of Valley map, W.
48 Pa-kat-hto'auve seems to mean H^'auve-Kata-"person," 72 Here begin the holdings of mountains. --Kwa'ame-paye

Kata being the woman's name in Tobacco clan, and 'auve or may be an eponym of the mountain he chose, Avi-kwame,
a'uve meaning "tobacco." He is mentioned again in Q 179 which I also recorded occasionally as Avi-kwa'me. The
and R 195 as living at the two places which he takes now. -paye would then correspond to the final of Kwegilye-pai,

49 Mcalye-halye-tipmeve and Kuyak-aqwlie: 15x, 15 of Kwiny8ra-hat8-pai, Humare-tare-pai, Hoalye-paya
map, E. (Walapai), Yavapai, etc:, evidently related to ipa, "man,"

0 In P 174o. "person."--(At this point, the original record passes from
51 Qara'erve and B6-kuva'ire are frequently mentioned; the p. 99hh, the last page of my field notebook 35, to p. 74 of

latter only recently, in 0 169, n. 0 15. They are sites B and book 34.)
A of the map, E side, both N of Camp Mohave. 73 Previously, 0171, the W-side refugees who falsely

52 Hukelyeme and Malyko-vetiierqe: entered as 10 and claimed to be Mohave had fled to Avi-kwame or Mt.
lOx on Valley map, but not known otherwise. Newberry (which, incidentally, would not by itself support

53 Apparently to sleep. Turise is mentioned again just more than a few dozen people at most, and they would have
beyond, in 175b. to know how to take advantage of every source of food).

54 Ahpaly-klv'iva: 32 of W side of Valley map, more or Kwa'ame-paye, it is true, takes the river's edge in front of
less opposite Sampuly-k-uvare, site X, of E side. the mountain, presumably for fishing; but this too would

55 I.e., it is not far below Turise. hardly be considerable in the canyon. Of the two spots men-
56 Kwe-tllye seerrs to be made up from the clan name tioned, Akwag-kutJySpa may mean "confluence-yellow,"

Ti'ilye. but Nyohana'aka I can do nothing with.
57 Recorded elsewhere by me as Tilya. 74As 1764 shows, eagle and hawk nests would be the chief
58 V6lye, "agave." value of these arid mountains to the Mohave. It is quite con-

Ahpaly-kivlva and Avi-motohayi are 32 and 32a of ceivable that particular Mohave lineages continued to claim
Valley map, W side. There is apparently no connection with such eyries for some generations after they suffered
Avi-mota of 176k, a mountain near the upper end of the Chemehuevi families or bands to hunt and gather what they
valle0y. could over the rest of the range of desert N and W of Mohave

For the several Halyp8tas, see n. 46, above. If this Valley.
one is the same as Halyep8t-aqwese of 174b, opposite, all The name Aha-ko-hulyuye is that of a spring (aha-),
W-side takings (except Kwetilye's, 1750) are by men who which was no doubt the valuable part of the tract.
already hold land on the E. 76 Kusuilye is a woman's clan name which I do not seem

61 Cf. n. 53, above. It is 31a of Valley map, W. to have recorded otherwise, as also I failed to inquire here
62 Hatalompa: 31 of map, near Beal on the railroad. for its totem. The head reflects the clan name, like
63 Cf. 174n. Vimaka, Nyikha, Hipa ante in 174.
64 Sites 29 and K of map. It is a jump of several miles 77 Avi-mota is a bare, longitudinal mountain some miles

from Tuidse and Hatalompa to Needles City. Also, the NW of the upper end of Mohave Valley: our earlier maps show
statement here makes the island extend downriver at least it as "Black [sic ] Mts., then as Mt. Manchester, and finally
to opposite Needles. In the 1850's, the main channel abreast as the S end of the Dead Mts. range. It figures in the Cane
of Needles was far E of where the town is now, and one is and Mastamho myths, 1:102, 7:14.
tempted to connect this with the E channel of the island far- 78 Hahtla'aroyo sounds garbled. In Mastamho, 7:14, 1
ther upstream: in fact, the lakes on the map so suggest. But wrote it Hatlayurove; it was there said to be 14 of Java
the present story, other than here, has the island end about station on the railroad, and part of the same range as Avi-
between sites 25 and 27, E, Aha-kupinye and Aha-kukwinve. mota.

65 Kwiny8ra-hat8-pai, 174j, however, had his E-side 79 "Another man called Kiisilye" is what my notes read;
holdings well below the island, at Hivistive. There is an perhaps in error for: "other places taken by Kiisilye are."
error of order or of location. Note that his W-side 1754 land These barren little ranges would not support anybody who was
is spoken of as opposite his holding "on the E side," but that living Mohave fashion, though they would no doubt give some
Hipa clan's W-side tracts (175c and 175%) are opposite the seasonal support to people ranging more widely, such as the
island. Chemehuevi. Is there a connection between these desert

66 Hivlstive: site L on E side. tracts and the fact that Kiisuilye is not recorded in other lists
67 Itluwene is not mentioned as taking E-side land. of Mohave clans?

Either the narrator forgot him then; or, more likely, ItXuwene 80 Ohmo is the range S of W of Needles ity, of which the
is the same as Hipa of 174n and 175c. They are both Hipa- peak rises to 3,750 ft. about 10 mi. from the river.
Coyote clan. And cf. n. P 39. Iibuwene, but not Hipa, 81Yamaive: unidentified. It may be a part of or a spot
appears again in Q 179, 190. on Ohmo--as Hahtha'aroyo (n. 78, above), is of Avi-mota

68 Korrave-'i8auve is an old friend: 24, W side. (n. 77).
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82 Quite likely this is the Halyep8ta-aqwtse of 174b and in the upper valley. And when Umase'aka dies in battle,
simple Halyep8ta of 175b, whose farmlands were near the foot Uyatsihika is one of four chiefs who lead the survivors of
of the valley. their two clan bands back to Gila Bend, G 80. His career

83 Aha-kw-a'ise means "screw-mesquite spring." and a goes on to Q 185, his death leads to the final defeat and
Screw-bean Spr. is shown on our maps on the S side of the scattering of the non-Mohave, and his grandson is the person
5, 000-ft. peak 20 mi . SE of Topock which the Mohave call with whom the last recorded portion of the story (Q 193-
Akho-(ke)humi (E2 of map 2, River and Desert, and desert 197) deals.
itineraries, Pt. 8). Kutlevave I do not know. For Sutulke'iu 15 Ny'01ltse-hilyiha: amplifications of the common clan
I noted that it was near the Sante Fe R.R. bridge. This sug- name are common. Cf. the four Hipa women in N 165.
gests that it is one of the tangled mass of barren hills from 16 E of river, at head of valley, in the last large fertile
which the Needles peaks or spires rise up and which the Colo- tract, site A, Valley map, E.
rado R. bisects in a gorge before emerging into Chemehuevi 17 Kwaparvete: Evidently about two-thirds the way from
Valley. In Mastamho (7:14) it is called Satulyku and is said 68-kuva'¶re to Eldorado Canyon (n. 3, above, for Kwamha-
to be near Needles Pks. butWoftheriver. There is a 2,768-ft. GQve on way S to valley). --There is a different Kwaparvete
peak here in the "Mohave Mts." 4 or 5 mi. SW of Topock. at the foot of Mohave Valley, site Z, Valley map, E.

84 Cf. n. 74, above. 18 The best, perhaps the only, way of making a living
there.

19 He has been mentioned with Uyatrihika before, in G 80.
20 As in 181, n. 17.Q. The Counterattack and Its Failure 21 Quite likely under a shade-roof or in the shelter of a

1 These are the foreign leaders living on the river at Eldora- windbreak. The Mohave relax readily and long, just as they
do Canyon with whom the residents of the E side of Mohave excite quickly; and there appear to be no rules about sitting
Valley took refuge when driven out by the Mohave in 0 171. up or other pootural deportment in company. When there is

2 These two refugees, not mentioned while they were in nothing to do, they are likely to doze.
the valley, occupy the scene in the seeming rapprochement 22 Omen of doom. For the nose pendant as such, see
which constitutes the first half of the present part Q. Ampot G 79, n. G 32.
of course means "dust"--with reference to war. The name 23 In order that absit omen?
Nyitre-hwekwem-kwilyghe recalls our old friend Nyitte-vilye- 24 The old residents at the place are the instigators,
vive-kwilyghe of C 28-G 79. not the refugees.

3 KwamhaOeve would accordingly be two-thirds or three- 25 Sang, perhaps. Like Deborah, in a small way.
fourths of the way downriver from Eldorado Canyon to IS- 26 Again the residents lead, the refugees participate.
kuva'ire. (Not to be confused with 29a, Valley map, W, 27 This puts them on the W side of the river somewhere on
same name.) the shoulder of the great mountain. In 189 they propose to

4 I8-kuvaire, site A, Valley map, E; also see P 174s: it is cross to the E side.
the holding of Humare-tare-pai of Owiit clan. 28 "Bue-spring."

S Ampot-flv-kwinyahai ("Dust"-ftv-"flood") has apparent- 29 They ask for an interpretation, then reject it as un-
ly not been mentioned before. favorable.

6 Nor has "Dark"-s6huly8p. 30 Why only 2, not 3?
7 "You all," the Mohave generally. 31 As well they might, sheering off from prodigy.
8 Cf. 1741, where the same two places cnstitute the 32 This is the W-side allotment taken in P 175f by Humare-

second-from-the-N Mohave holding: 15x, 15, of Valley map, tare-pai more or less opposite his holding of Ji8-kuva'Ire in
E. P 174s. It is 17, on the Valley map, W, ± 8 mi. above

The land-taker of P 1741, of Kata or Tobacco clan. Needles, before the Nevada state line is reached.
10 The same two places Ahahta and Seqwalt.ive, 24a and 33 "You lived, would be mare proper than "we used to

24 of Valley map, E, occur in 174g, as the allotment of Hipa live, " since reference obviously is to the refugees while they
on the island. This strengthens the surmise. that this E-side still held the valley. This is so, at any rate, if 0 171 is to
Hipa and the W-side Itsuwene of P 175, are the same. See n. be read literally in placing the two present leaders already at
P 67. Humare -tare-pai's lower E-side holding is also on the Eldorado Canyon at the time of the battles and expulsion.
island, next above Hipa's: P 1740. 34 "6-kunyokik," probably with reference to 6o, "eyes."

11 Astakwanakwe (site Lx of Valley map, E) is Kwiny6ora- The Mohave dwell so continuously in a world of cardinal di-
hat8pai's allotment-in 174j; Hwatimave (28y of map, E) is rections, that confusion as to these seems equivalent to "losing
KweQilye-pai's upper tract, in P 174k. Here they are treated their minds."
as one. Both are Ny'liltle clan. See n. 13, below. 351 recorded "west side," but this is an error. Qlv-kuvaha

12 "Have you on our minds," "fear you." is site I, Valley map, E, and is on Kwinyahai's allotment on
13 This name here suggests that the interpreter by error the island. Also, in 189 the invaders have crossed to the

said, or I wrote, Humare-tare-pai above (n. 11) when the E side, and in 191 they flee on the E sdde, I misspelled the
informant had actually said Kwinyora-hato-pai. name of the place here, Qavekiiha for Qav-kuvaha.

14 He is the Uyatllhaka who in C 25, n. C 29, is a friend 36 Actual men, not "unreal" ones.
and follower of Umase'aka when they visit Sky-its-varerqwer 37 Counting Itiuwene as another name for Hpa, as before,
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these people are from the tracts taken in P 174s, n, e: two have fallen in the routed counterattack (below, n. 3, "was"
groups of Owits-Cloud clan and one from Hipa-Coyote clan. married). If still alive, he would presumably have wanted
All three leaders have names of their own; none of the three his son not to visit the Mohave. At any rate, the episode of
is a mere reflection of a clan. Two of them have appeared the boy's trip, which constitutes the present section R, is
in the story before the land-taking, in J 117 and M 155. aesthetically the more effective for his being a half-orphan

38 Kwegilye-pai and [ Kwinyora ]-hato-pai of P 174k son of an exiled Mohave mother.
and j, also have names of their own but their clan is the mul- 2 More exactly, "Foreign-child." Ahwe is "alien,'
tiple-totem N"yo'iltse. The second of the pair is called simply "foreign"; hwe-Gau, "slave," or ahwe.8au, "captive," in
Hatopai here. 0 167, n. 0 7.

39 Astakwanakwe is on Hat6pai's allotment, P 174j, 3 It sounds as if he were dead; if so, she would not mention
Hwatimave on Kweeilye-pai's, 174k. They are sites Lx and his name.
28y on Valley map, E. 4As in 0 171 and n. 0 23.

40 Site I, Valley map, E, as above, n. 35; here misre- 5 By birth.
corded as Qive-kuhave. 6 The places are correct--28y and 27 of Valley map, E,

41 From the settlement itself to where the enemies were in Kwegilye-pai's upper allotment, 1748--but of course she
in the river bottom. was not born there, because it is now only 12 years since

42 "Above-its"-q8tase, 17, Valley map, E, on the terrace the Mohave reoccupied the valley. She was born far down the
above the valley. river, or in the Yavapai desert, and married Ampot-lyirauve

43 Aha-vate-tsesmava is mentioned as Havetetl-ismave eight years ago, as she says just below, and that was four
in 0 169, n. 0 13. Present context shows it is somewhere be- years after her father settled on Kweeilyepai's tract,
tween sites C and 17 of Valley map, E. 7 "About" eight years is correct, because the boy is eight.

44"Sand"-kimtise, site C, Valley map, E, near Fort Mo- He was four when his grandfather came N to see him (Q 182)
have, on a terrace. They are fleeing along the more open and was killed; immediately after which came the war and
"mesa," not through the bottomland. the expulsion of the northern refugees; and in R 195 the boy

45 Site 3, Valley map, E, very near JBo-kuva'ire, site A. says that he has lived in the E four years.
Here written Yamasave-kohava. 8 Kanawete is Mineral Park, somewhere west of the Black

46 H8atfa-vimeve or Hoatli-wameve, mentioned also Mts.
in the Mastamho myth (7:88), is probably abreast Avikwame 9 Pukiya-"spring." It may be in Union Pass at the top of
Mt. though across the river from -t. the Black Mts. range. This pass would lead him to the river

47 Avn-tunyore: unplaced. at Harper, above Hardyville.
48 Selye'ai-ta, "Big-sand, Very-sand," perhaps a little 10 Moheve-"cottonwoods," on which I have no other data.

below Cottonwood Island. Here the two leaders and instiga- He reaches the Colorado above Fort Mohave, perhaps at
tors fall. The flight has been up the river, close to it. Harper, having certainly crossed the Black range. It is still

49 Haveve, unplaced; but the text shows that it must be N light, so he travels a few miles more downriver.
of Eldorado. Mentioned also in myths Coyote, 6A, and 11 Save-kohive is where he sleeps, outdoors, avoiding
Chuhueche, 14:18. the Mohave there. This spot I cannot locate more precisely.

50 "Mountain-its-black-willows." This was described as The name suggests a miswriting of Qav-kuvaha, site I, re-
N of Hackberry, three days' trip from Mohave Valley. It corded as Qave-kuhave in Q 190, n. Q 35, but he cannot be
would be in the heart of Walapai territory, N of the Santa Fe as far S as site I.
R.R. Koata, and perhaps the two other places too, seem to 12 These two places, 15x and 15, of Valley map, E, are
be neabrAvi-nyI-nioo. Pa-kat-hio'auve's allotment in P 174r.

51Probably the Pueblo Indians other than the M-ukwa or 13 in my notes he is simply Pa-kat[a ] here. He is dis-
Moki-Hopi. The Navaho are somewhat doubtfully included cuad in n. P 48.
with one or the other. Cf. n. B 4. n. 0 29. 14 "Raven's-house"; 26, Valley map, E. In P 174 1, it is

53 Havasupai. allocated to Nyikha.

ThWalapai. 15 Hu-tsatsa in P 174d took his land well down the valley,

Colorado where it flows W through northern Arizona. Cf. the at Va'orve (site T, Valley map, E), and Ku-panepane, which
are S of the boy's destination, whereas in what follows the

preceding listings of the tribes in B 11, 0 172.
55 A bit of almost mythlike origin-accounting, especially was visitng at Raven's-house; or that place is named by mis-

as differentiation into three language stocks is involved. It takes
is true, however, that the contrary process of consolidation 16 Viz., at Hwat-imave and Aha-kukwinve, as in R 193
and absorption could be rapid in the region of our story; wit- as well asin P 174k and Q 179.
ness the merging of the Kavelchadom, Halchidhoma, and 17 As in his entry, cf. n. 10.
Kohuana in the Maricopa. 18 Sleeping there and at Kanawteie-Mineral Park 2 nights

R. A Half-Walapai Boy Visits His Mohave Kin in the open, 3 days on the way.
- --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~19Toward end of the third day.

1 In Q 180, 181, Ampo6-lyirauve is not mentioned after 20 Horrave-ku-vataye.
the murder of his visiting father-in-law Uyatiihaka. He may 21 Hahwai-kun^ehe; a woman's bast skirt or apron is meant,
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22 Masahai-kwinelye. being called Halyepota originally. But our two MaEkwem's
23 Her presence would help to protect them, if any of the are mentioned together explicitly in H 83 and I 109, and

Mohave still felt hostile. implicitly (though in successive paragraphs) from 85 to 107.
24 Here Inyo-kutavere's narrative breaks off unfinished. 5 A large portion of it really concerns only the enemy

It was nearing sunset, and I was overdue to take the train for gambling boy, D 31 to F 65. Nevertheless even the residue
University engagements in Berkeley. One more day would is several times as long as B 11-13 on the first invasion. Note
complete the tale, he said; but he had said, and probably be- also that the first invasion is wholly abortive, while the second
lieved, the same for the five days preceding. --It would be achieves several years of foothold in the valley.
idle to speculate on what remained of the story--whether 6 In myth and fable, animal actors come provided in their
another fight, a reconciliation, or wholly new deeds. biology and temperament with a considerable degree of readv-

made differentiated character.
PART IV: COMPARISONS 7 "Introduction," second paragraph. See also Handbook,

Gabrielino, pp. 625-626.
1 AFLS-M 5, 1897. It is only Pt. IV of this. pp. 135-159 8 Three-eighthsof the number of paragraphs, three-sevenths

that is similar. And of this, pars. 375-381. 419-420 refer to of the whole in number of pages.
gods and creations. But pars. 380, 382-413, 421-459 deal 9 Discovery of a personage who then identifies himself is
with hujman beings and their jouirneyings as clans accrete into common in American tales. But what we have here is some-
a nation; places and lapses of years are cited; and the mirac- thing uncommon: a "flash-back." The person found is a
ulous is lacking. former associate who is rediscovered and gives an account of

2 It is true that Kuanlye's fragment (Pt. 7, A) contains an himself.
episode of magic--traveling underground--which is 10 Some are specified, others can be inferred because of
characteristic of myths, and which I presume the Mohave would previous mention of their residences and their then appearing
not claim or attribute to modern, living men. in the land-taking. Ali previous invasions were by one or

3I have sed the undated Fourth Chicago Edition, printed two bands or clan lineages; the final one by at least nineteen,
byHenry C. Etten and Co., Chicago, pp. xii, 623. to judge from the catalogue of land tracts taken.

11 T'su-yohe-yohwe in C 18 and Uyatsihaka in C 25 are the
PART V: THE HISTORIC BASIS only ones mentioned even transiently, besides the four chiefs

--not mentioned before! -who take over the retreat after
1 Frank Russell, The Pima Indians, BAE-R 26, 1908. Umase'aka's death.
2 p. 280 of J. G. Bourke, "Notes on the Cosmogony and 12 He catches live rattlesnakes and hangs them in his belt

Theogony of the Mohave Indians," JAFL 2:169-189, 1889. (I 92), kicks a churlish man out of his way, carries home a
3 Spanish Exploration in the Southwest, 1542-1706, 1916. huge coil of bast for his womenfolk (J 1261, and, egged into
4 The recorded recollections of nineteenth-century wars comgetition, leaps over two fallen trees (K 135).

already mentioned show that the Mohave, in spite of greater 1 Respectively G 77 and L 147.
numbers, might easily suffer the heavier losses in conflicts 14 The thinness of this initial part of the story may have
with Walapai and Chemehuevi: they exposed themselves with been the result of Inyo-kutavere's being at first bashfully hasty
Less need, were more easily surprised, and seemed unable to in the new experience of narrating to an American. Or again,
run their scattered foes down. Actual bravery was probably he may have been undisconcerted but primarily interested in
about equal, but that of the Mohave was more formalized the Umase'aka and Hipahipa invasions, and may therefore
and conscious, hence also more vulnerable. have hurried over the emigration as a merely needed clarify-

5 The Havasupai switched each year. In summer they ing introduction.
farmed in their canyon; winters they spent on the plateau 15 Gross, 69 pars., but 35 of these refer to the gambler
gathering and hunting like Walapai, of whom they are pre- boy.
sumably a historic offshoot. 16 Of these 66 paragraphs, 32 are devoted to preparation,

34 to the invasion itself. The former section is of course

PART Vy LITERARY QUALITIES preparatory to both invasions 3 and 4, seeing that these have
the same leadership.

1 To be precise, "formal fournes" becomes temporarily 17 Compare Mastamho, 7:44-47, Cane, 1:7, 12, 15, 18.
operative here, and two other chiefs are transiently mentioned 18 Meanings, so far as known, are given in footnotes to

in H 83--both also with names beginning with Maekwem-- paragraphs mentioned.
onlA to be promptly forgotten or ignored again. 1 Metamorphoses III, lines 206-224. The Loeb Classical

Unless some names are given in a variant form outside Library ed., trans. F. J. Miller, 1916. The names given
the catalogue; as Iatas-kwiep8ta and Hipa-kwiepota of H 84 above are, in Latin orthography: Melampus, Ichnobates,
may be the same as Hu-tsatra and Hipa of P 174. Pamphagus, Dorceus, Oribasus, Nebrophonus, Theron, Lae-

Transformation into an animal or natural phenomenon laps. In lines 232-233 three are added to the thirty-three:
would not be available here as it is in myths, on account of Melanchaetes, Theridamas, and Oresitrophus.
the realistic flavor which this tale aims at. Cf. following 20 pp. 1-8 of A. H. Gayton and S. S. Newmnan, Yoku.
paragraph. and Western Mono Myths, UC-AR 5:1-109, 1940. The

Tlhat names sometimes change is shown by Hiha-tuts'ume narrative style is treated by Gayton on pp. 8-11.
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21 I wrote the first grammar of Yokuts- -a much less pene- Devereux's story is more coherent in spite of its inclusions,

trating one than Newman's--and collected and published a but also lacks some motivating explanations, such as the con-
number of tales, so that my rating of the extraordinary per- nection with Coyote. There is no mention of Hipahipa. The
ceptiveness and felicity of his exposition is based on at least hero gathers his army by going up the Colorado.
some firsthand knowledge of the language. 8 John G. Bourke, Notes on the Cosmogony and Theogony

of the Mojave Indians, JAFL, 2:169-189, 1889. The passages
PART VII: OTHER VERSIONS here cited are on pp. 179, 182, 184, 185. Bourke's informant

Merryman was well known to my interpreter Jack Jones.
1 I have no other record of places of this name on the east g They do contain the similar elements Tzeku-, zaku,

side of Mohave Valley, but on the west side, 22 of map 1 is Saku-, so that they would appear to be jingle formations; and
Amat-kaputTora (instead of Avi-nya-k.), a little below west a similar jingle formation, treku-, occurs in Mastamho's
H, Avi-halykwa'ampa, which in turn is opposite east J, Amat- first count, 7:44, also 67-- also in combination with -pa-,
tasilyke. Near west 22 is 22a, Kutiesta'orve, of which the -va-, -ma- as here. --Sikuma is the Dove clan among Yuma,
second part of Kwinalya-kutikyorve might be a misrendering. Kamia, Cocopa, Kohuana.

2 I seem to have no other record of these places, except
that Aha-kuvilya, "stinking spring, " is mentioned in Deer, PART VII: GEOGRAPHY
5:23, as somewhere near the Hualpai Mts., probably in
Walapai territory not far from the Yavapai. 1 There might have been more if the tale had been com-

3 What follows is of ethnographic interest: a pattemed piece pleted; the focus shifts to Walapai land in section R, the last
of clairvoyance not previously reported for the tribe. A hut obtained.
is prepared of sandbar willows stood in the ground with the tips 2 F. Kniffen et al., A. L. Kroeber ed., Walapai Etmno-
tied together. On arriving, the clairvoyant leaps on the roof, graphy, AAA-M 42, 1935, maps 2, 3.
up into the air, down onto the ground again, then sings four 3 1-7, Seven Mohave Myths; 8, the present narrative;
songs telling of his power of sight. Thereupon he enters the 9-16, unpublished but annotated tales.
hut and tells his vision of what happened to the lost man-- 4 The elevation of 5,102 ft. is greater than that of any
which is, of course, verified. other peak in either the Mohave or Chemehuevis Mts.

4 SMM 3, 4; Tumanpa to be published as myth 11. 5 The narrator or interpreter said it was "40 mi. W or N"
5 Cf. Handbook, p. 760. The singer said that the full of Prescott. It is 40 mi. air SW. I think it was my Mohaves'

sequence took from sunset to next afternoon to sing. knowledge of Prescott that was hazy. The hero's route makes
6 This name reappears as Patukcut in Spier's Maricopa sense and Is based either on acquaintance or on repeated and

"Flute Lure' tale (Yuman Tribes of the Gila River, pp. 367 accurate information.
ff., 1935), closest to Mohave Cane (SMM 1); and Coyote there 6 The Mohave do not recognize the name Tolkepaya: I
is Saramiyo, equivalent to Mohave garra-veyo, below. have tried repeatedly.

7 G. Deveeux's version of this tale (in Mohave Coyote 7 Except a bit along the SW flank of the Hualpai Mts. and
Tales, JAFL 61:233-255, 1948: no. 1, Patcekarawe, pp. 240- around Yucca in Sacramento Wash -- but these areas may
249) includes four monster-destroying episodes (one of them have "belonged" as much to Mohave as to Walapai. On maps
Kwayu). The hero is Patcakarawe; his mother, Kwakak; his 2 and 3 of "The Walapai," they are assigned to Division F of
father's mother Kwakuy matayera; the Maricopa leaders, the Walapai, the Big Sandy Division or Southern People. But
Pakutce and Pataksat. It is the Maricopa who first destroy a the Walapai F habitations are all on this stream or above it.
Mohave village, from which only Patcakarawe and his grand- Only a one-house settlement, F4, Chivekaha, is shown W of
mother escape and his mother is carried off captive. the Hualpai range.


